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About DITP

The Department of International Trade Promotion (DITP) was established 

under Thailand’s Ministry of Commerce, to assist in building the competitiveness 

of Thai manufacturers and exporters to fulfill their potentials.  With more 

challenges and opportunities within the new world economy, the DITP aims 

to provide efficient and friendly trade with Thailand services.

Overseas Thai Trade Centers (TTC), under the supervision of the DITP, are 

located in major cities around the world to implement policies and activities, 

with special focus on fostering trade relations between Thai exporters and  

potential importers. In addition, the offices also analyze relevant information 

and give reports on emerging trends and developments.

For those interested in trading with Thailand, please do not hesitate 

to contact us or our overseas offices nearest to you.

Mr. Somdet Susomboon
Director-General

Department of International Trade Promotion
Ministry of Commerce
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Discover more than 100 lifestyle and 
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promoted by DITP projects in 2020. 
These projects helped Thai entrepreneurs 
develop products for our Bio Circular 
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outstanding product design.
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The AMA project enhances Thai entrepreneurs in senior market. As many countries 
have become aging societies, it is important to explore the market environment, 
consumer behavior and insights as well as product design to serve target needs.

The products from this project were applied universal design or inclusive design as a 
design concept. And with the advice from real experts who specialized in senior 
behaviors, the products are suitable and safe for senior users and they are eye-catching 
with fascinating design. The outputs from this project provides a wide range of 
products for the elderly such as clothes, footwear, skincare, fashion accessories, 
developmental toys and exercise equipment. They are ready to serve the needs of 
senior people from around the world.

60+ (AMA)
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Plantation Co., Ltd. 
ARTITUDE

Contact:
Plantation Co., Ltd.

753-755 (2nd Floor) Sukhumvit Road, Klongton 

Nuea, Wattana, Bangkok 10110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 321 4788,, +(66) 2 259 8095

Email: artitudewellness@gmail.com

FB: ARTITUDE.by.Plantation

www.artitudeforhealth.com

Developed by a veteran therapist, behind  

every aesthetically pleasing design of Artitude is 

multi-functionality based on ayurveda and holistic 

healing. Its wellness chair is the brand’s perfect 

archetype. With a rubberwood frame and cotton 

upholstery, the chair looks nice and comfortable. 

Take a closer look and you will see the uneven  

curvature of each armrest and the sharp edges 

specifically designed for self-acupressure and 

massage. The aqua green fabric stimulates the 

heart chakra, which governs the thymus gland, 

strengthening the immune system.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Goldenkerin Co., Ltd. 
BACK TO THE ORIGIN

Contact:
Goldenkerin Co., Ltd.

145 Group 8, Suksawad Road, Naikrongbangprakod, 

Phrasamutchedee, Samutprakarn 10290 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 461 1426, +(66) 86 897 6065

Email: goldenkerin@hotmail.com

FB: backtotheorigin.th

IG: backtotheorigin.th

www.backtotheorigin.shop

Moisturizing is the key to heal and protect dry  

skin among the elderly. In addition to skincare  

products, Back to the Origin introduces its  

revolutionary colagen clothing line. With collagen 

threading technology and sustainably sourced 

materials that feel comfortable to the touch. 

Moisture is relayed onto the skin, leaving it softer 

and healthier. Moreover, traditional northeastern 

techniques of fabric dyeing ensure safe and  

chemical-free products that soothe the skins  

of seniors.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Deesawat Industries 
Co., Ltd. 
DEESAWAT

Contact:
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.

71/9 Changwattana Road, Saksi, Bangkhen, Bang-

kok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: deesawat

IG: deesawat_thailand

www.deesawat.com

Founded in 1972, Deesawat specializes in  

customized teakwood flooring, doors and outdoor 

furniture for hotels, restaurants, shops, hospitals 

and healthcare facilities for the elderly. Sun  

lounger and teakwood wheelchair are a true  

testament to the brand’s slogan - “Where  

quality comes naturally.” Echoing fresh,  

sophisticated design and craftsmanship at its 

finest. Not only is Deesawat changing the face of 

teakwood furniture but also adding quality and 

style to health facilities. The sun lounger is  

especially designed for the elderly and the infirm. 

With comfort and practicality playing an important 

role. For instance, one of the sun lounger’s arms is 

set higher than the other to assist seniors get up 

and sit own with relative ease.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Hahn DD Nine  
Co. Ltd 
ELDERLIFE

Contact:
Hahn DD Nine Co. Ltd

285 Lasalle 52, Bangna, Bangkok 10260 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 94 915 9495

Email: elderlifeshop@gmail.com

FB: elderlifeshop

www.elderlife.co.th

To assist the elderly in maintaining and improving 

dexterity, leg mobility as well as increasing muscle 

strength and strengthening the cardiovascular  

system, Elderlife introduces its latest outdoor  

fitness equipment. The unit has double features, 

allowing two people to exercise simultaneously 

with foot and arm pedaling on one side and  

platform on spring on the opposite side.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Gallery Co., Ltd. 
GALLERY

Contact:
Gallery Co., Ltd.

38/72 Moo 2, Lumlukka Road, Kukot, Lumlukka, 

Patumthani 12130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 000 8257

Email: galleryparinda@gmail.com

FB: galleryaccessory

IG: gallery_accessory

www.galleryaccessory.com

Travel keeps seniors moving and active, increasing 

confidence as they get out of their comfort zone. 

To ensure safety and mobility, it is best to travel 

light. Gallery’s specially designed hats and bags  

for the elderly are super light, comfortable,  

durable, wrinkle-free and waterproof. The  

understated designs, soothing colour schemes and 

exceptional craftsmanship mean genuine everyday 

wear that will never go out of style.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

ABC Club Co., Ltd 
GAME LAB THAILAND

Contact:
ABC Club Co., Ltd

243 Posri Road, Muang, Udonthani 41000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 111 4187

Email: ming_ming9999@hotmail.com

FB: GameLabTH

Partial loss of taste and smell is natural with  

aging to stimulate the olfactory system. Game Lab 

launches one of the most innovative games for 

the elderly - sensory kitchen. The set comes with 

menu cards and trays of aroma capsules, which are 

egg-shaped containers filled with various kinds of 

dried herbs. The objective of the game is to smell 

your way to the correct spices determinded by the 

given recipes.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

The Clover Co., Ltd. 
GEMIO

Contact:
The Clover Co., Ltd.

82/83 Soi Eakkachai 6, Eakkachai Road, Bangkhu-

nthian, Chomthong, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 981 3335

Email: praewha@gmail.com

FB: thegemio

IG: gemioofficial

www.thegemio.com

Gemio specializes in footwear that looks sleek on 

the outside and feels good on the inside. Designed 

for everyday comfort. These shoes are made of 

valcanized rubber that is treated with sulfur at 

high temperature, resulting in increased elasticity 

and resistance. Gemio’s smart casual designs, chic 

fabrics and innovative rubber outsoles make them 

great shoes for the elderly. Moreover, sourcing 

materials domestically like natural rubber and 

hand-woven cotton means more jobs for the local 

communities.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Hug Organic Co., Ltd. 
HUG

Contact:
Hug Organic Co., Ltd.

708 Soi Kanchanaphisek 008, Bangkhae, 

Bangkhae, Bangkok 10160 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 94 765 4242

Email: hugorganic2019@gmail.com

FB: hugorganic

IG: hugorganic

www.hugorganic.com

Hug was born under the concept of “Spreading 

love to family, those around you and the earth” 

which is translated into their mild skincare  

products for mature skin. Hug Papa Mama face & 

body wash and face & body cream are specifically 

formulated for the elderly with dry, sensitive skin. 

Made of 92-100% natural ingredients with no SLS, 

parabens or silicone. All organic ingredients and 

eco-friendly materials are sustainably sourced  

in Thailand.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Jlkass Commercial 
Co., Ltd 
JKLASS

Contact:
Jlkass Commercial Co., Ltd

333 Phuttha Bucha Road, Bang Mot, Chom Thong, 

Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 427 9099

Email: jklassfurniture@gmail.com

FB: jklassfurniture

IG: jklassfurniture

www.jklass.co.th

Staying active as a senior can be difficult.  

Exercising in water offers both support and  

comfort. The buoyancy of water makes it suitable 

for those with arthritis and joint pain. Furthermore, 

it promotes flexibility and enhances bone density 

and muscle mass. JKlass aqua bike is a unique and 

fun exercise option. Essentially, it is a water bicycle 

without a saddle or wheels and can be used in any 

swimming pool. Its minimalist structure allows 

seniors to move freely while being supported by 

the water.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Farm Sansuk Co., Ltd. 
LAMOON

Contact:
Farm Sansuk Co., Ltd.

99/266 Moo 5, Rachapreuk Road, Bangraknoi, 

Muang, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 65 149 6242

Email: rungthiwa@farmsansuk.com

FB: ฟาร์มแสนสุข
IG: farm.sansuk

www.farmsansuk.com

Established in 2017 by an experienced marketing 

pharmacist whose goal was to bring quality  

personal healthcare products to consumers under 

the motto “Prevention rather than treatment”. 

Farm Sansuk unveils La Moon herbal mouth spray, 

an oral moisturizer to assist seniors overcome the 

problem of dry mouths. Particularly those who are 

sick and bed-ridden. New to the market, this  

alcohol-free and sugar-free mouth spray consists 

of natural extracts includeing aloe vera, guava 

leaves, mangosteen peel, Gotu Kola and Okra. The 

product’s aim is to provide relief to ailing seniors.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Fit Mold Solution 
Co., Ltd. 
LIBERLOO BY WC+

Contact:
Fit Mold Solution Co. Ltd

102/18 Moo 2, Soi Bangpla 24, Theparak Road, 

Bangpla, Bangplee, Samutprakarn 10540 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 85 110 2297

Email: mt.sutinee@gmail.com

FB: wcplusth

IG: liber_loo

www.liberloo.com

Sometimes answering a bathroom call can be 

quite challenging. Getting stuck in traffic and lack 

of a clean toilet facility are common causes of  

cystitis among women. Liberloo’s PEEC, portable 

toilet kit is a multi-award-winning, hand-held 

urinal with a twist. With liquidop’s urine solidifying 

technology that also absorbs smell. Liberloo  

promises no spillage nor leakage. The kit also 

comes with super raincoat - a cover sheet for  

privacy. The 1-liter biodegradable plastic tube can 

be used multiple times until full.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

3 BECOME1 
LIFEGUARD V

Contact:
3 BECOME1

36 Rattanatibet Road, Bang Prasoa, Muang, Non-

thaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 97 737 7770

Email: greenguard.international@gmail.com

www.3become1international.com

While incontinence products are expected to  

witness significant growth, they are still considered 

luxury items in some parts of the world to make 

them more accessible. Lifeguard’s Green Guard V 

adult diapers and absorbent pads use recycled  

agricultural materials sourced within Thailand, 

which helps in keeping prices down while  

generating jobs in local communities. Additionally, 

using biodegradable materials means less carbon 

emission and less waste materials in the soil.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Textile Gallery Co., Ltd. 
PASAYA

Contact:
Textile Gallery Co.,Ltd.

77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 808 8108

Email: trade@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

Highly regarded as one of the top home textile 

manufacturers, Pasaya is a “Healthy and green 

textiles” brand that offers quality of life and good 

health along with its products that include  

bedding, sleepwear, dietary supplements, fashion 

and accessories, through material upcycling and 

using high quality materials that are anti-microbial  

and formaldehyde-free. Pasaya’s collection of 

clothing and handbags make them great options 

for the elderly.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Khaokeeris Latex 
Bedding Community 
Enterprise 
PHEANGJAI

Contact:
Khaokeeris Latex Bedding Community Enterprise

8/2 Moo 3, Khaokeeris, Prankratai, Kamphangphet 

62110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 133 9472

Email: bansanooklearn@hotmail.com

FB: pheangjai

www.pheangjai.lnwshop.com

Sitting still for too long is one of the most common 

causes of edema in the legs among the elderly. To 

lessen the pressure on the upper thighs and the 

spine, Pheangjai’s rollable latex seat cushions have 

been ergonomically designed to effectively absorb 

pressure points by using different density levels for 

different body zones. The ties in each corner mean 

they fit perfectly on any chair and its roll-ability 

means easy portability.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Piti Together Co., Ltd.
PITI

Contact:
Piti Together Co., Ltd

55/6-8 Krungthonburi Road, Klongtonsai, Klong-

san, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 83 639 1591

Email: pitidryskinexpert@gmail.com

FB: pitidryskinexpert

IG: pitidryskinexpert

www.pitidryskinexpert.com

Dry skin in older adults can be rough, flaky, cracked 

and even itchy. To provide optimal hydration for 

mature skin, Piti introduces natural body lotion -  

a series of skincare products made from natural 

extracts and essential oils, specially formulated 

by a pharmacist seeking a natural solution for her 

aging parents’ severely dry skin. Piti products are 

highly concentrated but fast-absorbing,  

hypoallergenic, chemical-free, alcohol-free,  

paraben-free and silicone-free. The new package 

design features increased type size for greater 

legibility.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Plan Creations  
Co., Ltd. 
PLANTOYS

Contact:
Plan Creations Co., Ltd

114/1 Soi Sathorn 10, North Sathorn Road, Silom, 

Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 237 9070

Email: kosin@plantoys.com

FB: PlanToys

IG: plantoysofficialw 

ww.plantoys.com

Plantoys is the world’s first company to manufacture 

toys from reclaimed rubberwood. With emphasis 

on the environment and child safety and  

development, Plantoys’ collections now extend 

into the seniors market. Their latest “Playful Box” is 

a set of wooden chips with numbers and symbols 

that stimulate small muscles and cognitive skills, 

designed to enhance memory, concentration and 

interaction among players. It can be played in five 

different modes including symbol-matching mode, 

Thai poker mode and multiplication mode.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Bangkok CTV.  
Intertrade 
RIDA

Contact:
Bangkok CTV. Intertrade

196/5-7 Pradiphat, Samsen Nai, Payathai, Bangkok 

10400 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 910 9937

Email: ctvinter@gmail.com

IG: ridaofficial_

Rida’s latest toys for seniors are based on the ring 

toss game, but with a few surprises. First of all, 

there are numerous pegs to play with compared to 

the conventional version. These pegs are attached 

to 2 different platforms - triangular and circular. 

The latter doubles as a mini basketball hoop when 

turned upside down. Made of eucalyptus wood 

and soft fabric. These toys assist in maintaining 

good motor skills, hand-eye coordination and 

muscle mass.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

M & P World  
Polymer Co., Ltd. 
SAFSOF

Contact:
M & P World Polymer Co., Ltd.

436/1 Bangkhuntien-Chaitalay Road, Samaedum, 

Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 892 0411

Email: rosarin@mnpworld.com

FB: safsoftoys

IG: safsof_mnp

www.safsof.com

With 38 years of experience in making educational  

toys, Safsof takes its expertise to the seniors’ 

market. To counteract the loss of dexterity in the 

elderly, Duo Sticks is a colour-matching game that 

encourages hand-eye coordination, memory skills, 

concentration and rapport-building among  

family members. The game comes with  

components made of soft materials that are safe 

and comfortable to touch and can be played in 2 

modes - regular and Chinese fortune sticks mode.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Foot Clinic Co., Ltd. 
TALON

Contact:
Foot Clinic Co., Ltd.

247 Bangkuntien Road, Samaedum, Bangkok 10150 

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 896 3800

Email: pornsak@talon.co.th

FB: healthy.shoe

IG: talonshoe

www.talon.co.th

Talon is a healthy shoe brand for the elderly and 

patients with specific needs that include diabetic 

shoes. To help diabetics avoid complications from 

foot injuries such as strain, ulcers, calluses or  

amputations and to improve mobility. A lot of 

thought has been put into the design, including 

the expertise of foot specialists. The result is a 

nearly seamless structure, super soft padding and 

breathability that ensure zero friction, maximum 

comfort and hygiene.
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PROJECT: AMA60+

Tano Co., Ltd. 
TANO

Contact:
Tano Co., Ltd.

50/95 Soi Klonglamchiak 1, Nuanchan, Buengkum, 

Bangkok 10230 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 946 3286-7

Email: info@tanothai.com

FB: tano.childrenfurniture

IG: tano children furniture

www.tanothai.com

To stimulate and improve manual dexterity in  

seniors, award-winning educational toy maker 

Tano has launched grand beehive, made of solid 

wood and non-toxic colour. This memory game  

enhances fine motor skill and eye-hand  

coordination. Players take turns in putting the  

bees back in their wooden hive. Since the honey 

cells have different depths and the bee pins  

different base sizes, each move has to ensure a 

perfect fit. The winner is the one who gets rid  

of all the bees first.



Beyond Plastic is an eco-development project that provides entrepreneurs who make 
products out of plastic - whether gifts, home and office items, kitchenware or items 
for daily necessities - with environmentally friendly options so that they can produce 
well-designed eco-products. 

Today, consumers increasingly care about the environment, and they know that plastic 
is a non-biodegradable source of pollution. While foreign markets are demanding more  
environmentally friendly products, some SMEs have yet to adjust their products to 
meet growing market demands. For this reason, the Office of Lifestyle Trade Promotion 
launched this plastic product development project in 2020. The office invited 10 
entrepreneurs who create lifestyle products made of plastic to join the project. 
Environmental agencies educated them about using Eco Plastic raw materials, which 
comprise both recycled and bio plastics, and design experts advised them on how to 
use Eco Plastics effectively to improve their products. The entrepreneurs’ results have 
inspired both their advisors and other entrepreneurs. And they also showed that 
switching from traditional plastic to Eco Plastic barely alters the production process 
and doesn’t increase costs as much as one might expect.

BEYOND
PLASTIC
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Ecolife Design Ltd., 
Partnership 
EARTHTONE

Contact:
Ecolife Design Ltd., Partnership

457/25 Soi Saeng U-Thai Thip, Dindeang Road, Din-

deang, Bangkok 10400 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 61 775 4782

Email: earthtone.design2019@gmail.com

FB: earthtone.by.ecolife

IG: earthtone.design

www.myearthtone.com

Most people toss out their shoes when the  

outsoles and uppers are worn out. Earthtone is 

promoting resourcefulness with their latest  

collection “SWAP” - an innovative path to  

longer-lasting shoes which means less trash for  

the earth. While the biodegradable outsoles and 

uppers are conveniently replacable when  

damaged, the sturdy midsoles are made of  

recycled plastic, allowing you to keep the same 

shoe “structure” while swapping the worn out  

exterior for spares or new materials.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Charoen Chai Inter 
Ltd., Partnership 
HAPPY HIPPO

Contact:
Charoen Chai Inter Ltd., Partnership

222 Soi Jarunsanitwong 40, Jarunsanitwong Road, 

Bangplat, Bangyikhan, Bangkok 10700 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 83 778 8927

Email: procure.cci@gmail.com

Charoen Chai Inter is a well-known plastic  

houseware manufacturer that has made a name 

for itself among the neighbouring countries. Its 

recent launch of the Happy Hippo brand is a  

direction toward sustainability and environmental 

responsibility. Organize your home with Happy 

Hippo’s colourful, eco-friendly boxes and  

containers.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Sahachai Promotion 
Co., Ltd. 
HOMER / POPLOCK

Contact:
Sahachai Promotion Co., Ltd.

81/96-98 Theintalay 8, Bangkhunthien, Bangkok 

10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 64 961 5442

Email: sahachaipromotion@gmail.com

FB: poplock4u

IG: poplock4u

www.homerlifestyle.com

Homer, Poplock’s bio-plastic plant pot is an  

environmentally-friendly solution to plant- 

eating snails that chew on the tender leavers in 

your garden. Made from coffee grounds, hemp  

and rice straw, these containers have a rough 

texture that prevents snails from getting to your 

precious plants. Moreover, the drainage holes  

prevent root rot and its compostability means you 

can upgrade your plants to bigger pots without 

removing anything.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Siam Brothers  
Corporation Co., Ltd. 
KAI

Contact:
Siam Brothers Corporation Co., Ltd.

43 Thai CC Tower, 33rd Floor, South Sathorn Road, 

Sathorn, Yannawa, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 65 142 6665

Email: s.sawatyanon@gmail.com

www.siambrothers.com

Thailand’s leading rope and fishing net  

manufacturer Kai unveils its sustainable product 

line with the Naked beach bag. The eco-friendly 

net bag is made entirely of fishing nets which is 

50% derived from recycled plastic waste. Seeing 

workers carry water jars in handmade net bags 

is what sparked the concept of single-material 

design which makes recycling much easier. The 

robust and water-resistant Naked series is a  

precursor to many more green designs to come 

from Kai in the future.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Sri Sam Ank  
Supplier Co., Ltd. 
MAZORIE

Contact:
Sri Sam Ank Supplier Co., Ltd.

20/1 Moo 2, Kingkeaw Road, Rachathewa,  

Bang Plee, Samutprakarn 10540 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 869 3645

Email: mazoriessa@gmail.com

FB: mazoriebyssa

IG: mazo_rie

www.sri-sam-ank.com

To repurpose rubber and plastic wastes from their 

parent shoe-making company, the Mazorie brand 

was created with a mission to give a new life to 

leftover materials in the form of lightweight  

sandals. The sole is made from heat-pressed 

rubber crumbs and the insole from molded and 

reshaped shoe-making leftover materials. The two 

components then meet in a heat press machine 

and are neatly trimmed afterward for a touch of 

style.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

J.C.P. Plastic Ltd., 
Partnership 
MICRON WARE / SUPER LOCK

Contact:
J.C.P. Plastic Ltd., Partnership

135 Moo 3, Soi Kamnanmam, Ekkachai Road, Bang 

Khun Thian, Chomthong, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 111 7388

Email: export1@micronware.co.th

FB: superlockbymicronware

IG: superlock_micronware

www.micronware.co.th

With over 30 years of experience, Super Lock by 

Micron Ware has become one of Thailand’s leading 

houseware brands that designs, develops and  

produces their own products. In an effort to reduce 

the amount of single-use plastics, Eco-Lunchbox 

was created, using Microban, BPA-free, anti- 

bacterial materials made from rice straw. The 

sustainable food container reduces odor and helps 

preserve food quality longer than conventional 

plastic boxes.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Nam Ngai Hong  
Co., Ltd. 
NAMECO

Contact:
Nam Ngai Hong Co., Ltd.

26-36 Soi Charoennakorn 32/1, Charoennakorn 

Road, Klongsarn, Banglumpoolang, Bangkok 10600 

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 462 2446

Email: info@namplas.com

FB: wearenameco

IG: wearenameco

www.wearenameco.com

Nameco’s Bamboo collection is a series of  

interlockable, cylindrical food and beverage 

containers that resemble the bamboo tree when 

stacked. Made from natural reactants, these plastic 

containers come in various sizes. To top it off, 

there are 4 types of caps - pump cap, bottle neck 

cap, screw cap and handle cap. The wide opening 

ensures easy washability and the portability means 

they are perfect for a trip to refill shops which falls 

in line with the 3R mantra of reduce, reuse and 

recycle.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Popsiebox Co., Ltd. 
POPSIEBOX

Contact:
Popsiebox Co., Ltd.

15/5 Soi Sukhumvit 64/1 Bang Chak, Phrakanong, 

Bangkok 10260 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 824 6565

Email: sales.popsiebox@gmail.com

FB: popsiebox

IG: popsiebox_foodbox

Popsiebox believes their premium takeaway hot 

food containers can help reduce food waste.  

Unlike its flimsy, single-use counterparts,  

Popsiebox’s microwavable, freezer-safe containers 

with tight closure help maintain the meal quality 

being delivered to the customers’ doorstep -  

inviting them to “finish everything on their plate.” 

Moreover, these PP boxes are stackable, reusable 

and recyclable - reducing both plastic and food 

waste at the same time.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Suva Products  
Co., Ltd. 
UDEE

Contact:
Suva Products Co., Ltd.

3761/432 Trok Nokkate, Bangkhlo, Bangkolaem, 

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 903 8123

Email: vimon.suva@gmail.com

FB: UDEEOrganizeYourGoodLiving

IG: udee

www.udeeofficial.com

With its parent company’s 30 years of experience 

in plastic manufacturing, home & lifestyle brand 

Udee is resourcefully making the most of their 

expertise in plastic. Emphasizing on storage and 

organization products, the brand utilizes their 

own biobased and bioplastics - all recycled within 

their own factory, leaving less carbon footprint in 

the process. Not only is Udee, which means good 

living in Thai, helping you organize your home and 

office spaces, its green effort is also helping to 

keep the earth clean.
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PROJECT: Beyond Plastic

Bright Cross Two 
Co., Ltd. 
WENIQUE

Contact:
Bright Cross Two Co., Ltd.

55/9 Train Night Market Ratchada Warehouse 1 

Room 22, Ratchadapisek Road, Din Daeng,  

Bangkok 10400 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 959 1424

Email: wenique.international@gmail.com

FB: wenique.official

IG: wenique.official

www.wenique.co

To reduce the amount of trash and pollution with 

unique designs and thoughtful production  

process, Wenique avoids the common recycling  

method of plastic pallets processing - which  

heavily consumes time and energy. Instead, 

Wenique upcycles single-use plastic bags by  

molding them together with natural raw materials 

such as hemp and rubber. Explore the extensive 

collection of “Vegan Leather” products which range 

from stylish handbags to eco-friendly home and 

office accessories.



Project to Develop Thai Textile Products for the Global Market Under the Concept of 
Circular Economy.
 
The Department of International Trade Promotion has adapted the Thai government’s 
economic model for sustainable development, or BCG Economy (Bio-Circular-Green 
Economy), to combine with biodiversity and culture, which are both strengths and dis-
tinct identities of Thailand, to initiate a project to develop Thai fabric products for the 
world market under the concept of circular economy. The aim is to promote and sup-
port the distribution of income, reducing inequality, strengthening the sense of commu-
nity, and giving importance to the environment and sustainable development. According 
to this economic concept, the circular resource management in the system (Re-mate-
rial) converts used items back to raw materials for making new products (Make-Use-
Return) and reduces the need for depleting the world’s precious resources. It plays an 
important role in driving fashion production and consumption trends towards sustain-
ing a beautiful world.Textile fashion products apparel and lifestyle fashion that appear 
in this collection come from Thai entrepreneurs who have participated full force in the 
concepts underlying this development activities—including raw materials, production 
processes and design—until resulting in this latest collection of outstanding products 
that meet the requirements of a wide range of applications, with every brand displaying 
innovation and uniqueness. Ready to meet the modern lifestyle of living in an environ-
mentally friendly way, every production is able to contribute to a world of sustainable 
fashion and reduce wasteful use of resources. This collection is perfect for those who 
are seeking products made from Sustainable Materials, Sustainable Processes, Waste 
Production, Local Production, Crafts and Community.

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Leaf Creation  
Co. Ltd.
Contact:
Leaf Creation Co. Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 86 182 3589, +(66) 93 178 2519

Email: mrleaf99@gmail.com

FB: Mrleaf

www.leaf2003.com

Look-like-leather through the innovation and 

research and development of innovative material, 

changing leaf waste into leather-like sheets, a raw 

material ready to create new products. Material: 

Dried Tong Tung leaves coated with rubber to have 

leather-like look and effect, created to suit vegans 

who choose not to eat or use any animal-derived 

products.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Detail Planner & 
Organizer Limited 
Partnership
Contact:
Detail Planner & Organizer Limited Partnership

Tel: +(66) 96 269 2524

Email: thongchai.phu@gmail.com

FB: detailoflovecom

Transforming old memories into new ones.  

Material: Silk, remove sewn stiches of old clothes 

and add new designs and accessories, for example, 

removing a top’s long sleeves and turning it into  

a sleeveless fashion items.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Head De Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Head De Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 84 795 0920

Email: bnnhattra@gmail.com

FB: hattra.co.th

www.hattra.com

Art of Circular Carp inspired by vivid colours of 

carps or Koi, an ancient Chinese symbol of good 

fortune. Material: Creating newly designed fabrics 

by selecting and rearranging colourful scrap fabric 

yarns, with Filagen fabric as inner lining for  

comfort.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Green Care Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Green Care Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 89 448 9501

Email: info@greencare.co.th

FB: greencare.th

www.greencare.co.th

ZERO 2 HERO. Every child has a hero. In this col-

lection, they can also be a hero by joining the zero 

waste campaign. Material: Fiber made from organ-

ic cotton scraps mixed with recycled yarns and ka-

pok for children’s wear, suitable for babies of 9-12 

months. Without dyeing in the process, it reduces 

the use of water and chemicals in the production.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

People’s Garment 
PLC.
Contact:
People’s Garment PLC.

Tel: +(66) 2685 6500 Ext. 6660

Email: rada@pg.co.th

www.pg.co.th

HYPER URBAN, fashionable prints inspired by 

Bangkok’s architectures. Material: Recycled  

Polyester mix spandex, cotton knitted and  

woven fabric. Polyester upcycling fabrics made 

from plastic bottles. Garment fabric scrap.  

Mix all these materials to create a new product.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Thai Taffeta Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Thai Taffeta Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 87 464 7974

Email: yozsakorn@thai-taffeta.com

FB: ThaiTaffeta

www.thai-taffeta.com

RESORT STEADY. Material: Harmoniously mix  

natural and synthetic fibers, highlighting the 

original colours of the materials in order to reduce 

dyeing process, use of water, dyes and chemicals 

for environmental concerns.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

DD Nature Craft  
Co., Ltd.
Contact:
DD Nature Craft Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 81 911 0147

Email: dd_nature@hotmail.com

FB: hempthaishop

www.hempthai.com

HEMP IS FUTURE. Hemp fiber is environmentally 

friendly from its cultivation, growing and harvest, 

including the production of its fibers, yarns and 

fabrics. This is why it is vastly considered the ideal 

fiber for future. Material: 100% hemp, with  

fashionable unisex comfortable style, with no  

dyeing, in earth tone colours, appropriate for  

every occasion.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Textile Gallery  
Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Textile Gallery Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 2440 0955 Ext. 207, +(66) 92 0593993

Email: trade@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

www.pasaya.com

THE MODERN WHITE for environmentally- 

conscious and fashionable university students 

and medical personnel. This fabric provides its 

users with occupational protection. Material: 100% 

recycled polyester microfiber, tightly woven with 

water-repellent property.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Boonchuay  
Industrial Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Boonchuay Industrial Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 3431 1369

Email: info@boonchuay.com

FB: BoonchuayIndustrial

www.boonchuay.com

Sustainable Fashion. COVID-19 gives rise to  

protective clothing from the virus for travelers  

and working uniforms for medical personnel.  

Material: Cotton and Solotex, which is an  

environmentally friendly synthetic fiber  

containing 37% plant-derived ingredients with  

high strength and comfort.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Hugkram Indigo 
Handmood
Contact:
Hugkram Indigo Handmood

Tel: +(66) 89 815 3683

Email: hugkram.indigo1@gmail.com

FB: Hugkram

Circular Economy, turning garbage into new  

primary raw material. Material: Natural dyed  

cotton fabric, separating and rearranging  

fabric scraps from weaving and sewing process by 

colours, and using them as weft yarns, to create  

a unique fabric with distinct texture. With no  

dyeing process, it helps reduce the use of water 

and energy with lower environmental impact.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Thai Num Choke 
Textile Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Thai Num Choke Textile Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 85 989 8890

Email: kamin.pong@gmail.com

FB: ThaiNumChokeTextile

www.tnctextile.com

THE WANDERLUST. This is a mixture of less  

conventional natural fibers such as kapok, hemp 

or un-used silk scraps, being spun and woven as 

soft and beautiful fabric with a hint of distinctive 

style. Material: A perfect combination of cotton, 

silk, kapok and hemp, applying the indigo dyeing 

technique, then spun as yarns and woven as fabric, 

creating peculiar shades, distinct from any general 

indigo-dyed fabrics.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Saeng Charoen 
Grand Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Saeng Charoen Grand Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 97 091 2816 /, +(66) 83 997 9644 /,  

+(66) 94 782 6519

Email: sales@sc-grand.com / Jirarot.p@gmail.com

www.sc-grand.com

LEISURE SPORT - an alternative choice for those 

who are into casual wear, comfort and  

environmentally conscious. Material: 100% recycled 

raw material through sustainable process, with no 

dyeing, water or hazardous chemicals, to create  

an environmentally friendly product.
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PROJECT: Circular Economy

Compass Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Compass Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 80 541 7475

Email: Batikdenara@gmail.com

FB: BatikdeNara

Reconstruction Mix and Match, giving a second life 

and adding values to old second hand clothes by 

reconstructing them in batik style. Material: Cotton 

fabric. Create a new product by reconstructing 

high quality second hand clothes in batik style  

designed by experts. Reconstruction Mix and 

Match.



The Birth of a Thai Design Award.
 
Design Excellence Award (DEmark) was established in 2008 in order to give 
recognition to outstanding product design. It is in conjunction with the Prime Minister’s 
Export Award (PM Export Award) which is presented annually by the Prime Minister 
under the auspices of Thailand Office of Innovation and Value Creation, Department 
of International Trade Promotion, Ministry of Commerce, Royal Thai Government. The 
selected products receive the DEmark logo for outstanding design, which can be used 
to promote well-designed Thai products and services in the international market. It is 
hoped that this award will help promote development of domestic products, which will 
in turn better the quality of life of both domestic and international  
consumers.
 
The Department of International Trade Promotion (DITP) receives cooperation from 
The Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) and the Japan Institute of Design 
Promotion (JDP) in determining the judging criteria for DEmark Award of Thailand,
 inviting experts to be judges in this contest and also help promote the DEmark Award 
to be widely accepted in the international arena.
 
This year, there are 496 outstanding design works from 246 Thai entrepreneurs and 
designers that participated in the contest. Representatives from both governmental 
and private sectors, as well as the media were invited as members of judging 
committee. A total of 72 products and services from 44 companies were awarded the 
DEmark. In additional, 15 DEmark products and services from 11 companies were 
selected to received the Good Design Award 2020 (G-Mark).

DEMARK 
AWARD
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Wittawat Piyachaiwut
Contact:
Wittawat Piyachaiwut

Tel: +(66) 96 592 5862

Email: witwat.chaiwut@gmail.com

IG: mickickuck.maker Facebook : Jekmaker

Due to the lifestyle and consumption habits that 

have changed from the current epidemic causing 

a huge change in both human behavior and living 

throughout the world. As we are young designers, 

we want to create products that are suitable for 

our modern world. This crisis has accelerated the 

reaction of human behavior to new behaviors such 

as eating at home, ordering food to eat at home, 

and social distancing. Due to the changing life-

styles, we see the problem of today’s container 

that require social distancing. Even if using a  

serving spoon still not very safe. We then put  

together a familiar container in the past such as 

the hole dish that we used in childhood as  

inspiration for the design. To make it modern, 

pleasant to use, full of memories and suitable for 

today’s society through our passion for ceramic. 

When these two items are combined, it becomes  

a “Jarn-Deaw”, a work of art that reminds you of 

the past and it can be used in everyday life.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Teerapoj Teeropas
Contact:
Teerapoj Teeropas

71 Sathuphradit Rd. Bangpongpang  

Yannawa Bangkok, 10120

Tel: +(66) 81 629 3699

Email: teerapoj.teeropas@gmail.com

www.teerapoj.com

Pete collection is an experiment of cultural  

transmission. Beauty transmitted through analysis 

of native culture language. The structure is a  

combination of a colonial chair arching arms  

combined with the language of the tribal. Turned 

out to be a unique chair. Convey a new language 

that leaves the character of familiar things The  

pattern “Akha” is an experiment to translate the 

beauty of Karen clothing. Take off the language 

of the blending of colours weaving on the fabric 

apply to the new medium. Convey the beauty  

that has been analyzed in the form of  

contemporary design.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Rachadanai  
Nachampassak
Contact:
Rachadanai Nachampassak

Tel: +(66) 82 469 8515

Email: rachadanai.n@gmail.com

infinity chair is a rocking chair that can create fun 

and exotic for the user. There is a Folding function 

easily in one step. Using steel bending techniques 

to combine with the weave. Inspired by the infinity 

symbol. This chair is also an art work that represent 

“the weave will never end.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Appart (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Appart (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Vibhavadi Rangsit 4 Alley, Khwaeng Din Daeng,  

Din Daeng, Bangkok 10400

Tel: +(66) 65 605 0283

Email: info@thinkappart.com

FB: AppartDesignAgency

IG: thinkappart

www.thinkappart.com

We clean everything in our lives—our clothes,  

our plates, ourselves. We’re concerned about  

pollution in our seas, forests, and cities. But the 

fact is we spend most of our time indoors. So it’s 

time to think about cleaning in a different way. 

Ozoneair provides cleaning technology inspired  

by nature.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Civic Media Co., Ltd
Contact:
Civic Media Co., Ltd

35 Maharaj RdTambon Pak Nam,  

Amphoe Mueang Krabi, Chang Wat Krabi 81000

Tel: +(66) 81 448 6338

Email: nutthapongtham@gmail.com

www.civicmedia.com

Automatic vegetable planting equipment that 

aside from helping users produce household  

vegetables. Can also create a good atmosphere  

by adding green space to every corner in the house 

or building with limited space.
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Thanacharat  
Kantanong 
APAUL

Contact:
Thanacharat Kantanong

1046 (A7) Soi Borommaratchachonnani 12  

Boromarajonani Road, Bang Phlat,  

Bang Phlat, 10700

Tel: +(66) 93 234 2742, +(66) 87 020 0850

Email: apaulproduct@gmail.com

FB: apaulProduct

Thai herbal inhalant, original formula Packaging of 

herbal inhalant using natural material with a design 

that connects emotions of relaxing, peaceful and 

simple to create balance between people and 

nature. From brewing over 10 kinds of traditional 

herbs and spices with properties of feeling fresh 

and refreshing body and mind. Add 1-2 drops for 

fresh.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

DOTS 
ARMA

Contact:
DOTS

DOTS 89/1 Rim Khlong Prapa Fang Khwa Rd. 

Khwaeng Bang Sue, Khet Bang Sue,  

Bangkok 10800

Tel: +(66) 2 279 1790

Email: dots.designconsult@gmail.com

www.armaherbal.com

Herbal inhalant is a Thai traditional medicine that 

can be found in Thai people’s household for  

a long time. Because of its quality, it is widely- 

recognized by foreigners as well. From a research 

of Thai herbal medicine market abroad, it is found 

that the market has expanded hugely especially in 

China and Asia. However, the image of Thai herbal 

medicine has not been improved for decades. We, 

therefore, have developed a new concept for Thai 

herbal medicine, and the idea comes simply with 

the slogan that says “herbal inhalant is for cool 

people, not for biker gangs” Our designers would 

like to present the new image for herbal inhalant, 

and make it more modern and cool when someone 

pull it out to use.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Asia Collection  
Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Asia Collection Co.,Ltd.

63 Charoenkrung 30 Charoenkrung Rd, Bangrak,

Tel: +(66) 81 938 8498

Email: w_a_t@hotmail.com

www.bronzeinthai.com

The Chinese calligraphy has a long history and  

has been part of the Chinese culture for many  

generations. It is seen as an art form where it is not 

only considered as decorative art, but viewed as a 

supreme visual art form. Each artist has their own 

techniques and styles; the brush strokes and ink 

flow are believed to be an expression of the artist’s 

inner psychology. Due to migrations, these  

Chinese traditions and cultures has also been a 

part of and embedded in the Thai culture for  

various generations as well. The sleek, straight 

lines, of modern designs were incorporated with 

the ancient art form in order to create pieces that 

are aesthetically pleasing for the modern market.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Janenutch Sodsai 
BANGKOK POTTERY CLUB

Contact:
Janenutch Sodsai

182 Soi Siriphot, Bang Chak, Phra Khanong,  

Bangkok 10260

Tel: +(66) 97 463 6996

Email: bangkokpotteryclub@gmail.com

FB: BangkokPotteryClub

Ta-Ma-O homemade herb & healthy local  

products set / Lampang, Thailand. A design  

concept is bring historical stories in the  

community to design, create an identity,  

make the product look attractive and participate  

in the product in terms of the content and  

properties of herbal products.
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

Brezza Dee
Contact:
Brezza Dee

8/144 The Plant Citi, Soi Nakniwat 48 Yeak 14-1  

Nakniwat Road, Lat Phrao, Bangkok 10230

Tel: +(66) 818259254

Email: brezzadee@yahoo.com

FB: BrezzaDee

https://www.brezzadee.com/
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PROJECT: DEmark Award 2020

THAI TECHNO 
GLASS GROUP PLC. 
BSG GLASS

Contact:
THAI TECHNO GLASS GROUP PLC.

21/24-25 Sathorn Business Park, 

Krungthonburi RD.,Klong Tonsai, Klongsan, 

Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 862 0311

Email: info@bsgglass.com

FB: DesignGlass

IG: bsgglass

www.bsgglass.com

A pattern showing sleek colour scheme, which 

reminds us of nature-created beautiful Jewel  

beetles’ elytra, coupled with “Yan Lipao” craft result 

in a new and appealing design concept. The design 

concept is an integration of existed yan lipao  

traditional weaving patterns in forms of  

graphic designs which are further developed to 

become contemporary design patterns, and  

special production technique that contributes to 

sleek colours. The design concept therefore  

reflects the beauty of the past through modernity 

of the digital age, but remains a Thai identity.
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THAI TECHNO 
GLASS GROUP PLC. 
BSG GLASS

Contact:
THAI TECHNO GLASS GROUP PLC.

21/24-25 Sathorn Business Park, 

Krungthonburi RD.,Klong Tonsai, Klongsan, 

Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 862 0311

Email: info@bsgglass.com

FB: DesignGlass

IG: bsgglass

www.bsgglass.com

Large amounts of film scraps derived during a  

production process and poor quality fabrics that 

were unable to be used for producing goods  

became a starting point, whereas such useless  

and invaluable wastes have been used as parts of  

product components to create advantage, new 

look and value-added to the product. Film and  

fabric scraps used as parts of a creation of  

surface patterns coupled with the factory’s existing 

production process and other industries’  

technologies result in an innovation process and 

new designs. Through TTG’s specific technique,  

the glass product with embossed textures and  

brand-new appearances are well created.  

Meanwhile, it is quite difficult to figure out about 

detail of the production technique which is a  

mixture of various technologies and leftover  

scraps in the factory.
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Thai Containers 
Group Co., Ltd. 
CHUENJAI BY MITR PHOL

Contact:
Thai Containers Group Co., Ltd

1 Siam Cement Road, Bang Sue,  

Bangkok 10800, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 586 5991

Email: tcginfo@scg.com

www.thaicontainersgroup.com

Packaging for CHUENJAI by Mitr Phol Body Care 

Gift Set which is made from organic cane sugar. To 

represent ‘Nature’ and ‘Original’ concepts by using 

recycled material for box and minimal graphic  

design that inspired from shape of cane and  

crystal of sugar.
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Mr. Chalermpong 
Onyong 
COOLMAXTUDIO

Contact:
Mr. Chalermpong Onyong

377 Banmo Rd., Wang Burapha Phirom,  

Phra Nakhon, Bangkok, 10200

Tel: +(66) 64 156 6297

Email: chalermpong.design1@gmail.com

FB: coolmaxtudio

IG: coolmaxtudio

The concept of Gem Pendent lamp design is from 

co-working with community in Phanat Nikhom, 

Chonburi Province. The way of life in handicraft 

community is like a gem sparkling light. The 

pendent lamp is made of mini bamboo cane and 

weaved by hands of craftsman until it came out 

with its uniqueness and elegance.
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The Siam Sanitary 
Fittings Co., Ltd. 
COTTO

Contact:
The Siam Sanitary Fittings Co.,Ltd.

60/57 Navanakorn Industrial Estate,Project-2, 13rd 

Side-Street, Phahol-yothin Road, Khlong Nueng, 

Khlong Luang,Pathum Thani 12120, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 529 0561-65

Email: thanyamk@scg.com

FB: cottoofficial

IG: cotto_official

www.cotto.com

Reverie is an exclusive design embracing the 

potential of a metal 3D printing technology which 

highly accurate that allowed freedom of form and 

slim design channels for water to be created.  

Inspired by the blissful beauty of bubble touched 

by daylight, the design applied the idea of mix  

material to portray the joy of bubbles mix material 

to portray the joy of bubbles that multiple circles 

we rearranged in dynamic position along with  

exquisite iridescent crystals that visibly shine on 

both sides. In addition, the feature of an ‘Air in the 

rain’ water aerator has been integrated to create a 

full sense of bubble both visual and feel.
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The Siam Sanitary 
Fittings Co., Ltd. 
COTTO

Contact:
The Siam Sanitary Fittings Co.,Ltd.

60/57 Navanakorn Industrial Estate,Project-2, 13rd 

Side-Street, Phahol-yothin Road, Khlong Nueng, 

Khlong Luang,Pathum Thani 12120, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 529 0561-65

Email: thanyamk@scg.com

FB: cottoofficial

IG: cotto_official

www.cotto.com

Presented the experimental water line, flowing 

water pattern Led to the sculptural waterway that 

reflects the aesthetics of the water stream pattern 

which harmonizes perfectly.
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Mae Fah Luang 
Foundation under 
Royal Patronage 
DOITUNG

Contact:
Mae Fah Luang Foundation under Royal Patronage

BKK Office, 1875/1 Rama IV Rd. Lumpini,  

Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 252 7114 Ext. 201

Email: jackrayu@doitung.org

FB: MaeFahLuangFoundation

www.maefahluang.org

ZERO is inspired by natural curves that embrace  

its unique patterns. The handle is designed to be 

different from the traditional type, adding  

a creative touch to daily coffee making  

experiences. ZERO based the design on the  

zero-waste concept, reducing production waste  

to zero and the creation of value for the  

agricultural waste from DoiTung brand products. 

By using vetiver grass, and macadamia nut shells 

as alternative fuel sources for the baking process, 

the result is splashes of white pattern, creating 

special contrast patterns on the black product 

surface.
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Mae Fah Luang 
Foundation under 
Royal Patronage 
DOITUNG

Contact:
Mae Fah Luang Foundation under Royal Patronage

BKK Office, 1875/1 Rama IV Rd. Lumpini,  

Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 252 7114 Ext. 201

Email: jackrayu@doitung.org

FB: MaeFahLuangFoundation

www.maefahluang.org

Inspired by ethnic hill tribe’s shoulder bag in Doi 

Tung area. Designed under the concept of zero 

waste which strictly concerns about having least 

possible waste. Adapt to the urban lifestyle by 

creating the contemporary woven patterns which 

used various fibres from natural yarn, adding  

polyester sheets to prevent a bumping and along 

with, its insulating property arising from the foil 

lining have helped define the product as  

a multi-purpose piece of creation.
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Mae Fah Luang 
Foundation under 
Royal Patronage 
DOITUNG

Contact:
Mae Fah Luang Foundation under Royal Patronage

BKK Office, 1875/1 Rama IV Rd. Lumpini,  

Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 252 7114 Ext. 201

Email: jackrayu@doitung.org

FB: MaeFahLuangFoundation

www.maefahluang.org

The collection is inspired by Doi Tung’s cold and 

rainy climate, embodying sustainability concept in 

modern day fashion. This idea lead to the design  

of cozy double-sided coat that is breathable, warm 

and water-resistance, with the use of sustainable 

yarn made from recycled plastic sourced from the 

sea. The material itself provide unique patterns to 

our products. Our designs incorporate distinctive 

characteristics of Hmong’s tribal wear with the use 

of sustainable materials and adapting it to make 

sure they are perfect for everyday use. In fact, a 

single coat is made from 130 six-hundred-millilitre 

recycled plastic bottles.
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Sontaya Pansupa 
GRAJANG

Contact:
Sontaya Pansupa

119 BIS building, Room.2D8C, Mahesak Rd.  

Suriya Wong, Khet Bang Rak, Bangkok 10500

Tel: +(66) 89 799 7946

Email: spansupa@hotmail.com

FB: Grajang

IG: grajangjewelry

www.grajang.com

Jewelry brand is inspired by Thai artistic patterns, 

Thai traditional art, and jewelry including local art 

myths. After simplifying and adapting the  

aforementioned elements, we try to incorporate 

them with modern trends of jewelry design and 

production techniques. With this modern vintage 

design, customers can appreciate the aesthetics  

of Thai arts in a novel approach. Collection:  

LubLae concept of LubLae collection to design 

‘grajang’ pattern overlapping into layers. It looks 

like an Illusion curtain. To create a new perspective 

of ‘grajang’ pattern. Design jewelry with modern 

form and decorated with elaborate patterns. To 

show the beauty of Thai jewelry in the modern 

vintage style.
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Hua ka jai Co. Ltd.
Contact:
Hua ka jai Co. Ltd.

Charoenakorn Soi 10 Khwaeng Khlong Ton Sai, 

Khet Khlong San, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 94 687 7744

Email: theheadandtheheart.studio@gmail.com

www.thehead-theheart.com

The concept is to tell Thai folklore through the 

design of many senses eg. the perfume aroma, the 

visualization of colour, illustrations and the texture 

of ceramic. While also bridging the gap between 

traditional Thai and modern Western aesthetics by 

blending juxtaposition and mutual design  

elements that both cultures can merge.
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DETEKT DESIGN 
CO., LTD. 
I-MOBKHARA

Contact:
DETEKT DESIGN CO.,LTD

1575 Chai-Snguan II Building, 3rd Floor,  

New Petchburi Road, Makkasan, Ratchathewi,  

Bangkok 10400, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 654 7655

Email: pbuathong@detekt.com

www.detektdesign.com

We are designing a cross-cultural product with 

meaningful technology. “Culture” plays an  

important role in the design field, and “cross  

cultural design” will be a key design evaluation 

point in the future. Designing “culture” into  

modern product will be a design trend in the  

global market. We need a better understand of 

cross-cultural communication not only for the 

global market, but also for local design. While 

cross-cultural factors become important issues  

for product design in the global economy, the  

intersection of design and culture becomes a key 

issue making both local design and the global 

market worthy of further in-depth study and new 

product design and development. The importance 

of designing a product with cultures is shown 

repeatedly in several studies and products in all 

areas of technology design.
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Naridtanan  
Palakavong na  
Ayuthaya 
IMPRINT

Contact:
Naridtanan Palakavong na Ayuthaya

976/10 Soi Rama 9 Hospital, Bangkapi,  

Huaykwang Bangkok 10310

Tel: +(66) 82 222 5665

Email: narid@cpmcapital.co.th

www.imprint-official.com

Traditional Jewelry package often stores few or 

even single item of jewelry inside, they are  

oftentimes designed from paper carton box as a 

single-use package only. IMPRINT Jewelry box 

strongly oppose to single-use package idea. We 

believe that package must be reusable and  

renewable even with multi-function ideas in mind. 

Jewelry Package is vital for the first impression as 

it often uses as part of a special occasion, it holds 

special sentimental value to who received it thus 

jewelry should be properly stored to keep  

memories alive. An antique leatherback book  

design also reflects our brand core concept  

“IMPRINT, your ring, your story” with personalized 

message ring which all our product designs are 

named as Chapter 1, 2 and 3 etc. Each and Every 

time customer store their jewelry inside the box 

will always evoke the image of our Brand “Imprint”.
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MAZUMA  
(THAILAND)  
CO., LTD. 
MAZUMA

Contact:
MAZUMA (THAILAND) CO., LTD.

747/96 Bangkok-Nontaburi, Bangsue,  

Bangsue, Bangkok 10800, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 011 1999

Email: info@mazuma.co.th

FB: MazumaThailand

www.mazuma.co.th

The design of the water heater has focused on  

ergonomics. To design the shape of the water 

heater in accordance with the usage habits. By 

focusing on the design of the angle of the water 

heater to tilt to meet the human eye. For more 

convenient operation in terms of viewing and  

temperature adjustment. With a system to  

control the work according to the water flow  

system. Makes it safe to use Including the  

backup power supply system (LED) illuminated in 

the event of a power failure. To help users to get 

out of the bathroom safely.
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MODERNFORM 
GROUP PUBLIC 
COMPANY LIMITED 
MODERNFORM

Contact:
MODERNFORM GROUP PUBLIC  

COMPANY LIMITED

Modernform Tower Floor 1 - 4 699  

Srinakarin Road, Phatthanakan,  

Suan Luang, Bangkok 10250, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 094 9999

Email: enquiry@modernform.co.th

FB: modernformcompany

IG: modernformfurniture

www.modernform.co.th

more’...than expectation | millennials | multi- 

purpose | multifunction | more space saving |  

movable | and more. The main design concept 

of this multi-purpose chair emanates from the 

‘Sustainable Design’ by which its outlook has been 

reinterpreting and alternating with the focus on its 

“value and connotation” of beauty. Its focal point is 

to design proportionate size, and select requisite 

and sufficient materials conforming to the  

derivable comfort through the finesse, lightweight, 

relaxed, and graceful proportion. Closely attentive 

usage detail has also been focused on structure  

of the chair, seating base and backrest alike, to s 

upport healthy and comfortable sitting. Make it be 

astonishingly comfortable with multi- and space 

saving function much more than expected from  

its appearance and proportion. Design with  

‘Millennials in Mind’, representing its unique  

lifestyle and behavior.
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MOONLER  
COLLECTION CO., LTD. 
MOONLER

Contact:
MOONLER COLLECTION CO., LTD.

51 Moo 1, Sumranrath Doi Saket,  

Mueang Chiang Mai, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 556 3978

Email: contact@moonler.com

FB: moonler.furniture

IG: moonler.furniture

www.moonler.com

“Walee” is Thai word refer to “Phrase” means “a 

small group of words” when combined, it becomes 

a form of “sentence”. Many small end-grain  

pieces of cracks wood, no one gave the value. 

When it’s combined, maybe it is a reflection of a 

“bench” which has got the meaning. And if this 

“bench” is “a form the sentence” when we build it 

with our hearts, sometimes we will get the  

beautiful bench.
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MOONLER  
COLLECTION CO., LTD. 
MOONLER

Contact:
MOONLER COLLECTION CO., LTD.

51 Moo 1, Sumranrath Doi Saket,  

Mueang Chiang Mai, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 556 3978

Email: contact@moonler.com

FB: moonler.furniture

IG: moonler.furniture

www.moonler.com

Bookshelf “Siam” is a collaboration between two 

local product brands from Chiang Mai between 

Moonler and Siam Celadon. The designer of  

Moonler wants to use local materials such as 

celadon to blend into furniture. The idea came 

from the sight of sighting “ceramic vases” that are 

displayed on the shelves that are made of wood 

or sometimes “ceramic cup” that is placed just to 

show its beauty alone in which the cup is not  

responsible for adding water. The designer,  

therefore, wanted to capture this beautiful  

moment into the new furniture. By thought about 

if the ceramics were originally designed as part of 

the furniture, it would make the ordinary  

bookshelf can create more value. This is the story 

of the bookshelf from chamchuri wood in which 

there are bookmarks and vases of celadon that  

can be arranged alternately.
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Ocean Glass Public 
Company Limited 
OCEAN GLASS

Contact:
Ocean Glass Public Company Limited

75/88 - 91 34th Fl., Ocean Tower ll, Sukhumvit 19 

Road (Soi Wattana), North-Klongtoey, Wattana, 

Bangkok 10110, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 661 6556

Email: vechayan@oceanglass.com

www.oceanglass.com

Centique collection reflects simplicity with a  

distinctive design through its free form on the 

rims, inspired by the aesthetics and diversity of 

stones in a river. The collection brings us closer  

to nature, to enhance unique drinking experience 

to another level.
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Ocean Glass Public 
Company Limited 
OCEAN GLASS / LUCARIS

Contact:
Ocean Glass Public Company Limited

75/88 - 91 34th Fl., Ocean Tower ll, Sukhumvit 19 

Road (Soi Wattana), North-Klongtoey, Wattana, 

Bangkok 10110, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 661 6556

Email: vechayan@oceanglass.com

www.oceanglass.com

Design Thinking process includes; 1. Define the 

problem: Everyone’s idea of what makes a wine 

“good” differs and most people struggle to  

articulate what they want. The Elements is an 

intuitive system embedded in many Asian cultures 

which makes it easy for people to choose a glass 

that suits their preferences. 2. Product  

development: We explored how standard glass 

features i.e. rim dimension, bowl height, width and 

tapering affect perception of wine’s aroma, taste 

and texture. We amplified these effects by adding 

waists to help preserve or release aromas de-

pending on whether the wine is at rest or moving. 

3. Wine tasting: We conducted wine tasting with 

various groups of wine drinkers — newcomers and 

experts — to ensure the completed coverage of 

wine consumers without revealing the concept to 

validate the effects of the different shapes.
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Textile Gallery  
Co., Ltd. 
PASAYA

Contact:
Textile Gallery Co.,Ltd.

77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 440 0955

Email: info@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

To wear a suit in a tropical country it may make 

you uncomfortable and musty smell. PASAYA has 

the intention to invent a new suit which is cool 

every time you wear. And easily care with normal 

laundry, no need to dry wash with out-standing 

jacquard pattern. It’s become ‘’ PA-YAP ‘’. Pacaya’s 

fabric has high durability to use. This product 

is upcycling from PET plastic bottles which can 

reduce waste and environmentally-friendly. This 

product was certified by COOL MODE which can 

assure that PA-YUP has a higher capability in water 

absorbency. Better absorbency leads to a dry and 

ventilate well. There is also the antibacterial  

property of Silver Ion by Sanitized Swiss- 

Technology. At a reasonable price.
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Textile Gallery  
Co., Ltd. 
PASAYA

Contact:
Textile Gallery Co.,Ltd.

77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 440 0955

Email: info@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

Generally, fabric masks are made from soft  

fabric but it makes you are difficult breath because 

when you are breathing the soft fabric is always 

sucked to the nose. Fabric mask is close to your 

face so sanitary and preventing toxic substances 

are very important. “Innova” by PASAYA, is a solid 

fabric mask with a valve helping to breathe easier. 

3D face mask shape made form pattern 1 piece 

and has space for easier breathing and fit for every 

facial structure with the aluminum pad in the  

middle of bridge of the nose and under the chin. 

Ear straps can be adjusted a length and having a 

neck strap for convenience use. The mask is an  

upcycled product. Outer fabric has a water  

repellent property. Inner fabric has the  

antibacterial property of Silver Ion by Sanitized 

Swiss-Technology. At a reasonable price,  

everyone can afford it.
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Textile Gallery  
Co., Ltd. 
PASAYA

Contact:
Textile Gallery Co.,Ltd.

77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 440 0955

Email: info@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

Due to weather conditions in Thailand, soft rugs 

are unpopular with heavy maintenance and limited 

patterns. PASAYA proudly present URBAN RUG the 

newest innovation of carpet weaving techniques. 

The rugs are woven in complicated patterns with 

limitless possibilities of the designs so it could be 

anything from paintings of artists to even an image 

that contains various characters. There have high 

durability and anti-dustmite which can easily care 

with washing machine as usual. This is an upcycled 

product made from plastic bottles and  

environmentally friendly.
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PDM BRAND  
CO., LTD. 
PDM BRAND

Contact:
PDM BRAND CO., LTD.

8 Soi Pattanakarn 20 Yak 4 Suanluang,  

Bangkok 10250 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 318 2566 /, +(66) 115 4252 /,  

+(66) 94 976 3883

Email: info@pdmbrand.com

FB: PDMBRAND

www.pdmbrand.com

This collection’s inspiration comes from an  

independent movement pattern of magnetic or 

northern lights in Arctic. This is a natural  

phenomenon that creates colourful lighting, white, 

pink and green, adorned in the night sky in a 

unique way. Using the weaving technique, switch 

stripes back and forth in up to 1200 unique pattern 

on the mat.
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B.P.S. Milcom  
Co., Ltd. 
PLATO

Contact:
B.P.S. Milcom Co., Ltd.

1418 Crystal Design Center, Building C, 1st fl., Room 

#107-108, Soi Lat Phrao 87, Praditmanutham road, 

Klongjun, Bangkapi, Bangkok 10240, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 102 2046

Email: plato.designer@gmail.com

FB: plato

IG: platoform

www.platoform.com

Using the unique local pattern weaving to develop 

with modern teak products to create value for the 

product.
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Plural Designs  
Co., Ltd. 
PLURAL DESIGNS

Contact:
Plural Designs Co., Ltd.

9th floor Sri Fuang Fung building 1016  

Rama 4th road, Silom, Bangrak 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 833 4566

Email: thepluraldesigns@gmail.com

FB: pluraldesigns

www.pluraldesigns.net

Ray planter was designed on the idea of creating a 

new plastic economy from the time we used  

plastic once. Or is often used to produce products 

that are not very valued produces a lot of hard- 

to-digest waste, but Ray planter is made of high 

quality PE plastic Has a long service life, can  

withstand the sun, and can also be made from 

waste plastic or plastic waste according to the 

circular economy concept. From black plant pots 

that are usually included when buying a tree, we 

designed Ray Planter to put the plant and the pot 

on it, without having to throw away. The pots that 

we designed, both small and medium sizes  

Including adding value by using both pots Size can 

be stacked together To create a new shape For use 

in public areas Or a larger area Which has a water 

tray that has self-watering function and can be 

turned back into a different type of chair.
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Plural Designs  
Co., Ltd. 
PLURAL DESIGNS

Contact:
Plural Designs Co., Ltd.

9th floor Sri Fuang Fung building 1016  

Rama 4th road, Silom, Bangrak 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 833 4566

Email: thepluraldesigns@gmail.com

FB: pluraldesigns

www.pluraldesigns.net

We think that industrial technology and systems 

are involved in the design. Should be done to 

develop existing wisdom rather than overwrite 

previous knowledge. Loom is a tool invented by 

humans for use in the production of garments. It is 

also something that is used to convey the  

imagination of each community. Loom chair is a 

chair that helps save the crafts of each community. 

The chair will act like a loom. That we send to each 

community Weaving wisdom and materials of 

each community, let us bring it back into a chair.
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Plural Designs  
Co., Ltd. 
PLURAL DESIGNS / SIAM CELADON

Contact:
Plural Designs Co., Ltd.

9th floor Sri Fuang Fung building 1016  

Rama 4th road, Silom, Bangrak 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 833 4566

Email: thepluraldesigns@gmail.com

FB: pluraldesigns

www.pluraldesigns.net

Inspired by traditional bamboo weaving rice  

baskets that use 2-layer weave to help store  

the temperature of glutinous rice inside  

Therefore designed to have 2 layers of tea glass 

walls with vents And green celadon coating, which 

is a unique coating of Siam Celadon for over 40 

years. We have developed 5 color shades of green 

colour, called the green master collection, to show 

expertise in Siam celadon works.
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Plussense Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Plussense Co., Ltd.

18/2 Moo 13, Phetkasem91 Rd., Om Noi, 

Krathum Baen, Samut Sakhon, 74130, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 34 130 388

Email: contact@plus-sense.com

FB: PlusSense

IG: plussense_official

www.plus-sense.com

Handing off a Legacy: Passing into the present  

Talk about Thai arts and crafts, what clearly  

represents is “meticulousness”. As technological  

advancements are hugely changing the  

manufacturing process, the combination of  

decorative arts and crafts together with  

innovative materials and manufacturing  

technology give +sense design problem statement. 

Reflected in the elegantly contemporary dining 

chair which boldly reflects the heritage and charm 

of Thai crafts, the designer carried out doing  

experiments with the modification of new and 

different aluminum pipe shapes to create more 

delicate and aesthetically pleasing structure. Also, 

combining the design detail that uses leftover 

aluminum and teak materials help create a unique 

structure that nicely assimilate Thai handicrafts 

which is the cultural capital, industrial arts and 

craftsmanship.
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Bangkok Apparel 
Co., Ltd. 
RENIM PROJECT

Contact:
Bangkok Apparel Co., Ltd.

161/227 Ekkachai 36 RD., Kamnanmaen 26,  

Banggkhuntien, Jomthong, Bangkok,  

Thailand 10150

Tel: +(66) 86 668 3297

Email: bangkokapparel.co@gmail.com

FB: renimproject

IG: renimproject

www.renimproject.com

“SAN PAD Collection” of RENIM PROJECT is  

inspired by a traditional Thai hand fan which has 

been creating for decades by Thai wisdom. A 

hand-fan is normally use in a kitchen to cook with 

stove also can be used as a fan to release the heat. 

This local craftsmanship created from bamboo 

woven crafted by hand. RENIM PROJECT aims to 

continue Thai craftsmanship, a valuable traditional 

Thai hand-fan technique by designing bags which 

remade from 5 vintage jeans, cut them into lines 

with technique of ear jeans to make them stronger. 

Using the same technique with 5 leftover cement 

bags, cut into lines. Hand woven recycled jeans 

and leftover cement bags together as the  

technique of a traditional hand fan, lining inside 

the bag with a leftover cement bag as well to 

decrease its weight and decorating some part with 

waste of real leather from a factory. RENIM  

PROJECT designs and creates these bags to  

encourage people to value recycled waste and 

help each other decreasing waste of our world.
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Rubber Idea  
Co., Ltd. 
RUBBER IDEA

Contact:
Rubber Idea Co., Ltd.

418 Bangkhuntien-Chaitalay Rd., Samaedum, 

Bangkhuntien, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 892 1905

Email: account@interrubberparts.com

FB: Rubber.Idea

IG: rubber_idea

www.rubber-idea.com

For the past few years, Thailand has been slowly 

shifting into a plastic-free society. Retailers and 

consumers are switching to reusable fabric bags, 

which reminds us of the days when classic Thai 

tote bags, known as “Thung Yaam” (ถุงย่าม), were in 

trend. With its thick shoulder strap, a wide  

opening, and a size that is portable yet large 

enough to store everyday items, we wanted to  

revive this classic design with a little twist. Our 

goal is to create a product that is nostalgic, as well 

as innovative in its function and materiality.  

Natural rubber is our solution. Along with its  

durability and elasticity, rubber is easy to clean  

and maintain. Since Thailand is one of the top 

producers of rubber in the world, the material is 

readily and locally available. Furthermore, natural 

rubber is biodegradable and can be recycled. We 

aim to break the stereotype that rubber-based 

products are solely functional and  

unfashionable; this is where our concept of a  

“Environmental-friendly Rubber-bag” (directly 

translating to “condom” in Thai) kick started.
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BOONCHUCHA-
ROENKIT LTD.,PART. 
SCULPTURE

Contact:
BOONCHUCHAROENKIT LTD.,PART.

43/56 moo 5 Kanjanapesak road, Bangbon,  

Bangkok 10150, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 415 5398

Email: chuboon82@gmail.com

www.sculpture.yolasite.com

The idea from weaving article and woven wear.  

We need differ from each other. Unique and  

difference style handicraft. The cotton straps are 

the dissimilarity materials is the new one on this 

21st century. “SEXY” whose criss-cross banding 

looks ready to swallow the first bottom to be 

lowered in to its woven lair. We want to create the 

new style and pattern for innovative product. The 

design solution is use nature of material and  

created the criss-cross banding to be new our  

pattern by design from two bands in one strap so 

we got innovative design in home furnishing.
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MODERN  
TECHNICLOCK  
CO., LTD. 
SEAT TECH

Contact:
MODERN TECHNICLOCK CO., LTD.

1542, 1544 Pattanakarn Road, Pattanakarn,  

Suanluang, Bangkok 10250, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 362 5734-44

Email: wairoje@moderntechniclock.com

FB: moderntechniclock

www.moderntechniclock.com

At present, 4 door pickup truck type, the rear 

seats are very steep, unable to adjust the seat and 

recline back. Causing the rear seat passengers to 

feel uncomfortable and tired, so the designers 

have invented the rear seat sliding adjustment set. 

Came up to increase the convenience of sitting on 

a car even more, but also considering safety. And 

maintain the original structure of the car.
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SolidSprout Co., Ltd. 
SENITY

Contact:
SolidSprout Co., Ltd.

55/722 IDEO WUTTHAKAT CONDO Building  

Thiam Ruam Mit Rd. Bang Kho, Chom Thong,  

Bangkok 10150

Tel: +(66) 61 491 8292

Email: info@solidsprout.com

FB: solidsprout.com

IG: solidsprout

www.solidsprout.com

Inspired by the grandparents in the community 

who cannot hold objects firmly in their hands and 

are having hard times taking good care of their 

health. With the findings that when people get 

older, their oral cavity tissue will become more 

sensitive and fragile. Their overall muscles,  

including the hand muscles, cannot control or 

create forces properly. The elderly will be more 

susceptible to health degeneration which  

contributes to many vascular and immune-related 

diseases. The purpose of this product is to make 

tooth brushing an easier and healthier task for the 

elderly, and let them be more confident about 

their own abilities. It can also be applied perfectly 

for the people who suffer from muscle weakness 

by assisting better grip for their hands.
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Artipon Deewongkij 
SIGN-LENCE

Contact:
Thais Ecoleathers Co.,Ltd.

296 Soi Kanchanapisek 0010, Kanchanapisek Road, 

Bangkae, Bangkae, Bangkok 10160 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 92 545 5744

Email: info@thais-ecoleathers.com

FB: thais.ecoleathers

IG: thais.ecoleathers

www.thais-ecoleathers.com

Currently Thailand, the number of hearing  

impaired people is increasing to 330,488.  

Unfortunately, we still haven’t seen or known  

them in our society. According to my research, 

the deaf society is a closed community. They have 

their own relationship inside the group without 

external interaction. The main problem is “The 

Communication” which the deaf use Thai sign  

language. This is the major problem to  

communicate with the masses. Thailand has  

made many efforts to help the deaf to understand 

the masses. But no work can promote the outsider 

to access the hearing impaired. I want to present 

a new perspective of the deaf to outsider. The key 

to this issue is “The Sign Language”. This language 

isn’t a universal language as everyone thinks.  

Example, Sign language in the US (ASL) is only 

used within the US, can’t communicate with  

others. This situation makes it more difficult in 

Thailand because this issue hasn’t yet been  

realized so that I saw the bigger gap of Thai Sign 

Language.
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Thais Ecoleathers 
Co., Ltd. 
THAIS

Contact:
Thais Ecoleathers Co.,Ltd.

296 Soi Kanchanapisek 0010, Kanchanapisek Road, 

Bangkae, Bangkae, Bangkok 10160 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 92 545 5744

Email: info@thais-ecoleathers.com

FB: thais.ecoleathers

IG: thais.ecoleathers

www.thais-ecoleathers.com

Amataa Recycled Leather Bag was inspired by 

Phoenix which is a long-lived bird that can born 

again from ashes of its predecessor. Phoenix is a 

symbolic of immortal which associated with Thais 

philosophy; to create everlasting recycled leather 

sheet/ products that can be cyclically regenerated. 

Amataa Recycled Leather Bag made of Thais 100% 

recycled leather from discarded leather scraps. We 

turn trash into treasure with aesthetic design and 

yet serve functional needs of users. The pattern of 

recycled leather used in this creation resembles 

the fire, and the rising of Phoenix from ashes. The 

craftsmanship is refined like artisan work which 

gives Amataa (Soul of Fire) Recycled Leather Bag  

is timeless like its name.
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Carpet Maker  
(Thailand) Co., Ltd / 
Oner Industrial  
Design Co., Ltd. 
THE CARPET MAKER

Contact:
Carpet Maker (Thailand) Co., Ltd / Oner Industrial 

Design Co., Ltd.

194 Moo 1 Jaengsanit Rd, Muang Peer,  

Ban Phai District, Khon Kaen 40110

Tel: +(66) 43 286 173

Email: connect@thecarpetmaker.com

FB: TheCarpetMaker

IG: thecarpetmaker

www.thecarpetmaker.com

Aquatic Green” was designed by The Carpet Maker 

(Thailand) together with Assoc. Prof. Dr. Singh 

Intrachooto. The award-winning product, “Aquatic 

Green” is a carpet produced by using special hand 

tufting techniques combined with “Upcycling 

polyester”
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VIVI HOME  
DECORATIVE  
Co., Ltd. 
V I V I

Contact:
VIVI HOME DECORATIVE Co.,ltd

20/196 Moo 6 Khok Krabue, Mueang Samut 

Sakhon District, Samut Sakhon 74000

Tel: +(66) 34 112 292

Email: siriwan@vividecorative.com

“line,” gracefully exemplified by each fine and 

sharp brushstroke that makes up the 44 Thai 

alphabets. And he received his inspiration from 

each elaborate pressing line which precisely draws 

towards the lighter tip as if carrying intensity and 

sensitivity both at once. CT11 makes use of curved 

wood to imitate the lines of each Thai alphabet. Its 

back and legs are designed to bring out a unique 

outline which once exposed to light casts a  

shadow and creates a contrasting image  

between the outstanding silhouette and the  

warm and bright wooden colour.
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Zequenz  
International  
Co., Ltd. 
ZEQUENZ

Contact:
Zequenz International Co., Ltd.

104/1 Warehouse26 - Khlong Tan, Khlong Toei, 

Bangkok 10110, Thaialnd

Tel: +(66) 2 726 8805

Email: paleeratana@gmail.com / info@zequenz.com

FB: zequenz

IG: zequenz

www.zequenz.com

ZEQUENZ notebook was created by the idea of 

reducing all the limitation one’s find when using 

a notebook and perfecting all those limits. The 

designer had long been in the paper business and 

craftworks has been one of her many adorations. 

By paying attention and loving all the little details 

in craftworks, it made her well aware of how a 

good notebook should be. The designer wanted it 

to be the simplest notebook with the most  

thoroughly thoughts and ideas behind it. The  

notebook should represent its user’s personalities 

yet stay looking humble and not outshining its 

user.



DEWA, the Design from Waste of Agriculture project, was initiated by the Department 
of International Trade Promotion in 2014, recognizing that as a top producer of 
agricultural products, Thailand often has a surplus of agricultural products.
 
The Department of International Trade Promotion invited expert product designers and 
representatives from agencies that promote innovation to research and develop how to 
transform agricultural products, natural vegetation, and other unwanted materials into 
new raw materials and creative lifestyle products and then to offer advice to 
entrepreneurs about how to utilize these materials in their products.
 
Examples include producing glazes for ceramic products made from wood and leaves 
leftover from the production of lye, using rubber in the manufacture of household 
products, and using recycled paper, rags, and used packaging to create modern 
jewellery.
 
In addition to product development, the program also emphasizes co-branding, which 
brings the advantages of two entrepreneurs working together to create new product  
development opportunities for them.
 
Examples include a joint venture between glass and lotus leaf manufacturers from Koh 
Kau in Lampang Province. They researched the use of lotus leaves and glass in decor 
and wall art, leading to the creation of mirrors with the texture of lotus leaves, reflecting 
a perfect combination of innovation and nature.

DEWA
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Absolute Clay
Contact:
Absolute Clay

56/41 Rattanathibet Road, Moo 7, Sao Thong Hin, 

Bang Yai, Nonthaburi 11140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 638 4549

Email: cris@absoluteclay.com

FB: absoluteClay

IG: Absolute_clay

Even though it is a well-known economic crop 

of the South, rubber frequently encounters price 

slumps in recent years. Development and mided 

improvement for processing could pave the way  

to better value, and support to rubber growers.  

AbsoluteClay had experimented with adding 

thread craps to the rubber mix, creating a  

distinctive feature that became a structure unto 

itself. The unique mix could be used to produce 

lifestyle products such as stationery, bag, etc.
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Barketek Co., Ltd. 
BARKETEK

Contact:
Barketek Co., Ltd.

20 Charoen Krung 33 Road, Talat Noi,  

Samphanthawong, Bangkok 10100 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 212 2026

Email: info@barketek.com

FB: barketek

IG: barketek_studio

The aluminum foundry is a family business in 

tandem with their younger brand, Barketek. These 

aluminum scraps can be recycled, melted and 

cast into different pet items. This leash handle is 

designed to be strong and lightweight, while the 

details and traces of the casting process was kept 

to give a unique, handmade touch. A subtle  

difference from industrial metal castings.
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Thaitechnoglass 
Group Public 
Co., Ltd. 
BSG GLASS

Contact:
Thaitechnoglass Group Public Co., Ltd.

132/3 Moo 9, Thub Luang, Mueang,  

Nakhon Pathom 73000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 862 0311

Email: info@bsgglass.com

FB: DesignGlass

IG: bsgglass

www.bsgglass.com

BSG Glass specialized in glass production for  

architectural and interior purposes. Seeing the 

many leftover glass from the cutting and drilling 

processes, the company thought of a way to add 

value to this waste. They developed an  

innovation of foam glass from adding a mixture of 

glass powder to foaming agents. Then DEWA  

project expanded on this know-how and  

incorporated a mold to shape the glass as desired 

after burning, and reduce the previous cutting  

process. The foam glass has a tough, smooth 

surface that is perfect for a diffuser. This one is 

shaped like mountains, with a stream and pool for 

aromatic essential oils.
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Damrongsilp  
Supplies Co., Ltd. 
DAMRONGSILP

Contact:
Damrongsilp Supplies Co., Ltd.

95 Moo 1, Malaiman Road, Thung Khok,  

Song Phi Nong, Suphan Buri 72110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 61 164 9365-6

Email: aucharaanne@gmail.com

FB: Damrongsilp Supplies Co., Ltd

http://www.damrongsilp.co.th/

A natural fiber obtained from coconut fibrous husk, 

which lies between the fruit and the outer skin. 

Applying their knowledge from manufacturing 

car seat cushions using coconut coir, Damrongsilp 

developed a new material by arranging the fiber 

in sheets, sprayed them with natural rubber, and 

then hot stamped them with a mold. A natural 

alternative to plastic pots in plant nursery, these 

coconut coir pots are biodegradable and can be 

planted whole without undesirable effects to the 

plant roots.
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Deesawat Industries 
Co., Ltd. 
DEESAWAT

Contact:
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.

71/9 Chaeng Wattana Road, Talat Bang Khen,  

Lak Si, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: Deesawat

www.deesawat.com

As a teak furniture manufacturer, the overwhelming  

volume of wood chips in various sizes, wood 

wool, and sawdust from shaving and polishing the 

surfaces are only to be expected. Previously the 

company has had experience in working with  

upcycled milk carton cardboard, so it is only  

natural to assess the feasibility of combing wood 

chips with the milk carton. DEESAWAT then  

developed a prototype of serving tray sets, and 

outdoor lamps, fusing the woodwork techniques 

that which they are known for.
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Feed Addition  
Co., Ltd. 
FEED ADDITION

Contact:
Feed Addition Co., Ltd.

15 Moo 14, Vibhavadi Rangsit Road, Chom Phon, 

Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 785 7157

Email: chalatthon.l@thaibev.com

FB: Feed Addition

www.feedaddition.com

Exploring the prospect of residual tea leaves from 

the ready-to-drink green tea production together 

with clay, cement and pulp. The paste is then used 

to produce a multi-purpose stand to serve drinks 

or display items as desired.
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K Fresh Co., Ltd. 
K FRESH

Contact:
K Fresh Co., Ltd.

98/38 Moo 6, Bang Mueang Mai, Mueang,  

Samut Prakan 10270 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 832 9942, +(66) 91 007 6937

Email: info@coconuttoday.com

FB: Kfresh Coconuttoday

www.coconuttoday.com

Waste from the entrepreneur’s coconut water 

business. From one of their experiments, K Fresh 

has found an interesting way to combine coconut 

coir with polyethylene (PE) bag scraps and  

recycled plastics pellets. The coconut fiber serves 

to strengthen the material, whilst the plastics  

provide a durable, moisture-resistant surface.  

The material was then developed into a prototype 

product. These fan ribs were made from PE and 

coconut coir sheets, which are thin and flexible 

Whilst the handle was made from recycled  

plastics and coconut coir plastico which is thicker 

and stronger.
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i-MEMBERS Co., Ltd. 
LOCK IN SPACE

Contact:
i-MEMBERS Co., Ltd.

70/1 Suwinthawong Road, Min Buri,  

Bangkok 10510 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 90 979 9060

Email: info@i-members.co

FB: Lockin.space

It is well-known that the manufacturing process 

that goes into making cement releases a large  

volume of carbon dioxide every year. Lock in  

Space became interested in developing a more  

environmentally friendly concrete alternative from 

sugarcane bagasse ash (SCBA) mix such as this set 

of pendant lights which is made using mold  

castings. The next step is to explore how to  

reduce the weight, and utilize natural plant dyes 

for colourings.
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Maca lifestyle  
products
Contact:
Maca lifestyle products

89/102 Mooban Chuanchuen Chaeng Watthana, 

Liang Mueang Pak Kret, Bang Phut, Pak Kret,  

Nonthaburi 11120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 269 9916

Email: archlab301@gmail.com

FB: maca lifestyle products

Activated charcoal made from macadamia shells 

has numerous properties including, odor control, 

absorb noxious substances and emitted far  

infrared (FIR) rays that helps shield against  

electromagnetic waves. The possibilities of its 

shapes and different textures was explored, and 

thus this odor absorber was born. Designed with 

an increased surface area for better air flow and 

includes a phone holder, it is best to be placed on 

a desk where electromagnetic waves from devices 

are the most intense.
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MAKA Design  
Ordinary  
Partnership 
MAKA

Contact:
MAKA Design Ordinary Partnership

97/93 Moo 9, Nham Wong Wan Road, Bang Khen, 

Mueang, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 776 1611

Email: maka4u@outlook.com

FB: MAKA

There is nothing new about using leather scraps  

in product design. However, this decorative  

material draws on a different take on material; 

when exposed to moisture the leather becomes 

soft, though it will harden and retain its shape 

when dried. Using stamping to cut out desirable 

shapes before forming and let dry. Additionally, 

each piece can be connected together to create  

a larger structure, which then can be used as  

hanging decorations or as light fixtures.
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Chanchai Lining  
Interpast Part., Ltd. 
MATHTARA

Contact:
Maca lifestyle products

Chanchai Lining Interpast Part., Ltd.

124 Klang Mueang Road, Soi Nikon Samran 3,  

Nai Mueang, Mueang, Khon Kaen 40000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 795 4295

Email: mathtara9999@gmail.com

FB: Mathtara

Made from spinning silk scraps together to make 

longer threads and then re-woven, the KK  

Collection silk has a soft and thick hand feel and 

a texture that distinguishes them from other 

threads. It can be blended with standard silk as 

shown here; the pattern was inspired by nature 

and Khon Kaen folklore with a little of  

contemporary spin.
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McNenaFarm  
Co., Ltd. 
MCNENAFARM

Contact:
McNenaFarm Co., Ltd.

324 Moo 4, Tha Sut, Mueang,  

Chiang Rai 57100 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 65 649 2878

Email: kuansun586@gmail.com

FB: Organicherbs.chiangrai

www.mcnenafarm.com

Introducing a fresh new take on natural insect 

repellents. Packaged in small sachets, these could 

be attached to different pet items such as collars, 

sleeping mats, pet houses, playpens, etc. And 

the sachet can be easily replaced when the scent 

wanes. The first prototype was a pet tent, made 

from sewing pieces of natural indigo fabric scraps 

from the northern part of Thailand, its flagpole can 

be used as a scarf rack as well.
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Leaf Creation  
Co., Ltd. 
MR. LEAF

Contact:
Leaf Creation Co., Ltd.

111/27 Moo 6, San Klang, San Kamphaeng,  

Chiang Mai 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 182 3589

Email: mrleaf99@gmail.com

FB: Mr.Leaf Thailand

www.leaf2003.com

A culinary herb popular for its health benefits; 

each black garlic bulb is peeled and its fresh cloves 

packaged for sale, leaving behind mountains of 

papery ‘skins’. Starting with the peels as raw  

material and mixed with nano-formula natural 

rubber, it gives a sheet of material with similar 

characteristics to that of leather but covered in 

decorative patterns of black garlic peel fragments. 

The material is sewed together with artisan fabrics, 

resulting in a strong and flexible A4 sized  

envelope perfect for protecting tablets and  

important documents.
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Nodething Co., Ltd. 
NODETHING

Contact:
Nodething Co., Ltd.

15 Moo 4, Chathing Phra, Sathing Phra,  

Songkhla 90190 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 548 3626, +(66) 81 609 2863

Email: nodething@gmail.com

FB: Nodething

The Chathing Phra sub-district in Songkhla  

province was known for its abundance of toddy 

palms. Back in the days, the locals would clobber 

old palm leaf sheaths for fibers to make ropes for 

boat anchors, and tie their cattles, etc. With the 

arrival of nylon ropes, the palm fiber was made  

redundant. However, a fabric weaved from the 

palm fiber with cotton threads such as this bag 

could give new life to the material with an  

updated and natural look.
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Numsub Noenkhao 
Co., Ltd. 
NUAYNARD

Contact:
Numsub Noenkhao Co., Ltd.

147 Moo 2, Ban Sab Sri Chan, Khlong Phai, Sikhio, 

Nakhon Ratchasima 30340 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 858 5505

Email: nuaynardhandcraft@gmail.com

FB: nuaynardhandcraft

IG: nuaynardhandcraft

www.nuaynardhandcraft.com

Aromatherapy products from the remnants of 

Buddha sandstone carvings. With the absorption 

property of the sandstone in mind, this diffuser 

was made in geometric shapes resembling natural 

rock formations and mountain peaks. The size of 

the pool corresponds to 4-6 hours burning time, 

making it easier to estimate the amount of  

essential oil to use.
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Nutthachai
Contact:
Nutthachai

1063 Chaiyaphon Road, Mae Klong, Mueang,  

Samut Songkhram 75000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 464 9791

Email: jorjune.wach@gmail.com

When coco jelly cutoffs pressed and dried, it 

becomes a thin and translucent substance similar 

to waxed sheets. This sheet material has a tough 

hand feel of plastics, however if there is a rip, then 

it can be easily torn apart. This lamp prototype 

draws on the material’s translucency and fragility, 

since it required less handling than other lifestyle 

products.
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Pet Smile By Dr. Pet 
Co., Ltd. 
PET SMILE

Contact:
Pet Smile By Dr. Pet Co., Ltd.

36 Rattanathibet, Bang Kraso, Mueang,  

Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 92 684 2999, +(66) 87 737 7770

Email: petsmile1980@gmail.com

FB: Petsmile

www.petsmilethailand.com

Rice straw, a vegetative part of the rice stalk left 

behind after harvesting and removing the grains, 

is an agricultural matter that farmers often burn 

away. After research and development, we have 

found it is an excellent material for pet training 

pads. An acid-base indicator, the pad can detect 

abnormal pH and help monitor the health of your 

furry friends as well.
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Pranbrahma Co., Ltd. 
PRANBRAHMA

Contact:
Pranbrahma Co., Ltd.

423 Moo 4, Wang Phong, Pran Buri,  

Prachuap Khiri Khan 77120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 899 4474

Email: prabrahma@hotmail.com

FB: ปราณพรหม Pran Brahma

Pranbrahma is a part of the community where 

pineapples are grown in large numbers, and have 

had help from this network of locals to extract 

fibers from pineapple leaves and continuously  

experiment by weaving them together with 

regular cotton in different proportions. For this 

particular DEWA project, only the pineapple fiber 

was used by winding around bamboo structure in 

a quick and simple manufacturing process by the 

local communities without the need of expensive 

machines.
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Prempracha’s  
Collection Co., Ltd. 
PREMPRACHA

Contact:
Prempracha’s Collection Co., Ltd.

224 Moo 3, Chiang Mai-San Kamphaeng Road,  

TonPao, San Kamphaeng, Chiang Mai 50130  

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 53 338 540, +(66) 53 338 857

Email: info@prempracha.com

FB: Prempracha’s collection

www.prempracha.com

RECONS began with the need to move deadstock 

and ceramics that were inconsistent to product 

specifications. These stocks have made no sales 

and, to the factory, they are no different from dead 

weight. There was a tremendous amount of variety 

among the pieces, however after they are sorted 

according to shapes and colours - the pieces  

began to make sense as a collection.
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New Arriva Co., Ltd.
QUALY

Contact:
New Arriva Co., Ltd.

131 Charoen Rat 7 Alley 7, Bang Klo,  

Bang Ko Laem, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 689 8591

Email: info@qualydesign.com

FB: qualydesign

IG: qualydesign

www.qualydesign.com

Snack packaging often has thin aluminum coating 

on the inside, and colourful graphics on the  

outside. Most of the time they are discarded  

because they are difficult to recycle. Recently, 

Qualy has found a new way to revive them by  

adding shredded snack packaging to recycle  

plastics. The reflective aluminum tragments  

embedded in the medium gives an interesting 

touch. The Q-tiles, lighter than traditional tiles and 

easier to install, can be used to make customized 

well decorations; there are 4 styles to choose from 

with optional LED installation.
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Siam Eco Green  
Co., Ltd. 
SIAM ECO GREEN

Contact:
Siam Eco Green Co., Ltd.

5/5 Moo 4, Soi Samet Nai, Samet, Mueang,  

Chon Buri 20000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 62 873 4215

Email: siamecogreen@hotmail.com

FB: Siamecogreen

Palm leaf sheaths were once a waste with no 

value, when matured and coming loose from the 

trees they were just thrown together and later 

incinerated. It has come a long way since then and 

the leaf sheaths have been converted into  

single-use food containers that widely replaced 

their foam counterparts. Project DEWA took it  

further, layered and laminated to increase 

strength, and the result is a thick sheet that can 

be cut and formed like plywood. This fruit tray is a 

prototype product from our research that pushes 

the boundaries of a material.
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As World Trading & 
Marketing Co., Ltd.
SIVA

Contact:
As World Trading & Marketing Co., Ltd.

87 Arun Amarin Road, Wat Arun, Bangkok Yai, 

Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 265 3674

Email: smotthailand@gmail.com

FB: LifeStyle SIVA

www.greenlifestylesiva.com

Whenever tgere us sewing of clothes, there will be 

fabric scraps. But if we could sort these  

leftovers according to patterns and colour groups, 

it becomes much easier to manage and generate 

an advancement in design thinking and  

sustainability. These bags for DEWA have been 

created by concealing seams, and categorizing the 

patterns and colourway of the fabrics from Siva. 

Despite the multitude of hues and tints, we can 

systematically replicate and reproduce the effects, 

producing bright and modern handbags.
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Suntree Handmade 
Fabric Part., Ltd. 
SUNTREE

Contact:
Suntree Handmade Fabric Part., Ltd.

329 Moo 9, Nong O, Si Satchanalai,  

Sukhothai 64130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 858 8576

Email: r_khanadnid@hotmail.com

FB: Suntre3

IG: Suntre3

www.suntreestyle.com

Small pieces of fabric scraps left from cutting and 

sewing clothes are categorized and rearranged. 

Incorporating bamboo work and silverwork, the 

scraps are transformed into beautiful jewellery; 

necklaces, earrings and brooches. Each piece has 

its own unique pattern and colourway.
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Suwannaphum Rice 
Co., Ltd. 
SUWANNAPHUM RICE

Contact:
Suwannaphum Rice Co., Ltd.

2-3 Moo 6, Srisa Chorakhae Yai, Bang Sao Thong, 

Samut Prakan 10570 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 337 0987-9

Email: operation4@suwannaphumrice.net

www.suwannaphumrice.com

The Khao bags are made from the enormous 

mountain of damaged rice sacks in the  

Suwannaphum Rice Factory. Since these sacks  

can longer be used to pack rice for customers,  

they can be turned into a good starting material 

because of their durability. After sorting them  

according to the colours, they are made into bags 

via semi-industrial process while adding strength 

in the folds with extra weavings. Each bag is 

unique from the individual patterns and colours of 

the rice sack it was made from.
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Theptex (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd. 
THEPTEX

Contact:
Theptex (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

99/9 Moo 3, Bang Sao Thong, Bang Sao Thong, 

Samut Prakan 10570 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 273 0049

Email: siriporn@theptex.com

FB: theptexthailand

www.theptex.com

The Theptex latex mattress manufacturing process 

has been accredited by numerous institutions for 

its quality and eco-consciousness. Previously latex 

scraps from processing and shaping have been 

sold cheaply to make compressed blocks, despite 

that, these scraps can become a great asset.  

Theptex subsequently began the production of 

seatings and seat cushions that offer the softness 

and comfort of latex to maximize their resources.
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Wasoo45 Co., Ltd. 
WASOO

Contact:
Wasoo45 Co., Ltd.

140 Moo 5, San Pu Loei, Soi Saket,  

Chiang Mai 50220 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 61 542 4469

Email: wasooinfo@gmail.com

FB: Wasoo

www.wasoo.co

Straw from rice farms is an agricultural waste that 

is often incinerated, causing pollution and releases 

carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. We combined 

them with coffee silverskin from the coffee  

industry, another waste material difficult to  

dispose of, and used paper pulp as a binder before 

compressing the mixture into blocks by hydraulic 

machine. The result is an acoustics absorption  

material with unique texture, comes in many 

shapes and forms and in various colours.



The Thai Brand Incubation Program operates under the belief that the “advancement 
of technology and the online marketplace offer more opportunities to reach global 
brand status.” Therefore, this project promotes SMEs from various regions of 
Thailand, helping local businesses tell the story of their brand origins and identity, as 
well as effectively sharing their competitive values, which may then be used to create 
a communication strategy to add marketing value to their brands.
 
Starting from the domestic market and spreading to international markets, Idea Lab, 
now in its third year, operates under the concept “From Local Wisdom to Global Market” 
to maximize the potential of the community and core economy, and to manage costs, 
culture and local wisdom to turn them into commercial success. This is intended to spur 
job creation, build resilience in the community, and create added value by helping local 
SMEs reach international customers. In the latest round, 18 entrepreneurs were selected 
from over 100 applicants to participate in the Idea Lab program.

IDEA LAB
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King Health Care 
BHAESAJCHAKORN

Contact:
King Health Care

448 Soi Ratchadaphisek 7/1, Ratchadaphisek Road 

(Tha Phra-Taksin), Thonburi Bukkhalo, Bangkok 

10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 476 5765

Email: marketingteam@kinghealthcarethailand.com

FB: LipscareBhaesajchakorn

www.kinghealthcarethailand.com

Soft Lip Care
Premium Natural Extracted Ingredients include: 

Aloe Vera: Anti-inflammatory. Chamomile: Anti- 

inflammatory and boost up skin hydration. Jojoba 

Oil: Healing dry and chapped lips and leaving your 

pout looking soft and healthy. Vitamin E: High in 

antioxidants which help prevent your cells from 

damage With Hypoallergenic Formula, our lip balm 

is suitable for sensitive and all types of skin. Our  

convenient tube format and design is perfect to 

easily apply on your lips. Non-greasy formula.  

You may apply our lip balm alone or under your  

lipstick for better base and longer wear.

Ultra Lip Treatment
Nourishing balm texture with intensive moisture 

leaving your lips with non-greasy finish. Fresh 

Cranberry Scent with a fabulous pink tint for 

natural healthy-looking lips. Anti-Aging Formula 

with ingredients from nature helping neutralize 

skin-damaging free radicals. Keeping lips soft 

and supple by locking and maintaining moisture.                                            

Lips Care
Our originally formulated lip balm has been widely 

recognized and well-known for over 20 years for 

its unique protection and moisturization which 

effectively deals with dryness and helps keep your 

lips moist and soft. Formulated to be: Hypoallergenic  

with essential Vitamin E (Antioxidant) which is  

perfect for sensitive and all types of skin.
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Happy Health Plus 
Co., Ltd. 
CLAMP IT

Contact:
Happy Health Plus Co., Ltd.

79 Moo 3, Bang Yang, Krathum Baen,  

Samutsakorn 74110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 332 7783

Email: somruethailsiri@gmail.com /  

sale@clmpittoy.com

www.clampittoy.com

Clamp it” is creating toy for connecting imagi-

nation all kids to develop IQ- EQ growth as they 

age. Toys made form MDF raw material which 

unique toy assembly calls “Clamp”(The Patent PCT/

TH2020/000046) Then system offers an easily 

assemble process allowing kids to add their imagi-

nations unlimitedly by using dustless chalk to draw 

and erase. Our toys come with EU standard safety 

toy (EN 71)
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DFT (Thailand)  
Co., Ltd. 
ING-ON

Contact:
DFT (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

38 Moo 7 Phanthai Norasing, Mueang Samut 

Sakhon, Samut Sakhon 74000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 291 9991-2

Email: info@dft.co.th

FB: ingonherbal

www.ingonherbal.com / www.dft.co.th

There are 2 formulas, each formula has selected 

herbs with outstanding properties. That help  

reduce the inflammation of acne oiliness and  

adjust the facial skin to look radiant. It is designed 

as a sachet, screw-on cap, easy to use, convenient, 

and does not require additional ingredients. The 

light cream texture absorbs quickly, leaving no 

stains or falling powder like other brands Moisture 

Lock technology and Acetylated Hyaluronic Acid 

are used to stimulate new cell regeneration.  

Accelerate regeneration and add moisture to  

the skin.
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Khram Skincare 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. 
KHRAMER

Contact:
Khram Skincare (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

777/7 Moo 12, Ban Pet, Mueang Khon Kaen,  

Khon Kaen 40000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 929 0589

Email: info.khramer@gmail.com

FB: khramer.th

www.khramer.com

Sunscreen
Whether we are indoor or outdoor, UV ray can be 

harmful to our skin. It can cause loss of moisture, 

sunburn, discolouration, photoaging as well as skin 

cancer. As long as we are still living under the sun, 

it is impossible to avoid exposure to UV ray. But we 

can defend ourselves against its damaging effects 

with the soothing protection of Khram (indigo).

Facial Serum
Khram protection on your skin with Khramer’s  

Indigo Root Extract Facial Serum. Our a lightweight,  

milky essence is fast absorbing but potent and rich 

in nutrients.
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Botanics Life Co., Ltd. 
ORGA

Contact:
Botanics Life Co., Ltd.

526, 83 Krungthep-Nonthaburi 27 Alley,  

Bang Sue, Bangkok 10800 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 644 6642

Email: orgabybotanicslife@gmail.com

FB: OrganicPetFamily

www.orgaorganicpets.com

products in the consumer group such as shampoo,  

foam cleanser, soap, cleaning products That have 

special properties is gentle on the skin. Does not 

cause allergic reactions and some types have 

properties to protect and maintain according to 

the medicinal properties. Important waste water 

from washing is not causing problems in the  

environment and turning into organic water  

fertilizers for all plants.
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Sarnsard Studio  
Co., Ltd. 
SARNSARD

Contact:
Sarnsard Studio Co., Ltd.

339 Mangkon Road, Pom Prap,  

Pom Prap Sattru Phai, Bangkok 10100

Tel: +(66) 94 636 4542

Email: sarnsard.studio@gmail.com

FB: sarnsard

IG: sarnsard

www.sarnsard.com

“Jarit”, a design that was inspired by Development 

of a prototype in coaching In the beginning of the 

Sarnsard Practice weaving this pattern. Derived  

from weaving ancient techniques Therefore  

developed into a product that the weaver can be 

proud of It is an example of how creativity can be 

combined with traditional Thai handicrafts.  

Additionally, the ‘Jinta’ shade consists of fuchsia, 

black and blue. Working with women-only weavers 

of Muslim culture It is filled with their imagination, 

kindness and strength to help carry this heritage 

together.

“Rin” is a design work inspired by Development of 

a prototype in coaching In the beginning of the 

Sarnsard Practice weaving this pattern. Derived 

from weaving ancient techniques Therefore  

developed into a product that the weaver can be 

proud of. In addition, the Hansa shades (orange, 

yellow, red, white, black) arise from the challenge 

of trying to weave 5 colours. But full of fun new 

things Which reflects the liveliness of the weaver.

SALLY’S was born out of the intention of  

developing waste from the production of various 

works and with the idea of combining Toei Panan 

wickerwork with other materials to create a new 

perspective of weaving. This time, we have used 

metal as a frame to strengthen the workpiece. In 

addition, the use of SALLY’S can be as decorative 

as well.
Continue >>
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“N-neen” is a design based on observing the 

changing behavior when going out of the house 

of today’s people who are so addicted to having 

to carry a mobile phone all the time. Including the 

flexibility to carry the necessary items “N-Neen” 

is designed in the combination of a wallet and a 

small bag. In addition to adding features and styles 

to suit each day, “N-Nene” has a lock that can be 

used as a waistband, neck strap, shoulder bag, or 

can be removed. Use an arm chain instead.

 “A Tote” was designed as a unisex bag that can be 

used in daily life. Which is the first piece of work 

that weaving handicrafts into the bag. With the 

features of the pattern, the weave makes the bag 

simple but looks modern and not boring. A tote 

has only 1 strap to hold, but can be adjusted for 

short-length to be suitable for use.
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Laytex (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd. 
SLEEP SELECT

Contact:
Laytex (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

22/3 Moo 6 Rama 2 Road Muang Samutsakorn 

74000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 63 483 3164

Email: sales@laytexthailand.com

www.laytexthailand.co.th

Our products are 100% natural latex foam for  

mattresses, pillows and cushioning products  

services to bedding industry, furniture industry  

and others related industry.
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Stories of Silver & Silk
Contact:
Stories of Silver & Silk

71/9 soi Charoenchai, Ekamai 12,  

Bangkok 10110, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 893 8491

Email: contact@storiesofsilversilk.com

FB: Storiesofsilversilk

IG: storiesofsilversilk

www.storiesofsilversilk.com

Multi-strand earrings / Bracelet / Necklace
Handmade 95-99% pure matte silver multi-strand 

earring, bracelet and Necklace. Each bead is  

individually made by hand and threaded in a  

traditional way on a cotton thread (usually the 

husband does the beads and the wife threads the 

beads). The simple design reveals the beauty of 

simplicity and the heritage of rural crafts.

Gingko Earrings
Handmade 95-99% pure matte silver gingko  

earring is inspired by the calling for nature. The 

gingko is believed in Asian culture to bring good 

luck. This design is made with the chiseling  

technique tradition to Karen hilltribe crafts.  

We invite you to immerse yourself in nature  

and find peacefulness within.



Where Thai Materials meet Innovation Where Crafts meet Creative Designs.
 
Initiated by the Department of International Trade Promotion (DITP), Ministry of 
Commerce of Thailand, the Material Thai to Japan project is set to assist Thai 
entrepreneurs in embarking on international markets as well as to exploit the 
fast-growing material business. By applying craft skills and indigenous locally sourced 
materials, Thai designers aim to draw upon artisan skills forms and materials to make 
functional and stylish lifestyle products.
 
Transforming Local Treasures into Modern Crafts Thailand has long been known for its 
artistry and craftsmanship. The country is also blessed with a myriad of materials that 
can only be sourced and produced locally - from natural materials such as banana leaf, 
rattan, bamboo, water hyacinth, yan lipao and wood. Other diverse materials can also be 
fashioned into handloomed textile, indigo-dyed fabrics, to hilltribe embroidered 
ethnic textile, among many others. To cherish such treasures, the DITP has called for 
Thai enterprises involved in material businesses to join the Material Thai to Japan 
project in a series of workshops and intensive guidance by Mr. Junya Kitagawara, 
a Japanese expert on brand building and marketing of lifestyle products.  
Approximately 20 Thai companies whom were selected and mentored for about 2 
months will showcase their newly designed material from the project at LifeX Design 
in Tokyo International Gift Show and the coming STYLE Bangkok.

MATERIAL THAI 
TO JAPAN
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Thai Num Choke 
Textile Co., Ltd.
Contact:
Thai Num Choke Textile Co., Ltd.

99 Moo 2, Taiban, Amphur Muang  

Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 389 2377

Email: bandidp@gmail.com

FB: ThaiNumChokeTextile

www.tnctextile.com

Thai Num Choke Textile Co., Ltd. Is a Thailand- 

based weaving company established in 1992. We 

offer make-to-order products related to industrial 

and natural fiber blended textiles. Our products 

have been recognized by prestigious entities such 

as Thai Creative Awards, Thailand Prime Minister’s 

Export Award and National Innovation Agency 

Thailand. We are the leading manufacturer of  

natural fiber-blended textiles.
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A Gift From Nature 
Co., Ltd.
Contact:
A Gift From Nature Co., Ltd.

23/86 Moo 7, Vipavadee-Rangsit Road,  

Seekan, Donmuang, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 101 0504

Email: agiftnat@hotmail.com

FB: AGiftFromNature

www.thailanddriedflower.com

Since 1995, we’ve produced handmade and  

handcraft flowers from natural raw materials such 

as leaves, sanoe stem (solar plant), peka pod,  

palm leaf, vines etc. We specialist in working and  

creating eco natural raw materials by hand.
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Pack Image Co., Ltd. 
ANN MARBLING ART

Contact:
Pack Image Co., Ltd.

9/15 Moo 1, Bangkaew, Bangplee,  

Samutprakarn 10540 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 753 5655

Email: ann_marbling_art@yahoo.com

FB: AnnMarblingArt

www.annmarblingart.com

I started sharing my Marbling art online and was 

motivated to present my work at Baanlaesuan 

Fair 2016 in Bangkok. I have experimented with 

marbling on various materials such as paper, 

cloth, wood and leather. Currently able to produce 

marbling technique on Pandanus mats and natural 

rubber sheets. As an alternative for those  

interested in applying this Marbling technique  

in the future.
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Natural Unit Co., Ltd. 
BAMBUNIQUE

Contact:
Natural Unit Co., Ltd.

226 Praditmanutham Road, Phlapphla,  

Wang Thonglang, Bangkok 10310 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 148 1126

Email: info@bambunique.com

FB: bambuniquethailand

IG: bambunique

www.bambunique.com

Natural Unit Co., Ltd. establish on 2010, who have 

been designing, developing and producing  

bamboo product to fulfill the need of those who 

wish to live closed to nature and blend in  

harmoniously with nature. BAMBUNIQUE is our 

brand that emphasizes the combination between 

craft & innovation idea to show the world how 

beautiful the bamboo when it is transformed into 

furniture design and interior finishes material.
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Borriboon Craft  
Co., Ltd. 
BORRIBOON

Contact:
Borriboon Craft Co., Ltd.

36 Intha-asa Road, Phanat Nikhom,  

Chonburi 20140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 38 846 1313

Email: borriboon@gmail.com

FB: bamboocenter1978

www.tbhc1978.com

BORRIBOON focus on delicate bamboo weaving 

techniques and quality products from Traditional 

Bamboo Handicraft Center (TBHC), since 1978, as a 

project from SUPPORT Foundation. We aims to  

incorporate our diversity of bamboo  

craftsmanships into modern lifestyle.
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Bua Bhat Factory 
Ltd., Part 
BUA BHAT

Contact:
Bua Bhat Factory Ltd., Part

134 Moo 8, Buakkang, Sankampang,  

Chiang Mai 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 53 446 291-94

Email: marketing@buabhat.com,  

wilai.buabhat@gmail.com

FB: BuaBhatFactory

www.buabhat.com

Bua Bhat Factory was founded in 1987 with the 

intention to produce unique design products other 

than those already in the market. Our principles 

are as follow; (1) Made with trustworthy quality. 

(2) Inspired by nature. (3) Created with family and 

local wisdom. (4) Produce with eco-friendly  

materials. From the first year up to 33nd year, Bua 

Bhat Factory has devoted to the 4 principles in  

producing all products.
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Deesawat Industries 
Co., Ltd. 
DEESAWAT / DEES

Contact:
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.

71/9 Chaengwattana Road, Taladbangkean,  

Laksi, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341,, +(66) 2 551 1503

Email: info@deesawat.com, deesawat@ksc.th.com

FB: deesawat

IG: deesawat_thailand

www.deesawat.com

DEESAWAT is wood working specialist since 1972. 

DEESAWAT is specializes in teakwood production 

for flooring, door, panel, customized furniture,  

and teakwood outdoor furniture.
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Divana Global  
Co., Ltd. 
DIVANA

Contact:
Divana Global Co., Ltd.

11/1, 22 Floor, Unit 2204, AIA Sathorn Tower, 

Sathorn Road, Yannawa, Sathorn,  

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 286 1864

Email: contact@divanaspa.com

FB: DivanaThailand

IG: divanathailand

www.divanaspa.com

Divana is the word which was intentionally  

founded from “Goddess of Love” who is the great 

inspiration for love. The heart of Divana is “the 

passion of intricate varieties of skin care & spa 

products” that anyone can reach and easily access. 

We build a research and development team (R&D) 

to study and build on the innovative things that are 

already good. We have specialist to create scent 

and spa menu to give experience to customer.
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Nithinant Co., Ltd. 
EGGWHITE

Contact:
Nithinant Co., Ltd.

259 Moo 1, Muang, Bang-pu,  

Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 323 1266,, +(66) 88 554 5156

Email: eggwhitedesign@gmail.com

FB: eggwhitedesign

IG: eggwhitedesign

www.eggwhitedesign.com

“If we were egg yolk, furniture and everything 

around us would be egg white.” EGGWHITE was 

founded in 2014 out of a desire to produce  

contemporary minimalist furniture. Our ambition  

is to make well-designed furniture and  

accessories that answer the needs of living in 

terms of maximizing space and giving users the 

flexibility to adapt it to their everyday use. We 

chose locally sourced rubber wood to help the  

environment through the use of sustainable  

materials. EGGWHITE create design that is both  

aesthetic and functional, at a price point accessible 

to customers. We are committed to our  

community and the environment by building  

sustainability together.
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Skjdesign Limited 
Partnership 
JUTATIP

Contact:
Skjdesign Limited Partnership

1/43 Village No. 14, Mueang Kao,  

Mueang District, Khon Kean 40000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 056 4199

Email: jitatip4u@gmail.com

FB: jutatip4u

www.jutatip.com

Since 2013, we’ve produced handmade and  

handcraft cotton. Cotton hand push from natural 

raw materials. We specialize in working and  

creating eco natural raw materials by hand.
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Maka Design 
MAKA

Contact:
Maka Design

97/93 Moo 9, Nhamwongwan Road,  

Bangkhen Muang, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 776 1611

Email: maka4u@outlook.com

FB: maka4u

In 2015, our founder Suchada K. was inspired by 

packing her child a lunchbox. She wanted a  

reusable bag that was both functional and 

nice-looking. Our bags are beautifully crafted  

together with remarkable details using hand  

embroidery. They are a combination of natural  

materials that are environmentally friendly.
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Asia Collection  
Co., Ltd. 
MASAYA

Contact:
Asia Collection Co., Ltd.

59, 61, 63, 65 Charoenkrung 30, Charoenkrung 

Road, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 639 0929,, +(66) 2 237 3549

Email: masaya@bronzeinthai.com

www.bronzeinthai.com/masaya

At Masaya, we specialize in brass furniture, all 

handmade from sculping, to brass casting and  

polishing. Our designs stem from the simplest 

things in our everyday lives that we may tend to 

look over and nature that surrounds us. We  

develop those objects into furniture that are 

practical yet, diverse and give a new perspective 

to which ever object we were inspired from. The 

fluidity and harmonization of the design and the 

brass we specialize in, results in a unique and  

luxurious product that enhances every room or 

area the product is placed at.
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Pim Pen Co., Ltd. 
MOBELLA

Contact:
Pim Pen Co., Ltd.

669 Moo 2, Sukhumvit Road, Bangpoomai,  

Amphur Muang Samutprakarn,  

Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 323 2886

Email: info@mobella.co.th, nicha@pimpen.co.th

FB: mobellagalleria

www.mobella.co.th

“Modern Thai Lifestyle” concept by Mobella, 

Bangkok-based furniture designer brand. Original 

design collection inspired by Thai element in the 

context of modern interior. Exclusive tailor-made 

service with material choices of fabric and leather 

for your concept. (Sofa, bed, table set, home decor 

and outdoor furniture)
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Moonler Collection 
Co., Ltd. 
MOONLER

Contact:
Moonler Collection Co., Ltd.

99/60 Moo 12, Sannameng, Sansai,  

Chiang Mai 50210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 556 3978

Email: contact@moonler.com

FB: moonler.furniture

IG: moonler.furniture

www.moonler.com

Moonler Collection Co., Ltd. was established in 

2008. Our factory which fully equipped wood and 

metal department is located in Chiangmai,  

Thailand. Moonler offers contemporary designed 

furniture with clean lines, natural styling and  

expert craftsmanship. We specialize in production 

of Chamchuri (Acacia) wood furniture. Moonler’s 

main focus is on high quality products for both  

domestic and export markets. We offer  

handcrafted in-house designed and also  

customized products.
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Patapian Studio  
Co., Ltd. 
PATAPIAN

Contact:
Patapian Studio Co., Ltd.

144 Moo 4, Tha Chang, Muang Nakhon Nayok,  

Nakorn Nayok 26000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 898 8336,, +(66) 81 961 1295

Email: patapianstudio@gmail.com

FB: patapian

IG: patapian

PATAPiAN is a woven decorative item, which  

combine craft practices with contemporary  

aesthetics. PATAPiAN products are based on the 

idea of re-interpretation and creativity that draw  

inspiration from nature, narrative and everyday  

life. By using swveral materials and new method  

of making make the products that are strong 

unique identity.
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NEYAA 
PHARATA

Contact:
NEYAA

499/55 Soi Pehm-Sin 23 (Sai-Jahn), Pehm-Sin 

Road, Klong-Thanohn, Sai-Mai District,  

Bangkok 10220 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 92 669 9929,, +(66) 86 069 1971

Email: pharata@gmail.com, haraneyaa@gmail.com

Founded in 2006, NEYAA has been providing  

solutions to specific civil designs and services. 

Recently, emphasizing on interior and product 

designs. Since 2013, we’re working on developing 

magnificent traditional style handmade leather 

stamping shadow puppets to southern Thailand.
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Prempracha’s  
Collection Co., Ltd. 
PREMPRACHA’S

Contact:
Prempracha’s Collection Co., Ltd.

224 Moo 3, Chiangmai-Sankampaeng Road,  

Tambon Tonpao, Amphur Sankampaeng,  

Chiang Mai 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 53 338 540,, +(66) 53 338 857

Email: info@prempracha.com

FB: premprachaco

IG: premprachaco

www.prempracha.com

For more than 30 years, Prempracha’s Collection 

has been the producer of finest handmade  

ceramics crafted by talented local artisans.  

Prempracha’s unique style evolves around the  

concept of “East meets West”, mixing hints of 

Asian characteristics with Western functionality, 

translating current trends into ceramic goods  

that serve customers all over the world.
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Boonchucharoenkit 
Ltd., Part 
SCULPTURE

Contact:
Boonchucharoenkit Ltd., Part

126 Soi Prinsiri, Kanjanapisek Road,  

Bangbon, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 897 8966

Email: chuboon82@gmail.com

www.sculpture.yolasite.com

SCULPTURE has been established in 1999 by  

Nuttapong Charoenkitivarakorn the designer of  

the world well known “sexy chair” designed,  

which have seen in Hollywood movie - The  

Hunger Games, a giant fantasy sci-fi. Nuttapong 

has designed his lifestyle Furniture collection with 

the concept “Furniture of the Future”, combining  

a sleek modern look with ancient production 

methods. SCULPTURE is including home decor,  

gift and furniture. Most of his product are  

distributed in Thailand and export around the 

world over 15 years.
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Thais Ecoleathers 
Co., Ltd. 
THAIS

Contact:
Thais Ecoleathers Co., Ltd.

296 Soi Kanchanapisek 0010, Kanchanapisek Road, 

Bangkae, Bangkae, Bangkok 10160 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 92 545 5744

Email: info@thais-ecoleathers.com

FB: thais.ecoleathers

IG: thais.ecoleathers

www.thais-ecoleathers.com

THAIS “The next statement of recycled leather”  

is a thoughtful recycled leather focusing on  

creating innovative & unique materials that turn 

sustainable values into sensational values for  

modern eco-living.
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Able Interior  
Workshop Co., Ltd. 
TOUCHABLE

Contact:
Able Interior Workshop Co., Ltd.

41/70, 41/80 Moo 5, Soi Rama 2 (69), Rama 2 Road, 

Samaedum, Bangkhuntien, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 892 8606

Email: touchablebangkok@gmail.com

FB: touchablebangkok

IG: touchablebangkok1

www.touchablebangkok.com

TOUCHABLE has been in existence since the year 

2000 with a prime aim to manufacture and  

produce our designs and bring them into reality. 

The initiative germinated from the idea of utilizing 

every bit of wastage that comes from the  

workshop, be it wood, leather, fabric, veneer or 

any other item that can be fruitfully utilized to 

make utility goods.
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Wasoo45 Co., Ltd. 
WASOO

Contact:
Wasoo45 Co., Ltd.

140 Moo 5, Tambon Sanpuloey,  

Amphur Doisaket, Chiang Mai 50220 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 61 542 4469

Email: wasooinfo@gmail.com

FB: Wasoo45

www.wasoo.co

WASOO45 Co., Ltd. Produce sustainable product 

under the Wasoo Brand. Our products made from 

upcycle material “Eco Insulation” such as rice straw 

and coffee husk combine with saa paper pulp and 

recycle paper pulp for decorate, echo sound  

absorb and temperature control.



Seeing that a baby market is thriving with a high record in sales about mom & baby 
products, the Mom & Kids project aims to propel Thai entrepreneurs to be ready in 
the market.
 
Mom & Kids products from our project includes mommy-baby clothing, organic 
skincare, mattresses and pillows, electric breast pumps and etc. To meet an international 
standard, the products were guided to produce with high-quality and trendy design as 
well. Not only do the product quality and design enhancement but also packaging 
design development is a focus of this project to bring the best Thai Mom & Kids 
products to global market. In addition, the Thai entrepreneurs were coached to 
implement business strategy and marketing communication so that they are eager 
to serve demands of the parents around the globe.

MOM & KIDS
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Attitude Mom  
Co., Ltd. 
ATTITUDE MOM

Contact:
Attitude Mom Co., Ltd.

241/99 Moo 1, Tambon Khae Rai  

Krathum Baen District,  

Samut Sakhon Province 74110

Tel: +(66) 3 418 1118

Email: attitudemom88@gmail.com

FB: attitudemom

https://attitudemombreastpump.com/

Attitude Mom, a Thai breast pump brand, was 

founded in 2015. The brand is aware of the  

importance of milk breast benefits and  

breastfeeding benefits so they would like to e 

ncourage the mother to succeed with the  

breastfeeding. They have studied and tested  

many products of breast pump, both domestic 

and international brands, for 2 years. With the 

knowledge and expertise, they could analyze and 

develop the Thai breast pump under Attitude Mom 

brand, which is certified by Thai and international 

standards. The breast pump with the intelligent 

Signature Mode is designed for easy portability 

and modern appearance. It also takes the ergo-

nomics into account for the mother’s comfortably 

breast pumping. Therefore, it is designed to be 

used with 100% genuine silicone so the mothers do 

not feel pain while breast pumping for their babies.
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Worth & Wealth  
Co., Ltd. 
BABYORGANIC

Contact:
Worth & Wealth Co., Ltd.

14, Khlong Sam Sub-district,  

Khlong Luang District, Pathum Thani 12120

Tel: +(66) 89 652 2652

Email: babyorkanic@gmail.com

Babyorganic, a brand for shower and skincare 

products which cares about sensitiveness of baby 

skin. The products are made from natural extracts 

that have been test for irritation. Both process  

and products are organic certified by ECOCERT.  

Mother can trust Babyorganic to keep their  

babies skin healthy and strong. An organic brand 

for babies that is certified by ECOCERT from 

France, Babyorganic offers a wide range of  

products made all-natural extracts. The products 

keep the baby skin fresh, soft to the touch and  

do not cause irritation. Perfect for the baby’s  

sensitive skin.
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Deesawat Industries 
Co., Ltd. 
DEESAWAT

Contact:
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.

71/9 Chaengwattana Road.,  

TALAT BANG KHEN LAKSI BANGKOK 10210

Tel: +(66) 2521 1341

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: deesawat

www.deesawat.com

DEESAWAT is a teak furniture brand with more 

than 40-year experience in carpentry. It has its 

owned full-service production plant with  

sawmill and drying house. Currently, the  

company is managed by the second generation  

of heirs. ONE armchair is a single armrest chair  

designed for mother to have comfortable space. 

The armrest is adjusted to the modest height for 

ease of breastfeeding. The design is also suitable 

for the elderly to sit down and rise with  

confidence.
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Beyond Need  
Co., Ltd. 
GUARDIAN WING

Contact:
Beyond Need Co., Ltd.

37 Soi Chan 51, Wat Phraya Krai Subdistrict,  

Bang Kho Laem District, Bangkok

Tel: +(66) 81 494 9411

Email: suwajpong@gmail.com

Guardian Wing, a brand of hand sanitary gel  

specifically for children. Generally, alcohol hand 

gel in the market causes dry skin and irritation 

because the alcohol will carry moisture away from 

the skin and destroy skin protein as well.  

Therefore, it is not suitable for young children 

whose skin is highly sensitive to environmental 

stimulus. The brand has developed a hand sanitizer 

from natural extracts that have antiviral properties. 

The natural extracts under the company’s license 

are from the synergistic effect from green tea and 

grape seed extracts, which could inhibit the  

enveloped virus. Hand sanitary gel for children 

from natural extracts ingredients such as shallots, 

green tea, grape and other herbs instead of using 

alcohol to disinfect so that consumers could be 

confident that the products are clean, safe and 

easy to use.
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Kindee Kiddee Kids 
Co., Ltd. 
KINDEE

Contact:
Kindee Kiddee Kids Co., Ltd.

3/1 Soi Ratchapruek 8, Bang Chueak Nang  

Subdistrict, Bang Chueak, Nang Talung,  

Bangkok 10170

Tel: +(66) 2 026 3209

Email: info@kindeekids.com

FB: kindeekids

www.kindeekids.com

Kindee is a natural and organic product for children 

inspired by the parental experience. As a result  

of the parental experience, the organic baby  

skincare products are made free from harmful 

chemicals substances but remain the  

effectiveness. The brand has initiated from  

mosquito repellent, skincare products and  

sun protection products to oral care and other  

children amenities. Natural and organic products 

for children with unique ingredients which  

reassure mother’s that they are choosing the right 

products to protect their beloved children all the 

time.
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Shine in Child  
Co., Ltd. 
MAMI BABY

Contact:
Shine in Child Co., Ltd.

84 A Rama 2 Rd., Thakham,  

Bang Khun Thian Bangkok 10150

Tel: +(66) 99 447 9145

Email: paradee.mamibaby@gmail.com

FB: mamibabystore

www.mamibabystore.com

A brand under Shine in Child Co., Ltd., Mami Baby 

offers a wide catalogue of quality clothes for  

newborns. With over 20 years of experience in 

design and production, Mami Baby’s clothes have 

been recognized by both local and international 

markets. Made from 100% high-quality cotton, 

Mami Baby products are designed for babies  

from 0-2 years old. The fabric is produced with  

interlocking weave, allowing the finished product 

to be smooth, shiny and without loose fiber.  

Fit for all weathers, the clothes are breathable,  

soft and comfortable to wear.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

World Knitting  
Apparel Co., Ltd. 
MARIAM FAMILY

Contact:
World Knitting Apparel Co., Ltd.

314-314/1 Moo. 4 THA MAI KRATHUMBAEN  

SAMUTSAKHON 74110

Tel: +(66) 65 946 2419

Email: mariamfarm.official@gmail.com

FB: mariamfamily.official

www.mariamfamily.lnwshop.com

Mariam Family is a brand of baby and toddler 

clothes. Our products are produced and designed 

with great quality that all mothers can be assured 

that they have chosen the best thing for their little 

ones. Our baby and toddler clothes are organic 

and soft to the baby skin, which is comfortable to 

wear everyday. Our quality and price are also very 

impressive.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Meetana Forever 
Co., Ltd. 
MEETANA FOREVER

Contact:
Meetana Forever Co., Ltd.

351/9-10 MOO 19, BANGPHUENG,  

PHRAPRADAENG, SAMUTPRAKAN 10130

Tel: +(66) 2 817 1745

Email: tanat.r@meetanaforever.com

FB: MeetanaForever

www.meetanaforever.com

Meetana Forever is a brand that provides children 

clothes based on personal preferences. During 

childhood, the owner dreamed to have dolls to 

play with but she could not afford them because 

of high price. So that inspired her to produce the 

dolls for sale and finally expand the business to 

children clothing. Our high quality children clothes 

are made from high quality natural cotton fibers. 

We have wide range of clothes from small children 

to teenagers. It is available in a variety of patterns 

and designs, including Disney and other copyright 

cartoon characters, at affordable price.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Goldenkerin Co., Ltd. 
MIMIBABE

Contact:
Goldenkerin Co., Ltd.

145 Group 8, Suksawad 80, Suksawad Rd 

T.Naikrongbangphakod, Phrasamutjadee ,  

Samut Prakan 10290,

Tel: +(66) 86 897 6065

Email: goldenkerin@hotmail.com

FB: Mimibabeshop

Mimibabe, a brand of baby diapers, with  

attentiveness to baby’s comfort. So, the brand  

has designed and produced quality chemical-free 

diapers, which give a soft touch to babies.  

Therefore, babies would be comfortable and  

happy everyday. The muslin diaper with collagen 

fiber blended and natural dyed in Thai local  

community. They are chemical free and help  

nourishing baby’s skin.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Mydear Plus Co., Ltd. 
MINE DEAR

Contact:
Mydear Plus Co., Ltd.

17 SOI WACHIRATHUMSATID 64/1 SUKHUMVIT 

101/1 RD., BANGCHAK, PRA-KHANONG 10260

Tel: +(66) 2 636 4592

Email: mydearbabyserum@gmail.com

FB: mydearserum

Mine Dear, a brand of baby serum which inspired 

by experience from nurturing twin babies. The 

secret wonder of herbs and plants has now been 

transformed into a gentle and safe product to take 

care of the baby’s sensitive skin. A secret recipe 

to be shared with other moms and babies. The 

perfect serum for your babies. Mine Dear keeps 

the skin moist and soft, reduces irritation, prevents 

skin infection, and is packed with full of anti- 

oxidants. The serum restores strength to the cells 

and protects the skin against pollutions, bug bites 

and frictions.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Good Happening 
Co., Ltd. 
MINISIZE ME

Contact:
Good Happening Co., Ltd.

18/1 Soi Ramintra 65, Ramintra Road  

TARANG BANGKHEN BANGKOK 10220

Tel: +(66) 63 289 6146

Email: msm.minisizeme@gmail.com

FB: minisizeme

Minisize Me is a brand of clothing and lifestyle 

products for mothers and newborn babies. Its 

products have been developed from parental 

experience of rash skin babies, when they found 

that the symptoms are caused by anything that 

touched the baby skin including their clothes. That 

is the origin of Minisize Me. Clothing products, 

made from the super soft 100% natural hand- 

woven cotton with anti-bacteria property, are  

suitable for babies with sensitive skin. Moreover, 

there is an adjustable design so it will last long  

and be worthwhile.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Muko Family  
Co., Ltd. 
MUKO

Contact:
Muko Family Co., Ltd.

Village Klang Muang, 3/54, Soi Srinakarin  

46/1, Nong Bon Subdistrict, Prawet District,  

Bangkok 10250

Tel: +(66) 86 495 6236

Email: mukodress@gmail.com

FB: mukodress

www.mukodress.com

Muko is a brand of maternity and nursing clothes, 

which encourage modern mothers to be confident 

and live happily while being pregnant and  

breastfeeding. Our maternity and nursing clothes 

are attentively designed and made with great 

quality fabrics. With various different designs, our 

clothes can be fit to all moms in any styles.  

Importantly, Muko clothes are designed to have 

wide inner top to provide breastfeeding support 

for mothers so the mothers can rest assured that 

they will be able to breastfeed comfortably and 

become confident when doing activities or being 

outdoor.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Nature Blink  
Co., Ltd. 
MUMMOM

Contact:
Nature Blink Co., Ltd.

165/45, Nirvana@Work, Ramintra Rd.,  

Anusawari, Bangkhen,

Tel: +(66) 86 495 6236

Email: naharuethai@mummom.org

FB: mummomthailand

MumMom is a brand of baby pillow and electric 

breast pump, that wishes all moms can have more 

time and become happier when raising babies. 

MumMom truly understand mothers and would 

like to help raising babies and more convenient. 

Our electric breast pump will support all moms 

to become a happier mother when raising babies. 

With new innovation, our electric breast pump has 

all-in-one design with multiple functions. It can 

help stimulate milk flow as well as draw breast 

milk. The device is equipped with LED screen, 

which is visible at night. This compact-sized breast 

pump can be conveniently carried even when 

travelling.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

A Little Lullaby  
Co., Ltd. 
NAPPI BABY

Contact:
A Little Lullaby Co., Ltd.

55, UNIT 114A, RACQUET CLUB, SOI SUKHUNVIT 49, 

KLONGTON, Wattana BANGKOK 10110

Tel: +(66) 89 431 7878

Email: nappibaby@hotmail.com,  

nappi_overseas@hotmail.com

FB: nappibabyTH

www.nappibaby.com

Nappi Baby, a brand of baby products made from 

bamboo fiber, understands the mother’s concern 

in caring for babies with sensitive skin. Nappi 

Baby believes that the safety and comfort are the 

beginning point of baby’s good development. Due 

to environment-friendly raw material selection and 

production process, every product of Nappi Baby is 

designed and manufactured carefully with concern 

of the comfort and safety for the baby. Bamboo 

muslin diaper is a premium A-grade muslin diaper 

which uses bamboo fiber in weaving mixed with 

organic cotton (in the ratio of 70% bamboo fibers 

and 30% organic cotton). Since the bamboo fibers 

are porous like sponges, it gives a touch that is 

fluffier than cotton and general synthetic fabric. 

Moreover, the bamboo fibers are better and 3-time 

quicker to absorb liquid than general fabrics but 

still very breathable. Therefore, the baby feels 

comfortable and be in a good mood without  

imitableness which helps the parents to relieve 

anxiety.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Nitan Co., Ltd. 
NITAN

Contact:
Nitan Co., Ltd.

282 SOI THINANKORN, DIN DAENG,  

BANGKOK 10900

Tel: +(66) 81 304 4444

Email: ilovenitan@gmail.com

FB: ilovenitan

www.ilovenitan.com

Nitan is a fashion and clothing brand for maternity  

and breastfeeding moms. Nitan believes that 

breastfeeding is the most precious moment  

bonding between mothers and babies. We,  

therefore, strive to improve nursing clothes to be 

easier and more for breastfeeding and make moms 

look slimmer, so that they can be confident and 

happy in every moment of breastfeeding. When 

their concerns relieve, they will be able to  

breastfeed longer. Our clothes for maternity  

and breastfeeding mothers are designed to be  

comfortable, convenient use, and not too  

revealing, which allow mothers to breastfeed or 

pump both sides at the same time. Designed with 

smart patterns, our products will make all mothers 

become more beautiful and confident with their 

body shapes.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Kanoknaphat  
Trading Co., Ltd. 
PAMNIÑA

Contact:
Kanoknaphat Trading Co., Ltd.

580/104 KHONG CHAOKHUN SING  

WANGTHONGLANG BANGKOK 10310

Tel: +(66) 97 236 3156

Email: kanoknaphats@gmail.com

FB: PamninaThailand

www.pamnina.com

Pamniña is a brand of baby skincare that believes 

in the benefits of plant extracts and natural power 

which can gently and safely protect and nourish  

skins. Based on the experience of having a  

daughter with sweat allergy and sensitive skin, we 

found that other products in the market do not 

match our need. We, therefore, consulted with the 

dermatologist and researcher to develop a  

product, which later becomes Pamniña Natural 

Baby Cream, for skin and diaper rashes. Applied 

on the skin, it can gently and safely protect and 

nourish skins as it is free of harmful chemicals. Our 

products are specifically made for baby’s sensitive 

skin. We offer variety of products including cream 

for all types of skin rashes such as skin rashes,  

diaper rashes, and allergic rashes. (Benefits of  

Nature), super gentle diaper rash cream for  

sensitive and delicate skin (Natural Baby Cream), 

as well as alcohol hand sanitizer gel for kids and 

those who have sensitive skin (Anti-bacterial  

Hand Sanitizer).
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Masahiro Co., Ltd. 
SPORT HIRO

Contact:
Masahiro Co., Ltd.

94/187 Moo. 4 LAM PHAK CHI NONG CHOK  

BANGKOK 10530

Tel: +(66) 89 142 0938

Email: thanatorn@mymasahiro.com

FB: Sporthiro

www.sporthiro.com

Sport Hiro is a sportswear brand for kids, which 

believes that every kid can be a hero in their own 

ways. The word “Hero” does not necessarily mean 

having superpowers. Just having generosity and 

kind heart for other people can also be considered  

as a special power. Sport Hiro will be a part of 

a support for every kid to become a hero. With 

our global quality products, all the kids can wear 

our sports clothes and be a hero in everyday life. 

Our kids sportswear (3-12 years) are produced by 

“cool mode” fabric innovation, which improves air 

permeability, thus being comfortable to wear. Due 

to its strong texture, our sportswear is durable and 

free of cancer-causing chemicals.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Foot Clinic Co., Ltd. 
TALON

Contact:
Foot Clinic Co., Ltd.

247 SAMAEDUM BANGKHUNTHIAN  

BANGKOK 10150

Tel: +(66) 2896 3800

Email: pornsak@talon.co.th

FB: healthy.shoe

www.talon.co.th

Talon, a footwear brand for the mother’s health, 

is an innovative leader taking care of foot health 

for pregnant women in order to stand, walk or do 

any activities with happiness. Designed by doctors 

with modern technology, the shoes and shoe pads 

could actually solve individual problems. To  

footwear products for the health of maternity. 

They are designed to support the mother’s  

standing, walking and any movements so that she 

can wear them safely and non-slipperily with a 

feeling of lightness, softness and comfort. The  

custom made service can be ordered with  

pediatrician doctor’s consultation. As a result of 

new technology and specialists in foot health,  

it is able to produce the shoe pads that can solve 

foot problems.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Small World  
Intertrade Co., Ltd. 
TOM & KATE

Contact:
Small World Intertrade Co., Ltd.

639 Rama 3 Road, Bang Phong Pang Subdistrict, 

Yai Nawa District, Krung Thap

Tel: +(66) 91 228 0280

Email: admin@tomandkate.co.th

FB: Tomandkatebabybedding

www.tomandkate.co.th

Tom & Kate is a brand of the first latex mattress 

and pillow producer in Thailand, who have  

expertise and know-how about latex properties  

for healthy sleep. Thus, it creates the best and 

safest rubber mattresses and pillows for newborn 

babies and toddlers to enhance their sleeping  

habit, which is the beginning of child development. 

The latex mattresses and pillows are made from 

100% natural latex sponge materials. The brand 

does not use any synthetic materials or fabrics but 

chooses Smart Yarn, which has permanent  

anti-bacteria property. So, it is worry-free from 

dust mites, bacteria, fungi and chemical residues 

and safe for children. It is also designed to be 

suitable for the child development in each age. 

Therefore, the mother could be assured that they 

do choose the best thing for their children.
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PROJECT: Mom & Kids

Yaksthai Natural  
Co., Ltd. 
YAKSTHAI

Contact:
Yaksthai Natural Co., Ltd.

9/101 Moo 4, Aom Koh Pakkred Subdistrict,  

Pak Kret Province Nonthaburi 11000

Tel: +(66) 99 447 9145

Email: yaksthainatural101@gmail.com

FB: Yaksthai

Let Yaksthai Thai Giant protect you and your family. 

Making use of natural healing power, Yaksthai 

products are created by a team of neurosurgeons, 

aroma therapists, Thai herbal pharmacists and 

health professionals with more than 10 years of  

experience. Yaksthai cares about you, your love 

ones and your wellness. A skin product for bug 

bites and irritations, Yaksthai taps into the natural 

healing power with local specialty. Made from  

exclusive Thai herbal extracts, Yaksthai products 

can be applied on the skin or absorbed by inhaling 

to restore balance to the body.



Abiding by the National Strategy (2018-2037), it focuses on growth of life quality while 
conserving natural resources and environment, changing people behaviors to be more  
eco-friendly for long term sustainability. According to the international trade promotion 
strategy of Department of International Trade Promotion (DITP), Ministry of Commerce, 
Thailand, it promotes the development of entrepreneurs and value creation in export 
industry emphasizing on innovation and value creation. Office of Innovation and Value 
Creation, sets forth to develop and promote eco-friendly products for Japanese market 
2563 (N.E.W.S.-ECO 2020), and International market which is relevant to National 
Strategy objective promoting Innovation and eco-friendly products. This project will 
be organized and managed together with Thai Trade Center, Osaka and Office of Thai 
Trade Representative, Hiroshima.
 
This project focuses on Thai entrepreneurs, SMEs, from both metropolitan and provin-
cial areas under the name of N.E.W.S.-ECO or North. East. West. South. of Thailand-ECO  
Project. The purpose is to develop and promote products for Japanese market 
especially 1) Lifestyle products and 2) Fashion and Textile products. Japanese experts 
will advise emphasizing on developing design, selecting proper raw materials, improving 
production process or etc. under the concept of ecological awareness to match the 
demand of consumers in Japanese market. Two Japanese experts, as consultants for 
this project are 1) Mr. Atsushi Koike-Lifestyle Product Expert, and 2) Mrs. Naoko 
Furusawa - Fashion Product Expert, will provide the guidance and recommendations to 
Thai entrepreneurs selected into the project. The guidance consists of two consultation 
sessions via offline and/or online channels as guidelines to create a prototype model. 
This prototype model will lead to be future commercial product development 
launching into Japanese and International markets to create awareness and acceptance 
of well-designed, high quality, eco-friendly Thai product in the future.

N.E.W.S - ECO
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Better Arts Group 
Co., Ltd. 
5IVE SIS

Contact:
Better Arts Group Co., Ltd.

75/78 Moo 11, Paholyothin Road, Klongneung, 

Klongluang, Pathumthani 12120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 191 9155 /, +(66) 2 529 5798

Email: contact@5sis.com

FB: 5ivesis

IG: 5ivesishomedecor

www.5ivesis.com

Inspired by zodiacs signs and auspicious natural 

stones, both zodiac and stones are used to create 

this well-meaning bracelet.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Rukchat Commercial  
Ltd., Part 
AGORA DESIGN MAT

Contact:
Rukchat Commercial Ltd., Part

8 Phuttamolthol Sai 3 Soi 7, Nong Kang Phlu,  

Nong Khaem, Bangkok 10160 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 444 4455, +(66) 81 349 5349

Email: purinud.agora@gmail.com/  

pang.agora@gmail.com

FB: agoradesignmat

IG: agoradesignmat

www.agoradesignmat.com

Home décor and home storage items are sewn  

and tailored from recycled plastic weaving mat. 

Aside from eco-friendly ending plastic pollution,  

it is lightweight, easy care and has beautiful  

unique design and patterns, adding new  

dimension to your home.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Rak Banrao 
Songkhla Ltd., Part 
ANANAS

Contact:
Rak Banrao Songkhla Ltd., Part

37/5 Moo 8, Bang Riang, Khuan Niang,  

Songkhla 90220 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 224 1645

Email: priyakorn1645@gmail.com

FB: ANANASTHAILAND

ananasthailand.com

Pineapple thread, by-products of hand-made 

woven natural made from 100% pineapple leaf 

fiber is the main raw material of local fabric called 

pa-khao-ma-koh-yor. The unique tiny square 

patterns bring about more variety of products 

development. Pineapple waste become valuable 

raw material in textile process and simultaneously 

decrease waste elimination.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Green Dot Blue  
Co., Ltd. 
ARTWORK

Contact:
Green Dot Blue Co., Ltd.

44/2 Moo 9, Bangphra, Sriracha,  

Chonburi 20110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 936 2663

Email: sales@artworklabbkk.com

FB: loveartwork

IG: artworkbypom

www.artworklabbkk.com

Eco-fashion bags made from “felt”, 100% recycle 

plastic bottles through the innovation and design. 

Adding value and colours with “microfiber leather”, 

which has the leather quality, durability, flexibility, 

lightweight, mold-free, eco-friendly production 

process. This bag helps reducing waste and is 

harmless to animals.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Natural Unit Co., Ltd. 
BAMBUNIQUE

Contact:
Natural Unit Co., Ltd.

225 Praditmanutham Road, Phlapphla,  

Wang Thong Lang, Bangkok 10310 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 148 1125

Email: info@bambunique.com

FB: BAMBUNIQUETHAILAND

IG: bambunique

www.bambunique.com

The product shows out the characteristics of Thai 

bamboo in details but simple form which also 

match and relevant to today’s lifestyle.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Deesawat Industries 
Co., Ltd. 
DEESAWAT

Contact:
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.

71/9 Chaengwattana Road, Taladbangkean,  

Laksi, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341 /, +(66) 81 823 6768

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: deesawat

IG: deesawat_thailand

www.deesawat.com

New design concept is to add new functionally,  

becoming a part of shop furniture or window 

display, adjustable for both vertical and horizontal 

position. Natural dye colours on teakwood.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Getnature Co., Ltd.
GETNATURE

Contact:
Getnature Co., Ltd.

155/25 Salaya, Phuthamonthon,  

Nakhonpathom 73170 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 196 9466

Email: getnature.house@gmail.com

FB: getnature.house

IG: getnature.house

This pendant is simply designed of famous  

Thai Orchid meaning for affluence and grace.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Natural Healthy Care 
Product Co., Ltd. 
HEGZ

Contact:
Natural Healthy Care Product Co., Ltd.

123/99 Buathong Village, Bang Bua Thong,  

Nonthaburi 11110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 390 8639 /, +(66) 83 010 8301

Email: somnuek2008@gmail.com

FB: Hegz Tooth Ball

www.hegz.net

Hegz tooth ball is made from natural (raw)  

materials, with selection of standard and Thai herb 

flavours. It helps you clean your gum and teeth 

perfectly. It is easy and ready to go by just nibbling 

one ball and brush your teeth to freshen up.  

It is eco-friendly, no waste of toothpaste tube.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Skj Design Ltd., Part 
JUTATIP

Contact:
Skj Design Ltd., Part

1/43 Moo 14, Mueang Kao, Mueang,  

Khon Kaen 40000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 056 4199

Email: jutatip4u@gmail.com

FB: jutatip4u

IG: jutatip4u

www.jutatip.com

The essence of autumn (autumn colours)  

provides the darker tone than other seasons.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Kenkoon Ex Co., Ltd. 
KENKOON

Contact:
Kenkoon Ex Co., Ltd.

8 Pattanakarn 20 Yak 4, Suanluang,  

Bangkok 10250 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 319 1015-6

Email: info@kenkoon.com

FB: kenkoonfurniture

IG: kenkoonfurniture

https://www.kenkoon.com/

The mixture of materials become the new creative 

multi-functions side table which is suitable for  

city limit space lifestyle and adaptable to be  

a working desk.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Ketawa Trading  
Co., Ltd. 
KETAWA PET SUPPLIES

Contact:
Ketawa Trading Co., Ltd.

14/5 Soi Krungthepkreeta 8 Yak 14,  

Huamark, Bang Kapi, Bangkok 10240 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 65 156 9554

Email: ketawapet@gmail.com

FB: KetawaPet

IG: ketawapet

www.ketawapet.com

Crochet pet toys and accessories are inspired by 

popular food shape and sort gears in Japan.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Kiengmool Palangngan  
Yangyuen (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd. 
KIENGMOOL

Contact:
Kiengmool Palangngan Yangyuen  

(Thailand) Co., Ltd.

234 Moo 6, Bungmai, Warin Chamrap,  

Ubon Ratchathani 34190 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 362 8299 /, +(66) 64 989 7897

Email: vichanee@kiengmool.org

FB: Kiengmool

IG: kieng_mool

www.kiengmool.com

Activated Bamboo Charcoal odor absorber. 

“House” shape inspired by chicken home-made  

net design, is 100% charcoal made from lwate 

wood burning technic at 1,200 degrees  

temperature. The absorbing power is superb.  

This is a chemical free odor absorber, which is  

a long-lasting home decoration item, no dust or 

residue.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Maca Lifestyle  
Products
Contact:
Maca Lifestyle Products

89/102 Mooban ChuanChuen Chaeng Wattana, 

Liang Mueang Pakkret Road, bang Phut,  

Pak Kret, Nonthaburi 11120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 269 9916

Email: archlab301@gmail.com

FB: MACA LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS

IG: macalifestyleproducts

Maca Lifestyle Products by the concept of  

Circular Economy, the processing of Macadamia  

Intergrifolia as raw material to become an  

activated carbon or activated charcoal which  

absorbs humidity, smell, and release far infared, 

deviating electromagnetic from electrical  

appliances. “Christmas Tree” new collection  

represents the joy and God’s grace given to us. 

Home decors - good for health and eco-friendly.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Matha
Contact:
Matha

101/26 Thetsaban Songkhro Road, Lat Yao, 

Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 788 7024

Email: metta.kham@gmail.com

FB: matha2020

Hi-technology and fast evolution society, people 

tend to live simply with nature. Matha casual  

outfit perfectly suits for today’s lifestyle.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Good Happening 
Co., Ltd. 
MINISIZE ME

Contact:
Good Happening Co., Ltd.

18/1 Soi Ramintra 65, Ramintra Road, Tharang, 

Bangkean, Bangkok 10220 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 63 289 6146

Email: msm.minisizeme@gmail.com

FB: minisizeme

IG: minisize_me

www.minisizeme.com

The mixture of hand-woven cotton and 100%  

natural colour woven cotton via eco-friendly  

process, chemical free and Thai indigenous  

knowledge create soft touch feel fabric, non- 

irritating, which is suitable for sensitive skin and 

safe for mother and children. All products are  

designed for functional use with detailed cutting 

with minimal timeless style. They are suitable for 

any mix & match.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Moonler Collection 
Co., Ltd. 
MOONLER

Contact:
Moonler Collection Co., Ltd.

99/60 Moo 12, Sannameng, Sansai,  

Chiangmai 50210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 556 3978

Email: contact@moonler.com

FB: moonler.furniture

IG: moonler.furniture

www.moonler.com

“ITAS Collection” is a decoration set made from 

furniture wood chips composited in zigzag design, 

creating a variety of interior décor items.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Numsub Noenkhao 
Co., Ltd. 
NUAYNARD

Contact:
Numsub Noenkhao Co., Ltd.

70/13 Moo 5, Soi Keaw In, Soo Thong Hin,  

Bang Yai, Nonthaburi 11140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 858 5505

Email: nuaynardhandcraft@gmail.com

FB: nuaynardhandcraft

IG: nuaynardhandcraft

www.nuaynardhandcraft.com

Dan Kwian Clay is the local clay which its identities, 

especially durability and glassiness, are different 

from other clays, also the local method and theory 

for firing pottery, more than 100 years’ experience 

made it more intriguing. This contemporary “room 

diffuser” from Dan Kwian clay is also used as a 

storage item.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Pim Collection  
Co., Ltd. 
PIM COLLECTION

Contact:
Pim Collection Co., Ltd.

88 Moo 3, San Pra Nade, San Sai,  

Chiangmai 50210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 94 979 9446

Email: pimcollections@gmail.com

FB: pimcollection2016

IG: pimcollections

www.pimcollectionz.com

Responding to the demand of global niche market,  

new candle writing patterns of Hmong Batik is 

developed for international market with accent of 

contemporary design.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Bangkok Apparel 
Co., Ltd. 
RENIM PROJECT

Contact:
Bangkok Apparel Co., Ltd.

92/384 Moo 3, Buenyeetho, Thanyaburi, 

Pathumthani 12130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 668 3297

Email: bangkokapparel.co@gmail.com

FB: renimproject

IG: renimproject

www.renimproject.com

This bag is inspired by bamboo weaving fan, local 

handmade product. With fan-weaving technique, 

the bag design is made of second hand denim & 

t-shirts decorated with leftover leather from  

manufacturer to create awareness of leftover  

usage and global waste decrease.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Julnut Co., Ltd. 
RUKBATIK

Contact:
Julnut Co., Ltd.

238/30 Village No. 6, Siriwattananivej Village,  

Mahidol Road, Nong Hoi, Muang,  

Chiangmai 50000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 90 459 6295

Email: jchumpanich@gmail.com

FB: rukbatik

IG: rukbatik

www.rukbatik.com

Our natural colour batik painted clothes are  

decorated with mix of Lanna and Japanese art. 

Each piece has its own unique design where  

colours are extract from natural herbs. It is a  

ready-to-custom for contemporary style clothes 

in any occasions. Product is as eco-friendly and 

consumers-friendly.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

World Wide  
Mercantile Co., Ltd. 
SUN BRAND

Contact:
World Wide Mercantile Co., Ltd.

54 Moo 10, Soi Bangsakoengam,  

Liabklong-Prasricharoen Road, Suangluang, 

Krathumban, Samuthsakorn 74110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 929 5396 /, +(66) 2 420 4312-6 /,  

+(66) 2 431 2460-1

Email: praparat@worldwidebrush.com

FB: sunbrush

www.worldwidemercantile.com

Cleaning brush and tools : eco-friendly products
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Suntree Handmade 
Fabric Ltd., Part 
SUNTREE

Contact:
Suntree Handmade Fabric Ltd., Part

329 Moo 9, Nong Or, Si-Satchanalai,  

Sukhothai 64130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 858 8576 /, +(66) 55 671 321

Email: r_khanadnid@hotmail.com

FB: suntree-thai.com

IG: suntree_thai

Modern but simple and comfortable hand-woven 

cotton with straight line path.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Thitiwan Silver
Contact:
Thitiwan Silver

282 Moo 1, Khwao Sinrin, Khwao Sinrin,  

Surin 32000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 85 480 1685

Email: piyabha@gmail.com

The blended contemporary design of elegant  

accessories for everyday wear or special events  

are not only genuine silver with Khmer arts by  

local expert, but also silk and unique hand woven 

cotton such as Madmee, Khid, Jok or Prairwa  

with natural colour dye.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Wasoo45 Co., Ltd. 
WASOO

Contact:
Wasoo45 Co., Ltd.

140 Moo 5, Sanpuloey, Doisaket,  

Chiangmai 50220 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 61 542 4469

Email: wasooinfo@gmail.com

FB: Wasoo45

www.wasoo.co

Rice straw and coffee husk panel for sound and 

heat insulation has a high-low relief design for 

more sound and echo absorption, also adding 

more fun vibes to your wall while saving our  

environment with natural colours from herbs.
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PROJECT: N.E.W.S. – ECO

Bright x 2  
(Bright Cross Two) 
WENIQUE

Contact:
Bright x 2 (Bright Cross Two)

55/9 Room No. 22, Ratchadaphisek Road,  

Din Daeng, Bangkok 10400 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 441 6232 /, +(66) 2 959 1424

Email: wenique.international@gmail.com

FB: wenique.official

IG: wenique.official

www.wenique.co

“Nature Sustainability” presents a new set of  

natural raw materials, via chemical free process,  

of blending then molding into the sheets,  

becoming a bag collection with the concept of  

nature creations over human creations. The  

sustainability of nature is long-lasting and useful, 

such as fallen leaves or dried leaves as becoming 

this bag collection called “Nature Sustainability”



OTOP stands for One Tumbon (Sub-district) One Product and it is an encourage 
program to support villagers in the district to generate revenue from their local 
products. Created from Thai wisdom and unique Thainess, the OTOPs are presented in 
a large array of categories such as handicrafts, fashion accessories, household products 
and decorations, cotton and silk garments as well as environmental-friendly items.
 
Upon that, the OTOP Premium Go Inter project was initiated to enhance OTOP 
entrepreneurs’ potentials in product design and development. With an inherited 
wisdom, know-how and sophisticated skills from local entrepreneurs combined with 
know-how and creative ideas from world designers, the OTOP products are ready to 
attract international markets. Over and above, the wide collection of extraordinary 
designs is waiting to support your style.
 
We are ready to share our pride with the world. Discover remarkable Thai crafts from 
heritage to modern living.

OTOP PREMIUM
GO INTER
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PROJECT: OTOP

Chawiwan  
Chouiradom
Contact:
Chawiwan Chouiradom

163 Moo 7, Nameungpetch, Sikao, Trang 92000

Tel: +(66) 87 882 7617

Email: chawiwan7617@gmail.com

Believe it or not, fish scales have been developed 

into a soft material that can actually be sewn by 

machine, and so a grand experiment of sewing a 

women’s handbag from fish scales in pastel tones 

creates a potential new market for this uncommon 

type of material.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Adeunan Batik
Contact:
Adeunan Batik

26 Soi Sa-Nha Utid, Pang Muang 5 Rd.,  

Sateng, Muang, Yala 95000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 099 2164

Email: adeunanbatik@gmail.com

FB: adeunan.batik

Graphic printed batik clothing inspired by the 

cages of spotted doves that are popularly raised 

across Southern of Thailand. Before painting batik 

colours with abstract forms, dark and light blue, 

purple, and green tones run together, resulting  

in a pattern that has a fascinating dimension.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Baimone Limited 
Partnership 
BAI MONE

Contact:
Baimone Limited Partnership

146 Soi Mahamit, Thahan Road, Markkang,  

Muang, Udonthani 41000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 261 2216

Email: baimone@hotmail.com

FB: Bai mone

www.baimone.com

Telling the story of “Ban Chiang pattern”, the world 

heritage of Udon Thani province through graphic 

design, paintings on fabric are sewn into various 

bags of contemporary shapes and styles.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Women and Youth 
Cooperative  
Handicraft 
BAN MAE ON

Contact:
Women and Youth Cooperative Handicraft

85/2 Moo 2, Bansahakorn, Mae On,  

Chiangmai 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 633 0784

Email: theppawan1234@gmail.com

FB: BanMaeOn

With the popularity of marine tourism among 

Thai and foreign tourists, this swimwear has been 

designed from crochet work which is a handicraft 

strength of this co-op group. This new choice 

of beachwear leads to new ways of promoting 

through customer enjoyment of posting photos  

on social media.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Bangkok Pewter 
Co., Ltd. 
BANGKOK PEWTER

Contact:
Bangkok Pewter Co., Ltd.

59 Moo 5, Wiwatrangkul, Pathum Thani-Lat Lum 

Kaeo Road, Khu Bang Luang, Lat Lum Kaeo, 

Pathum Thani 12140

Tel: +(66) 84 972 2262

Email: bangkokpewter@hotmail.com

FB: bangkokpewter.thailand

www.bangkokpewter.com

The pewter souvenir market has been declining  

in popularity due to the changing behaviour of 

tourists, combined with products that had no  

discernible daily use. Therefore, the product  

model has been developed into the home decor 

category with Pop Art stylings, such as spoon and 

fork-shaped kitchen cabinet handles, bag hangers, 

antique keys, etc.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Batik De Nara
Contact:
Batik De Nara

59/1 Kalapor Soi 3 Road, Jabangtikor,  

Muang, Pattani 94000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 541 7475

Email: batikdenara@gmail.com

FB: BatikdeNara

Inspired by paintings of nature and flower gardens  

that have been printed on postcards, Batik  

painting patterns are designed and decorated  

with meaningful embroidery work. Tailored into  

casualwear, this is a novel idea that can be  

customized with a specific message as a special 

gift for a fortunate recipient or something unique 

for someone in particular.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Benjarongthong 
Phophraya 
BENJARONGTHONG

Contact:
Benjarongthong Phophraya

26/7 Moo 7, Phophraya, Muang, Suphanburi 72000

Tel: +(66) 95 689 5455

Email: benjarongthongs@gmail.com

www.benjarongthong.com

Preserving the heritage of Thai Benjarong as items 

for daily use befitting the lifestyle of today’s  

generation. Heat resistant and microwave safe,  

the floral Benjarong needle drawing design is  

crafted in the tradition of Thong Pho Phraya,  

reflecting the rare technique of skilled artisans.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Boonyarat Thai Craft 
Limited Partnership 
BOONYARAT THAI CRAFT

Contact:
Boonyarat Thai Craft Limited Partnership

1385/4 Neramit Road, Klang, Muang,  

Nakhonsithammarat 80000

Tel: +(66) 81 554 5956

Email: boonyaratthaicrafts@hotmail.com

FB: Lipao craft by Boonyarat

Expanding the market of Yan Lipao basketry to 

urban lifestyles interested in culture, a card case or 

keycard holder is a small item of great value which 

uses less Lipao wicker for faster production.  

And as the cost is not high, it is an easy choice  

for consumers to purchase.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Chawawad
Contact:
Chawawad

13 Moo 8, Sanpamuang, Muang,  

Phayao 56000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 115 7615

Email: chawawad.wad@gmail.com

FB: CHAWAWAD

The design of these water hyacinth cushions and 

mats was inspired by “Kwan Phayao or Phayao 

Lake,” the home source of the material. By  

communicating the atmosphere of Kwan Phayao 

through the colour tones of lakes and mountains,  

a natural ambience is created through home decor.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Chiangmai Celadon 
2015 Limited  
Partnership 
CHIANGMAI CELADON

Contact:
Chiangmai Celadon 2015 Limited Partnership

135/4 Moo 6, Doi Saket-Bosang Road, Papong,  

Doisaket, Chiangmai 50220 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 91 562 2455

Email: info@chiangmaiceladon.com

FB: chiangmaiceladon

www.chiangmaiceladon.com

The new generation is more interested in home 

decoration. Therefore, traditional celadon  

pottery has been designed in a contemporary 

style, through painting of natural patterns,  

flowers, leaves, and decorations with unique  

glazes in classic and natural tones.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Herbal Fragrances 
Thai Co., Ltd.
CHOUI

Contact:
Herbal Fragrances Thai Co., Ltd.

27 Soi Charoennakorn 20, Charoennakorn Road, 

Banglumphulang, Klongsan, Bangkok 10600

Tel: +(66) 94 598 6468

Email: chouibrand@gmail.com

FB: chouibrand

This herbal gel is developed from the Esldpagpon, 

with essential oils that are at the heart of Choui 

brand identity, such as mint, jasmine and lotus, 

with a label designed in homage to the  

distinctively recognizable packaging of  

Choui inhalers.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Dahla Batik
Contact:
Dahla Batik

187/4 Krabi Road, Pak Nam, Mueang, Krabi 81000

Tel: +(66) 81 566 9655

Email: pumpui8pp@hotmail.com

FB: dahlabatik

Create a monogram pattern from the brand name 

Dahla Batik, symbols from the shape of Dahla  

flowers are arranged and printed on a fabric.  

These can then be tailored into a scarf,  

placemat, or other home decor textile.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Hemp Saithong
Contact:
Hemp Saithong

46/1 Moo 3, Huaysai, Huaysai,  

Maerim, Chiangmai 50180

Tel: +(66) 81 289 4744

Email: nuan4744@gmail.com

FB: HempSaithong

Fun, colourful and natural styles are created as 

colourful hemp garments by knitting organic, 

multi-coloured, free-form patterns onto easy- 

to-wear dresses and tops that fit every body type.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Homrak
Contact:
Homrak

165/ 48 Moo 3, Pimonratch, Bangbuathong,  

Nonthaburi 11110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 91 998 4056

Email: homrak_thailand@gmail.com

FB: homraktiedye

Add dimension to indigo tie dye works through 

the printing of overlaying patterns. Aimed at urban 

citizens and tourists who enjoy escaping to the 

beach, this collection of Hawaiian style patterns  

includes screen-printed coconuts, palms and 

shells.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Hueanpor Mulberry 
Paper
Contact:
Hueanpor Mulberry Paper

55 Moo 4, Luang Nuea, Doi Saket,  

Chiangmai 50220

Tel: +(66) 81 950 4392

Email: sapaper@hotmail.com

FB: hueanporsa

Mulberry paper designed under the “Galaxy”  

concept using a marbled art technique and  

developing this into smart and stylish home  

decor items, results in products such as these  

tissue boxes. They can be folded flat, helping  

to reduce production and transport costs.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Impani Limited 
Partnership 
IMPANI

Contact:
Impani Limited Partnership

20/5 Namuang, Muang, Ratchaburi 70000

Tel: +(66) 89 666 2029

Email: impani@gmail.com

FB: PAKAOMAIMPANI

www.impani.com

The identity of the Pa Kao Ma loincloth is presented  

through the edge of the cloth that in the past used 

to indicate it as the handiwork of a weaver from a 

particular village. A technique adding thickness to 

the Pa Kao Ma cloth through sewing the hems and 

crafting into various bag shapes.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Craft Studio 
JINJA @ CRAFT STUDIO

Contact:
Craft Studio

167 Soi 1 Moo 10, Yuan, Chiangkham,  

Phayao 56110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 671 2615

Email: chiratthiti_on@hotmail.com

FB: Jinja-Handcraft

www.jinja-handcraft.com

The peacock is a symbolic animal of Phayao and  

its beautiful feathers inspire the pattern and  

design of the hand embroidered cotton weave and 

colourful threads. Produced in cooperation with 

prison inmates in Phayao province, the inmates 

learn embroidery skill and promote handicraft skills 

while offering income potential for these workers.
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PROJECT: OTOP

SKJ Design Limited 
Partnership 
JUTATIP

Contact:
SKJ Design Limited Partnership

1/43 Moo 14, Mueang Kao, Mueang,  

Khon Kaen 40000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 056 4199

Email: jutatip4u@gmail.com

FB: jutatip4u

www.jutatip.com

Neck scarves, traditional cushions, handwoven  

cotton, natural dyes, and abstract pattern are  

combined in designs inspired by high concept  

artworks. Using hand-woven cotton with single 

colour dyed in light and dark shades with weaving 

patterns exhibiting freeform techniques without  

a discernible pattern, making these works striking 

in their uniqueness.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Karat
Contact:
Karat

53/1 Moo 3, Subsanun, Muaklek, Saraburi 18220

Tel: +(66) 98 652 4569

Email: karat.r1234@gmail.com

Extending straw rope works from bags to furniture 

and home décor, and the inspiration of colourful 

Pop Art stimulates consumers with a sudden  

feeling of excitement. Ropes and double steel 

frames are chosen in bright, eye-catching colours 

to create a fun atmosphere in any space.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Kaya Batik
Contact:
Kaya Batik

244/4 Moo 12, Mueang Pak, Pak Thong Chai,  

Nakon Ratchasima 30150

Tel: +(66) 86 250 1920

Email: kayabatik_kissu@hotmail.com

Designed in a classic handbag shape that is simple 

with a neat silhouette, the bag is made of batik silk 

with glue patterning technique. The lining of the 

bag is made of transparent organza silk fabric that 

is light yet strong, giving the bag shape an  

attractive airy drape.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Khum Sukkho
Contact:
Khum Sukkho

86 Moo 7, Ban Donkha, Chonnabot,  

Chonnabot, Khonkaen 40180 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 85 008 2264

Email: khumsukkho@gmail.com

FB: khumsukkho

Using Mudmee cold tie-dye techniques with  

locally sourced natural plant-based ink creates 

unique patterns on the silk strands which are  

woven into fabrics with abstract patterns and  

colours, and sewn into a dress that can be worn  

for a variety of occasions.
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PROJECT: OTOP

KK Paper Art
Contact:
KK Paper Art

488/52 Moo 14, Sila, Muang, Khon Kaen 40000

Tel: +(66) 89 840 7905

Email: witoon.t@kkumail.com

FB: kkpaperart

In this age of online shopping, parcel boxes have 

become a huge waste. To turn parcel waste into a 

new product, a circular design has been developed  

that will help reduce this kind of waste, into a kind 

of “organic paper mâché vase” that is another 

creative idea to creates beauty with benefit from 

waste. Unusual shapes and textures can help fill  

a unique, tasteful space in your home.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Latex Asia (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd. 
LATEX ASIA

Contact:
Latex Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

51/5 Moo 8, Bangbuathong-Suphanburi Road,  

Lahan, Bangbuathong, Nonthaburi 11110

Tel: +(66) 81 803 8164

Email: napalerk.sa@latexasiathailand.com /  

napalerks@gmail.com

FB: SleepHealth

www.latexasiathailand.com

Ergonomically designed latex pillows designed to 

support the head and neck in the proper position 

for restful sleep feature different sized holes on 

the pillow to absorb pressure according to the 

sleeping position, reducing neck pain and tossing 

and turning from uncomfortable sleep. Also, these 

pillows come in standard shapes and sizes, and can 

be used with regular pillowcases.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Maka Design
Contact:
Maka Design

97/93 Moo 9, Ngamwongwan,  

Bang Khen, Mueang, Nonthaburi 11000

Tel: +(66) 89 776 1611

Email: maka4u@outlook.com

FB: maka4u

Expanding the brand’s customer base from women 

to men, the signature of handcrafted leather work 

has been designed as a simple tote bag and tablet 

sleeve, decorated with hand stitching and  

embellished with different coloured leather  

details and gaskets.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Mongkol Thai Silk
Contact:
Mongkol Thai Silk

93/1 Moo 2, Sriboonruang Road,  

Chonnabot, Chonnabot, Khonkaen 40180

Tel: +(66) 91 036 6249

Email: mongkol.thaisilk@gmail.com

FB: MongkolThaiSilkKhonKhan

Finding value from silk scraps leftover from sewing 

clothing, these remnants are designed into floral 

ornaments in beautiful patterns and colour  

combinations, that adds an outstanding touch  

with interesting origins to simple outfits.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Leaf Creation  
Co., Ltd. 
MR. LEAF

Contact:
Leaf Creation Co., Ltd.

111/27 Moo 6, Sanklang, Sankumphaeng,  

Chiangmai 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 182 3589

Email: mrleaf99@gmail.com

FB: Mr.Leaf Thailand

www.leaf2003.com

Viva La Vida is a tough creation of contradictions, 

of exteriors that looks fragile but house hidden 

strength. One only needs to say “Viva La Vida” to 

honour the challenge of using delicate materials 

like leaves to create fashion items, bags, shoes, 

as well as a biker jacket, that reflects a tough and 

honest lifestyle.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Mullika Handmade
Contact:
Mullika Handmade

119/7 Prachatipathai Road, Tapeeliang,  

Meaung, Suphanburi 72000

Tel: +(66) 83 012 1303

Email: mullikasongkraw@gmail.com

FB: Mullika Handmade

www.mullikahandmade.com

Stories meant to enhance character development 

in children are enhanced by various characters  

rendered as stuffed dolls. Parents or guardians can 

tell stories with these dolls to spark imagination 

and promote learning.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Nawaphan’s Glass 
Cutting
Contact:
Nawaphan’s Glass Cutting

177/1 Moo 1, Khamsamakhee Road,  

Nongphailom, Samrongthap, Surin 32170

Tel: +(66) 88 581 6494

Email: watchnewuld@gmail.com

Tableware seasoning bottles have been designed 

from cutting glass bottles and combining them 

with other materials such as wood under the  

Circular Design concept; this is a novel and  

stylish way of preserving resources while creating  

a charming and inspiring backstory for these  

products.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Baan Khao’s  
Manora Beads 
Handicraft  
Community  
Enterprise
NERA

Contact:
Baan Khao’s Manora Beads Handicraft  

Community Enterprise

29/1 Moo 3, Baankhao, Ranot,  

Songkhla 90140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 88 828 9922

Email: Natipong123_arch228@hotmail.com

FB: natipongbead

Manohra beaded work, which is considered a  

heritage art, is the inspiration for the design of 

fashion and lifestyle products, bringing the  

colour identity of the beadwork into the concept 

of “ERROR” to become a modern graphical style  

of fashion. Designed as a unisex street style set,  

it is a cultural continuation, passed on for the next  

generation to be truly proud of their roots.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Ninechaidee
Contact:
Ninechaidee

25 Moo 9, Ontai, Sankamphaeng,  

Chiangmai 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 97 163 2696

Email: roongnapa.c@gmail.com

FB: ninechaidee

Inspired by a “flower garden” which offers a sweet 

and relaxed mood, these clothes decorated with  

3D handcrafted embroidery adds interesting  

touches of crocheted flowers, butterflies and  

insects, assembled on apparel in classic patterns 

that are simple and easy to wear at all times.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Nipa Palm  
Handicraft
Contact:
Nipa Palm Handicraft

31/1 Moo 5, Wangwon, Kantang, Trang 92110

Tel: +(66) 89 972 2465

Email: ball23mf@gmail.com

Creating a new form of wicker in interesting 

shapes, in this case designed as home decoration 

lamps. These designs can be extended into various 

other products from this new wicker technique.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Ban Huafai Silk 
Weaving Group 
(NITDA)
NITDA

Contact:
Ban Huafai Silk Weaving Group (NITDA)

46 Moo 2, Banhuafai, Pordang, Chonnabot,  

Khonkaen 40180

Tel: +(66) 83 656 5644

Email: niddaphu@gmail.com

By enlarging the traditional woven patterns and 

adding a weaving trick that is spaced to create 

opacity, new weaving patterns can be seamlessly 

combined with existing stock fabrics to create an 

intriguing new collection. It can then be tailored 

into a garment or even designed as home decor 

fabric.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Nonglak
Contact:
Nonglak

150 Moo 1, Ban Chaimongkol,  

Nikhomkhamsoi, Mukdahan 49130

Tel: +(66) 89 943 5965

Email: nonglak43965@gmail.com

“Goodies from Mukdahan” is the concept of  

bringing provincial symbols, such as the Naga 

from Wat Phu Manorom, a distinctive attraction 

of Mukdahan Province (along with colourful local 

caramels), into designs of patterns and colours  

that make these plastic woven bags feel more  

contemporary.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Oriental Motifs
Contact:
Oriental Motifs

36 Moo 1, Rachawithee Soi 9 Road,  

Prapathomjedee, Muang, Nakhonpathom 73000

Tel: +(66) 81 830 2830

Email: oriental_motifs@hotmail.com

FB: oriental motifs

Silver accented jewelry is made of the remnants of 

woven cloth leftover from making bags. The  

organic freeform shapes lead to an interesting 

fashionable look to appeal to a new customer base.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Duhun Farmer 
Housewife Harmony 
Group
PANAE CRAFT

Contact:
Duhun Farmer Housewife Harmony Group

90/2 Moo 3, Bohin, Sikao, Trang 92150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 777 5557

Email: janpenpungern99@gmail.com

FB: JanpenCraft

A new technique for Pandanus wickerwork is  

created by folding and forming into a 3D shape. 

The first collection was designed as an elephant- 

shaped bag, one that customers can recognize 

and is simple to understand. This technique can be 

further shaped into other forms in the future.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Pha-Pa-Tiw
Contact:
Pha-Pa-Tiw

1 Moo 7, Wirakasem Road, Khemarat,  

Khemarat, Ubonratchathani 34170

Tel: +(66) 61 793 9498

Email: gee-rawan@outlook.com

FB: Phapatiw

Inspired by landscape paintings in the countryside, 

these designs incorporate various embroidered 

natural colour threads onto indigo-dyed cloth.  

By imitating painting motifs, the products become 

more fascinating.
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PROJECT: OTOP

Phasing Handicraft 
Community  
Enterprise Group
PHASING HANDICRAFT

Contact:
Phasing Handicraft Community Enterprise Group

48 Moo 5, Ban Phasing, Mak Ya, Nong Wua Sor, 

Udon Thani 41000

Tel: +(66) 86 437 8251

Email: bd.handicraft55@gmail.com

FB: phasinghandicraft

www.phasinghandicraft.websmy.com

Expanding the fashion brand “Pha Sing” to  

“Pha Sing Home” eye-catching striped pillows have 

been designed in three sizes. Using hand-woven 

cotton which is hand dyed in natural colours to 

create textures and hues that are hallmarks of  

Ban Pha Sing village.
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Phoom Handicraft
Contact:
Phoom Handicraft

16/8 Thessaban 4 Road, Pakpreaw,  

Muang, Saraburi 18000

Tel: +(66) 81 665 6873

Email: phoom.poly@gmail.com

FB: mud more value

A co-op from the dairy farming region of Saraburi 

province came up with the idea of producing green 

products from cow dung. By experimenting with 

mixtures of cow dung with paper scraps, a  

cow-shaped home décor item becomes a unique 

planter which can then decompose into a rich  

natural fertilizer afterwards.
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Phuwa Kram
Contact:
Phuwa Kram

153 Soi Suksamran, Rat Bamrung Road,  

Thatchoengchoom, Mueang, Sakon Nakhon 47000

Tel: +(66) 62 614 5324

Email: kung637@gmail.com /  

krukung637@gmail.com

FB: PHUWA KRAM

New ways of working with scrap fabric are created 

using basketry techniques. By using indigo-dyed 

rags sewn into spiraled strips, the pattern can be 

turned into a handy and stylish shoulder bag.
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Thai Loei Handmade  
Clothes Group
PIMPILA

Contact:
Thai Loei Handmade Clothes Group

116 Moo 1, Sritan, Phukradueng, Loei 42180 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 763 8887

Email: leng_kfc@yahoo.co.th

FB: Pimpila.co.th

Escape monotonous fashion with hand- 

embroidered clothing in contemporary styles. 

Digital printed sailboat and rope graphics on fabric 

create a novel illusion through subtle hand  

embroidery over the rope pattern.
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Piyasila
Contact:
Piyasila

122 Moo 12, Campson, Khao Kho,  

Phetchabun 67280

Tel: +(66) 81 454 6246

Email: nichapa0021@hotmail.com

FB: piyasila999

This designed handbag is crafted like a shoulder 

sack with an adjustable strap. Emphasizing hemp 

cloth, a local material of the Hmong hill tribe in 

Khao Kho District of Phetchabun province, a way 

of life that is bound to hemp has been interpreted 

with a contemporary perspective and dyed with 

natural colours.
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Raya Batik
Contact:
Raya Batik

75/2 Moo 4, Khawtoom, Yarang, Pattani 94160

Tel: +(66) 89 978 7940

Email: Rayabatik001@gmail.com

Creating artwork on the batik cloth through broad 

strokes of colour combined with use of Shibori 

technique to design flower patterns and impart the 

feeling of a field of colourful flowers, fashioned into 

a loose-fitting dress that is easy to wear.
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Roonnee
Contact:
Roonnee

13/1 Moo 19 Nahuabo, Phannanikhom,  

Sakonnakhon 47220

Tel: +(66) 89 569 8293

Email: indegocrafts@gmail.com

FB: roonneefaikhen

A lightweight cotton fabric that is suitable for hot 

weather is combined with indigo dyeing  

techniques showing gradations from light to deep 

blue, patterned and sewn into a loose-fitting dress 

shirt that is timelessly stylish and easy to wear.
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Rukbatik
Contact:
Rukbatik

238/30 Moo 6, Siriwattananivej, Nonghoi,  

Muang, Chiangmai 50000

Tel: +(66) 90 459 6295

Email: jchumpanich@gmail.com

FB: rukbatik

www.rukbatik.com

Inspired by abstract art, hand brushed paints in 

various forms combine the design of dark colour 

tones and overlapping paints on the silk surface, 

resulting in a colour gradient effect that creates a 

dimensional and alluring texture. These items are 

designed for casual dress in a loose fit that is  

suitable for the hot season of Thailand.
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Sanfan
Contact:
Sanfan

150 Soi Kanchanaphisek 008, Bangkhae,  

Bangkhae, Bangkok 10160

Tel: +(66) 81 757 1524

Email: onesanfan@gmail.com

FB: sanfan miniature

Consumers nowadays have more ways to reflect 

their lifestyle and individual identity through  

fashion. In that vein, jewelry with meaningful  

characters has been crafted from miniature clay 

works using Thai consonants and the characters 

associated with each letter, leading to miniature 

jewelry, such as pendant and earrings, etc. This 

idea can then be crafted into English letters or 

even a person’s name.
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Sankong Handmade 
Craft
Contact:
Sankong Handmade Craft

109 Moo 2, Maerai, Maechan, Chiangrai 57240

Tel: +(66) 63 265 2966

Email: niteesu@gmail.com

FB: PhapukByNithee

Impressionism is not just what we commonly see in 

paintings but can be seen in the hand embroidery 

from the skill and imagination of inmates of Chiang 

Rai prison. The Ban San Kong embroidery group 

conveys different types of embroidery methods,  

allowing inmates to communicate the emotions 

and feelings of impressionism through  

multicoloured threads on fabric, resulting in  

emotional pieces of art, a remarkable experience,  

masterpieces that creates pride, and a source of 

income and pride for inmates.
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Silathip
Contact:
Silathip

27/15 Moo 7, Mai Nham, Mueang, Tak 63000

Tel: +(66) 81 441 4099

Email: silathiptak@gmail.com

FB: silathip.tak

www.silathiptak.com

Presenting new applications for granite, which is 

used to make stone mortars. The leftover material 

from the production process has been developed 

into a set of aromatherapy burners and home  

decor candle holder. The natural beauty of the  

material adds value to the product, reduces  

production costs and opens up potential overseas 

markets in the future.
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Suntree Handmade 
Fabric Limited  
Partnership
SUNTREE

Contact:
Suntree Handmade Fabric Limited Partnership

329 Moo 9, Nong-Or, Si-Satchanalai,  

Sukhothai 64130

Tel: +(66) 89 858 8576

Email: r_khanadnid@hotmail.com

FB: suntree-thai.com

The SUNTREE brand has developed into an  

international brand with roots in ancient weaving of 

Thai Phuan people at Ban Hat Siew in Si Satchanalai 

District of Sukhothai province. Various shapes of 

bags are designed to offer modern functionality, so 

you can put your mobile phone, laptop and tablet 

into bags made from hand-woven cloth, combined 

with Tencel fibers that add softness to the fabric.
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Napanad Weaving 
Group Moo 12
TAIDAM WEAVING

Contact:
Napanad Weaving Group Moo 12

20/2 Moo 12, Bannapanad, Khaokaew,  

Chiangkhan, Loei 42110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 036 1404

Email: taidamweaving@gmail.com

FB: Taidamweaving

From the pattern of woven fabrics indigenous to 

the culture of the Tai Dam people, contemporary 

geometric graphics are matched to new colours 

for fun and whimsy, reflecting the lifestyle of  

today’s consumer.
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Varni Craft
Contact:
Varni Craft

152 Moo 10, Panangtung,  

Kuankanoon, Phatthalung 93150

Tel: +(66) 87 760 9879

Email: varnicraft@gmail.com

FB: varni craft

An extension of basketry work from use to home 

decoration, a partition has been designed in a 

modern style with woven geometric graphics in a 

variety of patterns using only natural tones of white 

and black, reflecting the taste of the new  

generation and which can be matched with  

various home décor styles.
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Wanthana Thai Silk
Contact:
Wanthana Thai Silk

61 Moo 3, Ban Hawsapan, Banyang,  

Phuttaisong, Buriram 31120

Tel: +(66) 89 579 8083

Email: 6031703031@lamduan.mfu.ac.th

From the original diminutive weaving pattern 

came an idea to expand the fabric pattern and 

adapt it to a graphical style. Using the original 

colour tone of the woven fabrics, this new pattern 

combines with the existing stock fabrics  

seamlessly, creating an interesting new collection 

of contemporary clothing appealing to the needs 

of a new generation.
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Siamworada 59  
Co., Ltd.
WORADA

Contact:
Siamworada 59 Co., Ltd.

123/1 Moo 2, Proraiwan, Muang, Phetchaburi 76000

Tel: +(66) 90 020 2100

Email: woradaspa@gmail.com

FB: woradathailand

“Soil Scented Pillow Spray” helps promote  

comfortable and relaxing sleep, leaving you feeling 

refreshed when you wake up. Inspired by the smell 

of damp soil after the first raindrops touch the 

earth, microbes in the soil secrete Geosmin,  

a compound that emits a cool, earthy fragrance 

that is released when exposed to droplets of rain. 

A perfume designer expertly combined roots and 

grasses with minerals from the soil along with  

extracts from nine flowers to create this pure  

aroma that is like a gift from the ground.



The Department of International Trade Promotion created Porlaewdee The Creator 
Program to strengthen Thai entrepreneurs’ abilities to overcome crises that affect 
business operations. It adopts the Sufficiency Economy philosophy of His Majesty King 
Bhumibol Adulyadej, the late King Rama IX, as a guideline for Thai entrepreneurs to 
represent Thai brands to the world with dignity and grace. Without ignoring the  
value of Thai identity, it encourages businesses to operate with conscientiousness, 
charm, and balance without aiming solely for profit, but instead conducting business in 
a manner according to the competence, concept, and philosophy of His Majesty’s idea 
of Sufficiency Economy.
 
The Sufficiency Economy approach consists of three principles: self-knowledge, 
which is comparable to performing a SWOT analysis, rationality (also known as Strategic 
Management), and immunity, which is similar to Risk Management, taking into account 
two related conditions: knowledge and morality.
 
In 2020, 15 Thai-branded exporters were selected to join the project in three product 
groups: food/agriculture, health/beauty, and handicrafts/lifestyle products. The 
Sufficiency Economy was incorporated in business operations, branding, and in  
consideration of overall society to help entrepreneurs become international Thai brand 
operators capable of finding balance between healthy business operations and social 
responsibility.

POR LAEW 
DEE
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Bhawa Spa  
Products Co., Ltd. 
BHAWA

Contact:
Bhawa Spa Products Co., Ltd.

55/ 148 Lat Phrao 88 Alley, Phlabphla,  

Wang Thonglang, Bangkok 10310 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 92 469 5151

Email: marketing@bhawaspa.com

FB: bhawathailand

Fresh body scrub / 120g : natural skin exfoliating  

to strengthen also detoxify the skin

Thai silk face oil / 30ml : 100% natural Thai silk  

cocoon extract/ perfectly absorb and super  

anti-aging

Aloe Collagen/ 150g : cooling, soothing and skin 

elasticity agent

Natural aromatherapy body oil / 100ml : skin 

moisturizing everywhere hand cream/ 30ml :  

keep your hands smooth and scented
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Carpenter Studio 
Co., Ltd.
CARPENTER

Contact:
Carpenter Studio Co., Ltd.

147/29 M.3 Sanklang, Sankamphaeng,  

Chiang Mai 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 94 343 8315

Email: info@aboutcarpenter.com

FB: carpenterstudio

IG: carpenterstudio

www.aboutcarpenter.com

TRI scale : wooden scale : upcycling from wasted 

wood left from doors & windows manufacture  

process : CDA Awards 2014

TRI-saic : PINA Mosaic ECO bag : Triangle dowels 

joint cutting down from wooden frames (wood 

waste) hand sew on pineapple fiber (food waste)

ECO’TECT : Messenger Bag A3 / A4 : wood waste 

pattern inspired by the world 4-great architects’s 

archichitectural design hand sew on waste fabric 

from textile industry

(Archi)TECT’S GAMBIT : ECO Tray Chess set  

inspired from Netflix series “The Queen’s Gambit”. 

Chess represent Bangkok skyline and tray pattern 

design from Hatch in architectural drawing.

 ‘Tachi SURFSKATE from scrap rubber wood -  

finger joint. Sending encouragement during 

COVID-19 crisis by timeless Japanese idiom.
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Kindee Kiddee Kids 
Co., Ltd.
KINDEE

Contact:
Kindee Kiddee Kids Co., Ltd.

3/1 Ratchapruek 8, Bang Chueak Nang,  

Taling Chan Bangkok, 10170 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 94 949 4228

Email: sararin@kindeekids.com

FB: kindeekids

IG: kindeekids

www.kindeekids.com

Organic Mosquito Lotion & Spray [ 0 + Lavender |  
1+ Lavender | 4+ Citronella ]
 - Natural Origin 99% + certified organic

 - No DEET, Parabens and Perfume

 - Hypo-allergenic Tested

Efficacy Test Mosquito Repellent Vaporizer &  
Vaporizer Refill (Citronella)
 - Natural Essential Oil to repel mosquito

 - No DEET, harmful chemical

 - Safe for baby, convenient to use

Organic Soothing Balm (After Bug Bite)
 - Natural Origin 100% + certified organic

 - No Steroid, Parabens, Perfume

 - Hypo-allergenic Tested

Organic Sunscreen Lotion SPF 40 PA+++
 - Natural Origin 95% + certified organic

 - Mineral Based, No Parabens & Perfume

 - Hypo-allergenic Tested

Organic Hand Sanitizer (with Sweet Orange  
essential oil)
 - Natural Origin 100%

 - Ethyl Alcohol 72.5% v/v

 - Clean hand & body with moisturizing
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Nomono co.,ltd.
KLANK

Contact:
Nomono co.,ltd.

555/138 Unity Building, Sukhumvit 103, Bangchak, 

Phra Khanong, Bangkok 10260 Thailand

Tel: +66 86 3345 826

Email: info@klankproject.com

FB: nomono

www.klankproject.com

KLANK : The portable wireless speaker with  

bluetooth and NFC technology which make it  

easy to connect with your smartphone, tablet or 

laptop. This speaker will give you satisfactory  

experience of listening to music, watching movie 

or teleconferencing with its high-fidelity sound. 

With a combination of selective materials;  

Aluminum alloy, ABS plastic and premium Thai 

exotic-fabric. Our skilled team comes up with the 

simplicity of design and neat craftsmanship  

details, so KLANK would be an elegant and  

timeless decorative item for your comfy place.  

We have 3 colors variation ; Silver white ,  

Metal red and Dark gray.
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Pinmisa Co., Ltd.
PINMISA

Contact:
Pinmisa Co., Ltd.

899/7 Banchow Rd. T.Mahachai A.Mueang  

Smutsakorn 74000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 810 5911 /, +(66) 84 085 9559

Email: pinmisa@hotmail.com

FB: pinmisa

Ocean Hyaluron Booster Serum: Reduce wrinkles, 

smooth skin

Deeply Regeneration Cream: Reduce wrinkles, 

nourish skin cells

Booster Serum: Reduce wrinkles, smooth skin

Reduce Brighter Lotion: Reduce wrinkles, clear 

skin

Herbal Hair Shampoo and Conditioner: Reduce 

hair loss, stimulate hair regeneration Reduce the 

oiliness of the scalp

Herbal Hair Tonic: Reduce hair loss, stimulate hair 

regeneration Reduce the oiliness of the scalp
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Bangkok Apparel 
Co., Ltd.
RENIM PROJECT

Contact:
Bangkok Apparel Co., Ltd.

92/384 Moo 3, Buenyeetho, Thanyaburi, 

Pathumthani 12130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 668 3297

Email: bangkokapparel.co@gmail.com

FB: renimproject

IG: renimproject

www.renimproject.com

“SAN PAD Collection” of RENIM PROJECT is  

inspired by a traditional Thai hand fan which has 

been creating for decades by Thai wisdom. A 

hand-fan is normally use in a kitchen to cook with 

stove also can be used as a fan to release the heat. 

This local craftsmanship created from bamboo 

woven crafted by hand. RENIM PROJECT aims to 

continue Thai craftsmanship, a valuable traditional 

Thai hand-fan technique by designing bags which 

remade from 5 vintage jeans, cut them into lines 

with technique of ear jeans to make them stronger. 

Using the same technique with 5 leftover cement 

bags, cut into lines. Hand woven recycled jeans 

and leftover cement bags together as the  

technique of a traditional hand fan, lining inside 

the bag with a leftover cement bag as well to  

decrease its weight and decorating some part  

with waste of real leather from a factory. RENIM  

PROJECT designs and creates these bags to  

encourage people to value recycled waste and 

help each other decreasing waste of our world.

RENIM PROJECT Collection Spring/Summer 2020 

“UNDER COVER” Got ideas from construction 

workers in various places Behind the beauty of 

buildings and architecture by intentionally  

reflecting the feelings of the workers. And to see 

the value of the masonry worker. The brand  

therefore contacted the Tiger brand  

Continue >>
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cement brand. Which is the number 1 cement 

brand in Thailand. With the same concept of  

waste reduction. Or bring unused items the  

remaining waste is produced as waste and  

awaiting disposal. Or bringing various promotional 

materials to increase value Therefore get together  

Collaboration Creating Upcycle work. The style of 

the construction worker. By using a cement bag for 

a mechanic’s shirt. As well as to bring the loincloth. 

Designed to be streetwear fashion clothes. Which 

reflects the dress of the laborers and instill the 

value of Thainess through the design that looks 

universal. RENIM PROJECT Selected by the  

Department of International Trade Promotion 

Ministry of Commerce and the Consulate General 

in Los Angeles. To launch the collection “UNDER 

COVER” at LA Fashion Week Spring/Summer 2020 

At Los Angeles United States on October 9, 2019  

as well.
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Rnista World Co., Ltd. 
RNISTA

Contact:
Rnista World Co., Ltd.

53 Phraya Suren Road, Bangchan, Khlong Sam Wa, 

Bangkok 10510 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 415 3221 /, +(66) 89 962 3074

Email: rnistaworld@gmail.com

FB: Rnista Proud to be Muslim face

IG: rnistascarf

The Colours of nature: Inspired by the shades 

created by divine nature and incorporated into silk 

satin hijab that Muslim women wear all day long 

when leaving the house. As sweat and bacteria can 

accumulate on the fabric, Rnista has researched 

antibacterial innovations for the fabric. This also 

creates income for Muslims that flow downstream 

to the community.

 
Chiffon collection: Made from special fibers mak-

ing them soft and gentle, allowing women to wear 

them all day long while out of the house. Special 

designed patterns and refined sewing make it eas-

ier to wear, add elegance to everyday looks with 

colour tones that make it more pleasing to the eye.

 

Handcraft collection: Change your look to cool 

and stylish confidence with leather and denim 

materials in a special triangular design making it 

easier to wear. Handcrafted by Muslim craftsmen 

who sew hijabs with love and care for women to 

wear beautifully. They produce fabrics on demand 

so that every piece of work is meticulous. Deliver-

ing sustainable values and positive impressions to 

women, Rnista continues to develop knowledge 

and skills to make the craftsmanship ever more 

beautiful.
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Thai Num Choke 
Textile Co., Ltd.
THAI NUM CHOKE

Contact:
Thai Num Choke Textile Co., Ltd.

99 Mu 2 Soi Bangmekkao Sukhumvit Road,  

Tumbol Taiban Ampur Muang Samutprakarn, 

Samutprakarn 10280, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 85 989 8890

Email: kamin.pong@gmail.com

FB: ThaiNumChokeTextile

www.tnctextile.com

Thai Num Choke Textile’s (NaturTexx) yarns and 

fabrics are meticulously designed and produced 

as a reflection of our innovative spirit and green 

concerns. The products we innovate must be  

beneficial and valuable to all stakeholders right 

from the start at the plantations to the end  

customer’s hands. These yarns and fabrics are 

made from cotton, spun with various natural fibers 

extracted from agricultural inedible leftovers such 

as lotus stem, banana trunk, galangal stem,  

pineapple leaves, kapok, and silk. Dyeing with 

vernacular plant extracts such as betel nuts, tea 

leaves, tropical almonds leaves, natural indigo,  

and lac make these fabrics holistically eco-friendly.  

These products are strong, durable, and has a 

unique texture to them. By using our materials, 

customers can enjoy and be sure that they are a 

part of the solution to reducing pollution, food 

waste, and supporting all the stakeholders in the 

supply chain to a better quality of life.



International and Domestic Fashion Buyers!
 
If you are looking for unique fashion design collections from up & coming Thai design-
ers, Qurated Fashion would be your best choice in one place. You are invited to con-
nect with the online fashion sourcing platform ‘Qurated Fashion’ : www.quratedfashion.
com. We have round up 61 talented Thai designers, highlighting Street Wear, Resort 
Wear, Modern Crafted Lounge Wear with creativity, craftsmanship, sustainability and 
high-quality. Qurated Fashion is the only online platform of the segment that brings 
together fashion exhibitors of clothing, bags and accessories; it is an unprecedented 
concept in Thailand. As a result, it has consolidated itself as an important business salon 
and a reference for the Thai fashion industry. For more information please contact Of-
fice of Lifestyle Product Trade Promotion, Department of International Trade Promotion, 
Ministry of Commerce. Tel: +66 (0) 2507 8361- 64, 0 2507 8404 Fax: +66 (0) 2547 4281, 
E-mail: lifestyleunit@ditp.go.th

CURATED FASHION
INCUBATION
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SABAI-D DESIGN 
STUDIO CO., LTD.
ADOR.N.ADORN

Contact:
SABAI-D DESIGN STUDIO CO., LTD.

164 Sukhonthasawat Rd., LAT PHRAO,  

LAT PHRAO, BANGKOK 10230

Tel: +(66) 61 929 9225 /, +(66) 94 956 3969

Email: sabai_design@yahoo.com

FB: adornadorn.thailand

IG: adornadorn.thailand

Reinterpreting Thai culture in the light of  

contemporary reality, Ador.N Adorn crafts pieces 

of jewelry in METribe (METRO+TRIBE) style that 

perfectly blends into modern lifestyle.
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PRASOBKARN  
DESIGN CO., LTD.
AIBELLE

Contact:
PRASOBKARN DESIGN CO., LTD.

330 LADPRAO ROAD SOI 64 YAK 4,  

WANGTHONGLANG, BANGKOK 10310

Tel: +(66) 92 945 6966

Email: aibelle.info@gmail.com

FB: aibelle.e

IG: aibelle.e

Aibelle knitted bags and accessories started from 

love and passion for knitted work by the brand 

owner/designers. They design the yarn used to 

make the bag straps, then use a hand knitting  

machine technique, with a highlight being the 

use of striking colors. The raw materials used are 

selected from remaindered materials in factory 

stocks to benefit, develop, adding sustainable  

value to beautiful textile products.
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AKARA GALLERY 
LTD., PART.
AKARA

Contact:
AKARA GALLERY LTD., PART.

145 SOI 9, CHIANGMAI-LUMPHUN ROAD,  

NONGHOI, MUANG, CHIANGMAI

Tel: +(66) 99 949 9639 /, +(66) 86 654 3884

Email: arkara_silk@hotmail.com

FB: peony.naturaldyes

IG: peony.naturaldyes

100% natural daily used product All product is 

based on eco-friendly and sustainable living.  

No harm to nature and animals.
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HAPPYBIRTHDAY 
CO., LTD.
ANNETTE BANGKOK

Contact:
HAPPYBIRTHDAY CO., LTD.

9/266 Supalai Park1 Paholyothin 21,  

CHATUCHAK, CHATUCHAK, BANGKOK 10900

Tel: +(66) 99 492 6656

Email: annette_bangkok@hotmail.com

FB: Annettebangkok

IG: annette_bangkok

Annette Bangkok offers you selected quality  

designer outfits at valuable prices. Everyday is  

a vacation in concept.
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ANUROJ HAND 
PAINT LTD., PART.
ANUROJ

Contact:
ANUROJ HAND PAINT LTD., PART.

16/1 MOO 8, LAMPU, MUANG, NARATHIWAT

Tel: +(66) 92 264 6969

Email: anurojhandpaint@hotmail.com

IG: anuroj_official

www.anuroj.com

Anuroj is resort wear. Unique and artistry make 

everyday a holidays when you wear. We use paint 

water colour on fabric and attention all process  

to make “Anuroj”
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ARTTY GROUPS  
CO., LTD.
ARTTY BRAND

Contact:
ARTTY GROUPS CO., LTD

555/393 MOO 5 LE BIZ SRINAKARIN,  

BANG-MUEANG, MUEANG, SAMUTPRAKARN

Tel: +(66) 94 495 5850 /, +(66) 84 719 4449

Email: info@arttybrand.com

FB: arttybrand

IG: arttybrand

www.arttybrand.com

Artty reflects the personalities of modern working 

women in the city brimming with commotion. For 

women who love their work, the Artty bags series 

serves their needs while enhancing a look. This is  

a bag that understands these kinds of women, 

with a brand defined by three pillars: Modern,  

Minimal and Sophisticated. Every step—from  

initial designs, drawing of patterns, selecting raw 

materials to sewing products—is therefore carried 

out with attention to craftsmanship.
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BAISRI CREATION 
CO., LTD.
BAISRI

Contact:
BAISRI CREATION CO., LTD.

124/5 M.1 MUANG, MUEANG MO, PHRAE 54000

Tel: +(66) 54 506 720

Email: baisrishop@hotmail.com

FB: baisrishop

Baisri Product : Fashion product which combine 

variety techniques of painting, printing, dying and 

embroidering together to be contemporary fit
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COMPAS CO., LTD.
BATIK DE NARA

Contact:
COMPAS CO., LTD.

59/1 Kalapor 3, BANA, MUANG, PATTANI 94000

Tel: +(66) 80 541 7475

Email: batikdenara@gmail.com

FB: BatikdeNara

Casual/Resort wear hand-drawn, and  

block-printed batik.
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BD HANDICRAFT 
GROUP LTD., PART.
BD DESIGN BY BUNNADA

Contact:
BD HANDICRAFT GROUP LTD., PART.

119/196 PK4 Village, MU MON,  

MUANG, UDON THANI

Tel: +(66) 86 437 8251

Email: bd.handicraft55@gmail.com

FB: phasinghandicraft

IG: phasinghandicraft

casual and smart
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MUE BHUKRAM JAI 
PHUPHAN CO., LTD.
BHUKRAM

Contact:
MUE BHUKRAM JAI PHUPHAN CO., LTD.

60/2 Moo. 13 KHOK PHU, PHU PHAN,  

SAKON NAKHON

Tel: +(66) 81 239 4156

Email: mameaw79@hotmail.com

FB: Bhukram

IG: bhukram.thailand

Bhukram is natural dyed cotton brand. We made 

handwoven textiles from hand-pick cotton grown 

locally in our community. Our vision is to withhold 

the traditional way of life, revive the craft of  

natural indigo dyeing and improve the local  

livelihood through the introduction of embroidery 

to young women in the village.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

JOE HOUSE  
CO., LTD.
BIG FOOT

Contact:
JOE HOUSE CO., LTD.

98/225-229 SOI PRACHA-UTIT 33 YAEK 7,  

PRACHA-UTIT ROAD, BANG MOD,  

THUNG KHRU, BANGKOK 10140

Tel: +(66) 81 374 9944

Email: joehouseco@yahoo.com

FB: BigFootBag

IG: bigfootbag

www.bigfootbag.net

Outstanding casual chic bags, hats and accessories 

with heartmade craftsmanship.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THANISORN A. 
FORM CO., LTD.
BLACKSUGAR

Contact:
THANISORN A. FORM CO., LTD.

7, 9, 11, 13 RAMINTHRA 14 ROAD,  

THARAENG, BANGKHEN, BANGKOK

Tel: +(66) 90 976 4997

Email: khanisorn.ang@gmail.com

FB: blacksugarbrand

IG: blacksugarbrand

www.blacksugar.co.th

Creative Outstanding Contemporary
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THAI CRAFTMAN 
CO., LTD.
BLUETALE

Contact:
THAI CRAFTMAN CO., LTD.

103/5 SRI CHOMCHUEN ROAD, MUANG,  

UDONTHANI

Tel: +(66) 61 824 1868

Email: bluetalestudio@icloud.com

FB: BluetaleThai Thailand

IG: bluetale_thailand

Menswear with indigo dyes hand weaving  

and natural fiber
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

BOONTHAM  
BANANA RUBBER 
LTD., PART.
BOONTHAM

Contact:
BOONTHAM BANANA RUBBER LTD., PART.

100/7 Moo. 6, PADANG BASA, SADAO,  

SONGKHLA 90240

Tel: +(66) 89 928 5929

Email: buntham5929@gmail.com

Batik products of each area often convey a unique 

story of culture, traditions, and lifestyle. Natural 

colour batik brand from Songkhla, made from  

ancestral techniques using banana sap, create  

a valuable quality product.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

BANGKOKCOS  
CO., LTD.
BOTANIQUE

Contact:
BANGKOKCOS CO., LTD.

15, 17 RAMINTHRA 14 ROAD, THARAENG, 

BANGKHEN, BANGKOK

Tel: +(66) 86 316 8869

Email: thamonwan.eng@gmail.com

FB: botaniquebrand

IG: botaniquebrand

Urban Natural
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

JUNIOR GARMENT 
INTERNATIONAL 
CO., LTD.
BOUTON

Contact:
JUNIOR GARMENT INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.

84 MOO 11, TIVANONT ROAD, TALARD KHUAN, 

AMPHUR MUANG, NONTHABURI

Tel: +(66) 87 807 0373 /, +(66) 2 968 7771-3

Email: mpys_pom@hotmail.com,  

dsn@juniorgi.com, cslox@juniorgi.com

FB: BOUTON.Thailand

Bouton is created for our women leading  

interesting live, to encourange theme to light up 

their fresh and young lifestyes by discovering  

new colours and fashion trends.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

BWILD BH CO., LTD.
BWILD BYHEART

Contact:
BWILD BH CO., LTD.

251 TEPARUK ROAD, NAI MUANG,  

MUANG, KHON KAEN

Tel: +(66) 61 441 4265

Email: bwildbyheart@gmail.com

FB: BWILDbyheart

IG: bwildbyheart

www.bwildbyheart.com

A group of Isan designers with the same belief that 

”Isan’s got more to offer“. We work together with 

the locals and are inspired by the Isan lifestyle.  

This can be touched and seen in our product  

design and development. Focusing on our customs 

and passing on the existing wisdom to new  

generations is one of our goals.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

CAPHENY CO., LTD.
CAPHENY

Contact:
CAPHENY CO., LTD.

658 Soi Charoen Krung 67, YANNAWA, SATHON, 

BANGKOK 10120

Tel: +(66) 81 937 7993

Email: capheny.official@gmail.com

FB: caphenyth

IG: capheny.official

www.capheny.com

CLASSY FEMININE ELEGANT is our DNA At 

Capheny, we proudly bring to you a set of designs 

that honors simplicity & style by elegant neutral 

tones along with fancy attachment details. That 

makes the outfit with simple design more unique 

and attractive.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

PHORNTHIP 
SPORTS WEAR  
CO., LTD.
CAPTHAI

Contact:
PHORNTHIP SPORTS WEAR CO., LTD.

264 SOI BANGKRADEE 25, SAMAEDUM, 

BANGKHUNTHIAN, BANGKOK 10150

Tel: +(66) 2 452 2095-97 /, +(66) 86 798 2595

Email: capthai@live.com

FB: capthaiUV

IG: thecapthai

www.capthai.com

Capthai No.1 UV Products that make people  

“Enjoy your life under sunshine”
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

9 MAHABOON  
CO., LTD.
CATADOG FAMILY

Contact:
9 MAHABOON CO., LTD.

CHOLLADA SUVARNABHUMI VILLEAGE 99/601 

SISA CHORAKHE NOI, BANG SAO THONG,  

SAMUTPRAKAN 10570

Tel: +(66) 84 457 7956

Email: 9mb.studio@gmail.com

FB: Catadog.family

IG: catadog_family

Together with Pet Loves (Collar, Leash, Clothing, 

Accessories)
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

JIRATCHA CO., LTD.
CHAYANIST, ENRICH CLOSET

Contact:
JIRATCHA CO., LTD.

122 SOI CHATSANURWATTANASAKUL,  

SUANLUANG, BANGKOK

Tel: +(66) 94 626 6951

Email: chayanit.pari@gmail.com

FB: Chayanist

Ready Couture with Creative Unique Dyeing  

for urbanista
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

RING CO., LTD.
ELEGANZA

Contact:
RING CO., LTD.

493/2 SOI NAVAMINTR 24, NAVAMINTR RD.,  

KHLONGKUM, BUNGKUM, BANGKOK 10240

Tel: +(66) 2 379 3072-78 # 134

Email: sale@eleganza-co.com

FB: EleganzaBag

IG: EleganzaLife

‘ELEGANZA’ brand concept communicates to 

elegance and classic which comply with leather 

goods products of sophisticate people from past 

to present to consumer who wants to own the 

finest quality leather products.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THANASIN  
BUSINESS AND 
MARKETING  
CO., LTD.
FA FON THAI SILK

Contact:
THANASIN BUSINESS AND MARKETING CO., LTD.

1/30-31 DINDAENG ROAD, SAMSENNAI, PHA-

YATHAI, BANGKOK

Tel: +(66) 63 359 9982

Email: thanasin.th@gmail.com

FB: fafonthaisilk

IG: fafonthaisilk

Fa Fon Thai Silk is focusing on easy-care Thai Silk 

for women’s clothes and variety of technique on 

silk fabric such as printed, hand painted,  

patchwork and craftsmanship. We mix with many 

type of silk to created new style of silk wear for 

special occasion and daily life with affordable 

price.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

FOLKCHARM  
CO., LTD.
FOLKCHARM

Contact:
FOLKCHARM CO., LTD.

19 Soi RamKamheang 60 Yaek 10 (Suanson 10), 

HUAMAK, BANGKAPI, BANGKOK 10240

Tel: +(66) 64 229 6414

Email: hello@folkcharm.com

FB: folkcharm

IG: folkcharm

www.folkcharm.com

Folkcharm is a social enterprise that offers  

apparels and products with the right blend of  

contemporary living and traditional wisdom with 

the vision to grow a community of conscious  

consumers. The company ensures that raw  

materials and the production process are  

chemical free; cotton farmers, hand-spinners and 

hand-weavers in the communities receive the 

fairest share in the process; and that the products 

are fully traceable. Through sales of the products 

and story-telling, it promotes awareness among 

consumers on the value of traditional crafts, fair 

trade, and the environmental impact of the fashion 

and craft industry.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

PATPHAPON  
CO., LTD.
FOXPIXEL

Contact:
PATPHAPON CO., LTD.

230/69 NAKNIWAT RAD, LAT-PHRAO, BANGKOK

Tel: +(66) 90 450 4445

Email: paulb-bkk@hotmail.com

FB: foxpixel

IG: foxpixel

funky and comfort
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

PODULAN  
INTERNATIONAL 
CO., LTD.
HANKY HOUSE

Contact:
PODULAN INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.

374 BANGKHAE 14 BANGKHAE,  

BANGKHAE BANGKOK 10160

Tel: +(66) 94 545 5193 /, +(66) 2 802 3814

Email: hankyhouse@hotmail.com

FB: hankyhouse

IG: hankyhouse

www.hankyhouse.com

The Meaning of Happiness is not something that 

should be strived for, but is hidden in every  

moment of life.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

HEAD DE CO., LTD.
HATTRA

Contact:
HEAD DE CO., LTD.

527/260 MOO 5, MAK KHAENG, MUANG,  

UDONTHANI

Tel: +(66) 84 795 0920

Email: hnnhattra@gmail.com

FB: hattra.co.th

IG: hattra_thailand

www.hattra.com

At Hattra, we promote the use local handwoven 

fabrics made with natural dyes. We combine  

traditional weaving techniques with modern  

fashion design using natural cotton, wild silk,  

and collagen fibers to produce award winning  

apparels and accessories.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

NATUREL PROJECT 
STUDIO LTD., PART.
HOM

Contact:
NATUREL PROJECT STUDIO LTD., PART.

FB: hom.cotton

IG: hom.cotton

Handicraft garment products with a variety of 

pleasant patterns in combination with the unique 

designs of Hom Studio. For everyday life and  

special occasions. Representing the beauty of  

Thai fabrics.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

IMPANI LTD., PART.
IMPANI PA-KAO-MA

Contact:
IMPANI LTD., PART.

20/5 UDOMSIRI ROAD, NA-MUANG,  

MUANG RATCHABURI, RATCHABURI

Tel: +(66) 89 666 2029

Email: impani@gmail.com

FB: impani pa-kaoma

IG: impanipakaoma

www.impani.com

Impani is a brand that produces plaid fabric and 

extends existing products to complete outfits  

that focus mainly on using Scotch tartan patterns.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

SKJ DESIGN  
LTD., PART.
JUTATIP

Contact:
SKJ DESIGN LTD., PART.

1/43 MUEANG KAO, MUEANG, KHONKAEN

Tel: +(66) 99 056 4199

Email: skjdesign@hotmail.com

FB: jutatip4u

IG: jutatip4u

www.jutatip.com

Hand-woven cotton fabric, natural dyes.  

The house resident recount to city residents.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

KH EDITIONS 
GROUP LTD., PART.
KH PROJECT

Contact:
KH EDITIONS GROUP LTD., PART.

199/382 MOO 8, CHIANG MAI-MAEJO ROAD,  

SAN PHI SUEA, MUANG CHIANG MAI, CHIANG MAI

Tel: +(66) 80 104 7150

Email: khproject.bangkok@gmail.com, tansuwan@

gmail.com

FB: kheditions

IG: kheditions_official

KH EDITIONS, Thai brand that creates Thai style 

with creative street fashion, works collaboratively 

with the community in Thailand to “Retell an old 

story in a new way.” Also has functions, enjoyment 

and difference on Thai fabric to become  

KH EDITIONS style.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

KHUN JACK  
LTD., PART.
KHUN JACK

Contact:
KHUN JACK LTD., PART.

37 CHANGMOI KAO RD. CHANG MOI,  

MUANG, CHIANG MAI 50300

Tel: +(66) 53 234 843

Email: khunjackthailand@gmail.com

FB: LazyspaceChiangmai

www.khunjack.co.th

Lazy space, resort style clothing. Inspired by urban 

society, everything looks hastily. On the contrary, 

people want space where life can slow down. 

Lazy space is born from this point. Clothing will be 

featured of Thai hand-woven cloth. The mood is 

a work of Craft. Each one is made out in a unique 

pattern. For the outstanding look of the women 

who live in the city, but still relax in her daily life.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

KHWANTA  
LTD., PART.
KHWANTA

Contact:
KHWANTA LTD., PART.

355 MOO 5, PHOCHAI, MUEANG NONG BUA, 

NONG BUA LAMPHU

Tel: +(66) 62 826 6929

Email: khwantahandicraft@gmail.com

FB: khwanta handicraft

Thai textile for young adult
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

C.M.COTTON AND 
BAMBOO  
PRODUCT LTD., 
PART.
MADA DESIGN

Contact:
C.M.COTTON AND BAMBOO PRODUCT LTD., PART.

116/1 SANKAMPHEANG, CHIANG MAI

Tel: +(66) 81 883 1369

Email: ps.cottonbamboo@gmail.com

Natural cotton
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

MALIGOOD  
CO., LTD.
MALIGOOD

Contact:
MALIGOOD CO., LTD.

62/1 Moo. 3 BUA LAI, BUA LAI,  

NAKHON RATCHASIMA 30120

Tel: +(66) 80 104 7150

Email: maligood@hotmail.com

FB: maligoodshopthailand

IG: maligoodshop

www.maligood.co

Silk fashion
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

MARAYAT ROSE 
LTD., PART.
MARAYAT

Contact:
MARAYAT ROSE LTD., PART.

40/357 SOI NUANCHAN 14, YEAK 3,  

NUANCHAN RD., NUALCHAN, BUNGKUM,  

BANGKOK 10230

Tel: +(66) 99 926 2951

Email: marayatfashion@gmail.com

FB: marayat fashion kids

IG: marayat_fashion_kids

Luxury kids brand for girl’s clothing that feels 

expensive every time they are worn, for children 

who want to stand out from the crowd. Put them 

on and feel like a superstar, or like a model on the 

catwalk; there is a special feeling every time you 

wear it.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

MATA COTTON  
LTD., PART.
MATA COTTON

Contact:
MATA COTTON LTD., PART.

52 Moo. 1 BAN TAN, HOT, CHIANG MAI 50240

Tel: +(66) 62 553 8793

Email: matacottonthai@gmail.com

FB: Mata Cotton

www.matacottonthai.com

Hand woven cotton 100% with green production, 

Green product
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THREESILP 54  
CO., LTD.
MIGRATOR

Contact:
THREESILP 54 CO., LTD.

305 SOI BANGKHAE 4, BANGKHAE ROAD,  

BANG KHAE, BANG KHAE, BANGKOK 10160

Tel: +(66) 81 581 3568 /, +(66) 84 102 4224

Email: chaiyaponv@hotmail.com

FB: migratorbag

IG: migrator.official

Function bag in everyday life.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

CHOKPIBOON 2005 
LTD., PART.
MUDMEE MODERN

Contact:
CHOKPIBOON 2005 LTD., PART.

220 Moo. 1 BAN DAENG, PIBUN RAK, UDON THANI 

41130

Tel: +(66) 89 942 4894

Email: piyawan4894@gmail.com

Developing the mudmee tie-dye pattern from  

traditional patterns into the modern mudmee pat-

tern used for designs and tailoring suits the new 

generation who choose to wear Thai fabrics  

in modern styles.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

A2012 CO., LTD.
MUNZAA

Contact:
A2012 CO., LTD.

305/122 THANON NAKHONCHAISI DUSIT  

BANGKOK 10300

Tel: +(66) 63 363 6419

Email: suitsapha@gmail.com

FB: munzaacraft

IG: munzaa_craft

MUNZAA: is a new definition of “Urban Craft” 

where the art meets craft, intellectual meets  

design, and fashion meets sustainability. we 

proudly present the beauty and sincerity of the 

local wisdom through creative craft and modern 

design where everyone could enjoy and have fun 

wearing munzaa’s.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

FAIPLUEAKMAI 
LTD., PART.
NAJAI STUDIO

Contact:
FAIPLUEAKMAI LTD., PART.

13/13 Moo. 2, SAN KLANG, SAN KAMPHAENG,  

CHIANG MAI 50130

Tel: +(66) 86 921 2105

Email: faiplueakmai@hotmail.com

FB: najaihome

IG: najai_studio

Art & Crafts Studio
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

NAKAMOL FOR 
SOMETHING STONE 
CO., LTD.
NAKAMOL

Contact:
NAKAMOL FOR SOMETHING STONE CO., LTD.

1213/15 LAT PHRAO 94, PHIABPHLA,  

WANG THONGLANG, BANGKOK 10310

Tel: +(66) 82 168 6256

Email: jonas@nakamol.com

FB: nakamol.official

IG: nakamolchicago

www.nakamol.com

Handcrafted Semi-Precious Jewelry
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

CHAIYAPHUM 
OTOP INTERTRADER  
CO., LTD.
NITDA

Contact:
CHAIYAPHUM OTOP INTERTRADER CO., LTD.

46 MOO 2 BAN HUAJAI, PORDANG,  

CHONNABOT, KHONKAEN

Tel: +(66) 83 656 5644

Email: niddaphu@gmail.com

FB: supaneemaithai

Nitda = a new generation of Thai silk weaver,  

introduces the innovation of pattern-painted  

Thai silk called “Mai Tam Mee” by integrating local  

wisdom of Thai dyeing techniques with the  

modern technique with painting onto the silk 

yarn. This revolutionary technique takes Mudmee 

silk out of grandma’s closet and infuses it with a 

modern youthful aesthetic. “Nitda is The Silkiness 

of Imagination”
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

ORIENTAL MOTIFS 
CO., LTD.
ORIENTAL MOTIFS

Contact:
ORIENTAL MOTIFS CO., LTD.

36 MOO 1 RACHAVEETHEE ROAD (SOI 9)  

PHAPATHOMJADEE, NAKORNPHATHOM

Tel: +(66) 81 830 2830

Email: oriental_motifs@hotmail.com

Elegant contemporary
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

TAI FAH SI KHRAM 
CO., LTD.
PAGA

Contact:
TAI FAH SI KHRAM CO., LTD

485 MOO 1 PUA, NAN

Tel: +(66) 90 971 2787

Email: dragonfly_pua@hotmail.com

IG: taifahsikram

Our brand is uniqueness. We blended with other  

tribe within our village, Paklang, and also the 

resources are from our village that we use for the 

cutting. Moreover, the production of our brand is 

to focus on circular economy.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

PASSARA  
INTERTRADE  
CO., LTD.
PASSARA

Contact:
PASSARA INTERTRADE CO., LTD.

69/115 Moo. 3 KHLONG KHOI, PAKKRET,  

NONTHABURI 10130

Tel: +(66) 87 659 6495

Email: benjaporn.tiethai@gmail.com

FB: tiethaibypassara

Fashionable Thai tie dyed clothing with premium 

quality fabrics and tailoring.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THONGREW  
CO., LTD.
PATTRASARNN

Contact:
THONGREW CO., LTD.

210 THUNGSONGHONG, LAKSI, BANGKOK 10210

Tel: +(66) 89 108 2323

Email: apisanus@gmail.com

FB: Pattrasarnn

IG: pattrasarnn

www.pattrasarnn.com

Our craftsmanship is a mixture of original Thai 

culture with modern age design. Preserving of Thai 

local knowledge and sustainable community life, 

our glorious crafts are ready to be expanded  

internationally, representing the amazing Thailand.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

PAUL B CLOTHING 
LTD., PART.
PATTRIC BOYLE

Contact:
PAUL B CLOTHING LTD., PART.

230/69 NAKNIWAT RAD, LAT-PHRAO, BANGKOK

Tel: +(66) 90 450 4446

Email: pattricboyle@hotmail.com

FB: pattricboyleofficial

IG: pattricboyle

The most sophisticated ambitious individual  

senses of style.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THE BEST CREATION  
CO., LTD.
RIVA

Contact:
THE BEST CREATION CO., LTD.

12/31 Moo.6 BANGKHEN, MUANGNONTHABURI, 

NONTHABURI 11000

Tel: +(66) 99 323 0915

Email: frankweeneggsin@gmail.com

FB: The Best Creation CoLtd

We create from old traditional techniques is  

Capitone or Canadian Smocking techniques by 

hands. It handicrafts for men’s and women’s can 

wear in everyday.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

SIMONSSISTER  
CO., LTD.
SIMONSSISTER

Contact:
SIMONSSISTER CO., LTD.

22/77 SAMWA RD., MINBURI, MINBURI,  

BANGKOK 10150

Tel: +(66) 89 742 6669

Email: meladacharonying@gmail.com

FB: House of simonssister

IG: simonssisterofficial

SIMONSSISTER offer contemporary apparel brand 

for everyone who love to dress up with off-duty 

style. Base in Bangkok Thailand. Originally founded 

by Melada C. and Chatuphon P. The brand name 

from our beloved dog’s name SIMON. We are 

trying to be luck with our approach : WHAT IS ART 

WHAT IS BEAUTY ?
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

SUNTREE  
HANDMADE FABRIC 
LTD., PART.
SUNTREE

Contact:
SUNTREE HANDMADE FABRIC LTD., PART.

329 Moo 9 NONG-O, SI SATCHANALAI,  

SUKHOTHAI 64130

Tel: +(66) 89 858 8576

Email: r_khanadnid@hotmail.com

Suntre3 brand is inspired by the heart and soul 

of an inherited hand-woven Thai Puan, Baan Had 

Siew culture, cultivated and adapted to modern 

smart casual style. The brand gives a special  

wearing experience and proudly inherits local  

wisdom to be sustainable in a community.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

ORIENTAL TIME 88 
CO., LTD.
SUSAN LIAO

Contact:
ORIENTAL TIME 88 CO., LTD.

591 SOI SOONBUNTHOENGKARNKHA,  

KHLONGCHAN, BANGKAPI, BANGKAPI,  

BANGKOK 10240

Tel: +(66) 81 636 3135

Email: orientaltime88@hotmail.com

FB: Susan.Liao.888

IG: susan.liao.888

www.susan-liao.com

Oriental, Elegant, Timeless.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

P.P.P. CREATIONS 
CO., LTD.
T R I P L E - P PAPHONPHAT

Contact:
P.P.P. CREATIONS CO., LTD.

44/7 Moo. 11 BANGKHUNTHIAN, CHOMTHONG, 

BANGKOK 10150

Tel: +(66) 81 558 4766 /, +(66) 86 319 3283

Email: triple.p.bag@gmail.com

FB: triple.p.bag

When it comes to leather, Triple-P Paphonphat  

is a brand that has a unique style and distinct  

identity. New materials are introduced into  

the mix, resulting in a modern form of leather.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

KANJIGOODS  
CO., LTD.
TAKTAI

Contact:
KANJIGOODS CO., LTD.

989 SIAM PIWAT TOWER, 12A FLOOR, REGUS,  

UNIT B1-B2 OFFICE NO.1212, RAMA I ROAD, 

PATHUMWAN, BANGKOK 1330

Tel: +(66) 99 295 2615

Email: wanwisa@taktaibrand.com

FB: taktaibrand

IG: taktaibrand

www.taktaibrand.com

Lifestyle products made from natural and recycled 

fibers that have a unique identity, made by Thai 

people to inspire others to live a simpler life,  

happily and in harmony with nature.
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

NDK EDU CO., LTD.
TALOM

Contact:
NDK EDU CO., LTD.

259/6 MOO 10, THA THONG, MUEANG,  

PITSANULOKE

Tel: +(66) 98 659 9194

Email: talom.official.th@gmail.com

FB: Talomofficial

IG: talom.official

Urban craft wear and lifestyle
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THAI BATIK CO., LTD.
THAI BATIK

Contact:
THAI BATIK CO., LTD.

380 MOO 1 KHAO KHRAM, MUEANG, KRABI

Tel: +(66) 95 337 6581

Email: banthao6581@gmail.com

FB: thaikrabibatik

Born out of local culture
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PROJECT: Qurated Fashion Incubation

THAIS ECOLEATHERS  
CO., LTD.
THAIS ECO

Contact:
THAIS ECOLEATHERS CO., LTD.

296 Soi Kanchanapisek0010, Kanchanapisek Road, 

BANG KHAE, BANG KHAE, BANGKOK 10160

Tel: +(66) 92 284 2563 /, +(66) 86 826 6424 /,  

+(66) 92 545 5744

Email: info@thais-ecoleathers.com

FB: thais.ecoleathers

IG: thais.ecoleathers

www.thais-ecoleathers.com

Born from a gathering of souls with a serious  

passion for the environment, Thais (pronounced 

TAH-is) are committed and devoted to researching  

transformation of fashion industry waste into 

new materials, a unique, environmentally friendly 

innovation of Thais. Called “recycled leather” they 

have the following advantages: Newness: a novelty 

unlike any other in the world Aesthetic: the charm 

of recycled leather as art Eco: a process from  

receiving to sorting to cleaning and manufacturing 

processes that create a positive impact on the  

environment With this dedication, Thais has  

received a slew of awards, including the first prize 

in the clean technology project from the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organization  

under the United Nations in the past year and 

latest, an innovation award from the Thailand Top 

SME Awards 2020 for Best Startup Business of  

the Year.
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BY BOON  
COMPANION  
CO., LTD.
TORBOON

Contact:
BY BOON COMPANION CO., LTD.

158 Charoenrat Rd., WAT KET, MUANG,  

CHIANG MAI 50000

Tel: +(66) 53 339 348 /, +(66) 94 630 5888

Email: torboonchiangmai@gmail.com

FB: TorboonChiangmai

IG: torboonchiangmai

www.torboon.co

In Thai, Tor is weaving and Boon are good deeds = 

“Weaving good deeds”
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CREEPER8 CO., LTD.
WILD BLUE YONDER

Contact:
CREEPER8 CO., LTD.

173 LAM PHAYA, MUANG, NAKHON PATHOM

Tel: +(66) 95 953 2846

Email: creeper8studio@gmail.com

IG: wildblueyonder.bkk

Exotic tropical wear
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YANO HANDICRAFT 
LTD., PART.
YANO

Contact:
YANO HANDICRAFT LTD., PART.

95 Moo 3, Baan Khaew Soi 5, THA KWANG,  

SARAPHI, CHIANG MAI 50140

Tel: +(66) 85 711 7722

Email: yanohandicraft@gmail.com

FB: yanohandicraft

IG: yanohandicraft

The craftsmanship on fabrics and clothes are  

created according to the happiness of a designer 

and craftsmen in the communities. Which every 

piece of work reflects the self-worth of everyone 

together.
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AMANAH  
INTERTRADE AND 
TRAVEL CO., LTD.
ZABEDE

Contact:
AMANAH INTERTRADE AND TRAVEL CO., LTD.

2198 PATTANAKARN ROAD, SUONLOUNG,  

SUONLOUNG, BANGKOK

Tel: +(66) 86 584 4111

Email: exp.zabede@gmail.com

FB: zabedeoriginal

IG: zabede_original

Imperfect is Purest Perfection... 

Zabede Aesthetic Life



STYLE Bangkok is an international trade fair that offers a stunning variety of lifestyle 
products ranging from fashion and leather products to gifts and housewares as well 
as furniture. It not only attracts buyers and visitors from all over the world but also 
unites creative talents and visionary entrepreneurs who are the driving force behind 
the fair’s exhibits.
 
To make STYLE Bangkok even greater, the Department of International Trade Promotion 
(DITP) organizes the STYLE Bangkok Collaboration – a project that fosters creativity 
and innovation by encouraging entrepreneurs of different specialties to share resources, 
insights and expertise. The project enlists 32 participants who work together to design, 
produce and market a total of 20 new products under the guidance of professionals 
from various fields. The synergy of each designer’s strengths and unique style means a 
whole new generation of innovative products with infinite potential.
 
 
STYLE Bangkok Collaboration aims to create more variety in Thai lifestyle products, 
boost entrepreneurs’ manufacturing potential, attract more buyers and visitors to the 
STYLE Bangkok fair and ultimately increase the export value in the segment.

STYLE BANGKOK
COLLABORATION 2020
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5ive Sis / Divana / 
Pasaya
Contact:
 
Better Arts Group Co., Ltd.
75/78 Moo 11, Klongnueng, Klongluang, 

Pathumthani, 12120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 191 9155

Email: natcha@5sis.com

FB: 5iveSis

IG: 5ivesishomedecor

www.5ivesis.com

 

Divana Global Co., Ltd.
11/1 22 Floor, Unit 2204, AIA Sathorn Tower, Sathorn 

Road, Yannawa, Sathorn, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 286 1865

Email: info@divana-dvn.com

FB: DivanaThailand

IG: Divanathailand

www.divanaspa.com

 

Textile Gallery Co., Ltd.
77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 808 8108

Email: trade@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

The beautiful synergy of 5ive Sis, Divana and  

Pasaya offers a relaxing, therapeutic experience 

before bedtime with aroma therapy kits that  

include mini room fragrance (Lotus & Rose -  

strategically extracted by Divana to represent  

the East and West), collagen-infused eye mask  

for the “Bliss Travel Set” and collagen-infused  

pillow for the “Blossom Home Set” - both  

through the courtesy of Pasaya’s collagen fabric 

technology. Additionally 5ive Sis’ flower-shaped 

pewter container doubles as a vase when  

fragrance is depleted.
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Black Sugar /  
Deesawat / Pasaya
Contact:
 
Thanisorn A. Form Co., Ltd.
7, 9, 11, 13 Raminthra 14 Road, Tharaeng,  

Bangkhen, Bangkok 10230 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 90 976 4997

Email: contact@blacksugar.co.th

FB: blacksugarbrand

IG: blacksugarbrand

www.blacksugar.co.th

 

Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.
71/9 Changwattana Road, Saksi, Bangkhen, B 

angkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: deesawat

IG: deesawat_thailand

www.deesawat.com

 

Textile Gallery Co., Ltd.
77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 808 8108

Email: trade@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

With visually contrasting portfolios, it is no wonder 

that the amalgamation of Black Sugar, Deesawat 

and Pasaya produces a new hybrid in furniture  

design. Mix Deesawat’s vivid colour scheme in 

teakwood furniture with Black Sugar’s monochromatic  

panache in fashion design and throw in Pasaya’s 

massive variety of fabric options. The result is what 

could be the world’s first fashion furniture - the 

“Fashion Bench”.
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Black Sugar /  
Nova Collection
Contact:
 
Thanisorn A. Form Co., Ltd.
7, 9, 11, 13 Raminthra 14 Road, Tharaeng,  

Bangkhen, Bangkok 10230 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 90 976 4997

Email: contact@blacksugar.co.th

FB: blacksugarbrand

IG: blacksugarbrand

www.blacksugar.co.th

 

Nova Collection Co., Ltd.
179 Thapae Road, Chang Khlan, Muang,  

Chiang Mai 50100 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 371 3701

Email: mayachai1@gmail.com

FB: novajewelry

IG: novacollection_jewelry

www.nova-collection.com

Indulge in the harmonious blend of Nova  

Collection’s archetypal use of mixed materials with 

high craftsmanship and Black Sugar’s avant-garde 

black-and-white patterns in “Black Tie” - a style 

collaboration highlighting each brand’s expertise. 

The concept declares an artistic departure from 

both brand’s usual flair with complementing  

design elements, giving birth to a new dimension 

of style to both customer groups.
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Boxbox / Eggwhite / 
Thais
Contact:
 
Nam Ngai Hong Co., Ltd.
26-36 Soi Jareonnakorn 32/1, Jareonnakorn Road, 

Klongsarn, Banglumpoolang 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 438 9988

Email: info@namplas.com,  

pilaiporn@namplas.com

FB: weareboxbox

IG: eggwhitedesign

www.namplas.com, www.weareboxbox.com

 

Nithinant Co., Ltd.
259 Moo 1, Bangpu, Muang,  

Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 88 554 5156

Email: eggwhitedesign@gmail.com

FB: eggwhitedesign

IG: thais.ecoleathers

www.eggwhitedesign.com

 

Thais Ecoleathers Co., Ltd.
296 Soi Kanchanapisek 0010, Kanchanapisek Road, 

Bangkae, Bangkae, Bangkok 10160 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 92 545 5744

Email: info@thais-ecoleathers.com

FB: thais.ecoleathers

www.thais-ecoleathers.com

Anatta, a Buddhist concept of “no-self”, is an  

implication of how 3 eco-designers check their 

“Sense of Self” at the door as they step out of their 

comfort zone to co-create a new masterpiece.  

The design DNAs of Boxbox, Eggwhite and Thais 

are resourcefully synergized throughout the 

making of “Anatta”- a multi-purpose eco bench. 

Made of rubberwood (Enggwhite), recycled leather 

(Thais) and eco-plastic (Boxbox), Anatta also serves 

as a shoe storage bench, pairing maximum  

comfort with functionality.
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Deesawat / Heartist
Contact:
 
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.
71/9 Changwattana Road, Saksi,  

Bangkhen, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: deesawat

IG: deesawat_thailand

www.deesawat.com

 

Heartist
100 Lasalle 1, Sukhumvit 105, Bangna,  

Bangna, Bangkok 10260 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 91 021 2124

Email: heartistdid@gmail.com

FB: heartistdid

IG: heartistdid

Regarded as “giving brands”, Deesawat’s  

experience in customized teakwood furniture for 

healthcare facilities for the elderly and Heartist’s 

dedication to people with special needs mean 

this project is truly a heartwarming collaboration. 

Echoing Heartist’s vibrant products made by artists 

with disabilities, Deesawat co-creates the “Care 

Lounge” - a teakwood lounge chair inspired by 

yarn weaving patterns typically found in many of 

Heartist’s bags with the message “Life does not 

need to be perfect but you can be unique in your 

own way.”
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Eggwhite / On-Time
Contact:
 
Nithinant Co., Ltd.
259 Moo 1, Bangpu, Muang, Samutprakarn 10280 

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 88 554 5156

Email: eggwhitedesign@gmail.com

FB: eggwhitedesign

IG: eggwhitedesign

www.eggwhitedesign.com

 
Gooduse Co., Ltd.
4 Soi Pracha-Utit 33 Yek 10, Bangmod, Tungku, 

Bangkok 10140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 045 2332

Email: panurat@gooduse.co.th

FB: ontimewallclockth

IG: ontime.clock.th

www.ontimewallclock.in.th

Time Capsule is a collaborative design project by 

Eggwhite and On-Time. Inspired by an antique 

grandfather clock, the team gives a modern twist 

to the classic timepiece by simplifying details, 

resulting in a minimalistic capsule shape. With 

enhanced functionality, the new sleek design also 

serves as a decorative accessory that offers a  

hidden storage for keys, bills and knickknacks. 

Additionally, behind the door is a mirror for self 

grooming check before leaving the house.
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Glisten /  
Kun Decorative
Contact:
 
Glisten Design Co., Ltd.
34/14 Moo 15, Chicakorn Soi 11, Bang Mae Nang, 

Bang Yai, Nonthaburi 11140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 915 0074

Email: glistendesign.th@gmail.com

FB: Glisten

IG: glisten.10

www.glistenstores.com 

Kunakij Furniture Industry Co., Ltd.
1 Soi Pracha-u-tid 37, Soi Pracha-u-tid Road,  

Bangmod, Thoongkru, Bangkok 10140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 427 2662,, +(66) 2 872 5690-3

Email: sale@kundecorate.com

FB: KUNDecor

IG: kundecorate

www.kundecorate.com

Shine/Shade is a “Reimagined Cockpit Area”  

with an environmentally conscious concept.  

In this collaboration project, Glisten and Kun  

Decorate use recyclable aluminum as the main 

frame for durability and shiny, decorative  

materials for a “glistening” surface. The result  

has a visually stimulating effect as the light- 

deflecting materials shimmer playfully.  

Moreover, Shine/Shade is resistant to sunlight  

and temperature fluctuations which means  

it is good for outdoor use.
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Glisten / Rubber 
Idea
Contact:
 
Glisten Design Co., Ltd.
34/14 Moo 15, Chicakorn Soi 11, Bang Mae Nang, 

Bang Yai, Nonthaburi 11140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 915 0074

Email: glistendesign.th@gmail.com

FB: Glisten

IG: glisten.10

www.glistenstores.com

 

Rubber Idea Co., Ltd.
418 Bangkhuntien-chaitalay Road, Samaedum, 

Bangkhuntien, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 425 0135

Email: rubberidea@gmail.com

FB: Rubber_Idea

IG: rubber_idea

www.rubber-idea.com

Through passion, creativity and an environmentally 

conscious mind, the style collaboration between 

Glisten and Rubber Idea comes together in the 

form of an innovative backpack. With eco-friendly 

materials and sustainable production process, the 

design is a unique interpretation of street fashion 

that is unique, versatile, low-maintenance and 

“green”.
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Glisten / Vanzter
Contact:
 
Glisten Design Co., Ltd.
34/14 Moo 15, Chicakorn Soi 11, Bang Mae Nang, 

Bang Yai, Nonthaburi 11140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 915 0074

Email: glistendesign.th@gmail.com

FB: Glisten

IG: glisten.10

 
Vanzter
60/2 Moo 2, Bang Krung-Sainoi Road,  

Bang Krang, Muang, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 660 9322

Email: vanzter.official@gmail.com

FB: VANSTER.official

Glisten and Vanzter conceptually translates the 

vibrant colours of Bangkok and its dazzling city 

lights into a design brimming with stories from  

the street side. The rebellion of urban society is  

thematically materialized into a bag. Experimental  

materials from automobile industry wastes are 

woven into the strength of titanium as the playful 

rainbow gradient of a motorcycle exhaust pipe 

triumphs into the night. “The Bangkok Rebellion” 

collection insinuates a driving force of change in 

the society.
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i-Spa / Mobella /  
Pasaya
Contact:
 
Bathroom Design I-Spa Co., Ltd.
729/150-152 Ratchadapisek Road, Bangpongpang, 

Yannawa, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 683 7322-3

Email: export@bathroomtomorrow.com

FB: BathroomISPA

IG: Ispa_global

www.bathroomtomorrow.com

 

Pimpen Co., Ltd.
669 Moo 2, Sukhumvit Road, Bangpoomai,  

Muang, Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 323 2887

Email: mkt-export@mobella.co.th

FB: mobellagalleria

IG: mobellagalleria

www.mobella.co.th

 

Textile Gallery Co., Ltd.
77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 808 8108

Email: trade@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

“To soak in or sit on” is a decision one has to make 

using the Tapas Sofa Bath - a smart home spa  

bathtub/daybed. In this collaboration, I-Spa’s  

therapeutic technology pushes the boundaries  

with flexible form factor and innovative textile 

technology. With Mobella’s remarkable craftsmanship  

and Pasaya’s water-resistant, antimicorbial  

and formaldehyde-free blackout fabrics, the  

freestanding bathtub cleverly converts into a 

daybed with zen-inspired seatings. The concept 

embodies space continuity as it fits perfectly  

anywhere from indoor bathroom to outdoors.
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Issi by Frank 
Weeneggsinn /  
Salete
Contact:
 
The Best Creation
12/31 Moo 6, Bangkhen, Muang,  

Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 99 323 0915

Email: issiriva@gmail.com

FB: weeneggsinn

IG: salete bags & accessories 

Salete Studio
4-147 Soi Mooban Chaiyapruk,  

Petchkasem 81, Majaroeng Road,  

Nongkam, Bangkok 10160 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 269 4261

Email: nongnut.salete@gmail.com

FB: saletebags

Hand-pleated fashion brand Issi teams up with 

modern silk purse specialist Salete in a style  

collaboration that draws inspiration from the  

traditional Thai worshipping ceremony. With a  

simplified, geometric shape of a “Parnpum”  

- a traditional flower tray, “Buang Suang” is a  

collection of handbags that reflect tradition and 

modernity. The drawstring and wide bottom offer 

practicality and the hand-sewn tucks create a  

pattern that highlights the colour, texture and 

shine of Thai silk.
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Korakot / Tima
Contact:
 
Korakot International Ltd.,  
Partnership
335 Moo 10, Banlaem, Banlaem,  

Petchaburi 76110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 698 7963

Email: korakot.aromdee@yahoo.com

FB: Korakotdesign

IG: korakot.aromdee

www.korakot.net 

Nakkhid Design Studio Co., Ltd.
33 Soi Chokdee 56, Pattanakarn, Khukwang Road, 

Naimuang, Muang, Nakhon Si Thamarat 80000 

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 785 2635

Email: nakkhid@hotmail.com

FB: timacraftthai

www.timacraft.com

Inspired by sprouting young leaves that unfold into 

maturity, the whimsical decorative art piece by 

Korakot x Tima requires carpentry and traditional 

kite making skills as well as artistry. Tima’s wood 

joinery techniques from years of making bird cages 

are what holds the wooden leaves together at the 

base while Korakot’s kite framing and threading 

skills bring the leaf tips together in a wire-like 

outline, wrapped in fabric prints suggestive of 

geometric leaf veins. The structure casts intricate 

tree-like shadows on the floor when light hits.
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Kun Decorative / 
Thaniya
Contact:
 
Kunakij Furniture Industry Co., Ltd.
1 Soi Pracha-u-tid 37, Soi Pracha-u-tid Road,  

Bangmod, Thoongkru, Bangkok 10140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 427 2662,, +(66) 2 872 5690-3

Email: sale@kundecorate.com

FB: KUNDecor

IG: kundecorate

www.kundecorate.com 

Thaniya
23/3 Prachachaun 1-2-3, Ngamwongwan Road, 

Laksi, Tungsonghong, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 549 1979

Email: thaniya@thaniya1988.com

FB: thaniya1988

IG: thaniya1988

www.thaniya1988.com

The juxtaposition of Kun Decorative and Thaniya 

is an intriguing collaboration. With Kun Decorate’s 

aluminum furniture design that balances the  

hardness of metal with soft-touch materials and 

Thaniya’s sophisticated, hand-painted ceramics 

and naturally scented candles, the pair utilizes 

locally sourced materials and craftsmen to take 

traditional Thai dining culture to a new height. 

“Hab-Tok” is a collection of modern tableware with 

hand-painted patterns and an aluminum base, 

great for everyday use as it is for display.
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La Vie / Mobella
Contact:
 
Rosa (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
2/5 Moo 3, Chaimongkol,  

Samutsakorn 74000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 446 6061

Email: info@rosathailand.com

www.rosathailand.com 

Pimpen Co., Ltd.
669 Moo 2, Sukhumvit Road, Bangpoomai,  

Muang, Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 323 2887

Email: mkt-export@mobella.co.th

www.mobella.co.th

The Enchanted Armchair encapsulates modern 

design and nature’s strength. Inspiration was  

found in creating a modern Indian armchair by  

incorporating materials like brass, leather  

upholstery and the use of Ajrak block-printed  

textile cushion. The brass branches are intricately 

cast and crafted with the utmost attention to  

detail. Combined with impeccable upholstery 

skills, the Enchanted Chair is an exquisite site  

to behold.
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La Vie / Thaniya
Contact:
 
Rosa (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
2/5 Moo 3, Chaimongkol,  

Samutsakorn 74000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 446 6061

Email: info@rosathailand.com

www.rosathailand.com

 
Thaniya
23/3 Prachachaun 1-2-3, Ngamwongwan Road, 

Laksi, Tungsonghong, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 549 1979

Email: thaniya@thaniya1988.com

www.thaniya1988.com

The Regal Luminaire Lamps celebrate the  

artisanal craftsmanship of Thai ceramic and  

brass artists. To create luxury art, La Vie and  

Thaniya accentuate the tension between the 

smooth hand-painted ceramics and the raw  

structure of brass. The juxaposition is as pleasant  

as it is elegant. The shape of stacked parts,  

alternating between brass and ceramics, show  

the powerful effect of pattern and repetition.  

The bespoke collection allows you to customize 

the number of stacks and layers as desired.
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Labrador / Qualy
Contact:
 
Labrador Co., Ltd.
3/1 Nonthaburi 39, Sanambinnam Road,  

Thasai, Muang, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 951 3488

Email: labradorfactory@gmail.com

FB: labradorfactorypage

IG: labradorfactory

www.labradorfactory.net

New Arriva Co., Ltd.
131 Charoenrat 7 Yeak 7, Bangklo,  

Bangkoleam, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 289 3364

Email: info@qualydesign.com

FB: qualydesign

IG: qualydesign

www.qualydesign.com

To put a fresh new spin on a “pin-to” or a traditional  

multi-layer lunchbox, Labrador and Qualy takes the 

minimalist route. The subtle, understated design 

feels chic and modern without compromising  

functionality. The set is made up of 4 layers of 

durable, lightweight lunchboxes with tight seals to 

prevent spillage. They are microwavable, refrigerator  

and dishwasher friendly. To dial up the cool factor, 

these futuristic-white boxes are held together by 

a leather carrying strap, available in saddle tan or 

chestnut brown.
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Masaya / Niramit / 
Sculpture
Contact:
 
Asia Collection Co., Ltd.
63 Charoenkrung 30, Charoenkrung Road,  

Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 639 0929,, +(66) 2 639 0308

Email: masaya@bronzeinthai.com

FB: SculptureBangkok

IG: masayafurniture

www.bronzeinthai.com

 
Latex Asia (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
51/5 Moo 8, Bangbuathong-Suphanburi Road,  

Lahan, Bangbuathong, Nonthaburi 11110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 012 4747,, +(66) 81 803 8164

Email: napalerk.sa@latexasiathailand.com

IG: sculpture_bkk

www.latexasiathailand.com

 
Boonchucharoenkit Ltd.,  
partnership
126 Soi Prinsiri, Kanjanapisek Road,  

Bangbon, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 897 8966

Email: chuboon82@gmail.com

www.sculpture.yolasite.com

Ranjuan or Female Chair is a collaborative project 

between Masaya, Niramit and Sculpture. Inspired 

by the beautiful curves of the female body, the 

trio aims to give gender to a chair. Embracing 

each brand’s forte, the project utilizes Masaya’s 

brass expertise to build a feminine, free-flowing 

structure. For upholstery, Sculpture aesthetically 

weaves strips of cotton fabric into the frame while 

Nimit ensures maximum comfort with a natural 

rubber cushion.
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Mobella /  
Primpraewa
Contact:
 

Pimpen Co., Ltd.
669 Moo 2, Sukhumvit Road, Bangpoomai,  

Muang, Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 323 2887

Email: mkt-export@mobella.co.th

FB: mobellagalleria

IG: mobellagalleria

 

At Praewa Handicraft
88/40 Moo 5, Laddalom Village, Bangplub,  

Prakkred, Nonthaburi 11120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 303 3866

Email: atpraewa@hotmail.com

FB: primpraewa24

IG: primpraewa24

Under the concept of “Accessible Thainess in 

Modern Lifestyle” and the use of some of the most 

popular symbols of Thailand - elephants and Thai 

silk, the Chang collection was born. With Mobella’s 

renowned craftsmanship in upholstery and  

Primpraewa’s magnificent silk collections, the 

design duo presents a set of minimalist elephant 

stools - the yellow “Chang - Champaa” and the 

pink “Chang - Kasorn Chompoo”. Both designs 

come with an ornate saddle that cleverly doubles 

as a tablet sleeve.
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Talon / Saxtex
Contact:
 
Foot Clinic Co., Ltd.
247 Bangkuntien Road, Samaedum,  

Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 896 3800

Email: pornsak@talon.co.th

FB: healthy.shoe

IG: talonshoe

www.talon.co.th

D&C Design and Concept Co., Ltd.
40/480 Soi Nuanchan 24, Nuanchan Road,  

Nuanchan, Bungkum, Bangkok 10230 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 771 2225

Email: saxtexrubber@gmail.com

FB: saxtex rubber innovative sheet

IG: saxtex

www.saxtex.com

The collaboration between Talon and Saxtex not 

only brings fashion and comfort to the design table 

but also health and environmental awareness.  

Talon’s 30 years in the health shoe industry and 

Saxtex’s eco-friendly lifestyle products culminate  

in “Comfort Fashion Sandals” - casual footwear 

that offers comfort, style and durability. The  

naturally rubberized material is waterproof,  

tear resistant and may help prevent foot injury.
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Thaniya / Vassana
Contact:
 
Thaniya
23/3 Prachachaun 1-2-3, Ngamwongwan Road, 

Laksi, Tungsonghong, Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 549 1979

Email: thaniya@thaniya1988.com

FB: thaniya1988

IG: thaniya1988

 
Vassana
291 Muangkung, Hangdong,  

Chiang Mai 50230 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 764 9433

Email: devivin@outlook.com

IG: vassana_official

The success of Thaniya’s luxury scented  

candles - natural jasmine rice wax in traditional 

hand-painted ceramic containers and Vassana’s 

revival of traditional bamboo basketry with usable, 

fresh and fun designs are the foundation of this 

style collaboration. At first glance, the meticulously  

hand-painted exterior of the ceramic container 

mimics the fine balance of simplicity and intricacy  

of basketry. Inside, the scented candles boast a 

mixture of natural essential oils of flowers and 

herbs.



As part of T-Style or Thailand Style, ‘T-Style: Thai Spirit’ showcases the agility of Thai 
manufacturers and designers, something that the world is looking for at the moment. 
We have high quality manufacturers and creative designers, and with these people 
we can create and develop products that match the changing needs of consumers in 
these uncertain times. We also have a group of designers who can transfer the Thai 
spirit to authentic products with unique characters.
 
The concept of ‘Thai Spirit’ combines high quality manufacturing, design flexibility and 
human touch together. With these unique value propositions, products that are 
designed and manufactured in Thailand will have a future in global markets. ‘T-Style: 
Thai Spirit’ has curated a collection of Thailand’s leading manufacturers and designers 
that have a potential to grow further in the global market. The collection can be  
divided into two groups, which are ‘T-Style Brands’ which are leading lifestyle product 
manufacturers, and ‘T-Stylers’ which present internationally-recognized Thai designers. 
The collection is empowered by a list of winners of the Design Excellence Award 
(DEmark), one of Asia’s most prestigious design awards known as ‘the Oscars of the 
Thai design industry’’. The two collections share one common goal, which is to promote 
Thai design in the global market through publications in Thai and international media 
and exhibitions in world-class showcases.” The Department of International Trade 
Promotion hopes that the launch in a global platform like MOM will make the world 
see Thai designers and brands in a new light. When the Thai Spirit, technical skills and 
creativity of Thai designers are matched with high quality, world- class manufacturing 
standards and digital savvy, the results are extraordinary Thai creations that can be in 
the same league as the world’s design leaders. More information: https://ditp-design.
com/tstyle/

T-STYLE
THAI SPIRIT
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Better Arts Group 
Co., Ltd.
5IVESIS

Contact:
Better Arts Group Co., Ltd.

75/78 Moo 11, Klongnueng, Klongluang, 

Pathumthani, 12120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 191 9155

Email: natcha@5sis.com

FB: 5iveSis

IG: 5ivesishomedecor

www.5ivesis.com

Luxury home décor brand 5ive Sis creates with  

“tin minerals”, a pewter material that elevates  

decorative pieces to truly show-stopping levels. 

5ive Sis turns pewter and precious metal wares 

into luxurious home decoration pieces that are 

delicate, exquisite and show-stopping. Start  

conversations with visiting guests at your home 

with distinctive works embedded with Oriental 

designs and zodiac motifs. The luxury home décor 

brand derived its name from the founders: five 

sisters who come from a family with a background 

in producing pewter materials and crafting tin. 

Seeing the value of pewter pieces that come from 

a mixture of silver and tin, 5ive Sis elevates the 

material into delicate decoration items that  

showcase Thai culture and beliefs. Designs exude 

an Oriental feel with zodiac motifs, while  

maintaining extremely modern aesthetics and 

functionality for practical, everyday use. Today, 

one of the brand’s best-selling items includes 

twine glasses decorated with birth month  

flowers, chess icons or 12 zodiac signs. The studio 

constantly explores new technologies, and other 

precious metals such as 24k gold and copper are 

also designed into products suited as premium 

gifts. In order to connect the history of the past 

to the present, Sumphat has gone on journeys to 

learn about long-lost craftsmanship and to revive 

Continue >>
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it through design. Driven by the Wabi Sabi  

philosophy, the works of Sumphat celebrate the 

beauty of human imperfections that enables us to 

feel. “We feel nothing from perfection, but we  

always feel something from imperfections,” 

explains Rush Pleansuk. As a result, each piece 

by Sumphat, which is created by hand, is truly 

emotional and one-of-a-kind. 5ive Sis’s wine glass 

collections draw inspiration from Asian elements, 

from the Chinese zodiac to auspicious flowers and 

animals. Combining the brand’s signature pewter 

with lead-free crystal, the glasses can be used as 

wine glasses or decorative items.
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Angoworld Co., Ltd.
ANGO

Contact:
Angoworld Co., Ltd.

31/7 Soi Suparaht 1, Phaholyothin Rd.,  

Samsennai, Payathai, Bangkok 10400 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 874 7505

Email: contact@angoworld.com

FB: angolight

IG: angolighting

www.angoworld.com

Ango creates sustainable home furnishing like 

lighting products and furniture from the local  

wisdom of craftsmanship and indigenous  

materials. Working collaboratively with architects, 

interior designers or project owners, Ango  

customizes designs for specific spaces and works 

for special requests — creating the design, making 

lighting pieces and exporting the finished products  

directly to customers. Ango creates sustainable 

products using low energy and focusing on  

handmade techniques. Handcrafted lighting is 

their specialty. The studio brings local techniques 

from artisans across Thailand, mainly from the Isan 

(north-eastern) region, blending such skills with 

their unique design. Using the technique of hand 

weaving and hand welding to connect points of 

the structure, Ango’s designers choose different 

natural materials found in Thailand such as silk 

cocoon, rattan and mulberry tree bark to create 

products. Ango always admires and respects the 

local wisdom of craftsmanship. For example, the 

Halo Table Light marks one of the jewelry table 

lights created by Ango. With double layers of hand 

soldered wire matrix technique, the brass plated 

light is a spectacular handcrafted item that makes 

any living space unique and sophisticated.
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Anon Pairot Design 
Studio Company 
Limited
ANON PAIROT

Contact:
Anon Pairot Design Studio Company Limited

2F No. 1/6 Soi Ekamai 2, Sukhumvit 63,  

Klongtan Nua, Wattana, Bangkok 10110

Tel: +(66) 81 813 5691

Email: anon.pairot.info@gmail.com

FB: apdspages

https://anon-pairot.squarespace.com/

Thai industrial designer/artist Anon Pairot turns 

underrated local inspirations into stylish objects. 

Famous for his sense of humor and quirky designs, 

Bangkok-based Anon Pairot keeps experimenting 

on shapes, forms and materials with art, playfulness  

and innovative ideas. Art and design might be  

considered two different worlds, but these two 

arenas collide in the universe of Anon Pairot, a 

rising designer based in Bangkok. Injecting art into 

every piece of work, Pairot has turned his designs 

into some kind of objets d’art, blending functions 

with emotional aesthetics and a hint of Thai culture.  

A mechanical engineering graduate, Pairot found 

his passion in industrial design and decided to 

further his study in this field. After an internship 

at London’s Royal College of Art, he returned 

to Bangkok to establish his design studio Anon 

Pairot Design Studio. Since then, Anon Pairot has 

worked with numerous global brands, from Fendi 

andPhillippe Morris to Grohe and Heineken. His 

furniture designs have been displayed in the most 

prestigious places like Vitra Design Museum and 

Philippe Starck’s design hotel. In 2017, he attracted 

global attention with his outstanding work Chiangrai  

Ferrari, showcased at the Venice Biennale.  

Recently, Anon Pairot has shifted his focus more 

to art. As a result, his creations have turned into 

much-coveted objets d’art that make every space 

more interesting.
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Atelier Pichita  
Co., Ltd.
ATELIER PICHITA

Contact:
Atelier Pichita Co., Ltd.

77/7 Ekkamai 12,Soi Jaroenjai North Klongtan, 

Wattana,Bangkok 10110,Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 381 5391

Email: info@atelierpichita.com

FB: AtelierPichita

IG: atelier_pichita

www.atelierpichita.com

Atelier Pichita creates wearable art by fusing  

fashion and sophistication with hand-woven  

techniques and local textiles. Clothes created at 

Atelier Pichita are one-of-a-kind for their hand  

embroidery and natural colour dyes. Textiles at-

tained from local Thai artisans are fashioned into 

contemporary and striking collections suited  

for an international audience. A long-standing 

name in Thai fashion, Pichita is considered one of 

the pioneers of the industry. Its founder, Pichitra 

Boonyarataphan, launched her first design line in 

1980 to national acclaim, after graduating from 

Chambre Syndicale de la Couture in Paris. She has 

since been dressing some of the most prominent 

women in Thailand and abroad —including  

members of the Thai Royal family. With the  

craftsmanship and utmost mastery of bringing the 

richest of fabrics together, the clothes made at this 

atelier evoke masterpieces on the haute couture 

level. Creating a unique twist with textiles attained 

from local Thai artisans and other natural materials,  

the fashion house supports and champions the 

wisdom of Thai hill tribes and villagers. Today, 

Atelier Pichita’s timelessly sophisticated designs 

continue their legacy of fashioning local textiles 

into clothing lines for both women and men, 

accessories and home decor items. Embroidery, 

natural colour dying and pattern drawings are used 

Continue >>
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in printing on a wondrous array of different  

materials. What the atelier also focuses on is the 

use of sustainable materials, as well as recycled 

supplies, in order to fashionably and responsibly 

integrate into the lifestyle of all consumers.
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Yothaka International  
Co., Ltd.
AYODHYA

Contact:
Yothaka International Co., Ltd.

1028/5 Pong Amorn Building, 3rd Floor,  

Rama 4 Road, Thungmahamek, Sathorn,  

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 679 8521 /, +(66) 2 679 8630

Email: sales@ayodhyatrade.com

www.ayodhyatrade.com

AYODHYA crafts uniquely Thai home decorative 

goods from all-natural materials. Ayodhya  

combines natural materials with traditional Thai 

handicraft techniques and patterns to create  

highly functional and stunningly cosmopolitan 

products. Founded in 1994 by M.L. Pawinee  

Santisiri, Ayodhya has long been a pioneer  

in the embrace of natural, local, reusable and  

environmentally-friendly materials in their  

product and home furnishing designs. By working 

with local villagers and hill tribes across the  

country to source local materials including water 

hyacinth – the brand’s signature medium – and 

hemp and cotton, Ayodhya provides supplementary  

income and skills development to Thai villagers. 

The brand’s conscious approach to sustainable 

design also reduces waste in the natural  

environment and addresses the pressing issue of 

global warming.
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Baanchaan
Contact:
Baanchaan

369 Charan Sanitwong 67 Alley, Lane 12,  

Bang Phlat, Bangkok 10700 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 64 289 6636

Email: manphun@gmail.com

FB: baanchaandecor

A design brand that makes traditional Thai  

weaving works recognized on the global stage. In 

the world of mass production in which everything 

looks the same, imperfection can be a charm.  

This wabi-sabi philosophy is the concept of  

BaanChaaN, a Thai design brand that highlights the 

allure of human touch through a series of creations 

featuring traditional weaving techniques by local 

artisans. Founded by two sisters who are craft  

enthusiasts, BaanChaaN has introduced  

contemporary Thai craft to the world, with the 

works present in luxury resorts and restaurants 

across the world, from Mauritius to France, the 

United States and Abu Dhabi. BaanChann’s  

signature is to integrate materials like leather, 

ropes and metal into their creations to create 

innovative textures. The combination of different 

materials also enables designers and artisans to 

experiment with new patterns and techniques.  

All the works are hand-made, so each piece  

has its own character. Apart from craftsmanship,  

BaanChaaN also focuses on functionality. For  

example, the lamps can be used independently  

or can be put together to create a chandelier.
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Deesawat Industries 
Co., Ltd.
DEESAWAT

Contact:
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.

71/9 Changwattana Road, Saksi, Bangkhen,  

Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: deesawat

IG: deesawat_thailand

www.deesawat.com

Bangkok-based wood maker Deesawat offers  

contemporary green furniture pieces that can fit 

both indoor and outdoor spaces. Deesawat has  

established itself as a global player in the wooden  

furniture industry, offering understated indoor  

and outdoor furniture pieces that showcase the  

beauty of their materials. Since 1972, Deesawat has 

become a household name in the global furniture  

market as a Thai brand that creates balance  

between natural materials, minimalistic style and 

sophisticated manufacturing. Its factory spans a 

space of 30,000 square meters, housing more than 

200 skilled workers who produce various  

wood-based products, from doors and windows 

to furniture, building materials and custom-made 

pieces. Starting from sustainable plantation-grown 

or reclaimed teak wood, Deesawat has evolved 

through time, expanding into other kinds of  

materials like aluminum, stainless steel and  

synthetic rattan. The brand focuses on showcasing 

the beauty of the materials and superior Thai  

carpenter skills through simple yet elaborate  

designs. Empowered by high manufacturing  

standards, Deesawat can cater to the needs of 

customers in every segment, from an individual  

client to large corporates. But what makes the 

brand stand out in the global market is its  

attention to the emotional element: Deesawat 

Continue >>
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doesn’t only offer something functional, but also 

something that delivers comfort and happiness. 

While exports are restricted during the pandemic, 

Deesawat aims to attract more customers through 

online channels. It also plans to adapt its designs 

to be more compatible to the needs of people in 

this generation that focus more on quality and 

eco-friendliness.
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Mae Fah Luang 
Foundation under 
Royal Patronage
DOITUNG

Contact:
Mae Fah Luang Foundation under Royal Patronage

BKK Office, 1875/1 Rama IV Rd. Lumpini,  

Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 252 7114 Ext. 201

Email: jackrayu@doitung.org

FB: MaeFahLuangFoundation

www.maefahluang.org

DoiTung presents skillfully made local handicrafts 

in contemporary designs. A Thai-owned social  

enterprise, DoiTung’s handicrafts are made by 

ethnic minorities in Northern Thailand with great 

delicacy, and through environmentally-friendly 

processes. Each product epitomizes the  

uniqueness of nature, local stories and indigenous 

cultures of Doi Tung. The DoiTung social enterprise 

was established by the Mae Fah Luang Foundation 

under Royal Patronage, which was set up around 

30 years ago by HRH Princess Srinagarindra, 

mother of King Rama VIII and King Rama IX. The 

enterprise’s business model enables local hill tribes 

to give up their reliance on illicit drug cultivation 

and trafficking, by transforming them into skilled 

artisans and craftsmen. This holistic approach also 

promotes self-reliance by providing sustainable  

incomes for their communities, as well as  

preserves the area’s local environment and  

cultural heritage.
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DOTS Design Studio
Contact:
DOTS Design Studio

89/1 Techa Wanit Road, Bang Sue, Bangkok 10800

Tel: +(66) 2 279 1790

Email: dots.designconsult@gmail.com

FB: dots design studio

www.dots-designstudio.com

Dots Design Studio aims to connect the dots that 

other people miss through fun designs. Dots  

Design Studio is a Bangkok-based multidisciplinary 

design studio that focuses on experimenting with 

innovative design processes and various  

materials. Dots is a one-stop service design brand 

whose work covers product, interior and space 

design. It was co-founded in 2002 by Krit Phutpim, 

an award-winning design director. The brand has 

been known for their well-rounded services and 

well-finished designs, driven by a team of experts: 

designers, communication designers, interiors and 

strategists. They work in harmony to connect the 

dots that other people miss, by seeing the bigger 

picture while remaining detail-oriented. As such, 

they aren’t afraid of having fun using experimental 

processes and various materials, such as wood, 

metal and leather. It’s easy to run out of fingers to 

count all of Dots’s project collaborations, products, 

art installations, and interior and exterior designs. 

The brand has also made waves for its Dot’s Object 

lifestyle products brand, with the uniqueness of 

“Plybike”, a wooden bicycle. Also, the studio has 

launched a reinterpretation of the traditional Thai 

herbal inhaler as a cooler version called “Arma 

Herbal”. Every design sensation will not be left out 

as experiences of clients and users are what the 

company holds dear; Dots thoughtfully gathers all 

perspectives from their specialists in various fields 

to make every conceptual idea functional. They 

then deliver every product with a distinctive  

design dialect; that may sound like a foreign  

Continue >>
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concept to traditional ears, but it surely adds  

euphoria to daily life. Dots executes their product  

development brilliantly, bringing culture alive 

through contemporary everyday objects with the 

belief that Thainess doesn’t have to look Thai. As 

creativity depends on how you connect the dots, 

the brand gracefully applies creative approaches 

to the new normal, where global changes afford 

room for the brand to grow. The upcoming  

collaboration with Bambunique, a Thai furniture 

brand, promises a surprising approach toward 

bamboo as a material. Dots is trusted amongst 

clients who dare to redefine themselves.
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I Don’t Have Favorite 
Color Co., Ltd.
EAST STUDIO

Contact:
I Don’t Have Favorite Color Co., Ltd.

32 Soi Charoenakorn46 Charoen Nakhon Rd,  

Bang Lamphu Lang, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 82 989 5645 /, +(66) 82 956 4624

Email: contact@ease-studio.com

FB: ease.emb

IG: ease.studio

www.ease-studio.com

Ease Studio recreates ordinary yet meaningful 

objects that reflect the beauty of everyday life. By 

integrating emotional value into their products, 

Ease Studio focuses on embroidery, based on the 

family business of Nichepak, one of the founders, 

as an embroidery factory with more than 30 years 

of experience. A Bangkok-based, multidisciplinary 

atelier started back in 2014, as well as an offshoot 

of a 30-year-old family-run embroidery business, 

Ease Studio, founded by Nichepak Torsutkanok 

and Wanus Choketaweesak, combines industry 

and experiment, craft and design to make interior 

products, furniture, partitions, lamps, installations 

and bespoke artwork that integrates graphic o 

p-art of machine-generated and traditional hand 

embroidery. “By exploring colours, materials and 

textures, we aim to create new experiences for 

surface design and products through experimental  

looks and methods,” say the founders. Having 

planned to expand into global markets, the studio 

is currently working with top international hotel 

brands such as Shangri-La in China, creating a 

large wall décor for the hotel. The studio is keen to 

apply traditional Thai techniques of hand  

embroidery with industrial textile weaving in  

the installation and interior design products.
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Bathroom Design 
I-Spa Co., Ltd.
I-SPA

Contact:
Bathroom Design I-Spa Co., Ltd.

729 /150-152 Ratchadaphisek Rd, Bang Phong 

Phang, Yan Nawa, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 683 7322-3

Email: export@bathroomtomorrow.com

FB: BathroomISPA

IG: Ispa_global

www.bathroomtomorrow.com

Bathroom Design I-Spa offers a full range of highly 

innovative technology and design of bathroom 

products, furniture, and fittings. One of Thailand’s 

leading manufacturers of bathroom products since 

1995, Bathroom Design I-Spa recently created 

products to match the ‘New Normal’ lifestyle such 

as a self-installed, freestanding bathtub. With the 

expertise in bringing innovation, technology, and 

aesthetic appeal together, Bathroom Design I-Spa 

will continue to develop new products that create 

inner peace through a five-sense therapy for both 

domestic and international markets. The company 

is currently focusing on innovating its own  

technology integrated by oriental sciences and 

sensation of spa therapy, to create bathroom 

products that meet customers’ demands, both 

functionally and aesthetically.
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Kenkoon
Contact:
Kenkoon

Thonglor Soi 10 Khlong Tan Nuea Watthana,  

Bangkok 10110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 988 6900

Email: info@kenkoon.com

FB: kenkoonfurniture

IG: kenkoonfurniture

www.kenkoon.com

Kenkoon is an eco furniture brand that blurs the 

boundaries between the indoor and the outdoor. 

Founded in 1990, Kenkoon started off as an  

outdoor furniture manufacturer for Scandinavian 

market, implementing Swedish design thinking  

in its creation. Afterwards, the brand has developed  

itself into a global modern architectural-style  

furniture brand specializing in materials like teak 

wood and stainless steel. With the belief that 

long-lasting materials can reduce the use of  

natural resources, Kenkoon focuses on creating  

stylish and highly durable furniture products 

inspired by Asian aesthetics that will make every 

home more comfortable, both indoor and outdoor. 

Despite minimalist designs, Kenkoon’s works are 

associated with dreams and imaginations derived 

from the perceptions, feelings and the interactions 

with nature.
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Kiddee Tamdee  
Co., Ltd.
KIDDEE TAMDEE

Contact:
Kiddee Tamdee Co., Ltd.

37/1 Ladprao 124, Wangthonglang,  

Bangkok 10310 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 538 4195

Email: info@kiddeetamdee.com

FB: Kiddee Tamdee

Kiddee Tamdee is a brand that brings nature to 

every space with elegant decorative creations.  

Inspired by nature, Kiddee Tamdee unveils the 

spirit of Thai handicraft through its well-made 

home decorative products. Led by designer  

Nuttana Sateanpakiraanakorn, Kiddee Tamdee, 

one of Thailand’s pioneers in luxury home  

decorating product manufacturers, has made a 

presence in luxury spaces around the world with 

its graceful creations made of natural materials. 

All processes, from design to manufacturing, are 

executed in house. To highlight the brand’s motto 

‘think good and do good’, Kiddee Tamdee has  

generated income for elder craftspeople through 

their practice. The brand’s products focus on  

natural materials and organic patterns.
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KHIT-TA-KHON  
Co., Ltd.
KITT.TA.KHON

Contact:
KHIT-TA-KHON Co,. Ltd.

30,32 Soi Choroennakorn 46,Charoennakorn Road, 

Banglumphulang, Klongsan, Bangkok 10600  

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 629 3699

Email: kitt.ta.khon@gmail.com

FB: Kitt.Ta.Khon

IG: kitt.ta.khon

www.kitt-ta-khon.com

Kitt.Ta.Khon explores craft techniques from across 

the globe through its handwoven furniture pieces  

and interior finishing. Like any other cultural  

elements, the survival of craftsmanship depends 

on knowledge and skill transfer, from a generation 

to the next, and from a community to another. 

This concept echoes in Kitt.Ta.Khon, founded by 

designer Teerapoj Teeropas. This Thai brand not 

only strives to be a leading design brand, it also 

has a mission to create new values for handicraft 

and transfer crafting knowledge and skills to the 

new generation through contemporary products. 

Believing that craftsmanship is beyond boundaries 

and there is a universal language between each 

craft community, the brand combines craft  

techniques from around the world with natural 

materials to create eye-catching works. This  

reflects the position of Thailand as a cultural  

melting pot. 
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KORAKOT  
INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED  
PARTNERSHIP
KORAKOT

Contact:
KORAKOT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED P 

ARTNERSHIP

355 Moo10 BaanLaem , Phetchaburi 76110 ,  

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 32 772 036 /, +(66) 95 764 4949

Email: korakot.aromdee@yahoo.com /  

korakot.thasanee@gmail.com

FB: Korakotdesign

www.korakot.net

Thai artist and designer Korakot Aromdee  

empowers local communities through design, 

craftsmanship and sustainable materials. From  

architecture to furniture products, Korakot  

Aromdee attracts the global spotlight by matching 

modern design with folk crafts and sustainable 

natural materials. It can be said that the design 

profession of rising Thai designer Korakot Aromdee 

was born out of his passion for art. When he was 

young, he spent his free time sketching. He even 

turned that passion into a thesis for his  

undergraduate degree at Burapha University. But 

things changed when he decided to further his 

studies at the Faculty of Applied Arts at Silpakorn 

University, where he was encouraged to integrate 

local crafts into his work. It was then he looked 

back to his heritage and decided to turn what he 

was familiar with the most, which are fishing and 

the art of kite making, into designs. The ropes used 

in fishing and the bamboo for making kites are put 

together to create stunning works, creating a new 

source of income for people in his community that 

used to depend on the fishing seasons. For many 

years, Korakot Aromdee has empowered his  

Continue >>
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community through his eye-catching and  

sustainable designs. The main material, which is 

the highly durable Seesuk bamboo, is combined 

with local kite making techniques and fishermen’s 

knotting skills to create striking furniture pieces, 

sculptures or even architectural elements.
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Labrador Factory
LABRADOR

Contact:
3/1 Nonthaburi 39 Sanambinnam Rd.,  

Thasai, Muang, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 951 3488

Email: labradorfactory@gmail.com

FB: labradorfactorypage

IG: labradorfactory

www.labradorfactory.net

Labrador aims to use high-quality materials to  

reduce waste. With a belief in high quality raw  

materials that can be easily recycled, all of  

Labrador’s products are strictly created to be 

eco-friendly, producing less waste in the  

production processes and as finished products. 

Labrador requires that their raw materials are 

good, high-quality items that are eco-friendly and 

recyclable; therefore, all of Labrador’s products  

are made from premium quality leather and  

materials. Such materials accentuate the durability 

and lifelong attractiveness of Labrador’s products, 

while helping the company reduce waste. For 

more than a decade, Labrador has never stopped 

sourcing new eco-friendly materials to be used 

in the brand’s products, including carry-all bags, 

gadget bags, wallets and stationery items. It can 

be said that each piece is designed under strict 

eco-friendly ethics. Meanwhile, the company has 

launched “Relabrador”, which transforms recycled 

leathers into a fine handmade leather product  

collection. The company also aims to create  

products using environmentally friendly  

innovation processes that consume the least 

amount of energy possible. Creativity, simplicity  

and Green awareness are the key concepts of  

Labrador. These concepts also reflect Thai  

characteristics that are full of a sense of humor, 

modesty and aesthetic delicacy. Under those 

philosophies, Labrador, as a modern craft  

Continue >>
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leather atelier, expects to help raise awareness 

about waste amongst consumers as well as  

elevating the quality of Thai products. The brand 

aims to be accepted from both domestic and in-

ternational markets as a sustainable, creative Thai 

leading business and product brand.
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Two n five  
Company Limited
LAMUNLAMAI.CRAFTSTUDIO

Contact:
Two n five Company Limited

5/5 Saladaeng road Silom Bangrak,  

Bangkok, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 044 0961 /, +(66) 89 488 6333

Email: lamunlamai.craftstudio@gmail.com

FB: lamunlamai.craftstudio

IG: lamunlamai.mai

www.lamunlamaicraftstudio.com

Lamunlamai.Craftstudio creates ceramic crafts 

with hands and heart. Lamunlamai.Craftstudio 

blends Thai craftsmanship skills with an industrial 

approach to increase scale in terms of value and 

production processes. Nol Netprom and Nopkamol  

Akarapongpaisan followed their hearts to make 

crafts cool again. Starting with a studio on the 

rooftop of Nol’s house, the duo developed the 

concept of ceramic pottery products for daily use. 

Today, the first thing that comes to mind when the 

term “lamunlamai” pops up is pastel (think light, 

gentle hues — the name itself means soft, tender  

or mellow in Thai). When Nol experimented  

on porcelain colour coatings, the palette came out 

giving off warm, homey vibes. The name of the 

brand thus derived from such tones, to define  

the products with a touch of gentleness. In  

addition to colour coating, Nol also imparts an 

expertise in techniques, while Nopkamol loves to 

apply texture in her works, delivering messages 

and feelings through objects. Since the founding 

of the brand in 2012, Lamunlamai.Craftstudio has 

enchanteda global audience with its authentic, 

statement-making stance, offering ceramic  

pottery products as well as design services via  

custom-made tableware and cutlery for a chef‘s 

table and art installations. Lamunlamai can  

be interpreted as providing three core- 

Continue >>
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characteristics: the homey and warm vibes of  

design, the integration of expertise and the  

balance of customer needs with the brand  

identity. To date, it has collaborated with many 

brands, from decorative wall art with Starbucks to 

custom-made tableware for two-Michelin-starred 

restaurant Sorn. The latter changed Thailand’s food 

scene, creating conversations between chefs and 

diners through custom-made tableware. The  

gentle vibes of the products result from the  

integration of the founders’ experiences and skills. 

For Nol and Nopkamol, having the “lamunlamai 

approach” is the foundation for efficient, non- 

verbalcommunications with clients and end-users. 

The approach can be adapted for the pandemic,  

where, for example, custom designed cutlery 

and tableware for fine dining restaurants help to 

enhance the culinary experience without crossing 

social distancing lines. The firm has also increased 

productivity, having up-to-date online platforms to 

keep up with their clients. Lamunlamai. Craftstudio 

is expanding into Europe and the United States, 

fueled by the positive feedback from their  

exhibitions in Maison&Objet, Paris. Aiming to 

produce more product lines that speak for clients 

in selected stores and art galleries, the brand is 

tirelessly developing their signature colour coating 

and textures with a twist of Thai craftsmanship 

through materials and production processes.
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Pimpen Co., Ltd.
MOBELLA

Contact:
Pimpen Co., Ltd.

669 Moo 2, Sukhumvit Road, Bangpoomai,  

Muang, Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 323 2887

Email: mkt-export@mobella.co.th

FB: mobellagalleria

IG: mobellagalleria

www.mobella.co.th

Mobella upholsters modern furniture with the best 

of Thai craftsmanship and materials. A renowned 

upholstery furniture brand, Mobella transforms 

groundbreaking design into a functional art piece. 

Not only an exclusive, made-to-order service, the 

brand has earned recognition for its unique  

designs and high quality fabrics. Established in 

1992, Mobella has since gained an excellent  

reputation not only in Thailand, but also in Japan 

and Europe for its styles and substances. The  

Thai-born upholsterer offers a customization  

service to cater to style-conscious home owner’s  

satisfaction through its collection of sofas,  

armchairs, beds and home accessories. Led by 

award-winning designer Anuphon Yooyuen, 

Mobella’s in-house designers are well-known for 

their creative minds that match modernized Thai 

elements with international design standards.
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MOONLER  
COLLECTION  
CO., LTD.
MOONLER

Contact:
MOONLER COLLECTION CO., LTD.

51 Moo 1, Sumranrath Doi Saket,  

Mueang Chiang Mai, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 556 3978

Email: contact@moonler.com

FB: moonler.furniture

IG: moonler.furniture

www.moonler.com

Moonler showcases authentic Thai craftsmanship 

through the natural beauty of local wood.  

Combining the notable characteristics of wood 

with the delicacy of local craftsmanship, Moonler 

aims to present stylish, high quality Thai wooden 

furniture. Starting from a small local handicraft 

shop in Chiang Mai province in 2008, in the  

northern part of Thailand, Moonler gradually  

developed its passion in local wood craftsmanship 

to become a large wood production and product 

distribution brand. With the expertise of wood 

making furniture, which has been passed through 

the generations, Moonler grew and expanded its 

production facilities and capabilities to its current 

premise of 4,000 square meters. This expansive 

space encompasses a wood workshop, metal 

workshop and showroom, located at Moonler’s 

hometown, Doi Saket district in Chiang Mai.  

However, having only an expertise in handcrafted 

wood would not be enough for Moonler to thrive; 

design and creativity mark important factors in 

their evolution as well. Moonler, therefore, has 

invited many young designers to be part of the  

furniture making process, enhancing the  

traditional wood craftsmanship with fresh ideas 

and design savvy. Since its inception, Moonler has 

become one of the experts in the design and  

Continue >>
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manufacturing of wooden furniture, especially 

Monkey Pod Wood, which is Moonlers’ main raw 

material. Moonler’s collections are well-designed 

and delicately made, focusing on natural styling, 

clean lines, simple allure and contemporary  

aesthetics. Throughout the process of production 

and material use, Moonler’s collections remain 

environmentally friendly. Meanwhile, the brand is 

committed to extending itself via more  

collaborations and development with the local 

community. They also continue to make Thai 

wooden furniture to be known and accepted as 

a green and high-quality product with aesthetics 

that reflect local craftsmanship and skills.
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Textile Gallery 
Co.,Ltd.
PASAYA

Contact:
Textile Gallery Co.,Ltd.

77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 440 0955

Email: info@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

Pasaya has grown into a home-decor textile  

manufacturing empire with a global reputation 

for outstanding quality and design. Pasaya is a big 

player in the local textile manufacturing scene. 

With design-oriented marketing and top quality 

products, the brand is now globally well-known 

and has been expanding into more lifestyle and 

fashion products. Beauty, intelligence, elegance 

and independence are the four characters of a 

woman whose persona inspired the name  

“Pasaya”. Originally founded as Satin Textiles  

Co., Ltd. in 1986, the brand developed a more  

modern presence with a new name “Pasaya”  

a decade later as international sales doubled and 

the brand expanded its design scope. Pasaya’s first 

flagship store opened at Gaysorn Shopping Mall  

in 2002 with products ranging from home  

decorating textiles and made-to-order fabric  

products to tailor-made clothing.
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PDM BRAND  
CO., LTD.
PDM BRAND

Contact:
PDM BRAND CO., LTD.

8 Soi Pattanakarn 20 Yak 4 Suanluang,  

Bangkok 10250 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 318 2566 /, +(66) 115 4252 /, 

+(66) 94 976 3883

Email: info@pdmbrand.com

FB: PDMBRAND

www.pdmbrand.com

An unconventional design brand that creates  

Product Design Matters, uniting functions with 

modern aesthetics. PDM Brand stands for ‘Product 

Design Matters’. The brand aims to create products 

that truly respond to modern consumers’ specific 

concerns or underlying problems. Believing that 

every detail is important and cannot be overlooked,  

PDM always takes time to do research on the 

needs of the users. The obtained data will be  

integrated into the brand’s design process to  

create stunning local craft products through a 

standardized industrial system.
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Pin Metal Art Co.Ltd.
PIN METAL ART

Contact:
Pin Metal Art Co.Ltd.

13 Soi Suk Sawat 22, Bang Pakok,  

Rat Burana, Bangkok 10140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 659 5969

Email: pinmetalart@gmail.com

FB: Pin.Metal.Art

IG: pinmetalart

www.pinmetalart.com

PiN Metal Art gives new life to metal waste,  

creating distinctive pieces from discarded scraps. 

PiN Metal Art transforms scrap metal waste from 

industrial production processes into unique art 

installations, objects and home décor – giving new 

life and value to waste materials. Growing up with 

a family-owned steel company, designer Saruta 

Kiatparkpoom (“PiN”) merges industry, creativity,  

craftsmanship and sustainability to upcycle  

worthless steel debris from her father’s factory. 

What results are meticulously crafted home décor 

pieces that include chandeliers, mirrors and other 

compelling works. Her contemporary designs are 

inspired by her mission to create a “New Life of 

Waste, New Life of Welder,” as well as by the  

stories, forms and meanings of Thai living. PiN 

Metal Art is a brand ahead of its time. Since the 

beginning, long before the birth of reuse and  

recycle trends, PiN Metal Art has transformed 

worthless steel debris into eye-catching  

masterpieces. Apart from the circular concept,  

PiN Metal Art also focuses on experimenting  

with new ideas and techniques.
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Prempracha’s  
Collection
PREMPRACHA

Contact:
Prempracha’s Collection

224 M.3, Chiang mai-Sankampang Rd., T.Tonpao, 

A.Sankampang Chiang mai, 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 53 338 540 /, +(66) 53 338 857

Email: info@prempracha.com

FB: premprachaco

IG: premprachaco

www.prempracha.com

Prempracha leads one to discover the aesthetic pleasure 

of local Thai ceramics. Recognized as one of the top 

ceramics manufacturers in Thailand, Prempracha 

intends to showcase the premium quality of Thai 

ceramics with universally appealing design. Since its 

establishment in 1986, Prempracha has never ceased 

to develop design processes and techniques to make 

fine handmade stoneware. The company offers a 

full-service ceramic studio and factory located in Chiang  

Mai province in the northern part of Thailand. To keep 

local Thai ceramics and stoneware appealing to  

the international market, Prempracha has continuously  

embarked on development efforts for reaching 

excellence in ceramic design and quality. Bringing 

together talented young and creative designers and 

local skilled artisans, the company has managed to 

pass through both prosperous and more challenging 

times. Continuing to produce a few new collections 

every month, Prempracha currently has created over 

1,000 unique designs of fine handmade ceramics 

and stoneware, including tableware, vases, wall art, 

stools, washbasins, decorative items and garden  

accessories. All such hand-made products are durable  

and exquisite, with the certification of food safety 

and microwave safety. Prempracha is committed to 

developing its own hand-made ceramic skills, and is 

expecting to make the brand known as a large scale 

manufacturer of artistic ceramics with high quality 

and unique innovative ceramics coating techniques.
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Saprang Style
SAPRANG

Contact:
Saprang Style

1/123 Baan Mai Rama 2, Tha Kam, Bangkhuntien, 

Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 818 1995 /, +(66) 81 986 4819 /, 

+(66) 93 273 1302

Email: saprangcraft@gmail.com

FB: SaprangCraftedJewelry

A brand that showcases the beauty of brass 

through nature-inspired jewelry. Saprang was 

born from a shared passion of brass work of the 

two founders Sirikarn Jirajbhaskornkul and Supot 

Suwannasing, two jewelry design graduates from 

Silpakorn University, Thailand. Playing with the  

allure of brass, a material with constant  

appearance through time, Saprang focuses on  

creating timeless jewelry-art pieces that look great 

by themselves and on the wearers. The Chiang 

Mai-based brand showcases traditional  

jewelry-making techniques through their  

collections, most of which are inspired by organic 

forms of flowers and nature. To date, Saprang has 

been awarded with many prizes, including DITP’s 

Designer of the Year and the Prime Minister’s 

Award. It also expands to international markets 

with showcases in prestigious fairs like Milan  

Design Week and Maison & Objet Paris.
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Srinlim Design  
Studio Co.,Ltd.
SRINLIM

Contact:
Srinlim Design Studio Co.,Ltd

351 Chakkrawat Road, Chakkrawat,  

Sumpuntawong, Bangkok 10100

Tel: +(66) 99 429 4635

Email: srinlimstudio@gmail.com

FB: srinlim

Edgy graphic art makes every product outstanding 

at SRINLIM. SRINLIM is a design studio that  

delivers home-decor products with an edgy  

appearance. Thanks to the studio’s expertise in 

creating bold and eye-catching graphic art,  

SRINLIM has collaborated with many furniture 

and home-decor brands to produce one-of-a-kind 

collections that will make any space at your home 

stand out. Sarinya Limthongtip started her path in 

design with a degree from the Faculty of Fine Arts 

at Bangkok University. She then pursued a master’s 

degree in Textile Design from Chelsea College of 

Art and Design in London. “London is where I lived 

my life as an artist to the fullest,” says Sarinya,  

expressing her thanks to London’s artistic  

environment, which led her to become the  

successful designer she is today. Returning to 

Thailand, Sarinya worked with a furniture company 

for a while before establishing her own brand,  

‘SRINLIM’, when she joined a ‘Talent Thai’ contest 

with DITP. Her first collection was launched during 

that time with inspiration from the beauty of  

peacocks. The collection transformed the colours 

and patterns on a peacock’s feather into a  

distinguished graphic design on pillows and  

upholstery.
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SUMPHAT GALLERY 
Co.,Ltd.
SUMPHAT GALLERY

Contact:
SUMPHAT GALLERY Co.,Ltd.

90/188 Soi Vibhavadi Rangsit-Rangsit 20, Alley 

18th, Chom Phon, Chatuchak,  

Bangkok 10900 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 171 2553

Email: sumphatgallery@gmail.com

FB: sumphatgallery

IG: sumphat_gallery

www.sumphat.com

Bangkok-based brand Sumphat Gallery creates 

luxury design objects with senses and sensibilities 

as well as with humanistic designs. Founded by 

architect and designer Rush Pleansuk and  

photographer Phillipe Moisan, Sumphat Gallery 

praises local wisdom and human skills through  

collaborations with local craft communities to 

create outstanding collections. In Thai, the word 

“sumphat” means “touch”, and that is the intention 

of the brand’s founders architect and designer 

Rush Pleansuk and photographer Phillipe  

Moisan. Together, they aim to create works that 

have the heart and soul. Sumphat or Sumphat 

Gallery has thus worked with numerous craft 

communities across Thailand to create collections 

of luxury objects that blend modern design with 

traditional craft techniques. In order to connect 

the history of the past to the present, Sumphat  

has gone on journeys to learn about long-lost  

craftsmanship and to revive it through design. 

Driven by the Wabi Sabi philosophy, the works of 

Sumphat celebrate the beauty of human  

imperfections that enables us to feel. “We feel 

nothing from perfection, but we always feel  

something from imperfections,” explains Rush 

Pleansuk. As a result, each piece by Sumphat, 

which is created by hand, is truly emotional and 

Continue >>
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one-of-a-kind. Sumphat is now focusing more on 

the designs that match the needs of the current 

generation that spends more time at home and 

practices social distancing during the pandemic.  

The brand’s future works thus revolve around the 

idea of making home a more livable place.
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Thaniya
Contact:
Thaniya

Tel: +(66) 98 549 1979

Email: thaniya@thaniya1988.com

FB: thaniya1988

IG: thaniya1988

www.thaniya1988.com

Thaniya is a brand that provides handmade  

decorative scented art. THANIYA is a decorative 

scented art brand from Thailand. Inspired by 4  

elements which are Craftsmanship, Art, Modern 

Contemporary and Oriental wisdom, Thaniya’s 

product is created as a work of art, paying attention 

to every detail. The candle is made from Jasmine 

Rice wax blend with essential oil and fine fragrance. 

When it melts you can use the tear for massage on 

the skin. While the ceramics are hand-painted by 

the skilled Thai craftsmen.
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The Carpet Maker 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
THE CARPET MAKER

Contact:
The Carpet Maker (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

194 Moo 1 Jaengsanit Rd, Muang Peer,  

Ban Phai District, Khon Kaen 40110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 43 286 173

Email: connect@thecarpetmaker.com

FB: TheCarpetMaker

IG: thecarpetmaker

www.thecarpetmaker.com

With more than 30 years of experience, The Carpet 

Maker aims to create a better world with its carpet 

and lifestyle products. In short, The Carpet Maker 

is an upcycling brand that aims to tackle the plastic 

waste problem with creativity. Realizing that more 

than half of the plastic produced went straight to 

the landfills, the brand came up with a way to put 

plastic waste into a good use by turning it into 

high-quality carpets. Plastic bottles are upcycled 

and turned into yarns that are water-repellent, 

stain-resistant, flame retardant with velvety soft 

texture. The yarns are then made into a variety of 

products, from carpets to lifestyle products. As an 

innovative brand, The Carpet Maker recently intro-

duced its new AVA line, which consists of lifestyle 

products made of antiviral and allergy-free upcy-

cling yarn.
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THINKK Studio
Contact:
THINKK Studio

204/147 Phatthanakan 63, Prawet,  

Bangkok 10250, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 075 3323 /, +(66) 85 916 2914

Email: info@thinkkstudio.com

FB: thinkkstudio

IG: thinkkstudio

www.thinkkstudio.com

THINKK Studio makes everything possible with the 

perfect combination of creativity and Thai u 

niqueness. Being confident in the influence of  

design and creativity, THINKK Studio, a Bangkok- 

based studio, creates various products by  

seamlessly blending local traditional values with 

modern world needs and sensibilities. THINKK  

Studio is a notable Thai design studio that was 

established in 2008 by Decha Archjananun and 

Ploypan Theerachai, two world-class designers.  

The design concepts of THINKK Studio have  

harmonized research and experiments with a sense 

of fun and creativity, which are then applied to and 

combined with the unique features of Thai qualities.  

Since the beginning, THINKK Studio has always 

blended various global concept designs such as 

Scandinavian aesthetics with “Thainess”, whether in 

materials usage or production processes. There are 

many works produced for leading world brands from 

the studio. Most have been recognized for their 

premium quality and design by many remarkable 

institutions.

THINKK Studio also closely cooperates and provides 

consultations for local communities via many public 

and government projects. For example, the studio 

worked with the SUPPORT Arts and Crafts  

International Centre of Thailand (SACICT), Thailand 

Creative & Design Center (TCDC) and Department  

of International Trade Promotion (DITP).

Moreover, to support Thailand’s creative industry, 

THINKK Studio has spearheaded the formation 

Continue >>
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of a Thai young blood designer group, the Design 

PLANT, since 2013. One of the outstanding joint 

projects between THINKK Studio and a local village 

is SARN Collection, which collaborates with a  

community in Prachinburi province to add more 

value to their palm weaving handicraft product to 

export overseas. Most of THINKK Studio collections 

intend to present an unorthodox overview of the 

contemporary Thai designing and manufacturing 

landscape. All collections pass through meticulous 

co-research and experiments with local Thai  

manufactures and craftsmen, incorporating  

industrial processes, innovative technologies and 

the artistry and heritage of Thai handicrafts. Apart 

from continually creating small decorative items, 

THINKK Studio plans to expand their product line 

into the furniture market and launch other products 

that serve the needs for architectural or interior 

design. Meanwhile, the studio will do more research 

and experimentation with local Thai manufactures 

and craftsmen that incorporate industrial processes, 

innovative technologies and artistry heritage  

handicrafts. The latter encompasses bamboo and 

rattan wicker works from different local  

communities.
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Trimode Studio 
Co.,Ltd.
TRIMODE STUDIO

Contact:
Trimode Studio Co.,Ltd.

136/4 Newroad82 Bangkoleam,  

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 688 2339

Email: contact@trimodestudio.com

www.trimodestudio.com

Trimode Studio’s creative reinterpretations break 

cognitive barriers in design. Multi-disciplinary design 

studio Trimode Studio blends different perspectives 

to find creative solutions for interior, furniture and 

jewelry design. Founded over 15 years ago by three 

designers, each coming from different areas of  

expertise, Trimode Studio upholds the philosophy 

that design is boundless. This allows their design 

services – inspired by the constant reinterpretation 

of Asian culture – to go beyond cognitive barriers 

and apply across various fields, from the design of 

furniture and decoration items to jewelry, graphics, 

interiors and branding. At Trimode Studio, design 

does not only serve to create visual impressions,  

but it is infused with storytelling to offer new  

experiences and harmonious solutions.



Established to support young designers and help them become internationally 
recognized, Designers’ Room is focused on fashion and accessories designers, while 
Talent Thai works with lifestyle product designers.
 
For over 19 years, Designers’ Room & Talent Thai have driven the potential and creativity 
of a new generation of Thai designers by offering them opportunities across the country 
to express their abilities in creating products that reflect their unique identity and match 
the needs of the market, taking the next step to become well-known, well-regarded 
designer brands or professional international traders.
 
Over 528 designers have participated in the project, which has helped launch the 
careers of many Thai designers and assisted them in becoming globally recognized.

TALENT THAI &
DESIGNER’S ROOM
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Benyapa  
Takprachyakul
247 STUDIO

Contact:
Benyapa Takprachyakul

247 Sathorn Tai Road, Sathorn,  

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 63 343 3649

Email: 247studio.bkk@gmail.com

FB: 247studiobkk

IG: 247studio.bkk

www.247studiobkk.com

247 Studio is a brand specializing in creating  

and designing lifestyle items and accessories. 

The products’ high quality is owed to exceptional 

expert design in using traditional and respectable 

products. Located at 247 Sathorn road right at 

the heart of Bangkok, the brand is representing 

modern elegance while capturing a touch of Thai 

culture and tradition.
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Anisa Chen
ANISACHEN

Contact:
Anisa Chen

Tel: +(66) 84 206 3503

Email: anisachenjewelry@gmail.com

FB: anisachenjewelry

IG: _anisachen_

www.anisachenartstudio.com

The brand aims to satisfy your appetite for unique 

jewelry. Each piece is handcrafted and drawn from 

different inspirations. Using precious metals, the 

brand is able to combine aesthetic and function. 

Every design is one-of-a-kind and surely a  

conversational piece. ANISACHEN Jewelry is  

fearless and so you are.
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Apisek  
Narinchairungsi
APISEK STUDIO

Contact:
Apisek Narinchairungsi

Tel: +(66) 87 432 2388

FB: Apisek studio

IG: Apisek studio

Apisek Studio is a studio of art and design.  

The studio focuses on designing contemporary  

decorations with the brand’s uniqueness through 

stories that inspire all work. The studio also utilizes 

symbols to communicate and recount conceptual 

stories effectively. It also puts forward designs that 

suit individual use. Apisek Studio’s decorations are 

compatible with all genders and yield meaningful 

values to all wearers, thus well manifesting their 

identities.
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Aniknun Eiamong / 
Chanakan Ukosakul
ARTY & FERN EYEWEAR

Contact:
Aniknun Eiamong / Chanakan Ukosakul

888/22 2nd Floor, Ploenchit Road, Lumpini, 

Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 85 351 4114 /, +(66) 95 939 1405

Email: artyandfern@gmail.com

FB: artyandferneyewear

IG: artyandfern

www.artyandfern.com

ARTY & FERN, the one and only custom made  

eyewear service in Bangkok with ateliers  

certification from France, was founded in 2013 

in Bangkok, Thailand by two glasses enthusiasts. 

ARTY & FERN’s custom-made-with-hearts glasses 

are specifically hand-crafted to perfectly fit  

individual’s facial shape and one’s unique style. 

ARTY & FERN also provides ready-to-wear  

eyewear collection for those who seek to wear 

some fun, different but yet stylish eyewear.
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Piyanat 
Ratanawongsarot
BARKETEK

Contact:
Piyanat Ratanawongsarot

Tel: +(66) 80 212 2026

Email: info@barketek.com

IG: barketek_studio

The Barketek concept is to provide unique  

products that bring together people and their pets 

lifestyles. As lifestyle pet product brand, we offer 

well-designed and functional products and  

furnishings for you and your love ones at home. 

You never have to hide your pet’s bowls and beds 

because Barketek’s well-designed and crafted 

products are statement pieces that fit into any 

modern living space and become part of your 

home decor.
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Teerasak  
Limthatthanakun
CHAR CO-

Contact:
Teerasak Limthatthanakun

Tel: +(66) 94 965 5517

Email: worapat.mry@gmail.com

FB: MangroveCharco

IG: charco_studio

Aesthetic unique of mangrove charcoal on vary 

feature home decorate products. Try to touch it 

yourself.
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Suppakorn  
Sangwan
CHEY

Contact:
Suppakorn Sangwan

116 Kamnanmean 13 Yak 27, Klongbangphran, 

Bangbon, Bangkok 10150

Tel: +(66) 87 402 6519

Email: cheyjewelryofficial@gmail.com

FB: cheyofficial

IG: cheyofficial

www.cheyofficial.com

A minimal silver jewelry that could be used I an 

everyday life. Our product is ideal for customers 

who is looking for handmade jewelry crafted from 

various geometry shapes; square, circle, rectangle, 

trapezoid, oval, triangle and cylinder. To provide 

the perfect fit for every customer, our rings,  

necklaces and bracelets come in different choices 

of size.
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Chalermpong  
Onyong
COOLMAXTUDIO

Contact:
Chalermpong Onyong

Tel: +(66) 84 829 2867

Email: chalermpong-design1@gmail.com

FB: coolmaxtudio

IG: coolmaxtudio

Coolmaxtudio product design combines both folk 

wisdom and current demand. Its exquisiteness  

displays contemporary which merges current 

trend and future together.
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Tat Wattanamethee /  
Atcha Somphong / 
Kulacha Sirikhan
ERASAKON

Contact:
Tat Wattanamethee / Atcha Somphong /  

Kulacha Sirikhan

Tel: +(66) 84 033 7227

Email: era.sakon@gmail.com

FB: erasakon

IG: erasakon

www.erasakon.com

ERASAKON is an accessories and lifestyle brand 

found in 2013 by a group of young generation from 

Sakon Nakhon, Thailand. Initially inspired by Sakon 

Nakhon signature heritage textiles called “Indigo 

Dye”, our ambition is to bring the I-Saan heritage 

textile and cultural spirit to a modern life through 

experimental design while using locally sourced 

materials and native craftswoman.
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Yongphan Sundara- 
Vicharana /  
Apiradee Thairat
FABULESS

Contact:
Yongphan Sundara-Vicharana / Apiradee Thairat

Tel: +(66) 90 970 7927

Email: fabuless.design@gmail.com

FB: fabuless.design

IG: fabulessdesign

Fabuless Studio focuses on creating non-traditional  

design work. Fabuless is derived from the words 

fabulous and less is more, conveying simplistic  

design with hidden special details, our main 

concept. We are a design studio aiming to create 

uncommon design work. We study work and  

lifestyles of ordinary people to create different 

work that bring unordinary look and special  

feeling to every one using our products.
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Chukiat Bunrueang
FULAME

Contact:
Chukiat Bunrueang

Tel: +(66) 88 483 8300

Email: ouii_ii@hotmail.com

FB: Fulame

IG: fulame2015

Fulame is a brand utilizing natural plant-based 

colour, such as indigo and ebony, to create creative 

dyed patterns on leather skins and clothes. In this 

collection, these natural colours are painted on 

clothes to create patterns that manifest the Thai 

identity on contemporary clothes.
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Montinee  
Arjariyanond
GEMS HERITAGE

Contact:
Montinee Arjariyanond

Tel: +(66) 86 347 7058

Email: montinee.a@gmail.com

FB: gemsheritage

IG: gemsheritage

www.gemsheritage.com

Gems Heritage, a fiminine fine jewelry brand with 

delicate details, offers unique stories hidden in its 

crafted details. We aim to create fine jewelries that 

inspire and serve the demand of new generations.
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Suranart  
Angsuprapar /  
Pakapak  
Akaranithitanayoth
GRAPHTURE JEWELRY

Contact:
Suranart Angsuprapar /  

Pakapak Akaranithitanayoth

Tel: +(66) 92 6964429

Email: design@graphture.com

FB: graphture

IG: graphture

www.graphture.com

Graphture is a playful and artistic jewelry brand 

which the designers derive their inspiration from 

fresh and new surrounding aspects. Creations from 

Graphture utilize vibrant colours and creative forms 

to produce avant-garde pieces, offering a unique 

and contemporary perspective through bold artistry. 

Apart from its original design, the brand is known  

for its meticulously-crafted and one-of-a-kind  

jewelry for unique individuals with an artistic flair.
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Pimparat  
Tantisukarom
HANDLEWITHCLAY

Contact:
Pimparat Tantisukarom

Tel: +(66) 81 028 2606

Email: handlewithclay@gmail.com

FB: handlewithclay

IG: handlewithclay

Welcome to My Mahanakhon, a ceramics world by 

HANDLEwithClay. Here we will take you to enjoy 

creative pieces of work elaborated out of  

surrounding objects in our everyday’s lives.  

Apart from uniqueness for display, they offer  

functional utilities and fun!
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Nawarat  
Choklamlerd
HUGELY

Contact:
Nawarat Choklamlerd

Tel: +(66) 61 789 4162

FB: Hugely

IG: Hugely_Bags

Hugely is the brand which brings old fire hoses that 

can no longer be used and turn them into products 

with stories and values. In order to produce one bag, 

there are many processes in sewing. Each old fire 

hose has actually gone through the real experience 

of helping fire victims. Each of them has its own 

unique experience in the past, and now we are  

turning them into products under the brand of 

Hugely.
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Napath Sansiripan
HUH.WAHTDOYOUSAY

Contact:
Napath Sansiripan

Tel: +(66) 80 033 9900

Email: huhhhh.huhh@gmail.com

FB: huh.wdus

IG: huh.wdus

“Because everything has meaning and worth.” We 

endeavor to design and produce environmentally 

friendly work that is valuable for the world. We also 

want to help reduce the amount of waste by using 

those materials to design and develop into various 

products. We are still determined to create things. 

For people, for a better world.
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Areeya  
Bunchuaylaew
INTHAI

Contact:
Areeya Bunchuaylaew

Tel: +(66) 80 552 2915

Email: inthaistudio@gmail.com

FB: inthaistudio

IG: inthaistudio

A fashion brand that applies the uniqueness of Thai 

handicraft to the lifestyle of the modern generation.
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Kritrin  
Thunglaohavichien
ITTI-BITTI JEWELRY

Contact:
Kritrin Thunglaohavichien

468/87 Mooban Burasiri, Thakam-Rama 2, 

Bangkuntien, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 422 2441

Email: ittibitti.jewelry@gmail.com

FB: ittibitti.jewelry

IG: ittibittijewelry

www.ittibittijewelry.com

ITTI-BITTI is Thai jewelry brand aiming at offering 

striking accessories with classic touch. The design 

concept is interpreted and conveyed in the form of 

simply-chic with the unique twist, making our  

jewelry stand out as wearable art pieces.
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Janejira Supsakul / 
Kanutsanun  
Khemthong
JAPFAC

Contact:
Janejira Supsakul / Kanutsanun Khemthong

Tel: +(66) 95 752 9099

Email: japfacbangkok@gmail.com

FB: japfac

IG: japfac

Japfac bag is thoroughly designed to look simply, 

yet filled with details and functions. We hope that 

japfac bag can be used diversely in your everyday 

life, traveling, work routine and other lifestyle  

activities.
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Jittrakarn  
Bunterngpiboon / 
Faifun Co., Ltd.
JITTRAKARN

Contact:
Jittrakarn Bunterngpiboon / Faifun Co., Ltd.

Tel: +(66) 82 796 1841

Email: design@jittrakarn.com

FB: jittrakarnJewellery

IG: jittrakarnJewellery

www.jittrakarn.com

With passion for Avant-garde art, JITTRAKARN’s 

aspiration is to explore and exhibit the variant  

spectrum of imagination for people with  

adventurous souls. Every collection is a journey to 

the alternate universe where the futuristic frontiers 

merge into reality through artistic expression of 

wearable fantasy. In achieving this, JITTRAKARN’s 

jewelry become a communication to the wearer, 

helping them to explore and fulfill their possible 

self-expression and visions of the future world.
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Kwanchanok 
Amorntananuban
KAFBO

Contact:
Kwanchanok Amorntananuban

55/536 Moo 9, Bangpood, Pakkret,  

Nonthaburi 11120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 62 979 5396

Email: mail.kafbo@gmail.com

FB: KAFBO

IG: KAFBO_IG

www.kafbo.com

KAFBO’s design comes to solve the problem of 

co-living space between owners and their beloved 

pets with the idea of pet house design through 

the creative process, useful & practical, also with a 

choice of durable materials: eco-cardboard. Make 

owners and their pets spend a great time living  

together. Like the motto “Happy cat, Happy home”.
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Kansiri  
Pittayaprechakul
KANZ BY THAITOR

Contact:
Kansiri Pittayaprechakul

Tel: +(66) 92 191 4462

FB: kanzbythaitor

IG: kanzbythaitor

We adapt batik clothes from our father’s generation 

to design products that tell stories through  

simplistic clothes and fit every gender and age 

everyday. My mom makes her own patterns using 

a technique of placing clothes to create patch work 

during the sewing process so that our products  

become more multi-dimensional. We are now  

collaborating with community members,  

exchanging ideas and generate income for the  

communities.
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Naphat Tansuwan / 
Panisara Maneerat
KH EDITIONS

Contact:
Naphat Tansuwan / Panisara Maneerat

Tel: +(66) 80 104 7150

Email: kheditions@gmail.com

FB: kheditions

IG: kheditions_official

KH EDITIONS, Thai brand that creates Thai style with 

creative street fashion, works collaboratively with 

the community to retell an old story in a new way. 

The products have enjoyable functions and give  

new experiences in Thai fabric to become  

KH EDITIONS style.
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Supatchana  
Limwongse
LA ORR

Contact:
Supatchana Limwongse

Tel: +(66) 83 554 7942

Email: ornamentsss@gmail.com

FB: LaOrr.ornaments

IG: laorr_ornaments

La Orr means delicately beauty in Thai. We believe 

that exquisite art and original beauty can be  

expressed in accessories for everyday life. Our  

vivacious timeless jewelry is created through  

experimentation to revitalize local materials with 

delicate design and craftsmanship. Our collection 

features the luxurious Thai silk, representing  

enjoyment of woman and also the enchanting  

oriental culture.
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Sasivimol  
Chaidaroon
LAJEWEL

Contact:
Sasivimol Chaidaroon

Tel: +(66) 89 052 1671

Email: sales@lajewelryofficial.com

FB: lajewel.official.th

IG: lajewel.official

www.lajewel-official.com

Initiated with an aim to create the new definition of 

the luxury of jewelry, the designer creates the piece 

by capturing droplet in nature and invents the  

innovation for jewelry production where the glass 

is used as its body. Touched by sunlight, the jewelry 

glitters with light and diamond-like sparks will  

make it as beautiful as shifting diamond. The most  

impressive moment is when the right angle reflects 

a tiny rainbow.
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Teerapol Akaratiwa /  
Warunya Nuntasunti /  
Atleast Corporation 
Co., Ltd.
LEAST STUDIO

Contact:
Teerapol Akaratiwa / Warunya Nuntasunti /  

Atleast Corporation Co., Ltd.

657/144 Charansanitwong Road, Arun Amarin, 

Bangkoknoi, Bangkok 10700 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 134 1432

Email: management@leaststudio.com

FB: leaststudio

IG: leaststudio

www.leaststudio.com

From the beginning of our perspective, how great 

would it be if a cutting mat previously used on a 

desk can travel to out-of-the-box-imaginations with 

us? Least Studio presents UrbanLife collection made 

of rubber tapping materials with modified features, 

thus yielding a soft feeling and light weight, yet  

durable, strong and resistant to cut scratches. They 

are practical. When matched with various cloth  

materials, they bring about new communications 

linked to a variety of social contexts.
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Patcharawan  
Chieysakorn
LIVE LIFE DETAIL

Contact:
Patcharawan Chieysakorn

Tel: +(66) 85 349 9512

Email: livelifedetail@gmail.com

FB: Livelifedetail

IG: Livelifedetail

www.livelifedetail.com

LIVE LIFE DETAIL is an embroidery atelier based  

in Bangkok, Thailand. Our passion is to unite the  

prestige of Thai traditional gold-work embroidery 

craft with the unique pattern design to create art 

pieces that fit best in everyday life. LIVE LIFE  

DETAIL celebrates Thai traditional craft and the 

beauty of nature. We believe delicately crafted  

details can uplift your spirits.
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Supakorn  
Sunkanaporn
LONGGOY

Contact:
Supakorn Sunkanaporn

Tel: +(66) 89 850 5334

Email: longgoybrand@gmail.com

FB: longgoybrand

IG: longgoy

LONGGOY means try or try doing in the northern 

language and represents the brand’s aim to ‘try  

getting’ everyone to ‘see’ our Lanna in our style.  

Our brand presents Lanna-ness in different forms 

ranging from culture and history from past to  

present. These are presented through patterns on 

cloths, techniques of cloth making (indigo dyed, 

hand woven cloths, Horm cloths and others) and 

novel styles of clothes aligned with the brand’s 

identity.
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Weerapon  
Wongtawan
LUKYANG

Contact:
Weerapon Wongtawan

Tel: +(66) 86 347 7612

Email: lukyangdesign@gmail.com

FB: LUKYANGDESIGN

IG: lukyang_studio

www.lukyang.com

LUKYANG is a designer’s brand that mainly produces 

environmentally-friendly products. In 2020, we have 

designed “plastic bottle cases that can be used as 

flower vases” to slow down water bottle disposal 

and promote their re-use. Plastic bottles are the 

most disposed products. The material used is paper 

made of flower scraps, such as sunflowers and Sunn 

hemp that remain unsold and will be turned into 

garbage. They are transformed into water-resistant 

products.
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Mathinee 
Ratanachai
MAISON CRAFT

Contact:
Mathinee Ratanachai

35 Nipatsongkrao 4 Road, Hatyai,  

Songkhla 90110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 94 546 6554

Email: info@maisoncraft.com

FB: maisoncraftstore

IG: maisoncraft_official

www.maisoncraft.com

Maison Craft is a brand with an awareness of  

people’s distinct cultures and places importance on 

both domestic and overseas handicrafts. We have 

cooperated with communities of weaving craftsmen 

in Thailand so that its handicrafts meet the current 

lifestyles of both local and global people. This is  

the origin of the establishment of our brand to  

co-develop products in different communities, 

which will promote our valuable cultural heritage 

and create income for the communities.
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Sunadda Norasarn
MAMAWELL

Contact:
Sunadda Norasarn

Tel: +(66) 83 076 6885

Email: mamawellofficial@gmail.com

FB: Mamawell

IG: mamawell_official

Using cloth scraps from sewing processes in  

swimsuit production system through creation  

process to produce upcycled products with  

colourful, patterned and interesting swimsuits 

makes Mamawell’s products become non- 

traditional and meet the needs of consumers who 

like differences. Mamawell’s products help reduce 

the amount of waste caused by production  

processes, a cause of environmental issues.
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Prasarn Jiambutr /  
Tipsuda Sathukijchai
MARON JEWELRY

Contact:
Prasarn Jiambutr / Tipsuda Sathukijchai

919/1 Jewellery Trade Center G Floor, Room 109, 

Silom Road, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 90 934 5365

Email: maronjewelry.th@gmail.com

FB: MARON Jewelry

IG: maronjewelry

www.maronjewelry.com

For everyday beautiful phenomenon nature creates, 

often follow with tales and beliefs. These magical 

moments happen once in a while, making it valuable 

and fascinated. MARON has brought the inspiration 

of magical phenomena such as sky, stars, sea or 

earth into our collection by using simplistic curve 

but full of meaningful detail. All are crafted with 

colourful gemstones in various cutting patterns and 

styles in order to suit for wearing in daily life, while 

reflecting charm and beauty of modern women with 

feeling of “possessing one of the magical  

phenomenon in life”.
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Matsapon  
Soisangwan
MAT ARCHER

Contact:
Matsapon Soisangwan

71/80 Soi Thanpuyingphahol, Ngamwongwan,  

Lad Pao, Bangkok 10900 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 83 492 1262

Email: matarcher.studio@gmail.com

FB: matarcher.th

IG: matarcher.th

www.matarcher.com

Abandoned plastic fishing nets make up 46% of 

ocean plastic. Hundreds of thousands of marine  

animals are killed and injured in fishing nets each 

year. We therefore bring abandoned fishing nets  

in the ocean to be our core material and produce  

“RETRIEVE Collection”, a bag which recovers  

deserted fishing nets from the sea as well as  

rescues marine animals.
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Thrirat Leewiboolsilp /  
Patcharee Tiwawong
MIKIWUU

Contact:
Thrirat Leewiboolsilp / Patcharee Tiwawong

59/118 Rama 2 Road, Bangmod, Jomthong,  

Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 83 021 1221

Email: mikiwuu@gmail.com

FB: mikiwuu

IG: mikiwuu

www.mikiwuu.com

Mikiwuu exists to help you be your best and we 

encourage joy. Since 2012, we have been curating 

and creating accessories like phone cases, shoes 

and more to make life a little brighter and a lot more 

fun. We value thoughtful details and stories. Each 

collection has its own inspiration that comes from 

traveling, art, culture and even friends and family. : ) 

We all need something to make us feel fresh, smile 

and live life with positive mind. That’s where  

Mikiwuu comes in!
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Sukanya Amorn-
praphatheerakul / 
Kajee Wongparnich
MIRROR MIRROR BRAND

Contact:
Sukanya Amornpraphatheerakul /  

Kajee Wongparnich

Tel: +(66) 89 125 9690

Email: contact@mirrormirrorbrand.com

FB: mirrormirrorbrand

IG: mirrormirrorbrand_official

www.mirrormirrorbrand.com

Mirror Mirror aims to bring the essence of art and 

fashion jewellery together to create a new and 

innovative aspect of contemporary jewellery. We 

start our work with the abstract things, which were 

felt and translated into visualized form through 

countless experimentations. We are always eager for 

breaking through the limitations of the techniques 

and maintaining the art as mostly equivalent as 

achievable to express the feelings and messages.
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Nawat Saksirisilp /  
Korawut  
Kanchanabunmalert
MOREOVER

Contact:
Nawat Saksirisilp / Korawut Kanchanabunmalert

13 Ramanine (Soi 14 Seri 2), Pattanakarn,  

Suanluang, Bangkok 10250 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 971 5924

Email: hello@moreoverdesign.com

FB: moreoverdesign

IG: moreoverdesign

www.moreoverdesign.com

MOREOVER is a minimal gift and home décor brand. 

With metal material and minimalistic approach, our 

products can match effortlessly with any style of 

space. MOREOVER’s products therefore come  

perfectly as gifts for your loved ones in any festive. 

Also, we believe that everybody is creative and  

everyone can be a creator. Our products aim to  

encourage creativity in each and every aspect of 

your life, including work, living or style.
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Jitrin Chuenarom
MR. & MRS. SNIFF

Contact:
Jitrin Chuenarom

Tel: +(66) 87 083 6150

Email: mr.mrs.sniff@gmail.com

FB: mr.mrs.sniff

IG: mr.mrs.sniff

www.mr-mrs-sniff.com

We are a small group of passionate people who are 

fascinated and charmed by those cute loving pets. 

We always enjoy the company of our four-legged 

buddies and find an activity to do together because 

they are a part of the family. We love to take care 

of them and do good things for them. So, we have 

created this brand enthused by a small aspiration: to 

be able to spend more time with our adorable pets. 

Welcome to our Sniff’s furmily.
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Leena T.  
Waithanomsataya
MUSLEENA

Contact:
Leena T. Waithanomsataya

Tel: +(66) 94 493 0668

Email: musleena.bangkok@gmail.com

FB: Musleena.Bangkok

IG: Musleena.Bangkok

www.musleena.com

The origin of MUSLEENA begins with Leena T. 

Waithanomsataya’s passion for textile art with 

fusion of Islamic stories. All of these are modified 

into clothing label for both Muslim & non-Muslim 

women. The apparel is not just for beauty, but also 

reflects faith and is a part of Muslim lifestyle.  

MUSLEENA’s design is also famous for its 

hand-painted textile and unique silhouette with a 

twist. The label won national design awards with 

fame and shows spread in many countries.
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Sudaduang  
Nakhasuwan /  
Suda & Co Co., Ltd.
MUUDS

Contact:
Sudaduang Nakhasuwan / Suda & Co Co., Ltd.

96/8 Moo 6, Panthai-Norasing, Meuang Samut 

Sakhon, Samut Sakhon 74000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 514 6615

Email: hello@muuds.design

FB: muuds.design

IG: muuds.design

www.muuds.design

Muuds is a collection of artistic lifestyle products 

designed to enhance the ambience of your home, 

refresh your mood and relax your mind. It explores 

the range of human emotions and moods by  

offering thoughtful products that are dynamic, 

colourful and sensual. Through the use of innovative 

techniques, we aspire to create unique, practical 

pieces that engage your senses and help you  

appreciate the beauty around you.
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Patima  
Minhareesuraiman /  
Kanokporn  
Susaereedumrong
NEIGHBOR CRAFT

Contact:
Patima Minhareesuraiman /  

Kanokporn Susaereedumrong

Tel: +(66) 87 596 6644

Email: neighborcraft.design@gmail.com

FB: Neighborcraft

IG: Neighborcraft

Neighbor Craft was established by Mint and Yo. Each 

of us is adapt at different fields. Mint is a graduate of 

ceramics while Yo is a graduate of prints. A mixture 

of what our aptitudes yielded products. Our main 

objective is to make handmade home decorations 

which are unique, unlike those mass work in the 

market. We want our art work that our customers 

can choose to decorate their homes harmoniously.
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Chewin Sirisak
NOMONO

Contact:
Chewin Sirisak

Tel: +(66) 86 334 5826

Email: info@klankproject.com

FB: nomono

IG: klankproject

www.klankproject.com

Today, the beauty trend is a very competitive  

market. Light therapy started as the treatment that 

you can only do in a dermatologist’s clinic, but it is 

not surprising that its popularity has increased. I will 

introduce you all to the light therapy masks that you 

can use at home. When the product paired with a 

potent serum or essence, this light therapy mask will 

be able to make a dramatic difference on the look  

of your skin.
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Teerapol  
Tanamontol / 
Pleankan  
Traikhumpun
NYMPHEART

Contact:
Teerapol Tanamontol / Pleankan Traikhumpun

Paholyothin rd., soi 55, Anusaowari,  

Bangkhen, Bangkok, THAILAND

Tel: +(66) 80 442 8325

Email: nympheart@outlook.com

FB: nympheart.house

IG: nympheart

www.nympheart.wixsite.com/official-home

Our main materials are a combination of two  

materials: sacred or rare wood not frequently  

used for common purposes and environmentally- 

friendly formulated EpoxyResin for higher strength 

and greater beauty. The material is used to design 

a variety of contemporary products: decorations, 

phone cases and home decorations. Since every 

piece of our work is handmade, each reflects  

different wood grain beauty and manifests and 

handmade glamour.
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Pichakorn Meedech
PICA

Contact:
Pichakorn Meedech

Tel: +(66) 84 968 5960

Email: picacontact@gmail.com

FB: picapen

IG: pica.pen

www.picaoriginal.com

We started from the passion in classy vintage things 

with the concept ‘Bring value things from the past to 

live again.’ With our design, the product represents 

the minimal modern feel so well. We truly believe 

that Pica could remind you of the classic and simple 

moment. We sincerely hope you enjoy your artwork 

and make bigger things with Pica.
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Pipatchara Kaeojinda
PIPATCHARA

Contact:
Pipatchara Kaeojinda

Email: Pipatchara.k@gmail.com

FB: pipatchara

IG: pipatchara

www.pipatchara.com

PIPATCHARA, a new fashion label under The Amu 

Group Company. Created by two sisters, focuses 

on high quality materials with the inspiration from 

art and craft, uniquely presenting through the new 

technology by hosting an online exhibition for each 

collection. Our team has led the opportunity to 

share our savior faire with our local Thai in order  

to help support their living conditions. We also  

use 100% Italian calf leather.
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Pongsit  
Damrongpanitchai
PLAY

Contact:
Pongsit Damrongpanitchai

Tel: +(66) 89 174 7733

Email: wabyshop@gmail.com

FB: playineveryday

IG: playineveryday

PLAY is jewelry branding in experimental ornament 

design of brass, silver and copper. With background 

in design and experience in this field, the designer of 

PLAY plays various techniques and materials in order 

to create the timeless jewelry in minimal modern 

form that can be wearable in everyday life.
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Tanith  
Vachiraprakanskul
POLYGAMI

Contact:
Tanith Vachiraprakanskul

208 Ladphrao 122, Wang Thong Lang,  

Bangkok 10310 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 88 566 4636

Email: mohostu@gmail.com

FB: PolygamiTH

IG: polygamii

www.mohostudio.com

Polygami is eco design brand by MOHo Studio from 

Thailand. We work for paper design with mindful of 

saving the environment by reduce plastic, reduce 

energy consumption and used reusable materials to 

do various green eco-project in term of product. We 

discovered the potential of paper and waste  

materials to create new lifestyle product with 

polygonal form design by using folded technique. 

Our product design for pet and human behavior is 

suitable for eco lifestyle.
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Ponk  
Phornsmithikul
PONK SMITHI

Contact:
Ponk Phornsmithikul

Tel: +(66) 89 109 2922

Email: ponksmithi@gmail.com

FB: PonkSmithi

IG: PonkSmithi

www.ponksmithi.com

PONK SMITHI, the unique jewelry that is not only 

used for decoration but also has the values of arts, 

crafts, culture and wisdom. The beginning of a 

passion and appreciation from the Mokume Gane 

technique. PONK SMITHI has researched methods 

of creating patterns combined with Thai  

craftsmanship until obtaining a unique alive  

pattern. The long process is like a long life  

journey experience.
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Ladawan  
Panyphacharakul
PORANA

Contact:
Ladawan Panyphacharakul

Tel: +(66) 62 446 4492

Email: hello@porana.co

FB: porana.co

IG: porana.co

www.porana.co

PORANA delivers simplicity but unique for everyday 

essentials jewelry pieces with concept/story  

thinking approach along with versatile and  

functionality such as both of WEAVE and PASINH 

collections that wins Demark recently. Our PASINH 

collection is inspired from traditional Thai skirt. We 

simplified the pattern and created three stacking 

rings ‘Navaratna’ and ‘Kram Sakon’. We have  

created and designed jewelry inspired by Thai  

cultural in modern way.
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Prempichai  
Praharnpap
PREM ATMA

Contact:
Prempichai Praharnpap

Tel: +(66) 92 691 0440

Email: prematmajewelry@gmail.com

FB: PremAtmaJewelry

IG: PremAtmaJewelry

www.prematmajewelry.com
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Songwut 
Thongthou /  
Prangchai Sorin
RENIM PROJECT

Contact:
Songwut Thongthou / Prangchai Sorin

161/227 Ekkachai 36 Road, Kamnanmaen 26, 

Bangkhuntien, Jomthong, Bangkok 10150 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 87 563 5309 /, +(66) 86 668 3297

Email: renimprojectofficial@gmail.com

FB: renimproject

IG: renimproject

www.renimproject.com

RENIM PROJECT, a sustainable denim brand, 

reflects hybrid & deconstruction design through 

Business Utility style with craftsmanship of local Thai 

artisans in terms of REMADE/REDUCE/REDESIGN 

with the intention of creating menswear for modern 

and multidisciplinary nature of the creative industry.
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Thanagorn Sittiwong 
wanich / Techatat 
Luangpitak (Smith 
Garment Factory 
Co., Ltd.)
SAAMU

Contact:
Thanagorn Sittiwongwanich / Techatat Luangpitak 

(Smith Garment Factory Co., Ltd.)

9 Chokchai 4 Soi 14 Junction 1, Chokchai 4 Road, 

Ladprao, Bangkok 10230 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 224 4422

Email: hello@saa-mu.com

FB: saamubrand

IG: saamubrand

www.saa-mu.com

The word “SAAMU” represents the characteristic 

of festivity and joyfulness. We aim to disclose your 

vivid subconscious and self-confidence through our 

design. Our core value is to be a representative  

of cross culture design, influenced by the  

cosmopolitan streets. We deliver the new  

experience of twisted exploration design for  

everyday life. We put our heart into every single 

piece we made to make sure our design is fresh,  

fun and lively for you.
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Visrut  
Taweevorasuwan / 
Manatsanun  
Taweevorasunan
SARNSARD

Contact:
Visrut Taweevorasuwan /  

Manatsanun Taweevorasunan

Tel: +(66) 94 636 4542

Email: sarnsard.studio@gmail.com

FB: sarnsard

IG: sarnsard

www.sarnsard.com

A multidisciplinary design studio that closely  

collaborations with Pa-Nan Pandanus artisans in 

Muslim village of Trang province. It works hard with 

the sole mission to preserve the traditional  

Southern craft while sustaining the villagers’  

livelihood. It does this by blending local craft with 

design innovation by exploring precious local  

wisdom to create new product design opportunities 

of wickerwork products and inject contemporary 

design to urban lifestyle.
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Amornthap Jithnak
SEASONGCALM

Contact:
Amornthap Jithnak

The Camp - Vintage Flea Market 415  

Kampangphet rd., Jatujak, Bangkok, 10900 ,  

THAILAND

Tel: +(66) 87 690 7811

Email: info@seasongcalmbangkok@gmail.com

FB: seasongcalmbangkok

IG: seasongcalm_bangkok

www.sscbkk.com

SEASONGCALM is designed by 4 keywords to  

describe.. Life, mysterious, independence and 

nature. The brand is designed & created with 

high quality materials by skilled craftsmanship for 

finishing details and timing for the one who know 

themselves and know what they want. It is a feeling 

of waiting for something happy as social media has 

made today’s world lace of beauty of mind and  

delicate sensibilities. The brand is created in the 

form of a beautiful language poem as in the old  

days when we wrote letters by our hands.
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Kittipong  
Auksaranuwong
SHER REPUBLIC

Contact:
Kittipong Auksaranuwong

Tel: +(66) 81 578 9544

Email: sherpubliq@gmail.com

FB: sherpubliq

IG: sherpubliq

www.sherpubliq.com

SHER REPUBLIC aims to connect people to nature 

by bringing back wellness way of ancient Ayurvedic 

medicine and herbal recipes once prevailing in  

Suvarnabhumi to contemporary times, to restore 

your body-mind-and-soul balance and enhance 

your health and beauty.
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Jongsupa  
Laomorakot
SILOM

Contact:
Jongsupa Laomorakot

Tel: +(66) 80 953 5429

Email: info@silom.cc

FB: silom.cc

IG: Silombkk

www.silom.cc

A fine silver jewelry company with a touch of  

minimalism. Established in 2019 by a Thai-Swiss 

couple, Jitwaree and Pablo Echegoyen. All our 

pieces are handmade in Silom district, Bangkok by 

skillful Thai craftsmen. Silom prioritizes the design, 

in which we have incorporated product design in 

every piece, aiming for a posh yet sophisticated and 

easy to wear look. Whether it’s Monday meetings or 

Sunday brunch, Silom jewelry will certainly be your 

favourite item.
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Kitisak Kajornpai
SOCOON

Contact:
Kitisak Kajornpai

Tel: +(66) 90 429 3609

Email: kajornpai@hotmail.com

FB: socoonthai

IG: socoon

From the Cocoon is where the brand started. There’s 

SO much that we can do with the cocoon, hence the 

name SOCOON. Our signature products are made 

by stitching many cocoons together, becoming  

one-of-a-kind masterpieces from nature. Our 

unique designs and tried-and-tested techniques 

have enabled the transformation of shapes of  

hundreds of cocoons that are agile and twistable  

to create notable decorations that add to the  

atmosphere of any space.
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Titapa Tanskul
STORIES OF SILVER SILK

Contact:
Titapa Tanskul

71/9 Ekamai 12 Alley (Soi Pridibhanomyong 37), 

Sukhumvit 63, Klongton-Nuea, Wattana,  

Bangkok 10110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 893 8491

Email: contact@storiesofsilversilk.com

FB: storiesofsilversilk

IG: storiesofsilversilk

www.storiesofsilversilk.com

Stories of Silver Silk - handmade contemporary  

95-99% pure matte silver jewelry. The beauty of  

discovering the way to retreat to your serenity.
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Vasawadee  
Sangkawibha
VASA

Contact:
Vasawadee Sangkawibha

Tel: +(66) 90 662 2294

Email: vasajewellery@gmail.com

FB: VASA Jewellery

IG: vasajewellery

www.vasajewellery.com

“VASA” embraces the concept of vintage design by 

applying ancestral techniques of craftsmen jewelers 

which has been passed down from generation to 

generation to obtain the finest art pieces. Our  

jewellery is personally handcrafted and polished. 

This results in uniqueness and distinctive quality, 

reflecting the vintage value to the finest detail.
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Jannil Khanmakan / 
BMYDEV Co., Ltd.
YAKAWVAN

Contact:
Jannil Khanmakan / BMYDEV Co., Ltd.

600/510-513 Moo 14, Phaholyothin Road,  

Lumlukka, Pathumthani 12130

Tel: +(66) 92 441 5169

Email: yakawvan@gmail.com

FB: Yakawvan

IG: yakawvan

www.yakawvan.com

YAKAWVAN, known for mixing real leather bag with 

hill tribe handwoven silk, launched a new product 

collection “Ka-Yan” showcasing a rucksack and a 

duffle bag. This collection takes inspiration from the 

Thai long neck karens where the black and yellow 

silk patched onto the bag are in concave shape to 

create visual similarities to the long neck accessories 

the karens wore. Further distinctiveness is enhanced 

through putting multiple brass rings on the bag 

straps and handles to create even more links to  

the inspiration.
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Yolwaree 
Sathyanawin
YOLWAREE

Contact:
Yolwaree Sathyanawin

Tel: +(66) 91 771 4287

Email: contact@yolwaree.com

FB: yolwareeofficial

IG: yolwareeofficial

www.yolwaree.com

Yolwaree was founded in 2013 by a young Thai  

designer, Yolwaree Sathyanawin. I travel, read,  

observe and listen. My designs reflect what  

surpasses me in my life, casting a hint of antiquated 

yet modern feel as they are drawn from my past 

experiences and current events. Everything has its 

story and I like telling mine through my collections 

and designs. I owe it to my open-mindedness and 

curiosity to promise that I will strive to make new 

designs drawn from what is yet to come in life.



THAIGROOVE is Thailand’s first virtual multi-brand showroom experience, bringing 
good vibes and a ‘Thai’ kind of groove to the world.
 
Over 100 selected Thai brands have joined together with one common spirit: the spirit 
of moving forward together in unity and resilience, creativity and positivity. There’s no 
end when it comes to Thai creativity.
 
Featured in THAIGROOVE’S launch edition – you will discover 6 concept collections that 
work for the new normal. Let’s explore.
 
#LFH LIVE FROM HOME: Making the home an awesome life hub. Just because we’re 
keeping our distance, doesn’t mean life has to stop, especially at home. Get inspired by 
the#LFH – LIVE FROM HOME collection, with great living creations that make home life 
more delightful.
 
LIVE ECO: The planet is what we all have in common. Get ready for some seriously cool 
eco products. Thailand is now a buzzling hub for sustainable designs and creations and 
this LIVE ECO collection showcases some of the coolest, the most creative and the ones 
with the utmost care for the planet. Sustainable fashion with serious style, decorative 
items that have green souls, and food items that are end-to-end eco-minded furniture 
and decorative items, fun food to enjoy at home, witty gadgets and so much more.
 

THAI G.R.O.O.V.E



LIVE HAPPY: It begins with inner-self. Let’s be happy. Let’s face it, life today is a bit of 
challenge that comes with a whole lot of stress. There’s an art to happiness and it’s here 
in the LIVE HAPPY collection. A great array of in home wellness and beauty regimens, 
gratifying food and snacks, state-of-the art bathtubs, exquisite fashion items and happy 
life accessories that will add ‘Happy’ to any day.
 
 
LIVE LITE: Cheerful and easy-going products that’s for everyone. Small choices make 
great impact. The LIVE LITE collection features everyday items that offer flexibility, 
resilience and a peace of mind. Anything from refreshing coconut drinks to snacks and 
sandals… let’s live lite to live right!
 
LIVE CRAFT: True beauty does not seek attention. Craft will never die and it’s alive and 
well here in Thailand. The LIVE CRAFT collection features unique designs, sculpted by  
traditional crafts that are created for cutting-edge living. Impressive furniture and home-
ware, captivating jewelry and accessories, hand-crafted fashion items and much more.
 
LIVE SAFE: Be safe… ready to face the world with good vibes only. When living safe is 
the number one priority… The LIVE SAFE collection showcases simple yet effective cre-
ations to live safely with a cool sense of taste and style. Discover skincare, sauces and 
sandals… explore healthy drinks, rice and innerwear… safe living has never felt better.
This is just the beginning. THAIGROOVE.COM is always-on. It’s a virtual platform that is 
always ready for business and open for new exciting trade partnerships. Expect addi-
tions of selective new brands and exciting contents. Join the groove with a truly global 
reach from Thailand to the world.
 
#THAIGROOVE #LETSGROOVE #GLOBALSHOWROOM #GLOBALMATCHING #DITP
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MBP Leather  
Industries Co., Ltd.
ALBEDO

Contact:
MBP Leather Industries Co., Ltd.

174 Moo.1 Prakkasa Rd T.Prakkasa A.Muang,  

สมุทรปราการ 10280

Tel: +(66) 2 388 0176

Email: info@albedo-co.com

FB: AlbedoClub

IG: albedostyle

www.albedo-co.com

“Albedo” is redefining men’s leather goods with 

ultimate precision to details – from Italian  

leather craftsmanship technique, careful selection 

of finest material in accordance with Albedo  

quality standard, to simply elegant design. Its’ 

finest quality is internationally recognized and 

guaranteed by 2011 and 2014 awards from Mipel 

Fair, the world’s biggest 50-year old leather goods 

fair in Milan, whereby Albedo was the first Asian 

brand to receive such a prestigious award.
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GREEN DOT BLUE 
Co., Ltd.
ARTWORK

Contact:
GREEN DOT BLUE Co., Ltd.

44/2 Moo 9 Bangphra Sriracha Chonburi 20110

Tel: +(66) 98 936 2663

Email: sales@artworklabbkk.com

FB: loveartwork

IG: artworkbypom

www.artworklabbkk.com

Why do most people love leather bags while 

they are made with animal suffering and destroy 

our planet? ARTWORK believes that sustainable 

design can change the world and people’s minds. 

Our planet is in crisis now from plastic pollution 

& climate change. Recycling plastic bottles can 

help prevent air and water pollution caused by the 

burning of these plastic wastes. ARTWORK designs 

products from eco felt and fabrics made from 100% 

recycled plastic bottles. “YOU TAKE < 5min DRINK, 

THEY LIVE > 450 Years”. The best thing we can do  

is reduce, reuse, recycle, and go vegan.
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ASAVA Co., Ltd.
ASAVA

Contact:
ASAVA Co., Ltd.

1,1/1,1/2 SOI SUKHUMVIT 45 (SUKSAMER),  

NORTH KLONGTON, WATTANA, BANGKOK 10110

Tel: +(66) 2 662 6526

Email: info@asavagroup.com

FB: asavathailand

IG: asavagroup

www.asavagroup.com

Since 2008, Asava hasn’t wavered from its initial 

aim of bringing the reinterpretations of classical 

timelessness to modern women thriving in the 

fast-paced world. But as the brand successfully 

progresses, Asava expands to accommodate wider 

authentic and intelligent platforms to reflect the 

souls of Asava women. With a constantly refreshed 

outlook, ASAVA takes pride in delivering  

permanent beauty through time tested  

constructions and fine materials.
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Barketek Co.,Ltd.
BARKETEK

Contact:
Barketek Co.,Ltd

20 Charoen Krung Rd, Talat Noi,  

Samphanthawong, Bangkok 10100 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 80 212 2026

Email: info@barketek.com

FB: barketek

IG: barketek_studio

Barkëtek, a portmanteau between bark and  

architect, is a collaboration between a landscape 

architect and a graphic designer whose passion 

for design and love for dogs have inspired them to 

create the brand of pet lifestyle products.  

Recognizing that the search for pet accessories 

that could compliment a modern lifestyle was not 

easy. Barkëtek aims to address this while staying 

true to its’ philosophy of creating uniquely  

sustainable handcrafted designs for the  

contemporary lifestyles of both pets and pet  

owners.
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Bioform (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd.
BIOFORM

Contact:
Bioform (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

87/2 CRC Tower, 36th Fl., Wittayu Rd.,  

Lumpini, Pathum Wan, Bangkok, Thailand 10330

Tel: +(66) 2 625 3086

Email: BD@bioformthailand.com /  

bioform.thailand@gmail.com

FB: BioformThai

IG: Bioform_Thailand

www.bioformthailand.com

With inspiration to make a difference in the world, 

Bioform was born. Fueled by a team of talented 

individuals all sharing the same passion, one that 

is to make the world a safer place for us and the 

generations to come, a better future for mankind. 

Leveraging the brand’s deep expertise in food 

safety, product development, and new innovative 

materials to create a whole new dining experience 

– safe, durable and truly providing a peace of mind 

to everyone in the family. Most importantly,  

Bioform’s products are not only toxic-free but are 

also bio-material based so you can be sure that 

you are actually doing your part to save the  

planet. On the mission to become the world’s  

leading green products provider, Bioform has 

collected numerous awards and recognitions of 

high quality, efficiency and green standards such 

as ISO17088, DEmark Thailand, G Mark Japan, 

Thailand’s Prime Minister’s Export Award. As a 

Small-Medium size enterprise with innovation in 

biodegradable materials, Bioform has received 

subsidies from government bodies such as  

NSTDA, NIA, OSMEP, and TISTR. The materials 

from Bioform can bio degrade faster than general  

plastic 150x with an efficiency cost that is about 

300% lower than other bioplastic. It’s worth  

noting that most of Bioform’s products are  

food contact safe.
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Traditional Bamboo 
Handicraft Center
BORRIBOON

Contact:
Traditional Bamboo Handicraft Center

26 Intha-Asa, Phanat, Nikhom District,  

Chonburi 20140

Tel: +(66) 38 461 313 /, +(66) 81 899 4471

FB: bamboocenter1978

www.tbhc1978.com

Borriboon’s philosophy stands on renewable  

natural material with design and continuity of 

evolving lifestyles. The bamboo wickerwork are 

products of Phanat Nikhom renowned for its  

natural beauty and local uniqueness. Borriboon 

was founded in 2015 to preserve, support and 

broaden market based for Traditional Bamboo 

Handicraft Center (TBHC), motivated by the Royal 

SUPPORT Foundation of Her Majesty Queen Sirikit. 

At present, Borriboon has become a renowned 

bamboo handicraft producer with supreme  

techniques and suitable for exports. Now,  

Borriboon takes Thai basketry over price-distorted 

structures, becoming a strong model that  

sustainably supports Thai artisans and the Thai 

basketry industry.
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Caso Limited  
Partnership
CASO

Contact:
Caso Limited Partnership

5 Suksawad 25/1 Yaek 3, Bangpakok,  

Ratburana, Bangkok ,Thailand

Email: info@casojewelry.com

FB: casojewelry

IG: casojewelry

Thailand’s jewelry brand CASO truly stands for 

Contemporary Arts & Sophisticated Ornament.  

A good combination of contemporary design and 

exquisite craftsmanship defines CASO’s signature 

of simplicity, fineness and unique lifestyle – clearly 

reflected in CASO’s jewelry collections. Suitable 

for art lovers who appreciate decorative items that 

enhance their unique personality; and extremely 

great for everyday life too.
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Cosmos And  
Harmony Co.,Ltd.
COSMOS & HARMONY

Contact:
Cosmos And Harmony Co.,Ltd.

73/4 Moo 6 Soi Suksawat 76 Bankchak,  

Phra Pradaeng, Samut Prakan 10130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 93 636 1692

Email: info@cosmosandharmony.com

FB: CosmosAndHarmony

www.cosmosandharmony.com

COSMOS & HARMONY is an everyday personal 

care and toiletry essential brand inspired by nature 

and cultures – making everyday extraordinary. The 

product range covers a wide spectrum of natural  

wellness and environmental friendly products  

including personal wash (soap, shower gel,  

bath bomb), body lotion, hair care (shampoo,  

conditioner), cosmetics (natural lip gloss), aromatic 

diffuser. ‘Its Ease Up with Style’ soap collection, 

inspired by Thai culture, made it to the ‘Don’t Miss’ 

product list for foreigners – offered in three scents: 

Thai perfume (Nam Ob Thai), Thai boxing (Muay 

Thai) and Hermit Self-stretched (Wat Po inspired). 

All collections come in award-winning packaging 

design that work perfectly as a gift from nature 

either for yourself or anyone.
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Palama-lapa  
Co., Ltd.
ERB

Contact:
Palama-lapa Co., Ltd.

657/120-121 Charansanitwong 41, Arunamarin, 

Bangkoknoi, Bangkok 10700 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 255 5872

Email: sales@erbasia.com

FB: Erbthailand

IG: erbthailand

www.erbasia.com

‘Erb’ derived from an old Thai expression ‘erb-im’, 

which referred to the radiant glow of Thai women  

from eras past, a testament to their physical 

well-being and spiritual contentment. Dedicated 

to the art of fine living, women of the Siamese  

royal court pampered themselves with beauty  

regimens and indulgent botanical preparations. 

Their beauty was legendary, their allure irresistible. 

Erb harnesses the power of natural ingredients 

using the latest scientific innovations, resulting 

in products that deliver exceptional benefits and 

induce a delightful sensorial experience. Erb  

reinterprets traditional Siamese indulgences, 

bringing a touch of bliss to modern life.
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La Orr
Contact:
La Orr

308 soi Chaiyapruek, Sukhumwit Rd,  

Prakhanong, Wattana Bangkok 10110

Tel: +(66) 83 554 7942

Email: ornamentsss@gmail.com

FB: LaOrr.ornaments

IG: laorr_ornaments

‘La Orr’ means delicate beauty in Thai. At La Orr, 

exquisite art and original beauty can be expressed 

through accessories that add beauty to everyday 

life. Vivacious timeless jewelry pieces are created 

through experimentation to revitalize local  

materials with delicate designs with a touch of 

true craftsmanship. La Orr’s collections feature  

the luxurious use of Thai silk in its finest glory,  

encapsulating women’s joy and the enchanting 

world of oriental culture. The use of local materials 

and traditional techniques fuse beautifully to  

create impeccable jewelry that is stunning yet  

perfect for enjoying in everyday life.
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Narai Intertrade  
Co., Ltd.
NARAYA

Contact:
Narai Intertrade Co., Ltd.

220/4 Moo 4, Chaengwattana Rd., Pakkred,  

Pakkred, Nonthaburi 11120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 502 2000

Email: cs@naraya.com

FB: NaRaYaCo

IG: naraya_official

www.naraya.com

Over three decades, NaRaYa has grown from  

humble beginnings into becoming one of the  

most influential brands in Asia. NaRaYa’s fabric  

creations are not only beautiful and unique but 

show meticulous attention to detail, which is  

apparent at every step of the creation process. 

There is no surprise that they have become 

sought-after items for tourists visiting the  

Kingdom of Thailand. With its unique design and 

appreciated quality, it is known amongst a big 

fan-following as the “Bangkok Bag” or “曼谷包” 

(Mun Ku Pao) in Mandarin Chinese, the  

“Ribbon Bag” in Japanese, and the Butterfly Bag  

or “HU TEIB TOI” in Cantonese.
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Puri Co., Ltd.
PANPURI

Contact:
Puri Company Limited

127 Gaysorn Tower, 24th Floor,  

Unit A,D Ratchadamri Road.,

Tel: +(66) 2 253 5959

Email: customerservice@panpuri.com /  

info@panpuri.com

FB: panpuriofficial

IG: panpuriofficial

www.panpuri.com

Originated in Thailand, PAÑPURI offers clean  

beauty regimens and a wellness lifestyle  

experience inspired by age-old traditions of the 

east. It aims to be the one true voice that stands 

for clean beauty – beauty that is more than  

skin-deep, that starts from within and is connected 

with everything around us. Each PAÑPURI  

formulation is a modern expression of this  

belief – each ingredient hand-picked,  

sustainably-sourced and screened through its 

proprietary ZeroList™ standard that prohibits over 

2,300 questionable ingredients. Experience true 

clean beauty that is good, effective and necessary 

– for a happier, healthier and more beautiful you.
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Phu Klon Country 
Club Ltd., Part
PHU KLON

Contact:
Phu Klon Country Club Ltd., Part

132 Moo 2 Mokjampae Muang Maehongson  

Thailand 5800

Tel: +(66) 53 282 579

Email: yai.klin@gmail.com

FB: PhuKlonMudSpa

www.phuklon.co.th

Hidden in the luscious hills of Northern Thailand 

in Mae Hong Son province is a wealth of healthy 

abundance and endless discoveries of natural 

wonders. Known as an ecotourism destination,  

rich in traditions, this is a source for PHU KLON, 

mineral mud, and mineral spring water that are 

emitted from an underground source that is rich 

with minerals, creating mud and clay that is highly 

beneficial for human health and skin. A powerful 

remedy that comes straight from nature.
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Phutawan Herb and 
Cosmetic Co., Ltd.
PHUTAWAN

Contact:
Phutawan Herb and Cosmetic Co., Ltd.

918 M.2, Bang Prong, Mueang Samut Prakan  

District, Samut Prakan 10270 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 756 7170

Email: phutawanofficial@gmail.com

FB: phutawan.official

IG: phutawan_official

www.phutawanshop.com

In 1999, the PHUTAWAN brand was founded on a 

keen interest and belief in the power of medicinal 

plants and the organic local ingredients of  

Thailand. It started from experimenting with soaps 

that suited the needs of friends and family but 

then it grew. In 2004, the first small shop branch 

was opened and PHUTAWAN was trademarked 

and the brand grew even more. 2015 marks  

another milestone where PHUTAWAN’s new  

factory was established and eventually certified 

with GMP and ISO22716 standards. Through it all, 

the innovation never stopped. PHUTAWAN  

continuously develops new products and drives 

the reach of these natural alternatives to people  

in all corners of the world.
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Plan Creations  
Co., Ltd. 
PLAN TOYS

Contact:
Plan Creations Co., Ltd.

Plan House Sathon Soi 10, Silom, Bang Rak,  

Bangkok 10500

Tel: +(66) 2 237 9070

Email: mktg@plantoys.com

FB: PlanToys

IG: plantoysofficial

www.plantoys.com

At PlanToys, sustainability and child development 

are our top priorities. By focusing on child safety 

and age milestones during design and production, 

our wooden toys enhance both physical and  

cognitive development. With a strong mission to 

create a sustainable world, PlanToys intentionally  

considers every single step of production to 

minimize environmental impact. This mission is 

implemented through the three pillars of PlanToys 

business, also known as our “Sustainable Way.”  

This includes Sustainable Material, Sustainable 

Manufacturing and Sustainable Mind.
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RESTIER LATEX 
FACTORY
RESTIER

Contact:
RESTIER LATEX FACTORY

99 Moo.9,Huay Yai, Bang Lamung, Chonburi, 

Thailand 20150

Tel: +(66) 33 001 550 /, +(66) 61 481 5806 /,  

+(66) 95 401 1910

Email: customerservice@restierlatexfactory.com

FB: RestierThailand

IG: restierthailand

www.restier.com

RESTIER is a leading Thai brand of natural Latex 

bedding luxuries. Equipped with dedicated  

research and a passionate product development 

team to understand the modern needs of luxurious 

sleep. RESTIER has created an indulgent selection 

of award-winning and regionally acclaimed  

bedding and bed furnishing products, combining  

the superb quality of Thai natural Latex with  

superior ergonomics design, innovation and ‘green’ 

manufacturing, infused with the meticulous spirit 

of Thai artisans. Renowned for its uncompromising  

stance on luxurious quality and purist belief of a 

true ‘renewal’ through nature’s purity, RESTIER is 

being fast recognized as a leading international 

‘green’ luxury brand, relevant to modern day living 

indulgences.
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Siam Royal Orchid 
Co.,Ltd.
ROYAL ORCHID COLLECTION

Contact:
Siam Royal Orchid Co.,Ltd.

94-120 Charoen Muang Rd., Muang,  

Chiang Mai 50000 THAILAND

Tel: +(66) 61 685 0723 /, +(66) 53 245 598 /,  

+(66) 53 249 802

Email: siamroy@cm.ksc.co.th

FB: siamroyalorchid

www.siamroyal.com

Since 1978, Royal Orchid Collection has been  

creating extraordinary jewelry inspired and made, 

or rather treasured, from nature. Using real  

flowers, buds, leaves, stems, seed pods, roots in all 

exotic shapes and forms coupled with design  

value, workmanship and technical prowess,  

treasures from nature are created. Each  

masterpiece brings to light what nature has gifted 

to humanity and the beauty lies within the single 

moment of nature captured in each creation.
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Sabina Public  
Company Limited
SABINA

Contact:
Sabina Public Company Limited

12 Arun-amarin Rd., Arun-amarin,  

Bangkoknoi, Bangkok 10700, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 422 9400

Email: crm@sabina.co.th

FB: SabinaThailand

IG: sabina_ig

www.sabina.co.th

Sabina was found in 1958 as lingerie manufacturer 

and distributor in Thailand. The company operates 

under the concept of “Create Value with  

Innovation” aim to build Sabina lingerie brand 

integrity with new innovations as well as modern 

fashion, accepted quality, consist and fits with the 

needs of all women in all countries and along with 

social responsibility.
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Palida Co.,Ltd.
SATIRA

Contact:
Palida company limited

147 Pracha-uthit Road, Bangkok 10140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 426 1030

Email: info@satirathai.com

FB: SatiraSpaProduct

IG: satirathaiofficial

www.satirathai.com

Satira means “Longevity of Happiness”. The  

meaning reflects the brand’s true belief in  

bringing authentically Thai ways of herbal wisdom 

to promote well-being and longevity of life –  

creating the synergy between physical and mental 

harmony for all. Specializing in rejuvenation using 

Thai herbs since 1999, Satira has carefully selected 

indigenous raw materials to assure an authentic 

experience and quality Thai herbal spa products 

always. Satira passionately believes in the power of 

legendary Thai herbs that can heal and rejuvenate 

lifelong physical-mental holistic wellness, fusing 

passion with Thai wisdom heritage to create  

Authentic Herbal Recipes that bring the longevity 

of well-being into everyday life.
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Thor Global Co., Ltd.
THORR

Contact:
Thor Global Co., Ltd.

108/134 Moo 9, Bang Krang, Muang Nonthaburi, 

Nonthaburi 11000, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 810 2070 /, +(66) 87 682 4778

Email: thorr.living@gmail.com

FB: thorrofficial

IG: thorr.th

www.thorrliving.com

THORR was founded with the passion of Thai 

weaving culture, transforming wild cultural  

product into useful, stylish, unique, modern, very 

much fit with active urban lifestyles. Products are 

mainly made from home grown natural yarn from 

sedge plants. Every THORR product is meticulously 

woven by Thai artisans with a heart full of love.  

It requires high level of skills and painstaking  

attention to details to show the art of Thai weaving 

and dyeing.



Design as post-pandemic solutions: Thailand is building a resilient economy from 
creativity and the country’s design DNA
 
The world has changed irrevocably after COVID-19. In a few days, the coronavirus 
spread across continents, bringing economic activity to a standstill. People, businesses, 
nations are being forced to adjust their living, strategies and policies to respond to the 
new norms.
 
To highlight the capacity of Thailand’s creative and design industries, the Department 
of International Trade Promotion (DITP), Ministry of Commerce, has initiated ‘Thai Style 
Solutions’, the new global campaign to promote Thai products and design services as 
alternative solutions for the post pandemic world, offering new perspectives on the 
future of sustainable growth.
 
Mr. Somdet Susomboon, the Director General of the Department of International Trade 
Promotion (DITP), said that “The COVID-19 outbreak has caused global economic 
stagnation and supply chain disruption on a never-before-seen scale.  At the same time, 
the environmental problems have accelerated. The path to recovery is therefore 
different. The growth strategy for the future will not be the same as the pre-COVID 
world.
 
Now the world is facing multidimensional crises. But there is always a solution to every 
problem, and Thai Style Solutions could be a future-proof model for those who are look-
ing for new ways to create a better life in these challenging times.

THAI STYLE
SOLUTION



Thai Style Solutions consist of five aspects:
 
1.Creative solution
Combining Thai creative talents and flexible manufacturing, Thailand’s ability to create 
and adapt quickly is a huge advantage for today’s fast-changing demands. Thai 
designers and makers can work collaboratively from idea to final product in a very 
short period of time.
 
2.Design Solution
The pandemic has a huge impact on many businesses especially the service sector 
which require a high degree of human interaction. Nevertheless, Thailand’s service
 industry manages to overcome the limitation of remote working by exploiting  
technology and human sensibility. Design service businesses from interior, graphic, 
to packaging design continue to thrive, thanks to growing demands from overseas.
 
3.Growth Solution
From environmental crisis to income inequality, rethinking the future of growth is an 
urgent agenda. Thailand’s path to a sustainable economy is to link local craft businesses 
to global supply chains by encouraging forward-thinking designers to work 
collaboratively with traditional craftspeople and local communities. The results are 
innovative lifestyle products with a touch of craftsmanship and job creation across 
the country.
 
4.Green Solution
Thailand’s creators have long been eco-minded before global warming became a mega 
trend. When combining Thai designer’s ability to think out of the box with 
environmentally-friendly practices, the results are innovative green solutions, from 
advanced bamboo materials to upcycling furniture and recycled textile. As the country 
is heading to a green manufacturing nation, making business with Thailand guaranteed 
a sustainable future for both your organization and the world.
 
5.Art Solution
The emergence of Thai artists on the global stage is  
unprecedented. Thanks to the rise of social media, the curators and art lovers around 
the world can discover talented Thai artists and designers via online channels. 
As consumers are looking for unique creative expressions, Thai artists and designers 
fulfill the demand with state-of-the-art creations. The visionary collectors have 
commissioned Thai artists and designers to create bespoke pieces for their private 
residence, luxury hotels, superyacht.
 
The Thai Style Solutions campaign is an initiative by the Department of International 
Trade Promotion (DITP), the Ministry of Commerce, Royal Thai Government.
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Apirat  
Boonruangthaworn
+SENSE

Contact:
Apirat Boonruangthaworn

69/1817 Ratburana Rd., Ratburana,  

Ratburana Bangkok 10140

Tel: +(66) 94 329 6536

Email: contact@apiratboonruangthaworn.com

www.apiratboonruangthaworn.com

Experience eco-unique, functional and  

innovative design through the eyes of Apirat 

Boonruangthaworn. Notable Thai designer Apirat 

Boonruangthaworn, after realizing that the design 

of new creative things to respond to the needs of 

beauty does not have to encroach on the  

environment, put all his efforts into producing 

unique, functional and innovative furniture. Under 

his own design concept, his works are considered 

a perfect combination of Thainess and  

environmental friendly sensibilities. After  

discovering his passion in eco-conscious design, 

Bangkok-born designer Apirat Boonruangthaworn 

has dedicated years to gathering knowledge and 

honing techniques in order to discover his own 

path of design and creativity. Apirat’s furniture 

and decoration design strictly revolves around 

the concepts of being simple but exquisite, and 

innovative but functional. Meanwhile, seriously 

concerned about the environmental issues, Apirat 

persists with circular design — meaning his works 

not only meet the uniquely aesthetic and creative 

demands, but also serve the criterion of being 

environmentally friendly. As the global design 

market keeps evolving to remain dynamic, Apirat 

has realized that it is his challenge to discover new 

interpretations of Thainess and crafts in a timely 

manner. And until now, it can be said that he has 

successfully found a way to be reminiscent of the 

past while representing it in new forms along with 

Continue >>
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universal demand. Working as a freelance designer 

with many leading Thai and foreign manufacturers,  

Apirat has created a number of outstanding  

designs ranging from small decorative items to 

large furniture pieces. Such companies include 

Yothaka, E.G.G., Hawaii Thai Furniture,  

Corner43Decor, Deesawat, Practika, Fisher Mobel, 

Index Living Mall, VIN and VATIN. After years of  

accumulated experiences, Apirat has partnered 

with his fellow designers to start up “Our Studio”,  

a design studio, in 2007. Then in 2010, he  

established “Apirat Boonruangthawor Studio” to 

create furniture under his own philosophy, and 

finally launched his own furniture brand “+SENSE”, 

which is under his direction. It aims to minimize 

unnecessary details and maximize a human sense 

with eco-friendly consciousness in everyday  

objects. For his next step, Apirat expects to  

perfectly narrate and combine the sense of  

Thainess into every piece of his designs. In Apirat’s 

perspective, Thainess is something that cannot be 

seen or touched but felt. It is the tender, delicate 

way of thinking and living by concerning  

surrounding people and neighborhoods.  

Therefore, his work not only presents the simplicity 

and creativity of design but also gives users the 

experience of some care and thoughtfulness in 

every detail.
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Better Arts Group 
Co., Ltd.
5IVESIS

Contact:
Better Arts Group Co., Ltd.

75/78 Moo 11, Klongnueng, Klongluang, 

Pathumthani, 12120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 95 191 9155

Email: natcha@5sis.com

FB: 5iveSis

IG: 5ivesishomedecor

www.5ivesis.com

Luxury home décor brand 5ive Sis creates with  

“tin minerals”, a pewter material that elevates  

decorative pieces to truly show-stopping levels. 

5ive Sis turns pewter and precious metal wares 

into luxurious home decoration pieces that are 

delicate, exquisite and show-stopping. Start  

conversations with visiting guests at your home 

with distinctive works embedded with Oriental 

designs and zodiac motifs. The luxury home décor 

brand derived its name from the founders: five 

sisters who come from a family with a background 

in producing pewter materials and crafting tin. 

Seeing the value of pewter pieces that come from 

a mixture of silver and tin, 5ive Sis elevates the 

material into delicate decoration items that  

showcase Thai culture and beliefs. Designs exude 

an Oriental feel with zodiac motifs, while  

maintaining extremely modern aesthetics and 

functionality for practical, everyday use. Today, 

one of the brand’s best-selling items includes 

twine glasses decorated with birth month  

flowers, chess icons or 12 zodiac signs. The studio 

constantly explores new technologies, and other 

precious metals such as 24k gold and copper are 

also designed into products suited as premium 

gifts. ณn order to connect the history of the past 

to the present, Sumphat has gone on journeys to 

learn about long-lost craftsmanship and to revive 

Continue >>
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it through design. Driven by the Wabi Sabi  

philosophy, the works of Sumphat celebrate the 

beauty of human imperfections that enables us to 

feel. “We feel nothing from perfection, but we  

always feel something from imperfections,” 

explains Rush Pleansuk. As a result, each piece 

by Sumphat, which is created by hand, is truly 

emotional and one-of-a-kind. 5ive Sis’s wine glass 

collections draw inspiration from Asian elements, 

from the Chinese zodiac to auspicious flowers and 

animals. Combining the brand’s signature pewter 

with lead-free crystal, the glasses can be used as 

wine glasses or decorative items.
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Angoworld Co.,Ltd.
ANGO

Contact:
Angoworld Co.,Ltd.

31/7 Soi Suparaht 1, Phaholyothin Rd.,  

Samsennai, Payathai, Bangkok 10400 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 874 7505

Email: contact@angoworld.com

FB: angolight

IG: angolighting

www.angoworld.com

Ango creates sustainable home furnishing like 

lighting products and furniture from the local  

wisdom of craftsmanship and indigenous  

materials. Working collaboratively with architects, 

interior designers or project owners, Ango  

customizes designs for specific spaces and works 

for special requests — creating the design, making 

lighting pieces and exporting the finished  

products directly to customers. Ango creates  

sustainable products using low energy and  

focusing on handmade techniques. Handcrafted 

lighting is their specialty. The studio brings local 

techniques from artisans across Thailand,  

mainly from the Isan (north-eastern) region,  

blending such skills with their unique design. Using 

the technique of hand weaving and hand welding 

to connect points of the structure, Ango’s  

designers choose different natural materials found 

in Thailand such as silk cocoon, rattan and  

mulberry tree bark to create products. Ango 

always admires and respects the local wisdom of 

craftsmanship. For example, the Halo Table Light 

marks one of the jewelry table lights created by 

Ango. With double layers of hand soldered wire 

matrix technique, the brass plated light is a  

spectacular handcrafted item that makes any  

living space unique and sophisticated.
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Anon Pairot Design 
Studio Co.,Ltd.
ANON PAIROT

Contact:
Anon Pairot Design Studio Co.,Ltd.

2F No. 1/6 Soi Ekamai 2, Sukhumvit 63,  

Klongtan Nua, Wattana, Bangkok 10110

Tel: +(66) 81 813 5691

Email: anon.pairot.info@gmail.com

FB: apdspages

https://anon-pairot.squarespace.com/

Thai industrial designer/artist Anon Pairot turns 

underrated local inspirations into stylish objects. 

Famous for his sense of humor and quirky designs, 

Bangkok-based Anon Pairot keeps experimenting 

on shapes, forms and materials with art,  

playfulness and innovative ideas. Art and design 

might be considered two different worlds, but 

these two arenas collide in the universe of Anon 

Pairot, a rising designer based in Bangkok.  

Injecting art into every piece of work, Pairot has 

turned his designs into some kind of objets d’art, 

blending functions with emotional aesthetics and 

a hint of Thai culture. A mechanical engineering 

graduate, Pairot found his passion in industrial  

design and decided to further his study in this 

field. After an internship at London’s Royal College 

of Art, he returned to Bangkok to establish his  

design studio Anon Pairot Design Studio. Since 

then, Anon Pairot has worked with numerous  

global brands, from Fendi andPhillippe Morris to 

Grohe and Heineken. His furniture designs have 

been displayed in the most prestigious places like 

Vitra Design Museum and Philippe Starck’s design 

hotel. In 2017, he attracted global attention with 

his outstanding work Chiangrai Ferrari, showcased 

at the Venice Biennale. Recently, Anon Pairot has 

shifted his focus more to art. As a result, his  

creations have turned into much-coveted objets 

d’art that make every space more interesting.
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Arn Creative Studio
Contact:
Arn Creative Studio

126/38, 3rd Floor, Park Avenue Khlong Nuea,  

Wattana, Bangkok 10110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 448 3941 /, +(66) 2 050 9558

Email: tee@arn-creativestudio.com

FB: Arn.Creativestudio

IG: arn_creativestudio

www.arn-creativestudio.com

Arn Creative Studio keeps it unconventional, 

turning the “old” into the “new” with bold, striking 

designs. Specializing in packaging design,  

Bangkok-based Arn Creative Studio aims to  

provide branding strategies, design solutions and 

digital communication services to small to large 

enterprises that seek something new. Despite its 

compact size, Arn Creative Studio has a diverse 

clientele, from small enterprises like independent 

restaurant New Heng Kee to global corporates 

like King Power, Andaz Hotel and the Ritz Paris. 

Although the studio features various services from 

branding, graphic design and art direction to  

digital communication services, the studio’s 

strength lies in reinterpretation and packaging 

design for the lifestyle and hospitality industry. 

Being flexible, adaptable and open-minded, Arn 

Creative Studio can provide design solutions that 

are unique, creative and striking.
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Atelier 2+
Contact:
Atelier 2+

Atelier2+ 66/115, 66/13 Phahonyothin Rd,  

Khwaeng Anusawari, Khet Bang Khen,  

Bangkok 10220

Tel: +(66) 85 815 7888 /, +(66) 85 121 2223

Email: ateliertwoplus@gmail.com

www.ateliertwoplus.com

Atelier2+ mixes Scandinavian minimalism with a 

Thai twist. Atelier2+ is a Bangkok-based creative 

studio whose works are somewhere between art 

and design, and theoretical and practical. It  

engages in many forms of creativity, from  

architecture and art to crafts and design. The 

studio also collaborates with other design studios 

located both locally and internationally. Ada  

Chirakranont and Worapong Manupipatpong  

graduated in Interior Architecture at KMITL in 

2003, and obtained their MFAs from Konstfack, 

Sweden, in 2009. After moving back home, Ada 

and Worapong set up a small studio for carpentry 

work, and founded Atelier 2+ in 2010. The studio’s 

works cover a wide range of art and design, from 

architecture and interior design to installations, 

furniture and other collaborations. “We are not 

only a thinker but also a maker who does not 

create only buildings and objects, but rather visual 

culture. I’m not sure how I see myself as a  

designer, craftsman, architect, or artist…probably, 

it doesn’t really matter.” Aiming to incorporate 

diversity in its works, the studio has been working 

with different groups of people including  

communities and entrepreneurs to develop works 

with diverse styles. “Dialogue” marks a project that 

the studio is currently developing in collaboration 

with communities and entrepreneurs, which will 

produce an eclectic mix of works based on  

individuals’ own inner “dialogue”.
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Atelier Pichita  
Co., Ltd.
ATELIER PICHITA

Contact:
Atelier Pichita Co., Ltd.

77/7 Ekkamai 12, Soi Jaroenjai North Klongtan, 

Wattana, Bangkok 10110,Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 381 5391

Email: info@atelierpichita.com

FB: AtelierPichita

IG: atelier_pichita

www.atelierpichita.com

Atelier Pichita creates wearable art by fusing  

fashion and sophistication with hand-woven  

techniques and local textiles. Clothes created at 

Atelier Pichita are one-of-a-kind for their hand  

embroidery and natural colour dyes. Textiles  

attained from local Thai artisans are fashioned into 

contemporary and striking collections suited for  

an international audience. A long-standing name 

in Thai fashion, Pichita is considered one of the 

pioneers of the industry. Its founder, Pichitra 

Boonyarataphan, launched her first design line in 

1980 to national acclaim, after graduating from 

Chambre Syndicale de la Couture in Paris. She has 

since been dressing some of the most prominent 

women in Thailand and abroad —including  

members of the Thai Royal family. With the  

craftsmanship and utmost mastery of bringing the 

richest of fabrics together, the clothes made at this 

atelier evoke masterpieces on the haute couture 

level. Creating a unique twist with textiles attained 

from local Thai artisans and other natural  

materials, the fashion house supports and  

champions the wisdom of Thai hill tribes and  

villagers. Today, Atelier Pichita’s timelessly  

sophisticated designs continue their legacy of 

fashioning local textiles into clothing lines for both 

women and men, accessories and home decor 

items. Embroidery, natural colour dying and  

Continue >>
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pattern drawings are used in printing on a  

wondrous array of different materials. What the 

atelier also focuses on is the use of sustainable 

materials, as well as recycled supplies, in order 

to fashionably and responsibly integrate into the 

lifestyle of all consumers.
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Yothaka International  
Co., Ltd.
AYODHYA

Contact:
Yothaka International Co., Ltd.

1028/5 Pong Amorn Building, 3rd Floor,  

Rama 4 Road, Thungmahamek, Sathorn,  

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 679 8521 /, +(66) 2 679 8630

Email: sales@ayodhyatrade.com

www.ayodhyatrade.com

AYODHYA crafts uniquely Thai home decorative 

goods from all-natural materials. Ayodhya  

combines natural materials with traditional Thai 

handicraft techniques and patterns to create  

highly functional and stunningly cosmopolitan 

products. Founded in 1994 by M.L. Pawinee  

Santisiri, Ayodhya has long been a pioneer in  

the embrace of natural, local, reusable and  

environmentally-friendly materials in their  

product and home furnishing designs. By working 

with local villagers and hill tribes across the  

country to source local materials including water 

hyacinth – the brand’s signature medium –  

and hemp and cotton, Ayodhya provides  

supplementary income and skills development to 

Thai villagers. The brand’s conscious approach to 

sustainable design also reduces waste in the  

natural environment and addresses the pressing 

issue of global warming.
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Natural Unit Co., Ltd.
BAMBUNIQUE

Contact:
Natural Unit Co., Ltd.

225 Praditmanutham Road, Phlapphla,  

Wang Thong Lang, Bangkok 10310 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 148 1125

Email: info@bambunique.com

FB: BAMBUNIQUETHAILAND

IG: bambunique

www.bambunique.com

Bambunique sets out to create innovative, 

eco-friendly bamboo furniture and interior  

decorations. Tough but flexible, bamboo furniture 

not only makes Bambunique a unique furnishing  

but also meets the needs of environmentally 

friendly people. After meticulous research,  

bamboo has been chosen to be the main natural  

source of material for Bambunique, to create  

innovative, stylish furniture and decorations. These 

bamboo-made items are developed and produced 

to offer functional use as well as to express artistic 

creativity. In the process, Bambunique discovered 

that bamboo is an incredible natural material. The 

plant grows easily, taking hardly any time to  

mature, with no harm to the environment;  

therefore, it serves as the perfect natural source 

that aligns with the need for future sustainability. 

And, to avoid damage from moths and mold,  

Bambunique has developed an eco-friendly  

protective solution that can be applied directly to 

the bamboo. For more than a decade, Bambunique 

has become the top Thai manufacturer and  

exporter of bamboo-made interior and decorative 

furniture, known for great quality and unique  

styling. Specifically, quality means tough and  

durable furniture while unique refers to classic 

contemporary design with the delicate handicraft 

of local artisans. To remain the lead manufacturer  

of bamboo home goods, Bambunique never 

stopped its research and development efforts. 

Continue >>
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That’s why the brand continuously puts out an 

array of signature pieces with a diverse and  

compelling assortment of bamboo materials, 

furniture, lighting, and accessories. The brand also 

collaborates with other leading brands in  

designing for many hospitality-oriented projects 

such as hotels, resorts, spas, and restaurants. 

Bambunique expects to present the true beauty of 

bamboo by combining craft know-how and unique 

style to create a masterpiece. The company uses 

only local Thai bamboo called “Phaetong –  

Dendrocalamus Asper”, sourced from contracted 

farms all over Thailand. The firm concentrates in 

every process by adopting environmentally  

friendly innovative techniques while continuously  

exploring and developing wonderful and limitless  

materials for the future. Delicately beautiful 

through simplicity, Bambunique is committed to 

providing endless design discoveries along with 

creative conceptual art. The approach is always 

CRAFT meets INNOVATION, resulting in  

harmonious living at one with nature. The brand 

also aims to offer a signature design that is diverse 

and compelling, from interior decoration to  

furniture and exterior architecture — all of which 

will uplift the spirit of any space.
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Benjametha  
Ceramic Co., Ltd.
BENJAMETHA

Contact:
Benjametha Ceramic Co., Ltd.

6/4 Moo 6, Tambon Khuan, Amphoe  

Panare, Pattani 94190 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 609 6834

Email: emsophian@gmail.com

FB: BenjamethaCeramic

Emsophian Benjametha showcases the beauty of 

Thailand’s southernmost provinces through earthy 

yet elaborate ceramic works. Founded in Pattani 

province of Thailand, Benjametha Ceramics is 

the manufacturer of minimalist design products 

steeped in local history, heritage and philosophical 

beliefs. Try visiting Emsophian Benjametha’s home 

in Pattani province and you will be surprised how 

peaceful it can be. Overlooking the vast, green rice 

fields, his house is surrounded by his ceramic  

factory, his little lamb farm and a compact archery  

range. Everything reflects his strong belief in  

empowering his community. With a background in 

architecture and a degree in furniture design from 

Paris, Benjametha returned to his hometown  

Pattani, one of Thailand’s southernmost provinces 

and home to large Muslim populations,, to  

empower his community through design. He 

founded a ceramics factory to create products 

from local clays. The tagline “Come from the Earth, 

Be with the Earth, Return to the Earth” not only 

reflects the brand’s character, but also expresses 

Benjametha’s belief based on Islamic philosophy. 

For people in his community, Benjametha  

Ceramics is both a source of income and local 

pride. For the next step, Emsophian aims to  

promote the Thai-Malayu culture through his new 

batik brand Lepas, which is inspired by the ethnic 

Lepas sarong.
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CORNER 43 DÉCOR
Contact:
CORNER 43 DÉCOR

2nd Floor, CV12 Residence, 25 Sukhumvit 53, 

Sukhumvit Road, Klongton-Nua, Wattana,  

Bangkok 10110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 056 1320 /, +(66) 89 922 4243

Email: info@corner43.com

FB: corner43decor

IG: corner43decor

www.corner43.com

Corner 43 Decor’s luxury furniture represents  

excellence in Thai craftsmanship. Luxury home  

furnishings and accessories company Corner 43 

Decor creates products using sustainable  

materials, while preserving the rich heritage of Thai 

craftsmanship. For over 30 years, Corner 43 Decor 

has worked with inspiring Thai designers to create 

products that meet the needs of the times. Styles 

range from hints of the classic to contemporary 

and modern. But the one constant is the brand’s 

distinctive and traditional weaving technique of 

rattan, their main material, which can be made into 

products as diverse as magazine holders, sofas 

and beds. These skillful techniques are passed on 

through generations by the artisans who have long 

worked with the brand, to their families and others 

interested in the craft – thus keeping this heritage 

alive and supporting community livelihoods into 

the future.
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Deesawat Industries 
Co., Ltd.
DEESAWAT

Contact:
Deesawat Industries Co., Ltd.

71/9 Changwattana Road, Saksi, Bangkhen,  

Bangkok 10210 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 521 1341

Email: info@deesawat.com

FB: deesawat

IG: deesawat_thailand

www.deesawat.com

Bangkok-based wood maker Deesawat offers  

contemporary green furniture pieces that can fit 

both indoor and outdoor spaces. Deesawat has 

established itself as a global player in the  

wooden furniture industry, offering understated 

indoor and outdoor furniture pieces that showcase 

the beauty of their materials. Since 1972, Deesawat 

has become a household name in the global  

furniture market as a Thai brand that creates  

balance between natural materials, minimalistic 

style and sophisticated manufacturing. Its factory 

spans a space of 30,000 square meters, housing  

more than 200 skilled workers who produce 

various wood-based products, from doors and 

windows to furniture, building materials and 

custom-made pieces. Starting from sustainable 

plantation-grown or reclaimed teak wood,  

Deesawat has evolved through time, expanding 

into other kinds of materials like aluminum,  

stainless steel and synthetic rattan. The brand  

focuses on showcasing the beauty of the materials  

and superior Thai carpenter skills through  

simple yet elaborate designs. Empowered by high 

manufacturing standards, Deesawat can cater to 

the needs of customers in every segment, from 

an individual client to large corporates. But what 

makes the brand stand out in the global market is 

its attention to the emotional element: Deesawat 

Continue >>
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doesn’t only offer something functional, but also 

something that delivers comfort and happiness. 

While exports are restricted during the pandemic, 

Deesawat aims to attract more customers through 

online channels. It also plans to adapt its designs 

to be more compatible to the needs of people in 

this generation that focus more on quality and 

eco-friendliness.
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Mae Fah Luang 
Foundation under 
Royal Patronage
DOITUNG

Contact:
Mae Fah Luang Foundation under Royal Patronage

BKK Office, 1875/1 Rama IV Rd. Lumpini,  

Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 252 7114 Ext. 201

Email: jackrayu@doitung.org

FB: MaeFahLuangFoundation

www.maefahluang.org

DoiTung presents skillfully made local handicrafts 

in contemporary designs. A Thai-owned social  

enterprise, DoiTung’s handicrafts are made by 

ethnic minorities in Northern Thailand with great 

delicacy, and through environmentally-friendly 

processes. Each product epitomizes the  

uniqueness of nature, local stories and indigenous 

cultures of Doi Tung. The DoiTung social enterprise 

was established by the Mae Fah Luang Foundation 

under Royal Patronage, which was set up around 

30 years ago by HRH Princess Srinagarindra, 

mother of King Rama VIII and King Rama IX. The 

enterprise’s business model enables local hill tribes 

to give up their reliance on illicit drug cultivation 

and trafficking, by transforming them into skilled 

artisans and craftsmen. This holistic approach also 

promotes self-reliance by providing sustainable  

incomes for their communities, as well as  

preserves the area’s local environment and  

cultural heritage.
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DOTS Design Studio
Contact:
DOTS Design Studio

89/1 Techa Wanit Road, Bang Sue,  

Bangkok 10800

Tel: +(66) 2 279 1790

Email: dots.designconsult@gmail.com

FB: dots design studio

www.dots-designstudio.com

Dots Design Studio aims to connect the dots that 

other people miss through fun designs. Dots  

Design Studio is a Bangkok-based multidisciplinary 

design studio that focuses on experimenting with 

innovative design processes and various  

materials. Dots is a one-stop service design brand 

whose work covers product, interior and space 

design. It was co-founded in 2002 by Krit Phutpim, 

an award-winning design director. The brand has 

been known for their well-rounded services and 

well-finished designs, driven by a team of experts: 

designers, communication designers, interiors and 

strategists. They work in harmony to connect the 

dots that other people miss, by seeing the bigger 

picture while remaining detail-oriented. As such, 

they aren’t afraid of having fun using experimental 

processes and various materials, such as wood, 

metal and leather. It’s easy to run out of fingers to 

count all of Dots’s project collaborations, products, 

art installations, and interior and exterior designs. 

The brand has also made waves for its Dot’s Object 

lifestyle products brand, with the uniqueness of 

“Plybike”, a wooden bicycle. Also, the studio has 

launched a reinterpretation of the traditional Thai 

herbal inhaler as a cooler version called “Arma 

Herbal”. Every design sensation will not be left out 

as experiences of clients and users are what the 

company holds dear; Dots thoughtfully gathers all 

perspectives from their specialists in various fields 

to make every conceptual idea functional. They 

then deliver every product with a distinctive  

design dialect; that may sound like a foreign  

Continue >>
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concept to traditional ears, but it surely adds  

euphoria to daily life. Dots executes their  

product development brilliantly, bringing culture 

alive through contemporary everyday objects with 

the belief that Thainess doesn’t have to look Thai. 

As creativity depends on how you connect the 

dots, the brand gracefully applies creative  

approaches to the new normal, where global 

changes afford room for the brand to grow. The 

upcoming collaboration with Bambunique, a Thai 

furniture brand, promises a surprising approach 

toward bamboo as a material. Dots is trusted 

amongst clients who dare to redefine themselves.
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I Don’t Have  
Favorite Color  
Co., Ltd.
EAST STUDIO

Contact:
I Don’t Have Favorite Color Co., Ltd.

32 Soi Charoenakorn46 Charoen Nakhon Rd,  

Bang Lamphu Lang, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 82 989 5645 /, +(66) 82 956 4624

Email: contact@ease-studio.com

FB: ease.emb

IG: ease.studio

www.ease-studio.com

Ease Studio recreates ordinary yet meaningful 

objects that reflect the beauty of everyday life. By 

integrating emotional value into their products, 

Ease Studio focuses on embroidery, based on the 

family business of Nichepak, one of the founders, 

as an embroidery factory with more than 30 years 

of experience. A Bangkok-based, multidisciplinary 

atelier started back in 2014, as well as an offshoot 

of a 30-year-old family-run embroidery business, 

Ease Studio, founded by Nichepak Torsutkanok 

and Wanus Choketaweesak, combines industry 

and experiment, craft and design to make interior 

products, furniture, partitions, lamps, installations 

and bespoke artwork that integrates graphic  

op-art of machine-generated and traditional hand 

embroidery. “By exploring colours, materials and 

textures, we aim to create new experiences for 

surface design and products through  

experimental looks and methods,” say the  

founders. Having planned to expand into global 

markets, the studio is currently working with top 

international hotel brands such as Shangri-La in 

China, creating a large wall décor for the hotel. The 

studio is keen to apply traditional Thai techniques 

of hand embroidery with industrial textile weaving 

in the installation and interior design products.
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Curated Co., Ltd.
EK THONGPRASERT

Contact:
Curated co., ltd.

5/103 tessabasnaongkrao rd. Ladyao  

chatujak Bangkok 10900

Tel: +(66) 80 269 6660

Email: ek.t@curated.co.th

FB: Ek.Thongprasert.Antwerp

Designer Ek Thongprasert brings a conceptual,  

creative and playful Thai touch to fashion. Ek 

Thongprasert’s clothing and jewellery redefine 

Thai art and cultural techniques into conceptual, 

avant-garde and creative collections. Boasting an 

element of gender fluidity and agelessness, the 

designer’s works have long been well-received by 

the fashion-forward set. Ek Thongprasert is known 

among fashion insiders as a designer who creates 

works that are highly conceptual and avant-garde. 

A graduate of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in 

Antwerp, the designer’s clothing and accessories 

innovatively refashion old handicraft techniques 

and local materials into contemporary designs for 

the international market. Some of Ek Thongprasert’s  

most enduring pieces include the silicone  

necklace, while recent clothing collections have 

been inspired by sacred talismans and tattoos. 

Although Thai motifs are sometimes present in his 

work, the brand’s essence also embraces gender 

fluidity and agelessness — a trend that the  

designer believes will influence the industry.  

Beyond the runway, Ek Thongprasert has recently 

designed bridal jewellery and uniforms with  

various brands in China.
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Sontaya Pansupa
GRAJANG

Contact:
Sontaya Pansupa

119 BIS building, 2D8C Room, Mahaesak Road,  

Suriwong, Bangrak, Bangkok, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 89 799 7946

Email: spansupa@hotmail.com

FB: Grajang

IG: grajangjewelry

www.grajang.com

Grajang presents luxury fine ornaments using  

traditional Thai motifs and patterns. With the  

delicate and exquisite beauty of traditional Thai 

patterns, Grajang aims to attract the modern jewelry 

world’s attention with their unique decorative  

accessories. Truly passionate with traditional Thai 

patterns, jewelry and lore, the Grajang brand has 

created vintage designs of fine ornaments to meet 

modern trends and tastes. Grajang expects that the 

contemporary design combined with modern  

production techniques will appeal to more people, 

widening the appeal of Thai arts and aesthetics,  

allowing them to be appreciated through a novel  

approach. In order to provide more up-to-date 

looks in terms of jewelry, Grajang has simplified Thai 

traditional motifs to be more streamlined in shape. 

However, the designs remain delicate and charming,  

with a luxurious touch. Meanwhile, by applying  

colours and trends from the guidance of Trend  

Jewelry Design Forecast (TFJ), Grajang strives to  

create modern jewelry that retains the distinctive 

charm of Thai arts. Inspired by John Hardy, who 

revives and recreates Bali jewelry-making traditions, 

Grajang aims to create Thai traditional patterns like 

“grajang” to be well-known and accepted globally. 

The brand currently works to make various unique 

and outstanding designs by adapting more grajang 

patterns before expanding to use other Thai tradi-

tional arts and patterns. The brand prides itself on 

the value of authenticity; it is the soul of local Thai 

society that makes each piece truly one of a kind.
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Bathroom Design 
I-Spa Co., Ltd.
I-SPA

Contact:
Bathroom Design I-Spa Co., Ltd.

729 /150-152 Ratchadaphisek Rd, Bang Phong 

Phang, Yan Nawa, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 683 7322-3

Email: export@bathroomtomorrow.com

FB: BathroomISPA

IG: Ispa_global

www.bathroomtomorrow.com

Bathroom Design I-Spa offers a full range of highly 

innovative technology and design of bathroom 

products, furniture, and fittings. One of Thailand’s 

leading manufacturers of bathroom products since 

1995, Bathroom Design I-Spa recently created 

products to match the ‘New Normal’ lifestyle such 

as a self-installed, freestanding bathtub. With the 

expertise in bringing innovation, technology, and 

aesthetic appeal together, Bathroom Design I-Spa 

will continue to develop new products that create 

inner peace through a five-sense therapy for both 

domestic and international markets. The company 

is currently focusing on innovating its own  

technology integrated by oriental sciences and 

sensation of spa therapy, to create bathroom 

products that meet customers’ demands, both 

functionally and aesthetically.
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KORAKOT  
INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED  
PARTNERSHIP
KORAKOT

Contact:
KORAKOT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

355 Moo10 BaanLaem, Phetchaburi 76110, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 32 772 036 /, +(66) 95 764 4949

Email: korakot.aromdee@yahoo.com /  

korakot.thasanee@gmail.com

FB: Korakotdesign

www.korakot.net

Thai artist and designer Korakot Aromdee empowers 

local communities through design, craftsmanship and 

sustainable materials. From architecture to furniture  

products, Korakot Aromdee attracts the global  

spotlight by matching modern design with folk crafts 

and sustainable natural materials. It can be said that 

the design profession of rising Thai designer Korakot 

Aromdee was born out of his passion for art. When he 

was young, he spent his free time sketching. He even 

turned that passion into a thesis for his undergraduate  

degree at Burapha University. But things changed 

when he decided to further his studies at the Faculty 

of Applied Arts at Silpakorn University, where he was 

encouraged to integrate local crafts into his work. It 

was then he looked back to his heritage and decided 

to turn what he was familiar with the most, which are 

fishing and the art of kite making, into designs. The 

ropes used in fishing and the bamboo for making kites 

are put together to create stunning works, creating 

a new source of income for people in his community 

that used to depend on the fishing seasons.For many 

years, Korakot Aromdee has empowered his community  

through his eye-catching and sustainable designs. 

The main material, which is the highly durable Seesuk 

bamboo, is combined with local kite making  

techniques and fishermen’s knotting skills to create 

striking furniture pieces, sculptures or even  

architectural elements.
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Labrador Factory
LABRADOR

Contact:
Labrador Factory

3/1 Nonthaburi 39 Sanambinnam Rd.,  

Thasai, Muang, Nonthaburi 11000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 951 3488

Email: labradorfactory@gmail.com

FB: labradorfactorypage

IG: labradorfactory

www.labradorfactory.net

Labrador aims to use high-quality materials to  

reduce waste. With a belief in high quality raw  

materials that can be easily recycled, all of  

Labrador’s products are strictly created to be 

eco-friendly, producing less waste in the  

production processes and as finished products. 

Labrador requires that their raw materials are 

good, high-quality items that are eco-friendly and 

recyclable; therefore, all of Labrador’s products are 

made from premium quality leather and  

materials. Such materials accentuate the durability 

and lifelong attractiveness of Labrador’s products, 

while helping the company reduce waste. For 

more than a decade, Labrador has never stopped 

sourcing new eco-friendly materials to be used 

in the brand’s products, including carry-all bags, 

gadget bags, wallets and stationery items. It can 

be said that each piece is designed under strict 

eco-friendly ethics. Meanwhile, the company has 

launched “Relabrador”, which transforms recycled 

leathers into a fine handmade leather product  

collection. The company also aims to create  

products using environmentally friendly  

innovation processes that consume the least 

amount of energy possible. Creativity, simplicity  

and Green awareness are the key concepts of  

Labrador. These concepts also reflect Thai  

characteristics that are full of a sense of humor, 

modesty and aesthetic delicacy. Under those 

philosophies, Labrador, as a modern craft  

Continue >>
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leather atelier, expects to help raise awareness 

about waste amongst consumers as well as  

elevating the quality of Thai products. The brand 

aims to be accepted from both domestic and  

international markets as a sustainable, creative 

Thai leading business and product brand.
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Two n five Co., Ltd.
LAMUNLAMAI.CRAFTSTUDIO

Contact:
Two n five Co., Ltd.

5/5 Saladaeng road Silom Bangrak,  

Bangkok Thailand

Tel: +(66) 84 044 0961 /, +(66) 89 488 6333

Email: lamunlamai.craftstudio@gmail.com

FB: lamunlamai.craftstudio

IG: lamunlamai.mai

www.lamunlamaicraftstudio.com

Lamunlamai.Craftstudio creates ceramic crafts 

with hands and heart. Lamunlamai.Craftstudio 

blends Thai craftsmanship skills with an industrial 

approach to increase scale in terms of value and 

production processes. Nol Netprom and  

Nopkamol Akarapongpaisan followed their hearts 

to make crafts cool again. Starting with a studio on 

the rooftop of Nol’s house, the duo developed the 

concept of ceramic pottery products for daily use. 

Today, the first thing that comes to mind when the 

term “lamunlamai” pops up is pastel (think light, 

gentle hues — the name itself means soft,  

tender or mellow in Thai). When Nol  

experimented on porcelain colour coatings, the 

palette came out giving off warm, homey vibes. 

The name of the brand thus derived from such 

tones, to define the products with a touch of 

gentleness. In addition to colour coating, Nol also 

imparts an expertise in techniques, while  

Nopkamol loves to apply texture in her works, 

delivering messages and feelings through objects. 

Since the founding of the brand in 2012,  

Lamunlamai.Craftstudio has enchanteda global 

audience with its authentic, statement-making 

stance, offering ceramic pottery products as well 

as design services via custom-made tableware 

and cutlery for a chef‘s table and art installations. 

Lamunlamai can be interpreted as providing three 

core-characteristics: the homey and warm vibes of 

design, the integration of expertise and the bal-

Continue >>
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ance of customer needs with the brand  

identity. To date, it has collaborated with many 

brands, from decorative wall art with Starbucks to 

custom-made tableware for two-Michelin-starred 

restaurant Sorn. The latter changed Thailand’s food 

scene, creating conversations between chefs and 

diners through custom-made tableware. The  

gentle vibes of the products result from the  

integration of the founders’ experiences and skills. 

For Nol and Nopkamol, having the “lamunlamai 

approach” is the foundation for efficient, non- 

verbalcommunications with clients and end-users. 

The approach can be adapted for the pandemic,  

where, for example, custom designed cutlery 

and tableware for fine dining restaurants help to 

enhance the culinary experience without crossing 

social distancing lines. The firm has also increased 

productivity, having up-to-date online platforms to 

keep up with their clients. Lamunlamai. Craftstudio 

is expanding into Europe and the United States, 

fueled by the positive feedback from their  

exhibitions in Maison&Objet, Paris. Aiming to 

produce more product lines that speak for clients 

in selected stores and art galleries, the brand is 

tirelessly developing their signature colour coating 

and textures with a twist of Thai craftsmanship 

through materials and production processes.
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ASIA COLLECTION 
CO., LTD.
MASAYA

Contact:
ASIA COLLECTION CO., LTD.

59,61,63,65 captainbush lane, charoenkrung rd., 

bangrak, bangrak, bangkok 10500

Tel: +(66) 81 938 8498

Email: w_a_t@hotmail.com

www.apiwatchitapanya.com

Masaya presents the collector’s masterpieces 

in brass casting highest levels of craftsmanship. 

From the traditional Thai technique used in brass 

Buddha statue forging to an art-nouveau style of 

furniture, Masaya is renowned for its unsurpassed 

bronze work that not only possesses strength, 

functionality and sturdiness but also gives  

furniture a luxurious and elegant touch. Designer 

Apiwat Chitapanya finished his master’s degree in 

Applied Art from Silpakorn University, Bangkok. 

Having opportunities to design for many  

companies allowed him to experiment with  

atypical materials such stainless welding, and 

metal and brass casting. Apiwat aims to push his 

design beyond the norms by blending art nouveau 

and design together to create uniqueness. In order 

to present this concept, Apiwat chooses  

materials like brass to depict surreal beauty and 

unusual shapes that hint of a little fantasy. One of 

his most famous collection is the Ink collection.  

Inspired by Chinese paintings, this collection  

recalls the beauty of ink brush strokes in the forms 

of a dining chair, stool and bench. With color 

choices of black and gold, furniture from Ink  

Collection can also be adapted with the use of  

a glass top or colourful upholsteries.
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Pimpen Co., Ltd.
MOBELLA

Contact:
Pimpen Co., Ltd.

669 Moo 2, Sukhumvit Road, Bangpoomai,  

Muang, Samutprakarn 10280 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 323 2887

Email: mkt-export@mobella.co.th

FB: mobellagalleria

IG: mobellagalleria

www.mobella.co.th

Mobella upholsters modern furniture with the best 

of Thai craftsmanship and materials. A renowned 

upholstery furniture brand, Mobella transforms 

groundbreaking design into a functional art piece. 

Not only an exclusive, made-to-order service, the 

brand has earned recognition for its unique  

designs and high quality fabrics. Established in 

1992, Mobella has since gained an excellent  

reputation not only in Thailand, but also in Japan 

and Europe for its styles and substances. The  

Thai-born upholsterer offers a customization  

service to cater to style-conscious homeowners’s  

satisfaction through its collection of sofas,  

armchairs, beds and home accessories. Led by 

award-winning designer Anuphon Yooyuen, 

Mobella’s in-house designers are well-known for 

their creative minds that match modernized Thai 

elements with international design standards.
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MOONLER  
COLLECTION  
CO., LTD.
MOONLER

Contact:
MOONLER COLLECTION CO., LTD.

51 Moo 1, Sumranrath Doi Saket,  

Mueang Chiang Mai, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 556 3978

Email: contact@moonler.com

FB: moonler.furniture

IG: moonler.furniture

www.moonler.com

Moonler showcases authentic Thai craftsmanship 

through the natural beauty of local wood.  

Combining the notable characteristics of wood 

with the delicacy of local craftsmanship, Moonler 

aims to present stylish, high quality Thai wooden 

furniture. Starting from a small local handicraft 

shop in Chiang Mai province in 2008, in the  

northern part of Thailand, Moonler gradually  

developed its passion in local wood craftsmanship 

to become a large wood production and product 

distribution brand. With the expertise of wood 

making furniture, which has been passed through 

the generations, Moonler grew and expanded its 

production facilities and capabilities to its current 

premise of 4,000 square meters. This expansive 

space encompasses a wood workshop, metal 

workshop and showroom, located at Moonler’s 

hometown, Doi Saket district in Chiang Mai. H 

owever, having only an expertise in handcrafted 

wood would not be enough for Moonler to thrive; 

design and creativity mark important factors in 

their evolution as well. Moonler, therefore, has 

invited many young designers to be part of the  

furniture making process, enhancing the traditional  

wood craftsmanship with fresh ideas and design 

savvy. Since its inception, Moonler has become 

one of the experts in the design and  

Continue >>
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manufacturing of wooden furniture, especially 

Monkey Pod Wood, which is Moonlers’ main raw 

material. Moonler’s collections are well-designed 

and delicately made, focusing on natural styling, 

clean lines, simple allure and contemporary  

aesthetics. Throughout the process of production 

and material use, Moonler’s collections remain  

environmentally friendly. Meanwhile, the brand  

is committed to extending itself via more  

collaborations and development with the local 

community. They also continue to make Thai 

wooden furniture to be known and accepted as 

a green and high-quality product with aesthetics 

that reflect local craftsmanship and skills.
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Suda & Co Co., Ltd.
MUUDS

Contact:
Suda & Co Co., Ltd.

96/8 Moo 6, Panthai-Norasing, Meuang Samut 

Sakhon, Samut Sakhon, 74000, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 9 9414 2944

Email: hello@muuds.design

FB: muuds.design

IG: muuds.design

www.muuds.design

Muuds combines scent and design with an  

innovative paper diffuser. What if your diffuser 

could play another part as a beautiful accessory, 

standing out at your favorite corner? Muuds skips 

the traditional diffuser sticks and goes straight 

to paper that can absorb scent and colours. Also, 

the shape of Muuds’s paper diffuser replicates 

the Thai crown flower, which is well-known for 

its pleasurable scent. Sudaduang Nakhasuwan 

launched Muuds as Thailand’s first diffuser that has 

distinguished the brand from other names in the 

wellness industry. Competitors in the scent-maker 

market may only focus on their aromas, but Muuds 

has gone beyond by bringing in intriguing design 

and advanced technology. Sudaduang started her 

career as a lecturer at the Faculty of Architecture, 

Thammasat University, before becoming a mother, 

which shifted her towards product design, with 

creations mostly related to paper techniques. Now 

developing new designs for Muuds, Sudaduang 

aims to expand the brand’s international market. 

Her new designs come with flexibility in function 

for home decorating, and they have been well  

received on a global level. The Blooming Bell  

aroma diffuser, for example, is now included in 

MOM (the digital platform of Maison&Objet).
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Onemorething  
Co., Ltd.
ONE MORE THING

Contact:
Onemorething Co., Ltd.

2, Suksawad 5, Suksawad Road, Bangpakok,  

Ratburana, Bangkok 10140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 64 615 4417

Email: hello@onemorething.co.th

FB: omtpatternbreaker

IG: omt_patternbreaker

www.onemorething.co.th

Saran Yen Panya always creates surprises by giving 

new life to materials we once overlooked. Saran 

matches unexpected materials to create a bold 

piece with a story to tell. With his background as a 

“story-telling” design graduate, he makes sure his 

products, from furniture to fashion, reflect stories 

from his surroundings. After graduating from the 

Department of Industrial Design at Chulalongkorn 

University, Saran continued to nurture his passion  

for design by pursuing a master’s degree in  

Sweden, where he delved deeper into the scope 

of story-telling design. What he learned from the 

story-telling design program inspired him to start 

narrating stories of Thai society through quirky 

designs. Saran started by interpreting Thailand ‘s 

economic disparity and presenting the concept 

through a chair made from contrasting materials — 

colourful plastic baskets from the fresh market  

and Victorian-style wooden legs. Now Saran is  

expanding his expertise to more collaborations 

with other brands, including innovative textile  

design with One More Thing and story-telling  

design for some online retail platforms. He is  

setting his marketing direction toward the way  

of “Industrial craft”, which means attracting  

customers from the mass market with  

not-so-mass tastes.
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Puri Co., Ltd.
PAÑPURI

Contact:
Puri Co., Ltd.

127 Gaysorn Tower, 24th Floor, Unit A,D  

Ratchadamri Road., Lumpini, Pathumwan,  

Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 253 5959

Email: info@panpuri.com

FB: panpuriofficial

IG: panpuriofficial

www.panpuri.com

Pañpuri fully embraces a natural and organic wellness 

lifestyle with their internationally-loved beauty and 

personal care products. Synonymous with luxury and 

clean beauty, Pañpuri fills the shelves of the most  

prestigious spas and hotels around the world. Their beauty  

skincare and home ambiance products showcase the 

best of signature Thai scents while promoting the  

benefits of an organic lifestyle. Founded in 2003, 

Pañpuri is now a household name for those seeking 

luxury and clean beauty skincare regimens. With the 

aim to present “Asia’s best-kept beauty secrets”, the 

brand’s Eastern approach features efficient Asian 

ingredients like royal lotus. What first began simply with 

a milk bath and massage oil has now expanded into 

an extensive range that encompasses skin care, hair 

care, bath & body and home ambiance. As one of the 

biggest names for holistic wellness in Thailand, Pañpuri 

is renowned for distilling signature Thai scents, such as 

lemongrass to jasmine, into their products, which are 

organic and natural. Using a minimal aesthetic for all 

their wellness destinations and packaging, the brand 

truly encompasses a “clean” mindset by minimizing 

plastic use and an environmental impact. As a brand 

that has fans all around the world, Pañpuri has worked 

with world-renowned designer Jean-Marc Gady, as 

well as international teams in order to create limited 

edition products and exceptional packaging for different  

markets in various countries. Their popularity spans 

across Malta, France, China, Korea and Japan, where 

their store sits at the upscale Ginza district, while their 

presence online is also integrated seamlessly.
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Textile Gallery Co., Ltd.
PASAYA

Contact:
Textile Gallery Co.,Ltd.

77/191-192 Sinn Sathorn Tower, Krungthonburi 

Road, Klongsarn, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 440 0955

Email: info@pasaya.com

FB: PASAYA.shop

IG: pasayashop

www.pasaya.com

Pasaya has grown into a home-decor textile  

manufacturing empire with a global reputation for  

outstanding quality and design. Pasaya is a big player 

in the local textile manufacturing scene. With design- 

oriented marketing and top quality products, the  

brand is now globally well-known and has been 

expanding into more lifestyle and fashion products. 

Beauty, intelligence, elegance and independence 

are the four characters of a woman whose persona 

inspired the name “Pasaya”. Originally founded as Satin 

Textiles Co., Ltd. in 1986, the brand developed a more 

modern presence with a new name “Pasaya” a decade 

later as international sales doubled and the brand 

expanded its design scope. Pasaya’s first flagship store 

opened at Gaysorn Shopping Mall in 2002 with  

products ranging from home decorating textiles and 

made-to-order fabric products to tailor-made clothing.
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PATAPIAN STUDIO 
Co., Ltd.
PATAPIAN

Contact:
PATAPIAN STUDIO Co.,Ltd.

144 Moo 4, Thachang, Muang,  

Nakorn Nayok 26000 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 86 898 8336

Email: patapianstudio@gmail.com

FB: patapian

Patapian connects international tastes with the  

local art of weaving. As weaving reflects a Thai 

handicraft that is second to none, Patapian has 

successfully presented such artistry in a way that 

perfectly meets the demand and aligns with the 

tastes of modern consumers. Deeply fascinated 

by weaving and delicate Thai handicrafts, Supattra 

Kreaksakul and Varongkorn Tienpermpool have 

established the Patapian brand to create woven 

housewares and home accessories from various 

natural materials, such as wood and bamboo.  

This strong passion brought them to the idea of 

combining the unique weaving patterns and  

techniques with other materials to create  

contemporary daily products. Therefore, not only 

has Patapian made many unique and outstanding 

products, the brand also brings nature and local art 

closer to the lifestyles of people these days. First 

appearing in a trade fair in Japan, Patapian has 

since grown its brand internationally. Their works 

have proved that local Thai handicrafts can be  

applied to and created into various kinds of  

products that are completely compatible with  

urban living concepts. Since the beginning,  

Patapian has been committed to developing 

outstanding work, to be accepted and recognized 

internationally as well as to improve quality and 

promote Thai traditional handicrafts to be known 

in the global market. Under this commitment, the 

brand expects to keep Thai traditional arts and 

Continue >>
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handicrafts aligned with Thai lifestyles. At the 

same time, Patapain hopes to raise awareness 

among the new generations to see the values in 

Thai arts so that they will participate to develop 

and create more work. Also, Patapian aims to  

convey some local issues via various decorative 

housewares from heritage local crafts that are 

filled with artistic contemporary beauty.
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PiN Metal Art
Contact:
PiN Metal Art

13 Soi Suk Sawat 22, Bang Pakok,  

Rat Burana, Bangkok 10140 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 98 659 5969

Email: pinmetalart@gmail.com

FB: Pin.Metal.Art

IG: pinmetalart

www.pinmetalart.com

PiN Metal Art gives new life to metal waste,  

creating distinctive pieces from discarded scraps. 

PiN Metal Art transforms scrap metal waste from 

industrial production processes into unique art 

installations, objects and home décor – giving new 

life and value to waste materials. Growing up with 

a family-owned steel company, designer Saruta 

Kiatparkpoom (“PiN”) merges industry, creativity,  

craftsmanship and sustainability to upcycle  

worthless steel debris from her father’s factory. 

What results are meticulously crafted home décor 

pieces that include chandeliers, mirrors and other 

compelling works. Her contemporary designs are 

inspired by her mission to create a “New Life of 

Waste, New Life of Welder,” as well as by the  

stories, forms and meanings of Thai living. PiN 

Metal Art is a brand ahead of its time. Since the 

beginning, long before the birth of reuse and  

recycle trends, PiN Metal Art has transformed 

worthless steel debris into eye-catching  

masterpieces. Apart from the circular concept,  

PiN Metal Art also focuses on experimenting  

with new ideas and techniques.
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Plural Designs
Contact:
Plural Designs

9th floor Sri Fuang Fung building 1016  

Rama 4th road, Silom, Bangrak 10500 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 833 4566

Email: thepluraldesigns@gmail.com

FB: pluraldesigns

www.pluraldesigns.net

Plural Designs conveys a simple and unique idea 

through the combination of different materials 

that reflect the diversity of urban lifestyles. By 

working with local communities nationwide, Plural 

Designs narrates a unique story in its design and 

production techniques, with a clear understanding 

of the essence of material and making processes.  

A multi-disciplinary design studio with a  

background in architectural design, Plural Designs 

expanded its experience into furniture design and 

custom-made products. It creates unique items 

under the Plural Designs brand for furniture and 

home accessories. Since 2016, the studio has 

worked with craft communities across Thailand to 

jointly develop craft products as well as work on 

art installation and exhibition projects that connect 

the architectural design approach with natural  

materials and handmade processes. “We are  

convinced that the incorporation of technology 

and industrial processes into design should be 

developed from existing knowledge rather than 

overwriting it.” Beyond aesthetic appeal, Plural  

Designs is keen to experiment more with new  

materials and new design methodologies that  

will live up to the materials’ potential to create  

a solution for everyday living.
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Prempracha’s  
Collection
PREMPRACHA

Contact:
Prempracha’s Collection

224 M.3, Chiang mai-Sankampang Rd., T.Tonpao, 

A.Sankampang Chiang mai, 50130 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 53 338 540 /, +(66) 53 338 857

Email: info@prempracha.com

FB: premprachaco

IG: premprachaco

www.prempracha.com

Prempracha leads one to discover the aesthetic  

pleasure of local Thai ceramics. Recognized as one of the  

top ceramics manufacturers in Thailand, Prempracha  

intends to showcase the premium quality of Thai 

ceramics with universally appealing design. Since its 

establishment in 1986, Prempracha has never ceased 

to develop design processes and techniques to make 

fine handmade stoneware. The company offers a 

full-service ceramic studio and factory located in  

Chiang Mai province in the northern part of Thailand. 

To keep local Thai ceramics and stoneware appealing 

to the international market, Prempracha has continuously  

embarked on development efforts for reaching 

excellence in ceramic design and quality. Bringing 

together talented young and creative designers and 

local skilled artisans, the company has managed to 

pass through both prosperous and more challenging 

times. Continuing to produce a few new collections 

every month, Prempracha currently has created over 

1,000 unique designs of fine handmade ceramics and 

stoneware, including tableware, vases, wall art, stools, 

washbasins, decorative items and garden accessories. 

All such hand-made products are durable and  

exquisite, with the certification of food safety and 

microwave safety. Prempracha is committed to 

developing its own hand-made ceramic skills, and is 

expecting to make the brand known as a large scale 

manufacturer of artistic ceramics with high quality 

and unique innovative ceramics coating techniques.
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Prompt Design
Contact:
999 Nawamin 113 Alley, Nuanchan,  

Bueng Kum, Bangkok 10230 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 946 6980 /, +(66) 62 698 3385

Email: info@prompt-design.com

FB: promptdesign

www.prompt-design.com

Prompt Design makes ordinary products  

extraordinary with bold packaging creations. A 

specialist in branding and packaging design, the 

award-winning Prompt Design studio plays with 

the law of attraction through eye-catching works. 

Founded by Somchana Kangwanjit, Prompt Design 

has made Thailand recognized in the global  

packaging design industry with 84 international 

awards, the most recent of which are three awards 

from the prestigious Dieline Awards 2020. As 

Thailand’s leading design studio, Prompt Design 

highlights bold and unconventional ideas through 

astounding packaging designs for a plethora of 

consumer products. One of the works that made 

the studio recognized in the Thai market was the 

new bottle design of Sprinkle drinking water.  

Aiming to promote Thai design in the global 

market, Prompt Design tries to incorporate Thai 

traditions into its creations whenever it can. As an 

eco-conscious creative studio, it will focus more 

on working with eco-friendly and sustainable 

concepts. Apart from packaging design, Prompt 

Design also provides services in branding and art 

direction.
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New Arriva Co., Ltd.
QUALY

Contact:
New Arriva Co., Ltd.

131 Chareonrat Road, Bang Khlo,  

Bang Kho Laem, Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 689 8591

Email: info@qualydesign.com

FB: qualydesign

IG: qualydesign

www.qualydesign.com

Qualy revives plastic waste into functional,  

sustainable and interesting designs. As the world 

needs an innovative way to solve the plastic waste 

crisis, Qualy strongly believes that green concept 

design and creativity is another avenue with the 

potential to help sustain livelihoods and protect 

the environment. Since being founded in 2004, 

Qualy’s concept of design is to create accessories 

for everyday life with unique creativity, functional 

uses and environmentally friendly materials. All 

products make users feel inspired and happy, as 

well as make them enjoy being a part of broader 

environmental preservation efforts. Apart from 

continually producing a high-quality product in 

the industrial level, Qualy serves to help other 

companies to design products made by recycled 

materials as part of their respective Corporate 

Social Responsibility (CSR) policies. Meanwhile, the 

goal of Qualy is not only to create design works 

that exude a joyful and friendly vibe, it also aims to 

adapt every left-over material from the industrial 

sectors to become new usable products again. By 

collaborating with the local community and other 

leading brands, Qualy strongly believes in creating 

the world of the sustainable circular economy.
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Bangkok Apparel 
Co., Ltd.
RENIM PROJECT

Contact:
Bangkok Apparel Co., Ltd.

161/227 Ekkachai 36 RD., Kamnanmaen 26,  

Banggkhuntien, Jomthong, Bangkok,  

Thailand 10150

Tel: +(66) 86 668 3297

Email: bangkokapparel.co@gmail.com

FB: renimproject

IG: renimproject

www.renimproject.com

Renim Project shows the possibilities of making 

the green concept go hand-in-hand with high 

fashion. Believing that we can be both fashionable 

and eco-friendly, Renim Project works to realize 

that idea, guided by passion in design and  

environmental consciousness. Renim Project 

began its journey after realizing that Thailand, 

the project’s hometown, is one of the third world 

countries’ top destinations of dumped clothing. 

To help the planet reduce these wastes, and not 

create new ones, Renim Project steps up by  

reconstructing the concept of high fashion in 

terms of REMADE/REDUCE/REDESIGN. The brand 

recreates, redesigns and rebirths second-hand 

clothing, jeans and other deadstock from modern 

agencies and the fashion industry. Meanwhile, to 

lay claims as a sustainable fashion brand, Renim 

Project seriously ensures that they take a holistic, 

360-degree approach in both sourcing materials 

and during the production process. Most of the 

collection is totally made from recycled fabrics, 

second-hand jeans and cloth, and unused  

discarded materials, while the process of creation 

utilizes every small piece that is cut off, to make a 

new piece of recycled fabric again. Moreover, the 

brand makes it more sustainable by combining  

other recycled items to create outstanding,  

Continue >>
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stylish work. By focusing on quality not quantity,  

Renim Project also paves the way to support local 

artisans and specialists by using their skills and 

techniques in all the pieces of the collections. This 

helps increase their earnings while maintaining all 

traditional handicraft knowledge. Renim Project 

currently plans to raise more brand awareness as 

recycled haute couture fashion as well as design 

more innovative, eco-friendly fashion to serve the 

creative industry.
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Rubber Killer Co., Ltd.
RUBBER KILLER

Contact:
Rubber Killer Co., Ltd.

Rubber Killer Flagship Store : 26/1 11 Suthep, 

Mueang Chiang Mai District, Chiang Mai 50200

Tel: +(66) 84 269 9464

Email: info@rubberkiller.com

FB: rubberkiller

IG: rubberkiller

www.rubberkiller.com

Rubber Killer has continuously been transforming 

trash into treasures. Environmentally conscious 

and creative, Rubber Killer is on a mission to carry 

forth the business with an anti-consumerism 

stance, literally killing rubber from the waste cycle. 

Tires last for approximately 200,000 km, after 

which they pile up as a burden to Mother Nature at 

the landfills. But it took a man with an eco-friendly  

will and sustainable mind, like Saroengrong  

Wong-Savun, to extend the useful life of inner 

tubes as quality products under the brand  

Rubber Killer. When this Chiang Mai based  

company started up in 2010, the path wasn’t  

a bed of roses; the social perception toward  

recycled materials was not widely accepted and 

some boundaries were raised. Rubber Killer went 

the extra mile to make durable, sustainable and 

aesthetically unique products out of more than 

30,000 recycled inner tubes from all types of  

vehicles. Every Rubber Killer product is produced 

from used inner tubes, without any use of  

fresh-off-the shelves rubber. Other best  

quality materials and components are used  

together with the inner tubes, to offer them more 

room for innovation. Rubber Killer has become one 

of the nation’s most celebrated brands with more 

than 60 choices of products like messenger bags, 

tote bags, backpacks, wallets, straps and ankle 

straps, etc. The tremendous hidden value of such 

items has made them functional treasures among 

Continue >>
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customers of all ages and genders. The brand  

has expanded into ready-to-wear collections,  

footwear, specialty bags and accessories to further 

meet the needs of customers who are adventurous 

at heart. Looking forward to expanding its product 

selections while narrowing down the targeted  

customers, the brand has also launched  

motorcycle saddlebags to make bike trips  

practical for riders. Apart from maintaining the 

signature features, Rubber Killer is aiming to  

focus more on niche markets, with the biker  

society being one such segment.
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SALT AND PEPPER 
STUDIO CO., LTD.
SALT AND PEPPER STUDIO

Contact:
SALT AND PEPPER STUDIO CO., LTD.

18/85 The Terrace Village, Ramintra 65, Ramintra 

Road, Tha Raeng, Bang Khen, Bangkok 10230

Tel: +(66) 92 448 2525 /, +(66) 81 919 1555

Email: contact.saltandpepper@gmail.com

FB: saltandpepper.designservice

www.saltandpepper-studio.com

Taste the subtle but mellow flavour of authentic 

local playful design with Salt and Pepper Studio. 

Combined with colourful graphics and patterns 

through the collaboration with local skilled  

craftsmen, Salt and Pepper continually offers  

contemporary furniture, perfectly serving  

functional and aesthetic demands. Founded by 

Pipidh Khowsuwan and Anchana Thongpaitoon, 

Salt and Pepper Studio is a professional and small 

design team of artists, as well as product and 

interior designers based in Bangkok, Thailand. 

Being impressed with the beauty of authentic 

local Thai arts and crafts, Salt and Pepper Studio 

aims to combine these aesthetics with daily used 

items and products, to perfectly align with the 

urban . To balance design, production, technology 

and craftsmanship in order to create a unique and 

contemporary design concept is our challenge, 

fascination and pleasure. Since its establishment, 

Salt and Pepper has worked in various fields of arts 

and design, including furniture, products,  

packaging, graphics, branding, handicraft  

developments and fine arts. It can be said that 

Salt and Pepper Studio is profoundly passionate in 

arts and crafts, especially those involved with the 

human touch. As one of Thailand’s leading  

home-grown brands in industrial design, the  

studio cooperates and works closely with local  

communities and Thai craftsmen in order to adapt 

Continue >>
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those precious traditional values into the modern 

era. We also strictly insist on consistently using 

local materials. Meanwhile, with the unique  

perspective and various experiences, Salt and  

Pepper studio aims to create more creative  

design via the perfect combination of local arts 

and aesthetics with the modern era. The studio 

expects to add more values into Thai architecture 

and creative industry, making the nation to be 

more accepted internationally.
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Sarran Youkongdee
SARRAN

Contact:
Sarran Youkongdee

14/3 Rama 1, Lumphini, Pathumwan,  

Bangkok 10330 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 64 915 6356

Email: studioek@hotmail.com

FB: sarran1982

www.sarranofficial.com

SARRAN’s flower-centric jewellery offers visual  

appeal while also exuding appealing fragrances.  

SARRAN’s flower-centric jewellery pieces lets 

women wear flowers that will never wither. Crafted 

from recycled material and scented with traditional 

techniques, his garland-like earrings, bracelets and 

necklaces are lightweight, lush and luxurious.  

Previously an interior designer, Sarran Youkongdee 

has turned his talent to jewelry design, to convey the 

grace and charm of Thai women. Inspired by how 

women of the past accessorized themselves with 

flowers on their hair and wrists, his jewellery pieces 

are crafted from recycled material to look like Thai 

flowers and garlands. Using scenting techniques 

from the past, these lightweight earrings, bracelets 

and necklaces also emit floral aromas for up to six 

months. Every year, the designer also works with 

different local artisans to incorporate local craft 

techniques into his collections. This year, Sarran has 

worked with khone craftsmen and coppersmiths to  

feed into his work, which comprises two main collections  

and six capsule collections. With the aim to raise 

awareness of Thai flowers, a new type of flora is 

featured every season, with this year showcasing 

gardenias. As objects of beauty and aromatherapy, 

Sarran’s floral creations aspire to be collectibles for 

high-powered women across Asia and the world,  

enabling them to enjoy the deeply embedded  

stories, benefits and aromas of Thai flowers.  

Currently, the designer is working on new jewelry 

coating techniques that utilize local herbs, for easier 

care and cleaning in a pandemic-ridden world.
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BOONCHUCHA-
ROENKIT LTD.,PART.
SCULPTURE

Contact:
BOONCHUCHAROENKIT LTD.,PART.

43/56 moo 5 Kanjanapesak road, Bangbon,  

Bangkok 10150, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 415 5398

Email: chuboon82@gmail.com

www.sculpture.yolasite.com

Sculpture takes unusual materials and turns them 

into extraordinary, anything-but-the-usual  

furniture. Sculpture is a furniture and home design 

company, best known for its fearless moves in 

using unusual materials in furniture manufacturing, 

enhanced with a twist of indigenous Thai weaving 

techniques. When Katniss Everdeen was taken  

into the penthouse before the game in The  

Hunger Games (2012), the 8-story bright green 

chairs surrounding the glass table caught her eye. 

It was the first time Katniss and the world saw 

the Sexy Dining Chairs, but it wasn’t the first-time 

Sculpture experienced success in their work in the 

furniture industry. The company, founded by  

Nuttapong Charoenkitivarakorn in 2004, proves 

that regardless of the company size, having a 

strong identity can strengthen brand experiences.  

The brand may have stepped into the global arena 

when its product “Sexy Dining Chair” made an 

appearance in the blockbuster The Hunger Games 

(2012); however, the chairs were created  

in 2004, receiving the Pinnacle Awards by  

American Society of Furniture Designs in 2008. 

With the cutting-edge mindset that you can find 

inspiration from everything, Sculpture remains its 

identity to create the brand experience, focusing 

on making unique products from devalued  

materials like seat belt strapping. As Sexy Dining 

Chairs were referred to as “Seatbelt Chairs” among 

the internet fandom due to the products’ main ma-

Continue >>
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terials, the brand has created various products that 

feature seatbelt trapping such as the Sleepy Chair, 

Sway Rocking Chair and Bar Stool. Backed by  

various awards and winning the hearts of  

oversea distributors, the signature Sexy Dining 

Chair and other products are available at their  

two main showrooms in Bangkok: 4th floor of 

ICONSIAM and 4th floor of Siam Discovery. Thai 

craftsmanship’s delicateness is woven into every 

product that screams Sculpture name — without 

brand tags — by its timeless design and the  

unusual materials’ twist. Sculpture is collaborating  

with Masaya in the upcoming edition of Style 

Bangkok 2021. For almost 20 years in the design 

business, Sculpture’s direction focuses on creating 

new products from unexpected materials with  

unpredicted techniques. Believing that Covid-19 

will radically reshape the furniture industry,  

Sculpture focuses on building furniture with its  

signature style to meet the work-from-home 

surge.
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Srinlim Design  
Studio Co., Ltd.
SRINLIM

Contact:
Srinlim Design Studio Co., Ltd.

351 Chakkrawat Road, Chakkrawat,  

Sumpuntawong, Bangkok 10100

Tel: +(66) 99 429 4635

Email: srinlimstudio@gmail.com

FB: srinlim

Edgy graphic art makes every product outstanding 

at SRINLIM. SRINLIM is a design studio that  

delivers home-decor products with an edgy  

appearance. Thanks to the studio’s expertise in 

creating bold and eye-catching graphic art,  

SRINLIM has collaborated with many furniture 

and home-decor brands to produce one-of-a-kind 

collections that will make any space at your home 

stand out. Sarinya Limthongtip started her path in 

design with a degree from the Faculty of Fine Arts 

at Bangkok University. She then pursued a master’s 

degree in Textile Design from Chelsea College of 

Art and Design in London. “London is where I lived 

my life as an artist to the fullest,” says Sarinya, 

expressing her thanks to London’s artistic envi-

ronment, which led her to become the successful 

designer she is today. Returning to Thailand,  

Sarinya worked with a furniture company for a 

while before establishing her own brand,  

‘SRINLIM’, when she joined a ‘Talent Thai’ contest 

with DITP. Her first collection was launched during 

that time with inspiration from the beauty of  

peacocks. The collection transformed the colours 

and patterns on a peacock’s feather into a  

distinguished graphic design on pillows and  

upholstery.
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SUMPHAT GALLERY 
Co., Ltd.
SUMPHAT GALLERY

Contact:
SUMPHAT GALLERY Co., Ltd.

90/188 Soi Vibhavadi Rangsit-Rangsit 20, Alley 

18th, Chom Phon, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900  

Thailand

Tel: +(66) 81 171 2553

Email: sumphatgallery@gmail.com

FB: sumphatgallery

IG: sumphat_gallery

www.sumphat.com

Bangkok-based brand Sumphat Gallery creates 

luxury design objects with senses and sensibilities 

as well as with humanistic designs. Founded by  

architect and designer Rush Pleansuk and  

photographer Phillipe Moisan, Sumphat Gallery 

praises local wisdom and human skills through  

collaborations with local craft communities to 

create outstanding collections. In Thai, the word 

“sumphat” means “touch”, and that is the intention 

of the brand’s founders architect and designer 

Rush Pleansuk and photographer Phillipe Moisan.  

Together, they aim to create works that have the 

heart and soul. Sumphat or Sumphat Gallery has 

thus worked with numerous craft communities 

across Thailand to create collections of luxury 

objects that blend modern design with traditional 

craft techniques. In order to connect the history of 

the past to the present, Sumphat has gone on  

journeys to learn about long-lost craftsmanship 

and to revive it through design. Driven by the Wabi 

Sabi philosophy, the works of Sumphat celebrate 

the beauty of human imperfections that enables 

us to feel. “We feel nothing from perfection, but 

we always feel something from imperfections,” 

explains Rush Pleansuk. As a result, each piece by 

Sumphat, which is created by hand, is truly  

emotional and one-of-a-kind. Sumphat is now  
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focusing more on the designs that match the 

needs of the current generation that spends more 

time at home and practices social distancing 

during the pandemic. The brand’s future works 

thus revolve around the idea of making home a 

more livable place.
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The Head and the 
Heart Studio
Contact:
The Head and the Heart Studio

Charoenakorn Soi 10 Khwaeng Khlong Ton Sai, 

Khet Khlong San, Bangkok 10600 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 96 205 8928 /, +(66) 94 687 7744

Email: theheadandtheheart.studio@gmail.com

FB: theheadandtheheartstudio

IG: theheadandtheheart.studio

www.thehead-theheart.com

At this design studio, the creatively produced 

works speak from both the head and heart to tell 

a compelling story. Focusing on in-depth research 

and experiments, The Head and The Heart Studio 

creates innovative design solutions by blending 

scientific approaches with emotional elements. 

The Head and The Heart Studio was founded in 

2016 by Nham (the head) and Nam (the heart), two 

film graduates who had gone hand-in-hand to  

pursue a degree in graphic design in NYC. With 

their background in film studies, both founders 

commited to create designs without losing a sense 

of storytelling, as every design should start from 

having a vivid idea. The name was derived from 

the motif and the method of the brand — having 

scientific approaches toward designing processes 

to create the products with heart and soul. Hav-

ing strong positions in niche markets, the brand is 

looking forward to working with forward-thinking 

companies of all kinds, bringing innovation and 

Thai craftsmanship to serve clients’ needs from 

A to Z. Although the pandemic has disrupted the 

whole world, The Head and The Heart Studio aims 

to expand into providing more in-depth design 

advice, as such in the latest edition of DITP:  

Agricultural Innovation, and focusing on packaging 

design.
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The Uni_form  
Design Studio
Contact:
The Uni_form Design Studio

94 Sukhumvit 23 (Prasarnmit Khlong Toei Nuea, 

Watthana, Bangkok 10110 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 105 6742

Email: theuniformdesignstudio@gmail.com

FB: TheUniFormDesignStudio

The Uni_form Design Studio Bangkok based 

Uni_form Design Studio creates extensive, vibrant 

collages that grace a variety of publications and 

items. The works of Uni_form Design Studio  

always open our eyes and minds, with works 

ranging from the new look of the legendary Thai’s 

rooster bowl to the BNK48 band CDs, among 

countless others. This design studio was born  

out of a collaboration between two graphic  

designers:Wutthipat Somjit and Pariwat  

A-nantachina. The duo met in university and then 

headed off exploring their own paths after  

graduation. Wutthipat worked for the  

internationally acclaimed magazineWallpaper*, 

while Pariwat joined the King Power International 

corporation. In 2013 their journeys converged once 

again, at Bangkok University where they both  

became special lecturers and decided to set up 

The Uni_form Design Studio to expand their  

passions for typography and collage art. Today,  

the studio is widely recognized by its stunning  

and lively collage works.
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THINKK Studio
Contact:
THINKK Studio

204/147 Phatthanakan 63, Prawet,  

Bangkok 10250, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 075 3323 /, +(66) 85 916 2914

Email: info@thinkkstudio.com

FB: thinkkstudio

IG: thinkkstudio

www.thinkkstudio.com

THINKK Studio makes everything possible with the 

perfect combination of creativity and Thai  

uniqueness. Being confident in the influence of 

design and creativity, THINKK Studio, a  

Bangkok-based studio, creates various products by 

seamlessly blending local traditional values with 

modern world needs and sensibilities. THINKK  

Studio is a notable Thai design studio that was 

established in 2008 by Decha Archjananun and 

Ploypan Theerachai, two world-class designers. 

The design concepts of THINKK Studio have  

harmonized research and experiments with a 

sense of fun and creativity, which are then applied 

to and combined with the unique features of Thai 

qualities. Since the beginning, THINKK Studio has 

always blended various global concept designs 

such as Scandinavian aesthetics with “Thainess”, 

whether in materials usage or production  

processes. There are many works produced for 

leading world brands from the studio. Most have 

been recognized for their premium quality and 

design by many remarkable institutions.

THINKK Studio also closely cooperates and  

provides consultations for local communities via 

many public and government projects. For  

example, the studio worked with the SUPPORT 

Arts and Crafts International Centre of Thailand 

(SACICT), Thailand Creative & Design Center 

(TCDC) and Department of International Trade 

Promotion (DITP).
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Moreover, to support Thailand’s creative industry, 

THINKK Studio has spearheaded the formation 

of a Thai young blood designer group, the Design 

PLANT, since 2013. One of the outstanding joint 

projects between THINKK Studio and a local village 

is SARN Collection, which collaborates with a  

community in Prachinburi province to add more 

value to their palm weaving handicraft product to 

export overseas. Most of THINKK Studio  

collections intend to present an unorthodox  

overview of the contemporary Thai designing and 

manufacturing landscape. All collections pass 

through meticulous co-research and experiments 

with local Thai manufactures and craftsmen, 

incorporating industrial processes, innovative 

technologies and the artistry and heritage of Thai 

handicrafts. Apart from continually creating small 

decorative items, THINKK Studio plans to expand 

their product line into the furniture market and 

launch other products that serve the needs for 

architectural or interior design. Meanwhile, the 

studio will do more research and experimentation  

with local Thai manufactures and craftsmen that 

incorporate industrial processes, innovative  

technologies and artistry heritage handicrafts.  

The latter encompasses bamboo and rattan  

wicker works from different local communities.
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Tithi Kutchamuch
TITHI

Contact:
Tithi Kutchamuch

Factopia, 231 Rattanathibet Rd, Bang Krasor, 

Mueang Nonthaburi, Nonthaburi 11000, Thailand

Tel: +(66) 85 946 5669

Email: info@tithi.info

IG: tithi.info

www.tithi.info / www.factopia.info/shop

Design pieces by Tithi Kutchamuch provoke fresh 

perspectives and shake up consumers’  

expectations. Inspired by life memories,  

Bangkok-based designer Tithi Kutchamuch creates 

jewelry and decorative pieces that show the subtle 

interplay between visual form and perception.  

The renowned Thai-born jewelry designer Tithi 

Kutchamuch received her MA in Design Products 

from the Royal College of Art in 2007 in London, 

where she lived and worked for several years  

before relocating to Bangkok. Tithi’s  

unconventional conceptual approach has led her 

to design a variety of interesting pieces, which 

cross boundaries between art pieces, decorative 

objects and functional jewelry. “My work is a  

medium to document my thoughts or life  

experiences, at a period of time, in a three- 

dimensional form. It reflects a little of what I have 

seen in ordinary everyday life. I’m interested in 

objects that are not only seen but heard; an object 

that can speak for itself or that I can talk about.” 

Each of her collections tell different stories.  

For example, the Pearly White collection reflects 

her idea of social status. For as long as there were 

human beings, we have sought to adorn ourselves  

with symbols of status. Animal and even  

human teeth were frequently worn by chiefs and 

high-ranking citizens to denote social status. In 

many traditions the smooth round pearl is often 

regarded as an ideal. In the Pearly White collection, 

Tithi has searched through thousands and  
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thousands of pearls to find the few whose  

imperfections make them perfect for their new 

role. Each piece is unique and custom made. On 

the contrary, Drip aims to add value to the ancient 

knowledge of metal casting in clay molds found 

in the ‘Pa-aow’ village of northeastern Thailand. 

Tithi said she was overwhelmed by the processes, 

techniques and most surprisingly, the hours that 

were spent on each piece when she first visited 

the village. “Their work was handmade from start 

to finish, and the material for each batch differed 

in what metal scrap was available.” The Drip  

prototype was made from a mixture of bullets, 

wheel values and broken water taps, as well as  

bits and bobs from a previous cast through  

a newly established method Tithi refers to as  

“dripping wax”.
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Trimode Studio  
Co., Ltd.
TRIMODE STUDIO

Contact:
Trimode Studio Co., Ltd.

136/4 Newroad82 Bangkoleam,  

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 688 2339

Email: contact@trimodestudio.com

www.trimodestudio.com

Trimode Studio’s creative reinterpretations break 

cognitive barriers in design. Multi-disciplinary  

design studio Trimode Studio blends different  

perspectives to find creative solutions for  

interior, furniture and jewelry design. Founded 

over 15 years ago by three designers, each coming 

from different areas of expertise, Trimode Studio 

upholds the philosophy that design is boundless. 

This allows their design services – inspired by the 

constant reinterpretation of Asian culture – to go 

beyond cognitive barriers and apply across various 

fields, from the design of furniture and decoration 

items to jewelry, graphics, interiors and branding. 

At Trimode Studio, design does not only serve to 

create visual impressions, but it is infused with  

storytelling to offer new experiences and  

harmonious solutions.
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Yothaka International  
Co., Ltd.
YOTHAKA

Contact:
Yothaka International Co., Ltd.

Pong-Amorn Building, 3rd Floor, 1028/5  

Rama 4 Road, Thungmahamek, Sathorn,  

Bangkok 10120 Thailand

Tel: +(66) 2 679 8631-2

Email: info@yothaka.com

www.yothaka.com

Yothaka furnishes your life with simple, authentic 

and hand-crafted Thai-style furniture. As the very 

first Thai furniture brand to step onto the world’s 

furniture and handicraft stage, Yothaka continually 

creates delicate hand-crafted furniture full of  

creativity, contemporary touches and authentic  

design. Yothaka is the pioneer of using water 

hyacinth to make furniture in Thailand’s furniture 

manufacturing industry, and it remains a notable 

hand-crafted maker since it was established in 

1989. For more than three decades, the company 

has worked closely with the local community to 

design and create fine hand-made water hyacinth 

and rattan furniture as well as other home  

accessories such as straw boxes, basketry,  

stationery, etc. To maintain an outstanding brand 

and remain a leader in the field of high-quality 

industrial crafts, Yothaka constantly restructures its 

collections and designs new models every year. As 

a result, the company now offers a wide range of 

in-house designed furniture and accessories that 

creatively combine modern lifestyle concepts with 

unique Thai wisdom and character. It can be said 

that Yothaka is unique and different from other 

competitors because of its original design, using 

more than 70% of domestic materials, including 

a variety of environmentally friendly items and a 

large collection of design works. Yothaka is also 

well accepted as a contemporary furniture  
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designer with heritage DNA. Meanwhile,”Khun 

Rak”, Suwan Kongkhunthian, the founder of  

Yothaka is remarkably acknowledged as the design 

master of Thailand. His works always inspire new 

designers of later generations. Under a strong 

identity with quality, creativity, a contemporary 

spirit and consistent hard work, Yothaka promises 

to open the doors for the world to experience the 

greatness of Thai furniture. Meanwhile, the brand 

continues to forge ahead, developing new design 

skills along with the adoption of local traditional 

handicrafts.




